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ABSTRACT
With the publication of Jude the Obscure (1895) Hardy had
fi ni shed hi s work wi th the novel. Just fi Ve years 1ater Drei ser
published Sister Carrie (1900), thus making it possible that he could
have found in Hardy a model. The resemblances to the Hardyan novel
in both the early and 1ater works of Drei ser are striking and varied
enough to give encouragement to a hypothesis of direct influence.
The evidence in support of this hypothesis we propose to take note of
carefully in this study.
The study is divided into six chapters. Chapter One focuses on
the broadly pessi mistic and determini stic phil osophy that runs
throughout the novels of both authors in the sense that both were
"blown to bits" by reading evolutionary theories that attacked
accepted vi ews of man, GOd, and the uni verse. ThUS, both found in
the works of Darwin, Huxley, and Spencer evidence that man is not the
creation of a benevolent deity, but rather of the interaction of
unknowable forces existing in a world of struggle where survival of
the f1 ttes tis the basic 1aw. Accardi ngly, both cone 1uded that man
is basically determined by the natural and SOCial forces operating
from within and without to ensure man's unhappiness.
In Chapter Two the protagonist of Sister Carrie is discussed in
relation to the more deeply tragic heroes and heroines of Thomas
Hardy, part; cul arly Tess Durbeyfi el d. Carri e has the dreami ness of
Jude and the natural vitality of Tess, and like Tess she is a child
of nature. The chapter goes on to trace the Hardysque and Dreiserian
theme of the fall en woman whose natural goodness and selt-sacrifi ce
for others keep her "Pure". Tess of the d'Urbervllles (1891), and
Jennie Gerhardt (1911), are the novels discussed in relation to this
common theme.
Chapter Three takes for its subJect-matter the novelists'
portrayal of society in the context of Herbert Spencer's application
of the theory of lithe survival of the fittest" to social behaviour.
Donald Farfrae in Hardy's The Mayor of Casterbridge (1886), and Frank
Cowperwood in Dreiser' s The F1nanci er (1912), and The Ti tan (1914),
are discussed as aggresslve exponents of the Nietzschean superman
figure, committing themselves to the values of materialism. Although
both men win in the battle of lite and survive, nevertheless, they
undergo an inner spiritual defeat.
Chapter Four probes the depth of the conflict between flesh and
spirit, body and soul, vice and virtue in Hardy's Jude the Obscure
and Dreiser's The "Genius" (1915). Both heroes, Jude and Eugene, are
sexually driven and in bondage to desire, but at the same time
possess transcendental traits. In Jude's case, thi s contest between
(1)
the spiritual and the sensual culminates inevitably in his death;
Eugene, 1ess convi nci ngly perhaps, eventually ti nos temporary ease
for his divided being and restless soul in the religious doctrines at
Christian Science.
Chapter Five examines Jude the Obscure and Dreiser's An
Ameri can Tragedy {1925} as tragedi es of "unfulfill ed aims and
aspirations". Initially, attention is focused upon the tragic aspect
of both stories and the question of whether or not the two novels are
in fact tragedies is discussed. Jude Fawley and Clyde Griffiths have
opposite aims and ambitions. Jude's intellectual aspirations are
contrasted with Clyde's materialist;c desires. The ambition of each
hero, however, is marked by failure, and the destiny of both is the
same. Each is finally frustrated by forces in his nature, his
society, and his circumstances.
Th;S study concludes, in Chapter Six, by noting that characters
in the novels of Hardy and Dreiser rarely come to a satisfactory
acconmcdet ton with life. The novels' tragic conclusions are due, in
large part, to social, cultural, and universal influences which make
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Thomas Hardy and Theodore Dreiser
Hardy and Dreiser both lived through much of the nineteenth
century and well into the twentieth. Both reacted against the
Romantic movement first in the manner of Realism, later, to varying
degrees, in that of Naturalism. Both at the beginning of their youth
made great efforts at self-education, and moreover, both had a
similar interest in history. They also shared a keen interest in the
progress of sc+ence , especially as that progress influenced the
philosophical thought of the age. Under the influence of such
thought each gradually became more and more sceptical at traditional
beliefs and eventually fell into the most rigid kind of pessimistic
determinism.
The two authors seem to be very much alike, as this study is
going to shaw, especially in thought, philosophy, vision, - perhaps
in Hardy's case "vision" is the better word in so far as he tended to
deny he was offering any kind of coherent philosophy in his fiction -
and even in their works themselves. Some readers might even wish to
argue that they share comon weaknesses. In the case of Ore; ser it
is a critical comnonp lece to suggest that his English prose style is
more than ali tt 1e rough and ready: but as powerfu 1 avo; ce as that
of T.S. Eliot has said much the same about Hardy. Whatever their
nature, it is the similarities between them that help to explain the
i nfl uence of one on the other. But who i nt 1uenced whom? Hardy had
ceased to write fiction before the appearance of Dreiser's first
novel, Sister Carrie (1900), hence the movement ot intluence could
only have been from the English author to the American one.
In his Hardy in America, Carl J.Weber asserts that it is no longer
possible lito ignore the plain fact that many an Amer;can realist wrote
wi th a consci ous eye upon the long fi ght whi ch Hardy had put up in the
batt1 e for candour and si nceri ty. The only American novelists who
escaped the power at this influence - as a force at which they were
conscious - were the youngest writers, whose memories did not go back to
Jude the Obscure, or even to Dreiser's Sister Carrie."l Weber is
extremely cautious about suggesti ng a di rect , substanti a1 borrow; ng by
Dreiser, but he does admit that "one can persuade himselt much more
easily than was possible in the case of Stephen Crane or of Hamlin
Garland that one sees traces of Hardy in the work of Dreiser."2
Dreiser's account of his readings is sketchy, but perhaps his
most significant statement about them is in a newspaper interview of
1911. In this interview, he recalls his discovery of Balzac in 1892
and goes on to say, "Balzac lasted me a year or two, then came Hardy,
and after him To1stoi. From them I learned what, in ~ jUdgment,
really great books are."3 More important than this interview,
however, is a passage in the holograph of Sister Carrie. In a
conversation deleted from the novel, Carrie and Bob Ames discuss at some
length the novels of Balzac and Hardy - and in such a way that
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we are clearly supposed to judge Carrie by the depth of her responses
to them. This passage is strong evidence that Dreiser was also
reading and responding to Balzac and Hardy at the time he was writing
Sister Carrie in 1899. Dreiser, in tact, inverts the moral significance
of the typical Balzacian novel and in so dOing approaches the tragic
view of life that he found in the novels of Thomas Hardy.
In the autobiographical A Book About Myselt, Dreiser does not
mention Hardy probably because the book ends with events at 1895.
Dorothy Dud1ey in her Drei ser and the Land of the Free : A Nove1 of
Facts asserts that IIHe read Fl aubert's Madame Savary and Thomas
Hardy, "4 but she does not spec ify when. Accardi ng to hi sown
chronology, Orei ser di d not read Hardy unti 1 about 1896. However,
there are other documents besides the holograph which testify to his
continuing interest in and admiration of Hardy not only about the
time he was writing Sister Carrie, but later also when Jennie
Gerhardt, The Fi nanc; er, The Ti tan and The "Geni us" were bei ng
produced. In 1902, he wrote W.O.Howells that Hardy, along with
Tal stay and Howell s himself, possessed "tender k i ndl i ness
covering all of the 111s of life voicing the wonder and yearning of
this fitful dream, in what, to me, seems a perfect way.IIS That same
year, in a letter to Richard Duffy, he called Hardy "the greatest
figure in all English literature."6 And there is the 1911 interview,
mentioned above, in which he asserted that Hardy was among those
authors from whom he learned what great books are.
Probably the most powerful evidence of Oreiser's having read
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and admired Hardy is in his letters. Going through the three not
bulky volumes of Letters of Theodore Dreiser : A Selection, we find
that Hardy is mentioned several times usually in connection with the
Wessex novels, which Dreiser must have read and admired. In a letter
of 1911 to William Lengel, Dreiser wrote: "rou will not be surprised
when I tell you that few American books if any interest me. When
I go abroad it ts very different. Balzac, lola, De Maupasant, Daudet,
Flaubert and Anatole France are great towering statues to me - the best
in France. In Russia I profoundly admire Tolstoy, Turgenev, Gorky
and 7. In England George Moore first of all and after him
Arnold Bennet, and H.G.Wells - his later stuff." In the same letter
Drei ser goes further to add "of the 01der wri ters Thackeray, George
Eliot, Henry Fielding, Charles Reade and Thomas Hardy seem
the best. 118
In a letter of 1914 to H.L.Mencken, Dreiser wrote: IIWhen an
American poet - a writer of short poems arises I instantly think of
Herrick, W.E.Henley, Thomas Hardy's brooding volumes and A.E.Housman.1I9
Again in another letter to Mencken on May 14, 1916 Dreiser wrote:
I find on glancing over your letter
that I haven't answered all your
questions. After Balzac (1894) {,} came
first Hardy (1896) and then Sienkiewicz -
particularly Quo Vadis? (1897) which made
a deep impression on me. About this time
I did a lot of general reading, Tolstoy,
Stevenson, Barrie, Dumas - I can't think
of a tenth of the stuff. But Hardy,
Tolstoy and Balzac stood forth in mind all
this time. I have never read a line of
Zo1a . Since 1906 or thereabou ts I have
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become acquainted with Turgenev,
Dostoyevsky, de Maupassant, Flaubert,
Stri ndberg, Hauptmann etc. etc. but I
couldn't possibly call them influences.
They came too 1ate. Actually I snout d put
Hardy and Balzac first in that respect
though I seriously doubt whether I was
influenced for in St.Louis (1892) I was
already building plays of a semi-tragic
character. My mind just naturally worked
that way{.}10
Moreover, Dreiser told Edward H.Smith on 18 April 1921:
I would be ashamed to waste my thinking
hours brooding over whether I am to be
remembered. Thomas Hardy sums it up ina
number of his poems. He makes the thought
so ridiculous and so pathetic that reading
him would cure any thinking man. I only
wish I might, without further offence,
commend them to the attention of Harris
because. helli s sadly in need of a cure for
ego mam a .
And in 1ater years he characteri zed Hardy as a tragi c wri ter equal to
Euripides and Sophocles,12 because in him Dreiser found an understanding
much closer to his own deep felt belief in the essential tragedy at
life. SUCh novels as Tess of the d'Urbervil1es and Jude the Obscure, as
Donald Pizer points out, "1eft a permanent mark on Dreiser's portrayal
.of the tragic nature of life. He was above all moved by Hardy's
youthful figures who bring to experience a craving for life and a
responsiveness to beauty who are tragically handicapped by social
restrictions by the uncontrollable power of desire, and by a cosmic
force which catches all men up in a web of action not of their own
making."13
Dreiser would have liked to see Hardy and talk to him personally.
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So far as we know Dreiser thought twice of visiting Hardy. The first
occasion was when Grant Richard (his publisher) met Dreiser in Paris, at
Madame Geruy's bar. The publisher urged him to relax at his Berkshire
horne and then join him in a week's walk through the Hardy country in the
English springl4 - Hardy whom Dreiser so admired - but Dreiser would not
be stayed. He would get the next boat.IS As for the second occasion, it
was after a reception at the Paris P.E.N. Club, which Dreiser and Helen
1eft to go to London, where Dreiser was about to estab 1ish one of the
warmest friendships of his life with Otto Kylmann, a director of the
Constable firm. He had hoped to go to Dorset to visit Thomas Hardy, but
Dreiser was so smitten by Kylmann that he decided simply to remain in
London.
Whatever the precise influence might be - as will emerge later -
Dreiser and Hardy run on parallel tracks, and the two men suggest each
other in a score of ways. Superficially, of course, they may seem to be
far apart: the gorgeous colours of Hardy are never encountered in
Dreiser. But that difference lies entirely in materials; in ideas and
methods they are curiously alike. To each the salient fact of life is
its apparent meaninglessness, its sordid cruelty, and its mystery. Each
stands 1n amazement before the human condition and finds esoteric
Significances 1n it. Both brood over specific scenes and see life as
representing a vast tragedy and the people in it as victims of an unkind
destiny over which they have little control.
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Darwin and the Crisis of Faith:
The Examples of Hardy and Dreiser
The most obvious similarity between the two authors is found in
the kind of pessimistic, even deterministic, philosophy that runs
throughout their novels. Both writers in their own ways were "blown
to bits" by reading the evolutionary theories of Darwin, Huxley and
Spencer - theori es that attacked accepted vi ews of man, God and the
universe. The publication of The Origin of Species by Darwin caused
an intellectual and religious upheaval in late November of 1859. The
thes i s of the book impressed itself upon the pub 1i c mind wi th sudden
violence, and the results had far-reaching effects in almost every
quarter of intellectual activity. Lionel Stevenson, in his
comprehensive study of the influence of the Darwinian theory on
English thought, indicates that The Origin emphasized lithe physical
basis of life and the identity of man with the lower orders of
nature," and "it appeared to obviate the possibility of a spiritual
element in man and of a supernatural creator of the universe."l6
Furthermore, "Darwin's emphasis on the struggle for survival
suggested a wastefulness and cruelty in nature, incompatible with
di vi ne benefi cence. "17 In Darwi n ' s uni verse, lithe idea of man as the
accidental product of blind physical processes ." as Stevenson goes
further to remark, and nature as indifferent to the sufferings of
living beings, encouraged the growth of "fatalistic and hedonistic
philosophies."18
Hardy
When The Origin was published. its impact was so inrnense that it
had a profound influence on the literature of England and America.
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Hardy was only nineteen when The Origin appeared, and probably read
it almost at once. His response was undoubtedly immediate and
vigorous. "No intellectual influence as important as that at Darwin
affected the form of Hardy's thought," writes Harvey Webster of
Hardy's formative years.19 Darwin, with his patient observation of
seedlings, insects, and birds, thought of nature as the scene at tne
struggle for survival:
What a struggle between the several kinds
of trees must here have gone on during
long centuries, each annually scattering
its seeds by the thousand; what war
between insect and insect between
insects, snails, and other animals with
birds and beasts of prey - all striving to
increase, and a 11 feed i ng on each other,
or on the trees, their seeds and
seedlings, or on the other plants which
fi rs t clothed the ground and thus checked
the growth of the trees!20
Darwin concludes his chapter on lithe Struggle for Existence" with the
observation that "each organic being is striving to increase," and
"has to struggle for life, and to suffer great destruction." Only
"the vigorous, the healthy, and the happy survive and multip1y."21
It seems most probable that Darwin drew Hardy's attention to the
battle of life and the continuous combat for survival in all torms ot
nature. Hardy had earl i er interpreted nature to be wrought by love,
planned tor the purpose of giving happiness to mankind. In "To Outer
Nature" he wrote:




Love alone had wrought thee-
Wrought thee for my pleasure,
Planned thee as a measure
For expounding
And resounding
Glad things that men treasure.22
But thi s noti on, the pure product of con venti anal rel i gi ous teachi ng,
soon passed beyond recapture. In a 1ater poem, "In A WoodII , Hardy
wrote to show how the ruthless struggle for survival is at its
highest intensity, and the trees are blighting each other with
poi son:
Great growths and small
Show them to men akin -
Combatants all!23
Even in Hardy's second published work in prose, Under the Greenwood
Tree (l872), we seem, as Morse Peck ham i nd i cates, IIto be 1iv i ng ina
kind of idyllic providential world," and in Far From the Madding
Crowd (1874) in "a casual world."24 But in The Return of the Native
(1878), which is written within fifteen years of the publication of
The Origin, the picture becomes completely different, in that
"coincidence, or more accurately, accident," as we will explain in
detail later in this chapter, "is indeed the means whereby the story
is carried on."25
Dreiser, too, like Hardy, was in his twenties when he came
across the evolutionary theories of Darwin, Huxley, and Spencer.
Dreiser felt his lingering Catholicism drain away as he read Huxley's
Science and Hebrew Tradition (1893), Science and Christian Tradition
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(1894) and Spencer's First Principles (1862). Spencer, as
W.A.Swanberg explains, disposed of religion as being a concern at the
"unknowab le " interesting only to think over but beyond the realm of
true knowledge or facts - facts which alone were the interest and
domain of science. Man was simply a stage in evolution, a creature
responding helplessly to inner physico-chemical actions over which he
had but little control. Man was a tiny part i cl e of energy, a mere
atom, bereft of authority over his own internal compulsions, and also
buffeted by larger external forces beyond his control.26
. Tnus tar Hardy and Dreiser found in the works at Darwin,
Tyndall, Huxley and Spencer evidence that man is not the special
creation of a benevolent deity, but the creation ot the interaction
of unknowable forces existing in a world of struggle where survival
of the fittest is the basic law. Both concluded that man is
basically determined or fated by the natural and social forces
operating from within and from without. Running through Hardy's
novels are references to the IIFirst Cause at lower moral
'quality"27 than man, to the "concatenations of phenomenall28 that
determine man's actions, to the indifference of stars IIwhose cold
pulses were beating in serene di ssoci ati on tram ..• wisps of
human life,"29 and to the inability of mankind to become stronger
IIwhile the inexorable laws of nature remain what they are.1I30
Dreiser's determinism is less bitter than Hardy's - there is no
ranti ng agai nst "the Presi dent of the Ill11lortal s" (Tess t 330) who has
sported with Tess - but there is the recognition that "among the forces
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whien sweep and pl ay throughout the uni verse, untutored man is
but a wisp in the wind.1I31 Dreiser did not get his determinism trom
Hardy, but he 1earned a great deal from Hardy about how to make thi s
determinism a shaping force in the creation of a work of literature.
As has been said, Hardy and Dreiser were quasi-determinists
remarkably distinguished in English and American literature by the
grave sincerity and severity with which they depict the darker
aspects of modern life. As a novelist Hardy may be taken as a
typical representative of pessimistic fiction. In his pessimism we
note a deeper tone of sadness, a sense of almost utter helplessness
in grappling with the complex intricacies of modern life and the
subtleties of emotion that it is apt to produce. His heroes and
heroines are mostly represented as engaged in a desperate struggle;
they are hampered by adverse events, confused by strange
entanglements, moved against their will by ingrained propensities,
over-powered by uncontrollable forces, and finally made to succumb in
taciturn despair to the impending doom. When one sits and views with
the eye of the comon man the fourteen great novel s , the stori es, the
half-a-dozen volumes of verse, and the mighty achievement of the
Dynasts, what other impression is 1eft than that not only of sadness,
but of that hopeless sadness which pessimism engenders. In The
Return of the Native the tragic gloom becomes more intense and fearful
as we watch the death of the mother, the bitterness of the husband, the
flight of the wife, the grim drowning in a dark pool, and last, for
anti-climax, a second marriage. Tess in tne grim dawn at Stonehenge,
Marty South in the moonlight whispering over the grave of Giles
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Winterborne, Henchard at Elizabeth-Jane's wedding with his pitiful gitt
of the caged goldfinch, the. whole sad and sordid story of Jude, the
gallant Trumpet-Major swinging off into the dark with a smile on his
lips and death at his heart, the vast slaughter at the Dynasts, brooded
over by that pitiless Will that pushes man hither and thither: all
these creations of Hardy's leave in the mind, beyond a shadow of doubt,
a mass i ve sense of 1ife' s sad futi 1i ty . Thi sis Hardy; in story after
story he unrolls the tragic map of life as he sees it, Showing us the
wistful figures of men striving after worlds which they do not attain,
combating evils which they did not create; they cannot help but yield to
forces too strong for them, and in the long run they are 1ed to thei r
doom by some relentless fatality.
Similarly, life affected Dreiser as immensely tragic, hopeless,
and piteous. Therefore, he found Hardy's glOO"IY melancholia closer
to his feelings about life than were Balzac's relatively Shallow
concerns. As the 01d mentor brooded over the Wessex scene, the young
author, an inordinately sentimental man, brooded over the American
scene, seeing it as one vast tragedy and the people in it as victims
of an unkind destiny over which they had no control. Dreiser was new
to the business of putting together a novel; but he had seen in Hardy
how a vision of life similar to his own could be shaped into a moving
tragedy, as he set out to relate the story of Sister Carrie and the
life of Jennie Gerhardt. While Jennie Gerhardt was in the making,
Dreiser had already started to explore and detail the pitiable lives
of two powertul men, Eugene Witla in The "Genius", and Frank Algernon
Cowperwood in the Trilogy of Desire, and Dreiser's tragic vision of
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life culminates in that grim but sprawling story which tells in minute
detail the 1ife story of Clyde Gri ffi ths in An Ameri can Tragedy. Just
as in Hardy, in Dreiser one feels strongly the sad futility of life.
Carrie Meeber, from beginning to end is in search of that "radiance of
delight" which she sees will make her happy, but we realize - as she
does not - that her seek i ng wi 11 never 1ead to happi ness and that she
will only "dream such happiness as she may never feel" (Carrie, 462).
We feel pi ty, too, for Jenni e as she goes back to her lonely horne after
the death of Lester Kane, and there, 1i ke Carri e Meeber before her, she
faces the long years with dry eyes and empty heart: "Days and days in
endless reiteration, and then -?"32
This pessimistic philosophy we encounter in the narration of the
life of Jennie is the same profound pessimism which gives a darker
colour to the best that we have from Hardy, Moore, Zola and the great
Russians. It is the pessimism which comes with the discovery that
the riddle of life is insoluble. One can discern no intelligible
sequence of cause and effect in the agonies of Jennie Gerhardt. Very
much similar to Tess, she is of a nobler, finer metal. And like
Tess, there is within her a capacity for service, a great capacity
for love, a great capacity for happiness. And yet all that life has
to offer her, in the end, is the mere license to live. The days
stretch before her "in endless reiteration." She is a prisoner doomed
to perpetual puni shment for some fanciful, i ncomprehensib le crime
agai nst the gods who make tnet r mirthl ess sport of us all. In The
"Genius" (1915) and A Trilogy of Desire, with the two supermen figures,
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Eugene Witla and Frank Cowperwood, Dreiser describes the path to
success, and perhaps to happi ness. But unfortunately, with both Witla
and Cowperwood, success becomes defined in material terms alone - a fact
which both characters tragically real ize at the end. Losi ng their
self-reliance and personal integrity results in their eventual
downfall.
Despite the fact that the two authors share a rather sombre view
of 1ife, the colours we encounter in Hardy are darker than those of
Dreiser. The understanding of life attained by Hardy's protagonists
frequently leads to recognition, despair, and a wish to put an end to
their suffering and end their lives of pain. Tess is "almost glad"
to be captured after the murder of Alec because her experience has
taught her that happiness with Angel "could not have lasted" (Tess,
328). Jude denounces with Job the very birth which has led to so
mich suffering and so little joy: "'Let the day perish ~erein I was
born, and the night in which it was said there is a man child
conceived. Wherefore is light given to him that is in misery,
and life unto the bitter in soul?'" (Jude, 320). This recognition of
the waste of the hero's 1i fe may be seen as the kind of anagnor; sis
that frequently occurs at the end of a Greek or El i zabethan tragedy.
Hardy's heroes understanding and acquiescence in the rightness of
their destinies make them more akin to Shakespeare's heroes than
Dreiser's.
There can be no doubt that the publication of The Origin of
Species (1859) by Darwin, Essays and Reviews (1860) by several authors
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called "the Seven against Christ", Spencer's First Principles (1862),
and Huxley's Man's Place in Nature (1863) caused an intellectual
upheaval that challenged people's conception of nature. "Nature as a
kindly Queen-motherly Dame"; "a rati anal arrangement, {and} a
benevolent one, "33 planned by God for the purpose of giving pleasure to
mankind, are no longer widely-held concepts in the mid-nineteenth
century. This gave a distinctive mark to the years in \>ilich Hardy first
came into contact with the intellectual trends of his day and age. It
was Hardy's temperament - his unusually sensitive response to pain and
suffering - which, combined with particular conditions of family and
local background, made him so vulnerably exposed to the intellectual and
spiritual disturbances of his time. Born in 1840, and having grown up
in a High Church environment which formed the natural setting for his
religious fervour, and for his desire to take orders, he met, at this
susceptible age, the full flood of this naturalistic thinking, in the
Essays and Reviews first, and soon after in The Origin of Species -
to be reinforced by Spencer's First Principles and Huxley's Man's
Pl ace in Nature. It was under the impact of the fi rst two works that
Hardy's orthodox faith broke down.34
Another point of considerable significance is that Hardy came to
maturity at the most dramatic moment in the intellectual revolution of
the nineteenth century, and, like all sensitive minds, he suffered by
its ravages. Reading in Darwin about natural selection, struggle,
isolation, sexual selection, heredity, and kindred theories, "it was
natural for Hardy", as Stevenson poi nts out, "to see b1i nd chance
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operat i ng in every event of 1i fe. In his novels he was content to
accept ... blind chance as the controlling torce at the universe ... "35.
The fact is several critics comment on this aspect of Hardy's novels and
on "chance" as the controlling force of his universe. Philip Drew. tor
example. indicates that Hardy usually "places his characters in a world
at the mercy of hazardry, II and yet "takes equal care to qual i fy , the
operations of chance."36 Chance, as Drew goes further to explain. "plays
a prominent part in all the novels, and the characters think of
themselves as the victims of good or bad luck, .•. "37.
Chance in Hardy's novels represents the power behind or over
coincidence and accidental happenings rather than the symbol for
Nature's indifference. Chance, in Hardy's universe, Joins itself
with Circumstance and other unsympathetic powers to assure man's
unhappiness. In his novels Hardy, as Walter Allen writes, "is intent
to Show that the stars in their courses fight against the aspiring,
the man or woman who wou1d rise above the comaon lot through
greatness of spirit, of ambition, or passion. It ; s sO ly to
blame Hardy for the emphasis he places on coincidence; simply, he
bel; eved in coi nci dence. "38 Thus chance may often appear cruel
because "accident" and "coincidence" seem to be constantly working
against the possibility of happiness.
It is "bli nd chance", indeed, or, "dicing time" or "Crass
Casualty" as Hardy put it in the world of Hap39 which has woven the
web of life blindly, and, by aCCident, evolved in man a sensitive and
intelligent being doomed to suffering, because his ideals and
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aspirations are rarely or never fulfilled in this absurd existence.40
With this deterministic trend was interwoven a darker pattern of
philosophical pessimism that pervades most of the Wessex novels, the
purpose of which is partly to show how Chance and Circumstance govern
almost absol utely the 1i ves of the characters. These characters in
their struggle for existence lead hard lives during which they wage
an unequal battle against fate - against Chance and Circumstance.
The fact is Hardy seems to be "manipulating fate against them"41 so that
in the end they are dragged down by an inevitable set of forces,
internal and external, which eventually defeat and destroy them. They
almost all fall in turn: the Henchards and the Gileses, the Tesses and
the Judes seem as though they were "predestinate."
The fact that- hi s characters are subject to forces otten beyond
their control is clear in most of Hardy's major Wessex novels. In The
Return of the Native, probably more than in any other of Hardy's novels,
we feel the power of these forces which control man's destiny - and the
characters themsel ves are fully aware of thi s fact. As Mrs. Yeobri ght
comes to see Clym to attempt a reconciliation, she knocks at his door;
Eustacia hears Clym say "Mother" and does not know that he is talking in
his sleep. Mrs. Yeobright believes her son refuses her entrance and.
starts her weary journey home. She tell s of her son's treatment to the
passing Johnny Nonsuch, who later tells Clym of her bitter reproaches -
which no one would have known otherwise, for she lies down to rest, is
bitten _ by an adder, and dies before reaching her home. Eustacia,
instead of blaming herself when Clym's mother is turned from his door,
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blames some colossal Prince of the World (The Native, 304). Realizing
that she cannot escape, she weeps bitterly: "How I have tried and tried
to be a splendid woman, and how destiny has been against me! I do
not deserve lIlY lot! 0, the cruelty of putting me into this
ill-conceived world! I was capable of I11Jch; but I have been injured and
blighted and crushed beyond lIlYcontrol!" (The Native, 357). Wildeve and
Clym, are conscious, too, of the power beyond themselves. Wildeve says
to Eustacia, lithe Fates have not been kind to you, Eustacia Yeobright"
to \tkIich she answers: "I have nothing to thank them for" (The Native,
289). As for Clym, Hardy says of him "he did sometimes think he had
been ill-used by fortune II (The Native, 382). Thus these
unsympathetic powers join themsel ves with other factors 1ike Chance,
and work together to ensure man's unhappiness and ruin.
In The Mayor of Casterbridge (1886), it is strange that Hardy is
at so much pains to make his actors completely conscious of the PO\'er,
or fate which is controlling them. Nearly all the characters are
conscious of some sort of super pO\'er over \tkIich they have no control.
They know that the "iron hand of necessity" (Mayor, 196) directs their
actions. No protagonist in the rest of ni neteenth century fiction
endures such a bitter defeat as that of Michael Henchard. Henchard
seems aware of the power termed lithe iron hand". He often expresses
this feeling in the nove1. Saved from suicide, he believes himself in
"Somebody's hand II (Mayor, 229) ; more often he is convi nced that a
"power" is working against him. His wife, at the very beginning,
"plodded on in the shade of the hedge, silently thinking; she had the
hard, half-apathetic expression of one who deems anything possible at
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the hands of Time and Chance, except, perhaps, fair play" (Mayor, 3-4).
Moreover, her words were "in the resigned tone of a fatalist" (Mayor,
14}. Farfrae, too, belongs to this fatalistic type. After he is chosen
Mayor, he says, "see how it's ourselves that are ruled by the Powers
above us!" (Mayor, 186}. And comparing Elizabeth-Jane to Burns's mouse,
Hardy says, "she had that field-roouse fear of the coulter of destiny
despite fair promise, which is common among the thoughtful \'kIo have
suffered early from poverty and oppression" (Mayor, 67). It is clear
throughout the story that a Power is in control of the universe, and
there can be little question of the cruelty of its operation. Though
Henchard's struggle agai nst these forces is remarkably val i ant, few feel
that he deserves his fate. We agree with him that his defeat is bitter,
and we are impressed that he sees hi s puni shment as "not greater than
{he} can bear" (Mayor, 239). Whatever punishment he does deserve, the
agony that comes upon him is excessive rather than just.
In The Woodlanders (1887), Hardy approaches consistent
determinism roore closely than he did in The Mayor of Casterbridge. All
the characters are generally aware of how 1ittle power they have to
direct events. A concatenation of incidents and accidents that aided in
spoiling Giles's carefully prepared dinner had their own cause, yet
Giles was helpless to prevent them. No \l()nder he felt "that the fates
were against him. "42 Fitzpiers feels that all is determined as though by
the hands of a clock. What the characters feel, Hardy emphasizes by his
own statements. He remarks that Grace Melbury IOOves as by clockwork.
Destiny, he says, is responsible for Marty's labourer's hand. Giles
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coul d not prevent Fi tzpi ers' comi ng to know Grace.
things were doomed to happen.
It seems as if
Hardy's deterministic philosophy finds its supreme and final
prose expression in Tess of the d'Urbervilles (1891) and Jude the
Obscure (1895). The progress from ungoverned chance to cruel
determinism are in these two tragedies united in a positive way.
From the death of Prince, to the knowledge of Tess's ill-luck with
Alec, and the failure of her marriage with Clare, the mother accepts
all these incidents as though some high and uncompromising hand is
dealing out these disappointments. When her mother hears of the
wrecked marriage Hardy says, "after her burst of disappointment, Joan
began to take the mishap as she had taken Tess's original trouble, as
she \t,Quld have taken a wet holiday or failure in the potato crop"
(Tess, 215). Tess's milkmaid friend, Marian, after Clare had gone, says
to Tess: "You have no faults, deary; that I am sure of. And he's none.
So it must be somethi ng outsi de ye both" (Tess, 236). Above all other
characters of the story, Tess herself is the fullest expression of
fata 1i sm. From the very begi nni ng she is res i gned to her doom: "The
honesty, directness, and impartial ity of elemental enmity disconcerting
her but little" (Tess, 234). Her consciousness of her innocent life
makes her doom all the more tragic: "Never in her life - she could swear
it from the bottom of her soul - had she intended to do wrong; yet these
hard judgments had come. Whatever her si ns, they were not si ns of
intention, but of inadvertence, and why should she have been punished so
persistently?" (Tess, 295). No wonder she longed for death! "Sheer
experience had already taught her in some circumstances, there was one
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thi ng better than to 1ead a good 1i fe, and that was to be saved from
leading any life whatever" (Tess, 204).
The case of Jude is just as hopeless as that of Tess. Fate is
against him in every sense. Heredity, - the Fawley family had never
been happy in wedlock, - coincidence, convention, and every other
tool known to Fate, is brought to play upon his pitiful life. Most
pathetic of all is that he shoul d possess such an abnormally
sensitive nature: it is this fact that causes his defeats at the
hands of Fate to be especially tragic.
We feel the pai n of thi s tragedy all the more because Jude does
nothing culpable to bring it about. Indeed it is deeply ironic that
it is his finer feelings that set the tragic action in motion. He is
discharged from his first position because he felt too kindly toward
some crows and wanted them to have food. This result astounds him;
"Nature's logic was too horrid for him to care for II (Jude, 17). The
great tragedy of the story is obvi ously Jude I s fail ure to attend to
the university of Christminster. It is true that Jude's educational
ambitions are derided by most of those around him, but Hardy insists
on the extreme frustrati on at hi s deni a1 that Jude experiences. We
know of his ability to learn and his willingness to make extreme
sacrifices for an education. The crushing of these hopes is one of
the roost pitiful things in English fiction. He is, indeed, a
"predestinate Jude" (Jude, 38); "he might battle with his evil star"
(Jude, 62), but he I1l.Ist finally submit to lithe huroours of things"
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(Jude, 96). Sue Fawley is seen vaguely meditating that lithe First
Cause worked automatically like a somnambulist, and not retlectively
like a sage; that at the framing of the terrestrial conditions there
seemed never to have been contemplated such a development ot
emotional perceptiveness among the creatures subJect to those
condi ti ons as that reached by thi nk i ng and educated humani ty" (Jude,
270). When Phi 11otson ask s her, IIIwho is to blame then? Am I? I II
She answers back, IIINo. I donlt know! The uni verse, I suppose -
things
176 ).
in general, because they are so horrid and cruel! III (Jude,
The crue 1ty, then, is not inman - despi te the fact that the
characters in Jude are well capable of being cruel to each other -
but in "things in general II: in the uncontrollable destiny which
directs our lives, tyrannically or blindly. It is clear after all
that Jude is the victim of a determined state of things. This is his
des ti ny and everythi ng from the begi nni ng has been beyond h; s
control. It is obvious that fate is represented as cruel by Hardy,
but not so human nature. Most of hi s men are good and noble in the; r
impul ses ti 11 they are thwarted and frustrated. H;s characters 1ike
the Henchards and the Gileses, the Tesses and the duces are worthy ot
our praise and pi ty because they have been heav;ly 1aden wi th
sufferi ngs and sorrows whien they di d not deserve, and are kinder to
one another than fate is kind to them.
From this sketchy analysis of Hardyls major works we note that the
impact of the Darwinistic and positivistic ideas on Hardy was
tremendous. Thi s impact reached its apex of pract t cally uncontested
power in the years when Hardy wrote these works through all of which
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the feeling prevails that our fates and actions are governed by
something not ourselves - we get the feeling that we are all like Jude,
"predes tf nate ", I n such a chance-governed uni verse, we note that man
becomes an automaton subject to the inevitable workings at the First
Cause. In such a world, man is unable to achieve tultilment or shape
his destiny unless of course he shared Nietzsche's view that
fulfilment came from accepting his destiny - because he is all the time
exposed to some inescapable forces and to natural law. In the face of
this destiny and these inevitable forces working inside and outside man
to which he is subject, human striving, sacrifice and suffering are
futile. All this terrible suffering seems to have been endured in vain.
Individuals suffer and eventually die to no purpose. It would seem that
the worl dis an ; 11 -concet ved one ; n wh; cn , as scnopennauer has argued,
not to have been born would have been best.
As previously noted, Hardy's characters are dragged down by
external forces, outside themsel ves, which eventually defeat and
destroy them. His world is ruled by a kind of determinism. His plots,
therefore, are marked, in all periods at his career by surprising
concurrences of events which we may call "cotnc tdences ." Whatever else
they may mean phil osophically, the consequences at these coi nci dence~
underl i ne how much the i ndi vi dua 1 seems to be at the mercy ot fate.
This aspect of his methods of plot construction is noticed by Beach: IIHe
seems to have read life in terms of action, ot oojec tt ve action; 1n
terms of brute incident, things happening.1I43 These coincidences are
links in a concatenation of incidents tending toward destruction for
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some. They are not only parts of a determined system, but of a system
determi ned for evi 1 . In The Mayor ot Casterbri dge, tor instance, we
know that Henchard is doomed from the moment he dri nks at the turmi ty
tent at Weydon Priors; thereafter, the instruments ot Fate set in action
their machinery to punish him. It is chance as cruel as any in Hardy
that causes Henchard to meet Lucetta. It is by chance that Farfrae
stops in Casterbridge on his way to the New World, and Henchard
persuades him to stay in town in order to make his fortune there. And
it is mere coincidence that Farfrae and Lucetta are attracted to one
another when the Scotsman goes to visit Elizabeth-Jane in High-Place
Hall. Furthermore, it is the purest coincidence that Henchard should be
in the magistrate's chair at the time the furmity woman, who had
witnessed the sale of his first wife, came before him and revealed to
the others present what he had thus far successfully concealed. Add to
these fateful incidents the appearance of the long lost Newson at the
inopportune time. We note there is no 1et-up or mercy in the ac t ion;
the trend is mercilessly clear.
relentless plan. Of course,
The i nci dents are natural parts of a
Henchard's fate would have been
different had he been a man of a different temperament and character.
But Hardy's point seems to be that destiny works through those
characteristics, even the admirable ones, that distinguish the
i ndi vi dual. Thus Tess's "Puri ty" does not save her, and Henchard' s
over-honesty contributes to his downfall.
Fateful incidents, without the provocation which urged on the
destruction of Henchard, moved likewise against Giles in The
Woodlanders. Giles is completely borne down by such incidents from
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that day on which he chanced to meet Felice on the high-way and offended
her to the point where she declined to grant him longer leases on her
property which he loses as the result of a group of further
coincidences.
In Tess of the d' Urbervi 11es thi sis more certai nly true. There
are many fateful incidents like Durbeyfield's learning ot his lineage,
the ki 11i ng of the old horse, Tess's chance encounter with Alec who is
there to take advantage of her tiredness and discouragement after a
fight with some other workers, the series of events which frustrate
Tess's attempt to confess to Angel, culminating in letters going under
rugs or otherwise going astray. Again, her chance encounter with
Mr.Clare's sons as she makes her weary journey to Angel's home is indeed
crucial. Instead of meeting the kindly father, she sees and hears the
narrow-minded brothers, is discouraged, and returns to her lonely battle
for a living without having made an appeal for assistance. Finally, the
death at her father and its consequences and the return of Angel just
too late - all are parts of a determined series which spell her doom.
Very much the same is true of Jude. Jude's first meeting with Arabella,
and his other meeting with her when she is a bar maid in the tavern:
these coincidences hurry Jude on to ruin.
In story after story thus far, Hardy unrolls the map of life as
he sees it, showing us wistful figures of men striving after worlds
which they do not attain, and combating evils which they did not create.
Even after JUde the Obscure Hardy conti nues to see human desti ny as a
problem involving inescapable forces, and Nature as a process governed
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by Chance. In the Dynasts (1904-08), for example, published halt a
century after The Origin ot Species appeared, the intluence of Darwin is
still ev i dent, and the wor 1d whi ch Hardy dep 1ores to the end is one of
fi erce struggle, a fi ght between man and ci rcumstances wi th odds at a
hundred to one against. What can man do living in such a condition?
The best plan would appear to be one of resignation and submission -
even though thi s bri ngs no re 1; ef . Those who submi t get exactly the
same disaster and sorrow as those who rebel: Eustacia and Wildeve, Marty
South and Tess. Hardy thus shares that philosophy of the second half at
the nineteenth century which tended toward a complete acceptance ot
man's "insignificance," inherited from the evolutionary discoveries of
Darwin and Spencer as they were soon popularized by Huxley. It is
obvious then, that Darwin has given Hardy what he saw as tne trutn
about natural conditions as they actually are, and our only hope is
that these conditions may change.
Dreiser
Like Hardy, Dreher, as previously mentioned, was in his twenties
when he came to hear of Darwin, Spencer, Wallace and Tyndall, and made
up his mind to explore their ideas. This he achieved on his way East
from Chicago in 1894. He stopped at Pittsburgh, found work there, and
was able to spend a great deal at his time in the Public Ubrary,
reading all the works of Balzac, Huxley and Darwin.
In 1894, Dreiser read Herbert Spencer's First Principles. Almost
three decades later, writing in A Book About Myselt (1922), he still
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viewed the experience as one of the major events in life: "At this time
I had the fortune to discover Huxley and Tyndall and Herbert Spencer,
whose introductory volume to his Synthetic Philosophy (First Principles)
quite blew me, intellectually to bits."44 Likewise, as Hardy's orthodox
faith broke down under the impact of Essays and Reviews and soon after
of The Origin of Species, Dreiser says that Spencer destroyed his
"1ingering filaments of Catholicism," and "his faith in the existence of
Christ, the soundness of his moral and sociologic deductions, the
brotherhood of manII by showing him that "man's place in nature, his
importance in the universe, this too, too solid earth, man's very
identity save as infinitesimal spark of energy or a 'suspended equation'
drawn or blown here and there by forces in which he moved quite
unconsciously as an atom" were "a11 questioned and disso1 ved into other
and less understandable things." In addition, "there was of course this
other matter of necessity, internal chemical compulsion, to which I had
to respond whether I ~u1d or no."45 Man as an atom in an amoral
universe, man as a kind of chemically driven mechanism - these were
the images that devastated the young Dreiser.
In A Book About MYself, Dreiser treats Spencer as a mostly
negative influence that destroyed his faith, and for the most part
early critics accepted this judgment at face value. El ias, for
example, says that reading Spencer caused Dreiser to conclude that
"mankind was helpless to control its destiny and that whatever one
thought or did was natural; nobody could be blamed for anything, and
nobody mattered in the total scheme of things. "46 There is some
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confusion here between mental and physical activity, but it is a
contusion of which Dreiser was as guilty as his critics. Philip
Gerber, like other critics, credits Dreiser's reading of Spencer's
First Principles with:
... a bomblike effect which wiped out the
remnants of all his previous beliets. His
mast cheri shed hopes tor manki nd as a tree
agent ina benefi cent uni verse now seemed
nai ve beyond imagi ni ng. Read; ng Spencer,
Orei ser became utterly convt nced that the
uni verse was mechani s t; c , man a tool
poorly devised and incapable of
contradicting the iron laws which governed
life: a mere leaf in a storm. Upon this
reading of existence all of Oreiser's
fiction rests. His novels invariably ask:
How well has nature equipped this
individual for survival in jungle combat?
And, what part do tortui taus ch,ffce and
circumstance play in his fortunes?
Dre t ser t s plays and philosophical essays published in Plays of
the Natural and the Supernatural (1916), The Hand of the Potter
(1918), and Hey, Rub-A-Oub-Oub! (1920) reveal his exploration in
strikingly different forms of a similar concern. In these works he
seemed to be increasingly absorbed in what he believed to be the
tragic nature of the human condition and was seeking both to explain
and dramatize this vision of life. In such reat t s ttc plays as The Girl
in the Coffin (1917) and The Hand of the Potter (1918), he dealt wittl
the theme by depicting man's inability to shape the direction ot
his life given his lack of control of his underlying makeup. The
Hand of the Potter, in its sympathetic portrayal ot a sex murder, is
a particularly sensationalistic rendering at this theme. And 1n a
series of one-act plays of the "supernatural" he sought to offer
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still further examples of the indeterminacy and waywardness of life.
The essays of Hey, Rub-A-Oub-Dub - a work subtitled A Book of the
Mystery and Terror and Wonder of Life - deal discursively with these
themes. In these essays Orei ser seems heavi ly i ntl uenced by Spencer's
ideas of equation in which individuals' fates are controlled by the
evolutionary force which requires that such unequal conditions in life
as poverty and wealth or weakness and strength constantly seek but never
fully achieve a balance or equilibrium. However, Dreiser expresses the
same ideas symbolically in the fictional reality of the novel.
Through the novels Sister Carrie (1900) and Jennie Gerhardt
(1911), one may be struck by the extraordinary consistency of the
phi losophy Orei ser expresses. In these two novels Orei ser begi ns to
propose a naturalistic view of lite, in which men are mere puppets ot
forces outside their control. As a result, man's tree will is seen
as practi cally non-exi stent, and 1ife appears to be essenti ally
purposeless. Added to that, most of Oreiser's characters do seem to
be victims of chance and circumstance; and Dreiser does appear to
believe in chemisms, or chemicals in the body which control our
actions; and life does seem dependent on forces far beyond our control.
Beginning with his first novel, Sister Carrie, Dreiser hints at
his intention by entitling the first chapter, "the Magnet Attracting:
A Waif amid Forces". Later on he points out that "among the forces
which sweep and play throughout the universe, untutored man is but a
wisp in the wind" (Carrie, 74). The three maJor c harac ters 1n the
novel: Carrie, Hurstwood, and Orouet are portrayed as three human leaves
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caught in the winds of chance and circumstance, and all three are
subjected to these forces whi en "sweep and play throughout the
universe." Among the three, the most tragic is Hurstwood who falls
victim to these forces once he deserts his family and runs away with
Carrie to be dragged down to complete ruin. Orouet is the only
person who remains static and unchanging in the novel; nevertheless,
Oreiser comments: "He could not help what he was going to do. He
caul d not see clearly enough to wish to do diffrently. He was drawn
by his innate desire to act the old pursuing part" (Carrie, 75). As
for Carrie, she is tossed upward but never reaches fulfilment. Her
fate., as the author shows, is "forever to be the pursuit of that
radiance of delight which tints the distant hilltops of the world"
(Carr; e, 462). She begi ns as "A Waif Amid Forces II and ends in that
"radiance of delight" which she sees will make her happy. But her
seeking will never lead to happiness, and she will only "dream such
happiness" as she "may never feel" (Carrie, 462). Thus man in
Orei ser' s uni verse, as Gerber poi nts out, "standi ng in the eye ot the
storm, remained the puppet of these forces, a mere wisp in the wind,
-a leaf on the maelstrom which - through sheer accident, gOOd luck or
bad, taking no regard at allot man's puny hopes or efforts -
cynically cast a few up and many down, thus produci ng wild extremes ot
fortunes."48
It was later that "Hardy's sense of inexorable fate"49 came
closest to Dreiser's own. "Hardy's portraits of women particularly
of Tess" served to strengthen Dreiser' s "confi dence in tryi ng to bri n9
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out to the full what he discerned in character like Jennie's."50 Lester
Kane seems conscious that life is fated and voices this to Jennie: "All
of us are more or less pawns. Wire moved about like chessmen by
circumstances over which we have no control" (Jennie, 342).
herself who is described in such terms as "poor little earthling, caught
in the enormous grip of chance" (Jennie, 86), and depicted in such
images as being "like a rudderless boat on an endless sea" (Jennie,
340), eval uates 1ife and gets lithe feel i ng that the worl d moved in some
strange, unstable way. Apparently no one knew clearly what it was all
about" (Jennie, 345-346)' She thinks further that "people were born and
died. Some bel i eved that the world had been made six thousand years
before; some that it was millions of years old. Was it all blind chance
or was there some guiding intelligence - a God?" (Jennie, 346).
Among all Dreiser's characters Jennie seems the most tragic. As
previously mentioned, she is a person ot strength and nobility. There
is within her a great capacity for service, a great capacity for love,
and a great capacity for happi ness. For half a dozen years she 1i ves
with Lester without the world outside showing any interest. A certain
grave respectability settles over their relation; if they are not
actually married, then it is only because marriage is a mere formality,
to be put off until tomorrow. But bit by bit, "time itself {whiCh}
seems to be an agent of fate," 51 drags them into the 1i ght. Lester's
Father bequeaths him a fortune on condition that in two years he must
put Jennie aside. The penalty is poverty; the reward is wealth and all
the pleasant and well-remembered things that will come with it: the lost
friends of other days, a sense of dignity and importance, good society,
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and the comradeshi p of decent women, part; cul arly of one decent woman.
As Lester yields, he and Jennie go their separate ways. Lester marries
Letty Gerald; Vesta - Jennie's illegitimate daughter at Senator Brander
- di es of typhoi d fever, and fi ve years 1ater, Lester sends for Jenni e.
He is dyi ng. When it is over. Jenni e is 1eft alone. She goes back. to
her lonely home to face the long years wi th a heart that 1i fe has
deprived even of love, waiting for the release that only death can
bring: "Days and days in endless reiteration, and then -1" (Jennie,
367). Richard Lehan points out that Jennie is lithe victim of the
i nexorab 1e work.i ngs of ti me. 1152She is the vi cti m of her own vi rtue and
of chance, the victim of the workings of time, and the victim of forces
beyond her control.53
In The Financier (1912), and The Titan (1914) Dreiser has
created in the person of Frank. Algernon Cowperwood the supreme
individualist who can make things happen, and who seems, indeed, to
be in control of his fate as no previous Dreiserian character ·has
been. In both novel s we get a conti nued sense. "a sense that he
carries greatness within him, that his future success is guaranteed,"54
and that it is not the city, not sex, not art, not beauty, not even the
creative energy of the universe that controls him. But this is mere
illusion, because the very plot of both ncval s belies the notion that
Cowperwood has control of his life. Furthermore, he is constrained by
actions in the world around him over which he has no control. In this
like Michael Henchard in The Mayor of Casterbridge, who "didsense,
carry his fate with him,"55 Cowperwood's "final fate resides within him
just as the oak tree is contai ned by the acorn. "56 As death comes to
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demolish Cowperwood's empire and scatter its ashes, nature retains
control and man remai ns subject to the inevitab 1e doom spoken by the
Weird Sisters at the end of The Financier.
In The "Genius" (1915), too, tairly early in the novel, Eugene
Witla, a thinly disguised characterization of Dreiser himself , reads
Spencer's First PrinciEles and is "torn up by the roots,"S7 learning
that life is "nothing, save dark forces mavi ng aimlessly" (The
"Genius", 157 ). Later on in the novel, Eugene comes to believe that
he is leading a "fated life," and that he is lithe sport or toy of
untoward and mali cious powers, such as those which sounded and
accomplished Macbeth's tragic end" (The "Genius", 580). At the very
end of the novel, Witla reads Spencer's cOllll1entaryon the vastness of
the universe, the inability at man to understand the unknowable, and
he marvels at the mystery of this universe.
It is obvious, then, that like Hardy, Dreiser was deeply impressed
by Spencer's theory of evolution which is clearly indicated by the mixed
SCientific jargon in his novels particularly in the first two volumes of
the Trilogy, The Financier and The Titan, and the images based on
Spencerian concepts. His further discovery of Huxley, Spencer, and
Tyndall made him rely heavily, I suspect, on Spencer's First PrinciEles.,
and he created as a result one of the most consistent fictional
universes in literature - a universe containing vast "forces which sweep
and play," making of man a "wisp in the wind" (Carrie, 74).
As previously mentioned, Hardy's world is frequently ruled by
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chance. His plots, therefore, are marked in all periods ot his career,
by surprising concurrences ot events which we may call coincidences.
These coincidences are links in a chain ot incidents working together
against the possibility of happiness. Similarly, in Dreiser's world,
there is "an accident or a series of accidents" which create the
circumstance that brings about "an unfortunate sequence ot events."58
In Sister Carrie, for example, it is significant that Dreiser is
at so much pai ns to make the central i nci dent in the novel: the safe
cl i ck i ng shut, happen by chance. Drei ser , we are told, "revi sed the
safe scene several times. Even when the scene was firmly in his
mind, he revi sed it agai n , getti ng the exact eftect that he wanted. "59
It happens while Hurstwood is alone closing his saloon for the night and
brooding over the dreadful day as his wife's lawyers threaten to tile
suit in court. By accident he realizes that the bar's sate has been
left unlocked. As he glances idly inside, and sees the ten thousand
dollars in ready cash, he wonders: 1111 didn't know Fitzgerald and Moy
ever left money this waylll (Carrie, 243). As it all seems the working
of chance, II I they must have forgotten itlll (Carrie, 243), Hurstwood
thinks. He removes the bills, then puts the money back, paces about the
room with "wine ... in his veins" as Dreher put it (Carrie, 243-244).
"Surely no harm could come from looking at it!" (Carrie, 245). He takes
the money from the safe again, deci des he will abscond wi th it: "Why, he
could live quietly with Carrie for years" (Carrie. 244). He goes so far
as to stuff the money into his hand satchel intending to take it. Then
he decides he will not do it. He thinks of the scandal. the police. of
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himself a fugitive from Justice! Prison bars! Faced by such prospects,
he recoils. He lays the money back in the safe, is about to snap the
door shut when he realizes the bills and change have been replaced in
the wrong boxes. He lifts the boxes out and shifts the contents. While
the money is in his hand the lock clicks. lilt had sprung! Did he do
it?" (Carrie, 246). It is obvious that Hurstwood, once he steals the
money, becomes the victim of similar but less emphatic chance events
which hurry him towards his decline, deteat and death. By doing so,
Dreiser, I believe, has brought out an overwhelming sense ot chance or
fate which seems to dominate his whole novel, the primary victim of
which is George Hurstwood.
In Jenni e Gerhardt, too, chance seems to predomi nate. The novel
starts with a chain of chance events which leads Jennie to her lonely
end. Her relationship with Senator Brander could have been a quite
harmless one if, by chance, Bass had not been caught stealing coal and
arrested. When Jennie goes to Brander for help, she conceives Vesta.
While she is pregnant, Brander dies unexpectedly of typhoid in
Washi ngton before he can fulfil hi s promi se ot marri age, and Jennie is
left "in the enormous grip of chance" (Jennie, 86). "Why this sudden
intrusion of death to shatter all that had seemed promising in life?",
the author questions (Jennie, 83).
Agai n, the forces of chance and acci dent are at work to "sei ze and
overwhelm one as does a great windll (Jennie, 83). Chance, this time,
strikes with Mr.Gerhardt burning his hands seriously in a factory
accident, and Jennie feels obliged again to sacrifice herself, and this
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time it is Lester Kane who finds her. Love binds them closely together,
and their relationship would have surely turned out differently if
Louise, Lester's sister, did not chance to visit her brother before her
father's death and discover that Lester and Jennie are living together.
This, as we know, causes Archibald Kane's wrath over Lester, and his
wi11 1ater necessitates that Lester and Jennie part, Lester to marry
Letty Pace Gerald, and Jennie to go back to her home and live a life of
loneliness and despair. Similar chance events in Dreiser's later
novel s, 1ike the Chicago fire in The Financi er, and the pregnancy of
Roberta Alden in An American Tragedy, bring about an unfortunate
sequence of events resulting-in An American Tragedy - in Clyde's
execution. It seems clear that Dreiser must have found 1n Hardy a
fictional universe confirming his own deterministic ideas, encouraging
him to create his own tragedies of yearnings, tragedies of
unsophisticated protagonists seeking the ideal, yet trapped and defeated
in a Spencerian world ruled by "dark torces moving aimlessly" beyond
their control.
A major point of difference between Hardy and Drei ser is that
Hardy is a regional whereas Dreiser is a city novelist. Wessex with
its southwest counties of England: Hampshire, Wiltshire, Somerset,
Devon, Dorset and Cornwall, - where all Hardy's novels are set - is a
vast stretch of agricultural and pastoral country dotted with heath
and woodland rolling down to a rugged rocky sea coast. And in the
minds of most readers the first association of the word Wessex is
with Hardy's name. In Dreiser, the setting is not a lush valley of
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dai ri es, or a barren and wi 1d heath, or woods and orchards, or even a
farmland and undulating downs; the setting in all his novels is the
sprawl i ng et ti es of Chi cago and New York. Hardy and Dre; ser, however,
seem to have viewed the city from the same perspective.
To see Hardy as a regional novelist and consider his contribution
to the regional novel as a genre, requires an understanding of what the
regional novel is. Phyllis Bentley, in her brief pamphlet, The English
Regional Novel, defines the regional novel as "the national novel
carried to one degree further of subdivision; it is a novel which,
concentrating on a particular part, a particular region of a nation,
depicts the life of that region in such a way that the reader is
conscious of the characteristics which are unique to that region and
differentiate it from others in the common motherland."60 Richard
Brinkley, in his useful pamphlet Thomas Hardy as a Regional Novelist
gives the regional novel the same definition: "the regional novel
describes a particular area so as to show the reader the pecul tar it tes
which distinguish the life, landscape and settlements of that area from
those of other districts. It springs from local peculiarities as a
national literature springs from a national way of life; both are
characteristic of the society and locality which inspire them."61
Within this definition, one can argue that Hardy is a regional
novelist because his novels relate to the lives, customs and
traditions of a people in a particular stretch of country known as
Wessex. However, to define Hardy as a regional novelist we have to
consider the constituent elements of the regional novel as a genre -
the character, plot, setting and theme.
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Hardy's characters are regional because they are associated with
their locality. This locality obliges them to tollow certain crafts
and occupations of the fields and heaths characteristic of this area -
occupations like sheep-rearing, furze-cutting, timber-growing, milking,
harvesti ng and the keepi ng of pi gs. They are thus regi onal because, on
the one hand, they are closely bound to the fields and the life therein,
and on the other, they depend for thei r 1i vel i hood on the Wessex soi 1
from which they cannot be dissociated.
As the characters are regional, the plot element of the novels
takes on a regional colouring. All events, for example, in The
Return of the Native spring in some way from Egdon Heath. All the
incidents or episodes of the story are closely linked with the local
events which influence the action of the novel such as the
celebration for November the Fifth with which the action begins, or
the "gipsying" and Christmas mUl1l1ling play at Bloom's-End. Two such
events mark two stages in the relationship between Eustacia Vye and Clym
Yeobright. Soon after the news of Yeobright's return has reached Egdon,
some of the heathfolk come to Eustacia's house to build a stack of
furze-faggots for winter fuel. The house is remote and since Eustacia's
grandfather cannot perform this task himself, some of the heath-dwellers
come to his help. Eustacia overhears their conversation about Clym
Yeobright. She is fascinated by what she hears and can think of little
but Yeobright. A similar event brings them closer together. Eustacia
and her grandfather are without drinking water because their bucket has
fall en down the well and they are far from the nearest house. Clym
Yeobright is one of the people who come to try get the bucket out of the
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well. He meets Eustacia, whom he already knows, and they are mutually
attracted; the relationship begun on this occasion leads on their
marri age. It is to escape Egdon that Eustaci a marries Clym Yeobr t ght
and later turns to Wildeve. Her antagonism towards Egdon is the
ultimate cause of the break-up of her marriage with Clym, and later her
death; the heath is, therefore, an essential part of the action, and the
story could not have taken place except within this piece of Wessex.
The setting of the regional novel is often the most regional
element in it. Hardy's presentation of his locality is comprehensive
and detailed. On the one hand, Hardy made this presentation vivid for
the reader by means of careful and frequent description: the heath, the
pasture, the forest, the ploughland, the valley and coast and hills of
Wessex, have all entered the landscape of English literature through the
medium of his descriptive passages. On the other hand, he also
illuminated Wessex from the economic, historical and social
points of view.
Although the characters, plot, and setting of the regional novel
are important, they are incidental to its theme, which is the aspect of
life the novelist seeks to present and exemplify. "Hardy's themes" as
Miss Bentley points out "are not regional" because lithe aspect of life
which he habitually wishes to present is a certain view of the workings
of the unt verse as they affect human; ty. "62 In other words, the theme of
Hardy's novels, as we have already noted, is always the relationship
between human beings and the Fate which controls their lives; a view of
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man in relation to the universe. This theme of the relationship between
man and the universe and the destiny which controls him is in no sense
regional. Yet in a perhaps characteristically English manner, Hardy
found the regional novel a suitable medium for exemplifying this theme.
In his novels the local and the universal complement each other
perfectly, and the attenti on of the reader is successfully tocused upon
a certain aspect of human life in general by detailed reference to the
life of a particular local society.
Hardy is of great importance in the development ot the English
regi.onal novel. He is, one can say, the first English novelist to
produce a series of novels all focusing upon a particular locality.
His great and peculiar contribution to English literature lies in the
fact that he raised regional fiction to a much higher level than it
had hithero attained. In this respect, he far exceeded his
predecessors such as George Eliot in her vivid presentation at the
features and character of a particular region and in her wide-ranging
and detailed presentation of a local scene. The success of Hardy's
·novels encouraged a score of lesser writers to follow his example and
plan a series of novels deliberately presenting the life of a particular
locality, - writers such as Arnold Bennett and Sheila Kaye-Smith, and
perhaps even D.H.Lawrence.
As Hardy raised regional fiction to a much higher level, and as he
is of great importance in the development of the regional genre in
English literature, Dreiser on the other hand is considered "the generic
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novelist of twentieth-century city fiction"63 in American literature.
"Other novelists of his time shared some of his isolated insights into
the meaning of city life, {but} none had gone through the total
experience of discovery that gave Oreiser an inclusive and inmediate
knowl edge of the modern ci ty. "64
Dreiser's knowledge of the modern city came first through his
real participation in city life; second through his newspaper and
reporting experience; and third through his reading of Balzac. His
participation in the city's struggles brought him into contact with
the ugly realities of city life, first in the long days of
job-hunting and then in the job he did finally find. Worki ng as
dishwasher, laundry-driver, rent-collector, he was forced to observe
the sordi dness of the ci ty, to see its "pimps and prostitutes, dope
fiends and drunkards," and to "sympathize with the unsatisfied dreams
of {i ts} peopl e. "65 Ouri ng these days of job-hunti ng hi s consciousness
of urban realities was growing; later he wrote that "the keen
appreciation of the storms and stress of life that later may have
manifested itself in my writings was then being forced on me. For so
often I was touched by the figures of other seekers like myself and Al
{his brother} - their eyes, worn faces, bodies, clothes, the weariness
of them in line at so many doors! As a matter of fact, this was but the
begi nni ng of along observet ton of the struggl es and fortunes of man. "66
Added to this personal experience, his newspaper and reporting life -
very much in the trad1 tf on of Defoe and Dickens - taught hi m much and
greatly extended his knowledge of the city. In St. Louis, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh, and New York his newspaper duties not only forced him into
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contact with the lowest and most sordid elements of society, they forced
him, too, to describe these elements fully and accurately. As hi s
newspaper experi ence contri outed to hi s emergence as ci ty novel i st, so
it also developed a willingness to describe the dark and unhappy side of
much of modern life. Thus Dreiser was steeled to deal with the tragic
aspects of American life. Finally while first reading Balzac, Dreiser
was overwhelmed, as will be detailed next.
In 1894, while working as a reporter for the Pittsburgh Dispatch
Dreiser was assigned to cover the Allegheny city hall. Frequently
finding himself with little to do, he began browsing in the nearby
Carnegie Public Library. One afternoon he came upon a shelf of Balzac's
works, and, recalling the repeated urgings of H.P.Wandell, his old
ed i tor at the St. Louis Repub 1 i c, to "remember ZO 1 a and Ba1 zac ,"67 he
casually picked up Balzac's The Wild Ass's Skin.68 Il1II1ediately, Dreiser
was overpowered by Balzac's presentation of Parisian life:
A new and ; nvi ti ng door to 1ife had been
suddenly thrown open to me. Here was one
who saw, thought, felt. Through him I saw
a prospect so wide that it 1eft me
breathless - all Paris, all France, all
1ife through French eyes. Here was one
who had a tremendous and sens i the grasp
of life, philosophic, tolerant, patient,
amused. At once I was. personally
identified with his Raphael, his
Rastignac, his Bixiou, Bianchon.
Balzac grasped life and invented themes
whereby to present it, but for the fact
that the types he hand 1ed with most
enthusiasm and skill the brooding,
seeking, ambitious beginner in life's
soct al, political, arti stic and commerci al
affairs were, I thought, so much like
myse1f . Indeed, 1ater tak 1ng up and
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consuming almost at a sitting the Great
Man From the Provi nces , Pefe"" GOrlat ,
Cousin Pons, Cousin Bette, it was so easy
to identify myself with the young and
seeking aspirants.69
Perhaps the most significant effect Balzac had on Dreiser as a
writer was to make him see that life in the great American cities was
worthy of serious literary treatment.
much that reminded him of Pittsburgh:
He found in Balzac's Paris
.•. I marvelled at the physical similarity
of the two ci ti es as I concei ved it, at
the chance for pictures here as well as
there. American pictures here, as opposed
to French pictures there. For a
period of four or five months I ate.
slept. dreamed, lived him and his
characters and his views and his city.70
In 1911, Dreiser told an interviewer that in Balzac he saw "tor the
first time how a book should be written. I saw hOW. it I ever wrote
one I woul d write it. "71 Hence. a few years 1ater, when Orei ser set
out to write his first book, he must have undoubtedly felt he was an
American Balzac recording life in the great cities of America, cities
peopled with characters very much like Balzac's and very much like
himself. Balzac's novels of Paris thus left an overwhelming impression
upon Oreiser's sensibilities. More important, they suggested to him the
use of the city as material for fiction. As he contrasted Balzac's
Paris with the vital world about him, he became convinced that
Pittsburgh had as much to ofter the American novelist in inspiration and
material as Paris had offered the French master.
Thus after reading Balzac and observing that life was grim and
sad, haphazard, casual and cruel, 72 and recognf zi ng a sense of
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helplessness in the great city which grew out ot his own experience
of defeat, he envisioned man as a helpless creature' set against a
background of a cruel and chaotic world. These observations and
disillusioning experiences provided Oreiser with enough literary
materi al, and as they matured, Orei ser embarked on wri ti ng hi s fi rst
novel.
Indeed, with the publication of Si s ter Carri e ,
twenti eth-century American et ty novel came into bei n9, II because,
"while other novels of the time showed insight into modern city life,
none combined the major urban themes, attitudes, and moods to create
a new kind of fiction that clearly broke with nineteenth-century
literary tradition."73 Sister Carrie, then, created the
twentieth-century American city novel. It brought a coherent vision
ot city life, and, moreover, it embodied an empirical approach to
urban life. It showed an intrinsic interest in the city, in urban
character types, urban atmosphere, moods, tensions and structures. More
important, it was concerned with the impact of urbanism as a way
of life: it traced the personal implications of materialism,
economic inequality, and social indifference as these were peculiarly
evident in the urban experience. Most significantly of all, in
dealing with the thwarting of the desire for beauty, love, happiness
and fulfilment, Dreiser's city novel revealed man's essential
helplessness in an overpowering and alien world. In this respect, very
much like Hardy's regional novel, Dreiser's city novel explored
successfully a peculiar pattern of tragic defeat. Just as Hardy is the
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first English regional novelist who produced a series of novels all
focusing upon a particular locality, Dreiser, then, is the generic
novelist of twentieth-century American city fiction who produced a
series of novels whose settings were the sprawling cities of
Philadelphia, Chicago and New York. Despite this ditference in locality
or setting Dreiser's Carries and Jennies are as sensitive and tragic as
any Tess milking a cow or chopping turnips. In other words, Hardy's
discovery of his region and Dreiser's discovery of the city parallel
each other. Both contain a similar pattern, a similar working out ot
human destiny. In both authors that destiny is tragic, leading in Hardy
to death and in Dreiser to inner defeat.
Despite this difference between the two authors in localities,
both, as earlier mentioned, seem to have viewed the city from the same
perspective. For Hardy, in at least two of his novels the city stands
as an object of wonder, beauty, experi ence and yearni ng, qui te
suggestive of the role it plays in Sister Carrie. Eustacia Vye, for
example, in The Return of the Native, is much like Carrie. She is
gloo~ on the surface but possesses a strain of strong passion. Having
once experienced the life of the city, she is tormented by the
dreari ness of Egdon Heath, and she des i res a passionate love "whi en
could drive away the eating loneliness of her days" (The Native, 92).
When she turns from Wll deve to Clym Yeobri ght, she does so because
he has come from "the centre and vortex of the fashionable world" -
Paris (The Native, 130). He is "laden with its atmosphere, familiar
with its charms" (The Native, 136). She loves him only because he
offers her access to the city and what it represents, "what is called
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life-music, poetry, passion, war, and all the beating and pulsing
that are going in the great arteries of the world" (The Native, 351).
Despi te obvious differences, Jude Fawley possesses the same
yearning for beauty and experience. Again the central synilol of this
yearning is the city - Christminster, with its ancient university.
Always Jude sees Christminster in terms of light and dreams. When he
first views it from the top of the barn near Marygreen with the suns
dying beams "streaming out in visible lines between two bars of a
slaty cloud," he cannot tell if it is "directly seen, or miraged in
the peculiar atmosphere II (Jude, 19). Through his youth, IIdreams ...
gigantic as his surroundings were small II sustain him, and the city is
viewed by him with an artistls craving for beauty: "Through the solid
barrier of cold cretaceous upland to the northward he was always
beholding a gorgeous city - the fancied place he had likened to the
New Jerusal em, though there was perhaps more of the pai nter' s
imagination and less of the diamond merchantls in his dream thereof ... "
(Jude,20).
Jude sees in his poetic conception of the city the source of
happiness; he hears the distant bells calling, III we are happy
here!'" (Jude, 21). In expressing Jude t s feeHngs about Christminster,
Hardy rel ies on the language of romantic love: IIHe was getting so
romantically attached to Christminster that, like a young lover alluding
to his mistress. he felt bashful at mentioning its narne again. He
pointed to the light in the sky ... " (Jude. 21). Finally. as Paris is
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for Eustacia Vye, Christminster represents for Jude life and experience:
lilt is a city of light ... the tree of knowledge grows there" (Jude,
23 ).
Dreiser's description of the city combines elements of Balzac's
Paris as seducti ve whore and Hardy's Pari sand Chri stmi nster as a lover
offering light, beauty, and experience:
the gleam of a thousand lights is often as
effective as the persuasive light in a
wooing and fascinating eye. A blare
of sound,a roar of life, a vast array of
human hives, appeal to the astonished
senses in equi vocal terms.
Unrecogni zed for what they are, thei r
beauty, like music, too often relaxes then
weakens, then perverts the simpler human
perceptions (Carrie, 8).
As Carrie approaches Chicago for the first time, she feels the
pulsing of "forces wholly superhuman II (Carrie, 8), and as the train
rides into the "great city" Carrie's "wonder" is stirred (Carrie,
13). She begins to dream "wild dreams of some vague, tar-off
supremacy" (Carrie, 8) there in "the ways and the hosts of the merry"
where "the streets, the 1amps, the 1i ghted chamber set for di ni ng,
are for me. The theatre. the hall s , the parti es , the ways of rest and
the paths of song" (Carri e, 13). Are all these things really for
Carrie? As Pizer indicates, Dreiser is successful in establishing
the ci ty as "a symbol of experi ence, and to the innocent it symboli zes
above all the wonder of experience, of life, which lies before them. It
seems to promise happiness, beauty. excitement, if one only tastes of
the apple."74 Carrie, like Jude, is especially vulnerable to such a lure
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because of her deep-feeling, melancholy nature which makes her want
desperately to escape the "drag of a lean and narrow life" (Carrie, 17),
which makes her one of "the poets and dreamers-artists" (Carrie, 460).
Despi te the fact that Hardy and Dreiser vi ewed the ci ty as an
object of wonder, beauty, experience and yearning, they also saw it as a
walled city, against whose proud gates a new comer may pound in vain tor
admission. Most aspirants tail to gain entry. Jude, although a dreamer
like Carrie discovers that the city at life has walls difticult to scale
or breach:
It was not till now, when he found himselt
actually on the spot of his enthusiasm,
that Jude percei ved how far away from the
object of that enthusiasm he really was.
Only a wall di vi ced hi m from those happy
young contemporaries of his ••. Only a
wall - but what a wall!... For the
present he was outside the gates of
everything, colleges included: perhaps
some day he waul d be inside. Those
palaces of light and leading; he might
some day look down on the worl d through
their panes (Jude, 70-71).
Jude is never to get to the inner city that contains the life he
desires, and near the end of the novel he passes true Judgment on
himself: '''Well - I'm an outsider to the end of ~ days! II. (Jude,
259). Fittingly, Jude the outsider, dies alone while all the rest or
Christminster is caught up in the frivolity of the Remembrance Days
games.
Similarly, after Hurstwood has "severed himselt from the past as
by a sword" (Carrie, 268), he also discovers what it is to be outside
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of 1He:
He began to see as one sees a et ty wi th a
wa11 about it. Men were posted at the
gates. You could not get in. Those
inside did not care to come out to see who
you were. They were so merry ins i de there
that all those outside were forgotten, and
he was on the outside (Carrie, 306).
In hi s 1ast days, even Carri e forgets him when she is caught up in lithe
hurry of departure" (Carrie, 442) for a new engagement. Just as Jude's
lonely death is juxtaposed with the unthinking gaiety of Christminster,
so is HurstWOOd's suicide presented in conjunction with the three
vi gnettes of Carrie, Drouet and the Hurstwood family who pursue tne t r
various pleasures oblivious to his suffering.
Finally, to bring this chapter to a close, we have to consider
both authors as realists. So far as the aim of the realist is to see
1ife as it is, the true real i sts, then, are such writers as Hardy for
EngliSh rural life, and Dreiser for life in the great cities at
America. Henry MacArthur in his Realism and Romance and Other
Essays, sunmarizes the distinguishing marks of the realist scnoot as
follows:
1. That it keeps to the present day, and
aims at keeping within the limits of
the possible.
2. That it depends for its interest on
character rather than on incident.
3. That in its manner and choice of
subjects it is bold and unconventional;
and that it deals freely with certain
aspects of 1ife hi therto untouched or
very gingerly handled.
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4. That it aims at painting real jl1en and
women, not ideal men and women.75
The field in which Hardy has chosen to work is the south-western
corner of Engl and, what in the days ot the Saxons was known as Wessex.
Wessex is the world in which he grew up, the familiar world at fields
and woods and farms, the homely figure of the peasants, and the sweeping
panoramas of vall eys, streams and downs. Thi s for hi m is not a mere
outward show; it is not to be a mere scene and setting to give extrinsic
ornament to a tale. This Wessex country, even it on occasion it is
presented in a heightened form transcending any kind of documentary
realism, is for him the home of the earth-born, the place which has
maulded the 1i ves of countl ess generati ons who have grown up under the
shadow of the same hills and been awed by the same mYsteries they
contain. The man born and bred in such a pl ace has a 1hi ng awareness
of past generations.
Hardy's best work deals with the lives of those humble and
obscure persons in that district whose feet have traversed the fields;
whose creak ing plough has turned those sods trom ti me to ti me; whose
hands planted the trees that form a crest to the opposite hill; and
whose horses and hounds have torn through that underWOOd. And as
Hardy's entire childhood was spent close to the soil, he was 1n every
sense a Chil d of the Wessex country. He knows the country 1nt1mately.
and we feel that the rustic fi gures who cross h1s pages are drawn from
the life. He paints them as they are, with their quaint and old-world
ways, - even though hints at unintended caricature may occasionally
creep in.
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Round the lives of these simple peasants Hardy weaves his
striking stories of love and passion and suttering. In sheer tragic
power he has scarcely an equal whether among his contemporaries or
among the wri ters of today. His greatest books, The Return of the
Native, The Mayor of Casterbridge, Tess of the d'Urbervilles and Jude
the Obscure, are all cast in a tragic mould. His best drawn characters
are often those who are close to the soil and whose ends are tragi c ,
whose lot ; s to suffer and di e. In thi s sense hi s sad phil osophy ri ngs
as true as his English yeomen or his picture of Egdon Heath. lilt was
not possible for him to write prcpeqanda ," Merryn Williams writes, "only
to record the facts as he fel t them and knew them.1I76 Hardy then, as
Fergal Mcgrath points out "tn all the best senses ot the word is one of
the greatest realists that ever put pen to paper.lI77 His greatness, I
bel ieve, comes from the fact that he has thus far seen 1ife truly and
has had genius, courage and skill to picture it honestly and vividly as
he has seen it. Above all, he has succeeded in acnt evi ng what nei ther
Sophocles nor Shakespeare ever attempted, or as far as one knows, would
have thought of attempting. For he has written of the common lives of
common men; he has brought tragedy down from the princes and their
courts of el der days to 1i ve among the ignorant, the obscure, and the
mediocre. True, he has not been the first to discover the sufferings of
the lowlier sons of earth, and he has not been the first to feel them
sympathetically, but he has, most notably among English writers,
succeeded in doing what long had been impossible, in giving them
tragic significance.
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Simil arly, Orei ser' s purpose as a novel i st was merely to portray
life as he saw it. To register the truth is presumably the aim of
all artists, but Oreiser's view was that the best mode of getting at
the truth was by the accurate reporti ng of every day real i ty. In a
foreward to the first published bibliography of his works, Oreiser
commented upon his work thus:
On thi nk i ng over the book s I have wr; tten
I can only say ... {that I have had a}
vision of life - life with its romance and
cruel ty, its pi ty and terror, its j ay and
anxi ety, its peace and contl ; ct. You may
not like mY vision ... but it is the only
one I have seen and felt, and, therefore,
it is the only one I can give you.78
This was the position he took all his life: the chief purpose of the
artist is to present his imaginative reconstruction at life as he saw
it truthfully. This was the core of his idea of realism and he
stated it quite categorically at the beginning of his career:
the sum and substance of 11terary as well
as social morality may be expressed in
three words - tell the truth. It matters
not how the tongues of critics may wag, or
the voices of a partially developed and
highly conventionalized society may
complain, the business of the author ..•
is to say what he knows to be true, and
having said as much, to abide the result
with patience. Truth is what is; and the
seeing of what is, the re41ization of
truth. To express what we see honestly
and without sU9terfuge: Thi sis moral i ty
as well as art. 9
Furthermore, the "scope of fi cti on," he asserted snoul d be determi ned
by the author in accordance with hiS individual point of view; the
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writer of fiction must "Interpret life as it appeals to him or not at
all.u His own preference was for realistic literature: "I am for
the type of fiction that confines its attempted interpretations to
not only the possibilities, but the probabilities and have no
reading patience with anything that does not compel me by the charm
of its verisimilitude.uSO
As he tried to create a realistic literature, he broke current
traditions, and, as Sinclair Lewis put it, he "cleared the trail from
Victorian Howellsian timidity and gentility in American fiction to
honesty and boldness and passion of life."Sl In Chicago, Saint Louis,
Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Buffalo and New York he had found the real world
as vivid and intense as he hoped to make the fictional; and he felt -
some critics would argue wrongly - no need to impose an elaborate
aesthetic form upon his material. His literary picture ot the city is
illuminated by an analysis of the impact of urban existence upon his own
mind and feel i ngs. The materi al of hi s art was based, as was hi s
philosophy of life, upon experience. His novels re-create the city he
had discovered in a journey that took him from callow youth to maturity.
from illusion to reality.
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Tess of the d'Urberv1lles and Sister Carrie
As previously mentioned in Chapter One, Dreiser did read Hardy,
but there is no way of knowing how much. Dreiser may even have been
inf1 uenced more by a minor work than by one of Hardy IS acknowl edged
masterpieces. Dreiser does however mention Tess of the d'Urbervilles in
the holograph of Sister Carrie. In the holograph Ames recommends Hardy
to Carrie, and when Mrs.Vance comments that she had found Tess too sad a
story. Ames replies that one has to "feel the pathetic side of life" to
respond properly to the novel.1
The fact is that critics seldom discuss Sister Carrie in relation
to Hardy, although H.L.Mencken di d note a resemb 1ance between Orei ser' s
.book and JUde the Obscure.2 Several critics have. however. pointed out
the resemblance between Tess of the d' Urbervi 11es and the 1ater Jenni e
Gerhardt. Though Jennie Gerhardt was not published until 1911. Dreiser
began writing it almost il1lllediately after he finished Sister Carrie.
The Hardysque theme of the fallen woman whose natural goodness keeps her
"Pure", which Dreiser fully develops in Jennie Gerhardt. is clearly
foreshadowed in Sister Carrie. Hardy's influence on Oreiser's first
book has been overlooked probably because Sister Carrie is a city novel
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and seems on the surface closer to Balzac's novels of Parisian life.
This study, however, is going to show first the similarity between Tess
of the d'Urbervilles and Sister Carrie, then, between Tess and Jennie.
Carrie Meeber can be equated with the more deeply tragic heroes
and heroines of Thomas Hardy. Hurstwood, in the same novel, in
his decline and death resembles Hardy's lonely outcasts, specffically
Michael Henchard. Carrie herself has the dreaminess of Jude and the
natural vitality of Tess, and like Tess she is a child of nature.
Indeed, Dreiser seems to have found much in Hardy that helped shape his
first novel, and, moreover, internal and external evidence points to
Hardy as a significant influence on Sister Carrie.
In the first place, for many people in the late nineteenth
century, the theory of evolution challenged their conception of man's
relationship to nature. Man was relegated to a position within the
unfolding struggle for survival. When Hardy wrote his novels, his
treatment of nature reflected this changed attitude. David Cecil has
noted that "Nature •.. played a 1arger part in hi s book s than in those
of any other English novelist. It is not just the background in his
drama, but a leading character in it."3 J.H.Mi1ler has concluded that
Hardy's use of nature "goes beyond direct or ironic eChoing at a
distance" and that in his novels man "participates in natural rhythms
and is subj ect to them." Mi11er ana lyses Tess of the d' Urbervi 11es and
asserts that "by way of their bodies and in particular their sexual
des i res men and women are part of nature dr+ven by the same energi es
which lead to the growth of plants and animals."4
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Tess is much like a plant; from the time Alec d'Urbervilles
heaps flowers on her in hi s efforts to seduce her5 she is equated wi th
plants particularly flowers. She is "quite a posy"6 or a "sapling ...
transplanted to a deeper soil" (Tess, 109), and when Angel Clare woos
her, "the ardour of his affection" is "so palpable that she seemed to
flinch under it like a plant in too burning a sun" (Tess, 144). In such
a world, "a field-woman is a portion of the field; she has somehow lost
her own margin, imbibed the essence of her surrounding, and assimilated
herself with it" (Tess, 74). The lovers' passion deepens as summer
progresses from the humid days when they are "convergi ng, under an
irresistible law, as surely as two streams in one vale" (Tess, 109) to
hot dry August: "And as Cl are was oppressed by the outward heats, so was
he burdened inwardly by waxing fervour of passion for the soft and
silent Tess II (Tess, 125).
In thi s worl d , changes in the seasons mark and determi ne
changes in human life. It is in the idyllic beauty of the May dance
that we first see Tess when Angel Clare passes and halts to join in the
dance. It is in the almost unearthly beauty of sunmer at Talbothays
that Tess meets Angel again and the wooing begins. When love is lost,
and when the season turns, their sad parting takes place in winter under
weeping trees and by mourning streams. It is in the same winter that
Tess suffers her rejecti on and sorrow at the "starve acre" farm at
Fl intcomb-Ash, where "the air was dry and cold, and the long cart ..roads
were blown white and dusty within a few hours after rain" (Tess, 234).
Here Tess, her own face denuded by her grief, toils in a barren field,
itself" a complexion without features, as if a face, from chin to brow,
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should be only an expanse of skin. The sky wore, in another colour, the
same likeness; a white vacuity of countenance with the lineaments gone"
(Tess, 237). Between these two blank faces is empti ness, except for
Tess and her friend Marian, "two girls crawling over the surface
like flies" (Tess, 238). Finally, it is on the stone of sacrifice at
Stonehenge that Tess has her last rest and her last happiness before the
grim servants of the law close in.
Dreiser too had discovered in Spencer and others that man
was only another manifestation of the forces that cause the sun to
shine, the earth to move, the seasons to change and the flowers to grow.
In Hardy he saw the possibilities of using SUCh ideas as basic
structural principles in a novel. His setting, as mentioned in the
previous chapter, is not a lush valley of dairies, or a barren heath -
it is the sprawling cities of Chicago and New York. But his characters
are as sensitive to the fluctuations in natural cycles as any Tess
milking a cow or chopping turnips. Carri e, 11ke Tess, is an
unsophisticated country girl who is often associated with a blooming
plant. For example, of Carri e IS unhappi ness at the Hansons and in the
shoe factory Dreiser says:
Transplantation is not always successful
in the matters of flowers or maidens. It
requires sometime a richer sot l , a better
atmosphere to continue even a natural
growth. It would have been better if her
acclimatization had been more gradual
1ess ri gi d .7
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Shortly thereafter, Orouet "the essence of sunshine," runs into the cold
and lonely Carrie, whom he addresses as "a daisy" (Carrie, 58), and whom
he offers the richer soil and better atmosphere she requires.
Like Tess, Carrie's story, as well as Hurstwood's, is
structured 1argely by the cycle of the seasons. The story progresses
from the hopeful summer of Carrie's arrival in Chicago through her
distressful winter of labour and toil, to the springtime and sununer
romance with HurstWOOd. The second half of the novel, depicting
HurstOOd's decline, is dominated by winter; Hurstwood's unsuccessful job
hunting, the strike, the curious shifts of the Bowery bums, Hurstwood's
suicide - all are set against a background of darkness and cold. It
there is any relief from the effects of winter cold that "strikes to the
heart of all life, animate and inanimate," it is only in "the artificial
fires of merriment" (Carrie, 91) that can distract us, or in fleeting
human contact that provides a temporary substitute for natural warmth.
One is reminded of Hardy's explanation for the lighting of fires on Guy
Fawkes Day, whiCh he presents more as a symbolic attempt to protect
mankind against the approaching cold of winter than as a historical
conrnemoration:
Moreover to light a fire is the
instinctive and resistant act of man when,
at the winter ingress, the curfew is
sounded throughout Nature. It indicates a
spontaneous, Promethean rebelliousness
against the fiat that this recurrent
season shall bring foul times, cold
darkness, misery and death. Black chaos
comes, and the fettered gods of the earth
say, Let there be light.8
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So important does the turn of the seasons become to the events of
the narrati ve and to the fates of Carrie and Hurstwood that each is
rarely seen except in relation to a fitting season. Pizer concludes
that this emphasis on seasons leads to "an effect of timelessness": "As
in the opening Chapters of the novel, change is primarily emotional
change and appears to occur within a permanent distinctive season.
Hurstwood's collapse exists in a timeless winter landscape, and Carrie's
life in the Elfland of the theatre is set against a backdrop of
spring."g Ellen Moers in her Two Dreisers has also emphasized Dreiser's
use of nature, particularly in the restaurant scene wherein Drouet first
overcomes Carrie's resistance by the warmth of his personality. She
calls Dreiser's images of warmth and vegetable growth II one of those
mYsteriously casual interactions of creature with environment that
roused in Dreiser the emotions of wonder and awe."IO
The fact is that Tess and Carrie are both seduced country girl s.
Tess has no desire to rise higher above her station than to be a
schaal-teacher, and her most distinguishing characteristic is
self-sacrifice: she goes to seek help from the d'Urbervilles and returns
to Alec at the end of the novel only to help her family. Always giving
up her own happi ness and comfort for others, Tess may well seem far
different from the young Carrie, for whomself-interest is the guiding
characteri st ic.
There is still, however, at the heart of Tess's personality I1lIch
that may have influenced Dreiser's presentation of Carrie, as well as
more obviously his characterization of Jennie Gerhardt shortly
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afterwards. In the Talbothays dairy section is the image of Tess as a
mani festati on of "unexpended youth, surgi ng up anew after its temporary
check, and bringing with it hope, and the invincible instinct towards
self-delight" (Tess, 85). At a time when circumstances suggest that
Tess wi11 face ali fe of toil and penance for her loss of innocence,
Hardy chooses to show in her the "irresistible, universal, automatic
tendency to find sweet pleasure somewhere, which pervades all life"
(Tess, 88). Her past experience may have led to a moodiness which Hardy
calls lithe ache of modernism" (Tess, 105), and Tess has to struggle, on
the one hand, against this social sadness, and on the other, she tries
out of conscience, lito lead a repressed life, but she little divined the
strength of her own vitality" (Tess, 106). "Vi tal ity" , "youth", "hope",
"sweet pleasure" - these are all morally positive terms for the force
which is operating in Tess to allow her to survive the blow she has
suffered.
The searCh for pleasure in Hardy is equated with natural vitality.
Furthermore, Hardy makes +e clear that this vitality in nts "Pure"
heroine is inseparable from sexual desire. Tess becomes caught up in
her love for Angel Clare, an emotion which Hardy describes in the other
milkmaids as "thrust on them by cruel Nature's law - an emotion which
they had neither expected nor desired.
one organism called sex" (Tess, 124).
{E}ach was but portion of
Hardy wants us to feel that Tess is truly what Angel first takes
her .to be - "a fresh and virginal daughter of Nature" (Tess, 102). She
may be part of the "organism called sex," but Hardy insists that sex is
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only lithe 'appetite for JOY' which pervades all creation, that
tremendous force whien sways humanity to its purpose, as the ti de sways
the helpless weedII and which "was not to be controlled by vague
lucubration over the social rubric" (Tess, 161). Sex, theretore, is
elevated from an animalistic desire for gratification to a larger,
universal and hence moral desire for happiness. Ironically, this desire
is often cruel, in that it goes unfulfilled (as with the suffering
milkmaids), or is repressed by social convention (as with Tess). Tess
struggles in vain, and the conflict between social convention, which
demands a life of penance, and her desire for happiness leads to a life
"distinctly twisted of two strands, positive pleasure and positive pain"
(Tess, 148). Youth and vitality triumph in Tess, and she marries Angel,
who, because of hi s deep-rooted conventi anal i ty, rejects her as lithe
belated seedling of an effete aristocracy" (Tess, 195). ThUS hope and
desire for happiness lead ironically to her pain, suttering and death.
The irony of this situation may be behind Ames's assertion in the
holograph that only those who respond to lithe pathetic side of life"
would be affected by Tess of the d'Urbervilles. Certainly Dreiser
responded, and in hi s own novel he attempted to get the reader to vi ew
Carrie's desires as similarly natural and good. The objects of Carrie's
desires are frequently not elevating; however, Dreiser at several points
indicates that behind these desires ts youthful hopefulness. Carrie
responds to Hurstwood largely because he, like Clym Yeobright,
represents a 1He of greater pleasure and beauty. To overcome the
reader's disapproval of this illicit relationship, Dreiser comments:
"Oh, blessed are the children of endeavour in this, that they try and
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are hopeful. And blessed also are they who, knowing, smile and approve"
(Carrie, 162). Later, when Carrie has partially yielded to Hurstwood
on the train to Montreal because he offers her relief from an impending
1ife of dreary toil, Drei ser agai n tri es to present desire as somethi ng
innately moral:
It was an interesting world to her. Her
1i fe has just begun. She di d not feel
herself defeated at all. Neither was she
blasted in hope. The great city held
much. Possibly... she would be happy.
These thoughts rai sed her above tne 1eve 1
of erri n9. She was saved in that she was
hopefu 1 (Carri e, 260)·
Carrie wants to flaunt beautiful clothes on Broadway, and behind these
materialistic yearnings is always the thought, "Ah, then she would be
happy!" (Carri e, 289).
Sex as the essence of youthful desire ts not central to Sister
Carrie; nonetheless, Carrie does have two sexual affairs. Behi nd
Dreiser's assertion that "the first principles of morals" lie in the
thri 11 of the human heart, "some p1ai nti ve note" heard throughout the
world, or in "the rose's subtle alchell\Y" (Carrie, 89) is Hardy's
presentation of "A Pure Woman". In Dreiser's images ot emotion, music,
and the blooming of a flower, sex merges into youthful desires for
beauty and youthful vitality, both of which are universal and moral.
Carrie is as "hopeful" as Tess, - the difference is only that she lives
in a world in which neither her own "average little conscience" (Carrie,
91) nor the sanctions of society are as destructive as they are for Tess
Durbeyfield. But the question is, was Carrie really happy by the end?
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The answer is simply no because Carrie suspects that lithe door to 1ife's
perfect enjoyment was not open. II She learns the "impotencell of money to
bring happiness (Carrie, 421), and becomes "reserved", and of
IIse1f-withdrawing temper II (Carrie, 442). Dreiser, however, will not
allow Carrie the resignation of Tess. By refusing to allow her to reach
a full realization of the futility of life, he maintains in her some of
the natural hope and vitality of the young Tess. And in her continuing
search for lithe peace and beauty which gl illlllered afar off", and the
radiance of lithe delight which tints the distant hilltops of the \l«)r1d"
(Carrie, 461-462), there is perhaps some of Dreiser' s own refusal to
accept that we will never be happier than we are now.
In Sister Carrie, however, Dreiser tried to give the Balzacian
situation of the young protagonist in the city some of the tragic
significance he found in Hardy's version of the same story. Carrie,
like Jude, is a dreamer and wants beauty and happiness on higher and
higher levels. Like Tess, she is part of the natural cycle, and Dreiser
like Hardy, uses this cycle as a major structural element. In addition,
Dreiser tries to get the reader to accept Carrie's fall as the result of
the same sense of youthful hope and vi tal ity that drives Tess. If
Carrie does not seem as tragic as Tess, or Jude, it is because as has
just been mentioned, Dreiser wi11 not all ow her ei ther the resignation
of Tess or Jude, or grant her the tragic potential and the moral insight
of Hardy I s heroes. In Hurstwood, however, there is I1IJch of the same
human dignity in great suffering that Hardy presents in the tragic
decline and death of Michael Henchard.
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Hardy gives Henchard an extraordinary capacity to suffer and a
selfless nobil ity which stays with him to the end. He may think and
feel that his spirit is completely crushed, but the reader never feels
this way. Henchard's innate decency prevents him from carryi ng out
impulsive, vengeful acts, such as exposing Lucetta as his past mistress
or hurling Farfrae from the barn loft after defeating him in a fair
fight. Henchard's stoicism, unlike Hurstwood's, is also admirable; W1en
the return of Newson deprives him of his last source of happiness, he
declares, 11'1 - Cain - go alone as I deserve - an outcast and a
vagabond. But lIlY punishment is not greater than I can bear'" (The
Mayor, 239). Feeling the justice of his punishment, he no longer cries
out against the gods or fate. When Elizabeth-Jane, on the day of her
wedding to Farfrae, rejects his final effort at reconciliation, he will
not plead his case because IIhe did not sufficiently value himself to
lessen his sufferings by strenuous appeal or elaborate argument" (The
Mayor, 250). The dignity with which he walks away from his last hope
for 1i fe makes hi m of mich more II«lrth in the reader's eye than in hi s
own.
The Quest for the Ideal
One of the structural principles at the heart of Hardy's novels
is what we may call a ladder of love: the evolution of Hardy's
characters is largely defined by a hierarchical progression of love
relationships moving from the sensual to the spiritual. In other II«lrds,
Hardy's heroes typically are searching for a spiritual ideal, and this
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search is usually symbolized in a series of hierarchical love
relationships. If they fail or fall along the way, like Tess
Durbeyfield, Hardy transforms their defeat into good by presenting it as
the operation of irresistible natural vitality leading these heroes, who
achieve spiritual and moral growth, to a tragic death.
In The Return ot the Native, tor example, Eustacia yearns tor "the
abstraction called passionate love more than for any particular lover"
(The Native, 92). In this way she is akin to Carrie, who is atter the
ideal rather than particular lovers. Eustacia first turns in her search
to Wildeve, a "lady-killer" whose chief attraction is physical:
"Altogether he was one in whom no man would have seen anything to
admire, and in whom no woman would have anything to dislike "(The
Native, 68). When she is sure of his love, however, her interest
quickly wanes. Miller says of the typical Hardy lover:
He moves in an ever renewed rhythm of
desire and disgust in which he always
turns to a new object of love as soon as
he abandons the old. Such lovers love
only when they' do not possess what they
des ire, ceas i ng to love when they obtai n
what seemed to promise perpetual
happi ness. {T}he form of each novel
is det~[mined by the development of these
loves.l
Dissatisfied with one person, Hardy's characters almost inevitably seek
some-one new with higher moral and intellectual characteristics.
Eustacia turns to Clym Yeobright, who is so superior to Wildeve that he
is "like a man coming from heaven" (The Native, 130). Clym has
renounced his career as a diamond merchant because it "was the idlest,
vainest, most effeminate business that ever a man could be put to" (The
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Native, 188). He wants to sacrifice wealth to help elevate the lives Of
the people of Egdon Heath, feeling he cannot prosper with lithe whole
creation groaning and travailing in pain" (The Native, 193).
The same kind of movement takes place in the other three novels
being considered. Tess finds it difficult to love the stock villain
Alec d'Urberville despite lithe touches of barbarism in his contours",
and the "singular force in his bold rolling eye" (Tess, 32). After
her fall, Tess seeks the ethereal Angel Clare because she sees him lias
an intelligence rather than as a man" (Tess, 106). As she begins to
love him, he becomes "50 godlike in her eyes" that "her nature cried for
his tutelary guidance" (Tess, 153). Hardy assures us that "he was, in
truth, more spiritual than animal" (Tess, 162). Jude's first love is
Arabella, "a complete and substantial female animal," 12 but, soon
disgusted with her grossness and vulgarity, he turns to Sue Bridehead,
whomhe sees as an "ideality" (Jude, 80), a "dtvtnt ty " (Jude, 116), and
the better he gets to know her, the more he uses whether in speech or
thought, such terms as "ethereal", "incarnate" (Jude, 150), "aer+at "
(Jude, 172), '''spirit .•. disembodied creature hardly tl esh at
all'" (Jude, 195). Moreover, she will be to him "a kindly star, an
elevating power, a companion in Anglican worship, a tender friend"
(Jude, 74). There is even a hint of the same pattern in Michael
Henchard as he moves from the simple, almost bovine Susan to the
superficial Lucetta and finally to a paternal love for the
self-sacrificing Elizabeth-Jane. Lucetta, too, follows the same
pattern, loving first the physical Henchard and then the intellectual
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Farfrae.
These characters' desire for a higher life of spiritual and
intellectual beauty, their growth in understanding, and their
increasingly spiritual love relationships all suggest the possibility of
progress toward perfecti on. We might concei ve of thi s pattern as an
upward movement toward the ideal. Yet in the background is always the
suggestion that man is tragically caught in nature's cycle of lite and
death and that no achievement of the ideal is possible. EustaCia ceases
to love Clym because she sees that he cannot otfer the 1i fe of Pari s,
her old feelings for Wildeve are stirred, and in her ceaseless efforts
to get to him she drowns during the wild storm on Egdon Heath. When
Angel shows his narrow conventionality by rejecting Tess, she is forced
to return to Alec to save her family, and this return leads directly to
the murder of Alec and to Tess's executi on. Jude's l1fe draws to its
lonely close with him again married to Arabella, who has seduced him
agai n in hi s drunken gri ef over the loss of Sue. In The Mayor of
Casterbridge, the returns first of Susan, then of the old furmity woman,
and finally of Captain Newson are all living reminders of the sale of
Susan Henchard, reminders which hasten Henchard's final deterioration
and death. These returns, however, may suggest that the tragic heroes
and heroines cannot escape what they are - weak, passionate creatures ot
base instincts and desires who must inevitably die. Whatever growth
they may attain is insufficient to bring lasting happiness 1n a tragic
world, and their failure is part of the universal tragic failure to
transcend their own nature.
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In Dreiser, this same structural pattern is basic to Sister
Carrie. That Carrie's relationships with Drouet first, and later with
Hurstwood, represent a moral and intellectual advance has been pointed
out often enough to need little demonstration here. But while she does
become a somewhat more complex, sophisticated better person, we are
reminded by Hurstwood's death and by the recurring image of the rocking
chair that, if the species evolves towards perfection, the individual at
this stage of evol uti on often gets nowhere because at hi s innate human
limitations. Growth towards the ideal turns out to be only a portion of
the larger cycle leading to decay and death.
11
Tess of the d'Urberv1lles and Jennie Gerhardt:
Unfulfilled Fallen Women
Despite the fact that Sister Carrie is, as we have seen, in some
ways similar to Tess, Dreiser's later work bears more resent>lance to
that of Hardy. Hence critics have frequently suggested that Hardy
influenced Dreiser's later works, particularly Jennie Gerhardt,
published in 1911. But Jennie Gerhardt was already in the planning
stages during the summer of 1900, while Dreiser was still bickering wi~h
Doubleday over Sister Carrie.13 During that summer he wrote Henry
Mencken about his next novel and refers to it as being more honest than
Sister Carrie: "It will pay them to treat me fair. I shall not leave
room for queri es in my next. Those who have feel i ngs may prepare to
have them shaken. It shall come out of my heart truly. ,,14
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The major literary influence on Jennie Gerhardt was Tess of the
d'Urbervilles and both novels have the similar theme that there is
an absolute morality in the operation of natural, universal forces -
that a fallen woman could be "A Pure Woman," as the sub-title of Tess
puts it. This theme is clearly present in Sister Carrie, though not as
fully developed as in the succeeding novel. When Dreiser began writing
Jennie Gerhardt in January, 1901, he had Tess very much in mind, - as
the references to Tess in the holograph of Si ster Carrie indicate. So
the purpose of this second part of this chapter is to trace the theme of
the fallen woman in Tess and Jennie, and emphasize the fact that
although both women are considered, from society's point of view,
fallen, they are pure and their purity derives mainly from their natural
goodness and self-sacrifice for others.
Tess of the d'Urbervil1es
In Tess of the d'Urbervilles, Hardy produced a tragic masterpiece
which stands at the centre of his achievement. The book tells the story
of a sixteen-year-01d girl of great beauty and heroism, who is seduced
by an irresponsible young man, becomes an unmarried mother of a child
which does not live long, is abandoned on her wedding night by a
hypocritical and unforgiving husband, and is finally hanged for the
murder of the man who caused her ruin.
Likewise, in Jennie Gerhardt (1911), Dreiser created a tragic
masterpiece which ranks as one of his major achievements. The book is
praised by H.L. Mencken as "the best American novel ever done, with the
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one excepti on of Huck1eberry Fi nn . "15 Bri efly stated, the book concerns
Jennie, one of seven children in a poverty-stricken family, who appears
to be on her way to soci al di sti ncti on and fi nanci al securi ty when a
United States Senator seduces her and then wants to marry her.
Unluckily, Senator Brander dies suddenly, leaving her an unwed mother.
Working as a maid to support her child and her family, she attracts
Lester Kane, a prominent businessman, becomes his mistress, bears his
name, and almost re-establishes herself. The Kane family finds out
about Lester's affair and threatens to cut off his inheritance unless he
abandons Jennie. He agrees to a separation and later marries an
alluring sophisticate while Jennie endures further hardship as typhoid
fever kills her cnt l d , In the end, Jenni e has the sati sfacti on of
hearing Lester tell her that she is the only one he ever loved, but his
realization comes too late because he is now on his death-bed.
Tess of the d' Urbervi 11es and Jenni e Gerhardt seem to have much
in common. The heroines of both books are from working-class families
who ha ve been seduced, whi 1e young and i nexperi enced, by wealthy men of
a higher class. The seduction of both girls, Tess and Jennie, is made
known by a pregnancy, and each has an illegitimate child out of wedlock
and unknown to its father. Both children die. Both girls love and are
loved by other men for whom news of the seduction is almost a shock, and
both women are abandoned by the men they truly love largely because of
society's conventions. Each lover realizes at the end when it is too
late that he erred: Angel Clare in rejecting Tess after their wedding,
and Lester Kane in abandoning Jennie after living with her for a number
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of years and not marrying her. Furthermore, each suffers the anguish of
having terribly wronged the one he loved. And, above all, each comes in
the long run to ask forgiveness: Angel comes from Brazil to ask - and
receive - Tess's torgiveness when it is too late. And Lester sends tor
Jenni e when he is on hi s death-bed, asks her forgi veness and makes hi s
death-bed confession. Thus each ; s momentarily re-uni ted wi th the one
she loves: Tess with Angel before her execution, and Jennie with Lester
before the latter's death. Both girls live by the dictates of their
hearts, are generous, sel f-sacri fici ng and unselfi sn , and are fai thful
to those they love. They are, in many ways, too good for the worl din
which they live. Their love and loyalty extend to death. Both women,
innocent and pure, are made victims of wretched circumstances, economic
necessity and unjust social forces which turn deeds into a mockery of
their intentions. Finally, while Tess is tried for murder and sentenced
to death, Jennie is abandoned and left waiting for the release that only
death can bring.
In Tess ot the d' Urbervi 11es , Hardy has created hi s most
sympathetic main character. Tess is an essentially good person whose
main goal is to love and be loved by those who are the objects of her
affection. The sad truth is that there is no one in the novel who is
really worthy of Tess, no one who truly appreciates her. Hence, Tess is
deprived of the nurturing and appreciation she craves, and is subjected
to extended suffering that ultimately wears her down to the point where
she seems to almost welcome death as an escape from the pain of living.
The two most crushing blows which shape Tess's tragic history are
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her seduction by Alec and her rejection by Angel Clare after their
wedding. Her seduction is the outcome of an unfortunate combination of
circumstances which push her into the hands of her seducer. John
Durbeyfield's conviction that his family is descended from noble stock,
and Tess's mother's silly thought that their newly-found link with the
rich d'Urbervilles family at Trantridge would put her daughter in lithe
way of marrying a gentleman" (Tess, 25) place Tess in a position where
she is really vulnerable to seduction. After an accident in which
Prince, the family's sole economic asset, is killed, Tess is persuaded
by her mother into visiting Trantridge to "claim kin" with the rich
d'Urbervilles there, and "ask for some hel p" (Tess, 29). Tess hersel f
is reluctant, but on her mother's insistence agrees. The mother ins i sts
that she must dress up for the occasion, "'you will never set out to see
your fol ks without dressing up more the dand than that?'" (Tess, 40).
To please her mother, Tess "put herself in Joan's hands, saying serenely
- 'Do what you like with me, mother'" (Tess, 40). Once the ceremony of
dressing her daughter is performed, she walks some way with her,
possessed with the thought that if Alec "don't marry her afore he will
after" simply because he looks "all afire wi' love for her," and "any
eye can see" that (Tess, 43).
The handing of Tess by her mother to Alec is suggestive in two
ways. On the one hand, it shows Tess sent off to Trantri dge as a pawn
for her mother's mercenary expectations. On the other, it prefi gures
her inevitable seduction. Once there, Alec, the young man of this
wealthy family \I6Iose original name is Stoke, but \1610 falsely claims the
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narne of d'Urberville, is attracted by Tess's beauty and with a malicious
intent offers her a job on the family's estate, the result of which is
Tess's seduction and her return back horne pregnant. To her mother's
great disappointment, Tess has failed to get Alec to marry her - her
mother's view is "any \ttOmanwould have done it" (Tess, 69). Tess, from
an anguished and agonized heart about to break cries out:
'0 mother, my mother!' 'How caul d I
be expected to know? I was a chi1 d when I
left this house four months ago. Why
didn't you tell me ?... Why didn't you
warn me?' (Tess, 70).
It seems clear that a number of circumstances conspire to bring Tess's
seducti on about. When she arri ves at the Slopes she is to a great
extent in Alec's power; an opportunity for seduction is bound to come up
sooner or later; Alec has merely to wait for it, which he does.
But seduction does not leave Tess a broken woman, or crippl e her
life, or even frustrate her hopes and ambitions. After her departure
from the Slopes she insists on having nothing further to do with Alec
because she does not love him, though it woul d be emi nently prudent and
practical to get from him what she could. She refuses even to be a
passive and an abject creature. Hardy makes the seduction the turning
point in the novel from which Tess's heroism begins and she starts to
acquire a heroic dimension and stature. In his preface to the fifth
edition, Hardy wrote:
This novel being one wherein the great
campa ign of the he ro i ne beg ins a fter an
event in her experience which has usually
been treated as fatal to her part of
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protagonist, or at least as the virtual
ending of her enterprises and hopes.
And the heroic stature Tess begins to acquire in this section of the
novel is perhaps best seen in the magnificent scene depicting the
baptism of little Sorrow:
Her figure looked singularly tall and
imposing as she stood in her long white
nightgown ... her high enthusiasm having
a transfiguring effect upon the face which
had been her undoing, showing as a thing
of immaculate beauty. with a touch of
dignity which was almost regal (Tess, SO).
After the death of her baby Tess becomes more capable of reflecting upon
her experiences:
Almost at a leap Tess thus changed from
sil11>le girl to complex woman. Synmols of
refl ecti veness passed into her face, and a
note of tragedy at times into her voice.
Her eyes grew 1arger and more eloquent
(Tess, 84).
It is obvious that Tess is not the traditional degraded fallen
woman. Tess will not allow her bygone trouble kill her spirit or break
her heart. She soon recovers herself, draws strength from her very
hardship, and tries to re-estab 1ish hersel f after the fall. Behi nd her
attempt is the author's assertion that a fallen woman is not lost, and
that she still has the potential for growth and renewal. His plea is:
Let the truth be tol d - ~men do as a rule
live through such humiliations, and regain
their spirits. and agai n look about them
with an interested eye (Tess, 88).
In her efforts to "regain" herself. Tess musters up all her
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courage and reaches out to the fields looking for employment and finds
work in Talbothays. While working there as a dairymaid she meets the
ethereal Angel Clare.
Angel Clare is a pure product of the Emminster vicarage. When he
arrives at Talbothays he is as naive as Tess had been when she arrived
at the Slopes. There he enters a new moral world, a world of
"aesthetic, sensuous, pagan pleasure in natural life and lush womanhood"
(Tess, 133) entirely unknown to his previous life among his parents and
brothers. As he and Tess drift into love, and he later proposes to her,
Tess sees herself not suitable for Angel in society's eyes. When her
love makes refusal no longer possible, she accepts and writes Angel a
letter reveaHng her past experience with her seducer. Her letter with
its honest and deeply-felt confession does not reach Angel because it
slips in "beneath the carpet as well as beneath the door " (Tess, 178).
Her confession on the wedding eve marks the second crushing blow
to Tess's moral integrity. That same eve witnesses Angel's rejection of
Tess, whien is the cruci al event of the novel. As Dorothy Van Ghent
points out, "Tess vs tragedy turns on a secret revealed, that is on the
substitution in Tess of an individualizing morality tor the folk
instinct of concealment and anonymity.1I16 To a prudent and practical
woman like her mother, Tess is merely a IIsimpletonll for confessing
(Tess, 215). But Tess, who has risked everything she has so far gained
for honesty, for faithfulness, and for conSCience, though she soon loses
Ange1, does not regret what she had to do: II I I telt the wickedness
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of trying to blind him as to what had happened! ... I could not - I dared
not - so sin - against him!'" (Tess, 215).
Angel's reJection of Tess shows clearly that he is committed to a
set ot attitudes toward the fallen woman, and toward sexuality in
general, which are unnatural and harmful in the extreme. Tess's
sufferi ngs are caused by this soci al context and the novel goes on to
narrate the story of her suffering. Angel, with his emancipated and
liberal ideas, represents the best his time and class have to offer. He
is, in Hardy's words, an "advanced and well-meaning young man," and "a
sample product of the last five-and-twenty years." Yet, he is the "slave
to custom and conventionality" (Tess,221). When he is required to make
a crucial moral jUdgment in relation to his wife's unintended error, he
inevitably falls back upon" his early teachings" (Tess, 221), and, as
we have already noted, they cause the mischief.
Hardy is critical of the conventional and hypocritical sides of
Angel Clare. First, Angel's conventionality causes him to see Tess's
experience in terms of those social customs and conventions which he
himself knows are wrong and seeks to revise. Second, his hypocrisy is
revealed most pointedly in the fact that he himself is as guilty as
Tess. His own guflt of plunging into "eight-and-forty hours dissipation
with a stranger" (Tess, 189) in London is "just the same," Tess says, as
the guilt of her yielding to Alec (Tess, 190). In this connection,
Angel, with all his advanced ideas seems more cruel to Tess than
d'Urberville. Hardy does not lay the blame on Angel as an individual;
rather, through Angel, he makes hi s attack on the "early teachi ngs," the
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customs and the conventi ons and the hypocri sy whi en underl i e and govern
the behaviour of Angel and other young men like him in late Victorian
England. ThuS the wedding night is turned into a ritual night of
confessions in which guilt is transferred from one to the other, after
which Tess is deserted, and subsequently cast out upon the deserts of
Flintcomb-ASh.
After the hard months at Flintcomb-Ash, Tess is "one of the
few" who di d not look for other work at the Candl emas Fai r "hav; ng a
vaguely shaped hope that something would happen to render another
outdoor engagement unnecessary" (Tess, 295). She remains devoted to
Angel until her sense of judgment overcomes her devotion:
Her husband, Angel Clare himself, had,
like others, dealt out hard measure to
her, surely he had! She had never before
admitted such a thought; but he had
surely! (Tess, 295).
And just as a number of circumstances conspired to bring her seduction
about at the beginning of her career, now again, further troubles strike
her family: the death of her father, the expulsion of her mother and the
children from their cottage and the ensuing poverty. All of these
circumstances, unhappy as they are, make Tess more vulnerable to Alec's
blandishments. Quite helpless, indeed, she returns to Alec in despair,
and experiences a period of great personal suffering, during which she
comes to feel totally abandoned and rejected by Angel Clare.
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It is obvious that Tess in her innocence, and great suffering and
endurance, is made the victim of the desire and cruelty of Alec
d'Urberville and Angel Clare. Alec's attempt to impose his will on Tess
in the scene with the strawberries; his frightening her by driving the
carriage fast and his refusal to slow unless she allows him to kiss her
to which she rel uctantly agrees, letti ng him give her "the kiss of
mastery" (Tess, 45); hi s bri bi ng the family by buyi ng a "cob" for the
father and toys for the children, expecting full obedience from the girl
- are all clear evidences of Alec's brutality and "barbarism" (Tess,32).
For him Tess is an inferior and insignificant creature; a chattel to
"toy with and dismiss" (Tess, 130). He sees her as "something that is
belonging to him. She cannot, in his conception, exist apart from him
nor have any bei ng apart from hi s bei ng. For she is the embodi ment of
his desire".17 His act in the scene of seduction shows him as the stock
villain of melodrama,18 and Tess as an innocent "victim" rather than "a
vlllain.,,19
The circumstance that indicates clearly that her story is the
tragedy of "a victim" is that Tess is made to suffer for what many other
girls have got away with through secrecy and deception. Although her
seduction is a commonplace one, or "a well-known catastrophe" as Hardy
calls it in the preface, Tess is made to suffer and here Clare's cruel.ty
is exposed and juxtaposed.
Angel, an "advanced" person, worships the false idol of chastity.
When he is first attracted to Tess, it is cMefly her luxuriant, and
presumably untouched natural beauty that he admires. "'What a fresh and
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virginal daughter of nature that milkmaid is'li he exclaims upon his
first noticing Tess (Tess, 102). When later he wants to marry her, he
will tell his parents of the pure and IIchaste as a vestalll bride he has
chosen (Tess, 138). Probably Angel had every reason to assume that Tess
is chaste because this, we are told, was the "soc t al norm" (Tess, 282).
This "soc t al norm'' overshadows Angel's modernity and advanced thought,
and reveals his deeprooted conventionality.
On the eve of the wedding Angel scotfs at Tess's confession
and sees her in terms of these social customs and conventions "a guilty
woman in the guise of an innocent one" (Tess, 192) - undeserving of his
forgiveness. This leads most damagingly to the separation and the
desertion. When Angel returns from across the sea to forgi ve the "Pure"
whom he wronged, he sees it is too 1ate and blames hi mself, .11Ah - His
I11Yfault!'" (Tess, 314). Again, Tess's role as a victim is confirmed in
the scene of arrest at Stonehenge. Stonehenge, a pagan temple, is
pictured as a place of ritual sacrifice. Tess, lying on the altar, and
described as "a lesser creature than a womanll (Tess, 328), is l tke a
sacrifici al creature to be k i 11ed perhaps for the rebi rth of a soc; ety
free of the conventionality of Angel Clare.
On thi s stone of sacrifi ce Tess has her last rest and her 1ast
happiness. Before the law officers close in Tess speaks her last
words:
'It is as it should be,' ••• I am almost
glad - yes, glad! This happiness could
not have lasted. I t was too much. I have
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had enough; she stood up, shook
herself, and went forward, neither of the
men having moved. 'I am ready,' she said
quietly (Tess, 328).
Tess accepts her tragic fulfilment with dignity. She embraces her
execution as the culmination of a long-developing desire for release
from her earthly sufferings. Perhaps she will find in death the refuge
from change and convention that she has been seeking. Her tragic
fulfilment, perhaps, will be not only in her final union with Angel, but
in her final attainment at death as a refuge from change and the
stresses change brings in its wake. This in no way implies that the
novel is arguing that death is the only satisfying goal for man and
woman. Tess's suffering and death at the end must bring about a
purification of society, or, if not, it must, at least, lead in that
direction. The narrator condi tions our reacti on to Tess's death by
presenting her execution from a distance. Perhaps he is trying to
stress Tess's littleness and her vulnerability in contrast to the forces
which help destroy her. The narrator spares us the too painful sight of
Tess's last moments in order to deepen the tragic effect and the sense
of despair at the end of the novel. And by focusi ng on Angel and
Liza-Lu, he is probably offering a sign of hope.
Certainly, this perspective helps us to focus our attention
on Angel and Li za-Lu ; the final emphasis on these two can be seen as
either negative or positive, depending on whether or not one thinks they
embody some hope for the future as opposed to simply embodying a
re-enactment of the mistakes and disappoi ntments of the past. That the
final emphasis on Angel and Liza-Lu is meant to be positive seems to be
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indicated by Tess's insistence that part of her, the part that is best
and purest, will survive in the form at Liza-Lu. She asks Angel to
marry liza-Lu: "'She has all the best of me without the bad of me; and
if she were to become yours it would almost seem as it death had not
divided us. "(Tess, 326). As the death bell tolls solemnly
signifying the end of the long suffering and struggle, the curtains
close to open after some twenty years on another tragedy of a similar
type - Jennie Gerhardt.
Jennie
In Jenni e Gerhardt (1911), Orei ser created hi s most sympathetic
heroine. Jennie, generous and unselfhh, is made to suffer more than
the others. The two unfortunate events in her l t fe whi en shape her
pathetic hi story are her seducti on by Senator Brander Just before hi s
death, and later her abandonment by Lester Kane after their living
together for nearly a dozen years. Like Tess's seducti on by the stage
villain Alec d'Urberville, "Jennie's seduction is the result of an
unfortunate combination of circumstances. William Gerhardt is ill and
out of work. Mrs.Gerhardt living with an intense concern for the
well-be; ng of her chll dren t who are near starvati on, musters up her
courage and seeks work as a charwoman at Columbus's most imposing hotel.
The mother is assigned to scrubbing the marble stairs; Jennie comes to
help her; and it is then that Senator Brander notices their forlorn
circumstances only because of Jennie's general attractiveness. The
mother earns extra money by tak i"g on 1aundry work for some of the
gentlemen guests of the hotel. Senator Brander has washing to be done.
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Eighteen-year-ol d Jennie vol untari ly takes and del i vers the laundered
shirts and linens. Her innocence and beauty appeal to Brander who takes
the initiative in establishing friendship with her.
Senator Brander, of course, is not the conventional seducer
of sentimental fiction. Unlike Hardy's Alec d'Urberville, who is drawn
from Victorian melodrama, Senator Brander is the world-weary warrior, on
the political level, who has "received his hard knocks and endured his
losses" and, therefore, has an aura "which touched and awakened the
sympathies of the imagi nati ve. "20 And Jennie is the youthful innocent
whose association with Brander represents her first contact with the
world at large. Jennie's innocent admiration of Brander, and his
response to her natural affection, encourage the growth of love.
Brander honestly intends to marry her.
Jennie allows herself to be seduced by this politician of
some worth and great reputation in an impul she. thankful reaction to
his efforts to save her brother Bass who is caught while steal ing coal.
Her seduction, however, does not exclude the prospect of becoming his
bride and entering his social world soon, as he promises. But the
excitement of the promise does not last long as the Senator's sudden
death seems to "shatter all that had seemed promising" (Jennie, 83) and
deprives Jennie of the man who is going to be the father of her child.
Although she comes from a poor background, Jennie does not mourn the
loss of material plenty; rather, the loss of life, the loss of the man
himself, is the most crushing blow to Jennie.
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William Gerhardt, impelled by religious fanaticism and an
inflexible moral code, turns Jennie out of his house when the news of
her pregnancy breaks:
"She shall get out!" he said electrically.
"She shall not stay under my roof!
Let her get out now. We wi 11 see how the
world treats her" (Jennie, 78-79).
Ironically, the world treats the sinning Jennie much better than it does
the pious Gerhardt. Of all his children, it is only Jennie, the one he
sent from his house, who will give him a home when he is in need of one.
And of all the children, it is only Jennie who nurses and comforts him
in the days leading up to his death. When he dies, Jennie attempts to
cOlllnunicate with her brothers and sisters, but each has an excuse for
not helping and no one attends his funeral except Jennie. Earlier after
turning her from his house, Gerhardt removes to another town to cover
his shame, and Jennie, bereaved and broken in heart and spirit, is left
alone to face the world on her own.
After her pregnancy and consequent expulsion from the house.
Jennie does not let herself sink into degradation or in any other way
act out the pattern established by so much nineteenth-century fiction on
the theme of the seduced and fall en maiden. She sees her pregnancy as
the product of the beneficent "processes of the all-mother" (Jennie,
86). Not feeling sullied or disgraced by the birth of her Child. whom
she names Vesta, Jennie revives her spirits and is uplifted and
strengthened by the experience. She resolves to do the best she can to
re-establish herself and her child in the eyes of society. Able to earn
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a living, she finds work in the cultivated, upper-class home of the
Bracebridges as a maid, and there she meets their house guest, Lester
Kane.
Lester, very much 1ike Angel Clare who sees in Tess the
milkmaid a touch of "rarity" (Tess, 105), sees in this poor maid "a rare
flower" and a magnetic charm (Jennie, 115). He feels that Jennie is
lithe one woman who answered somehow the bi ggest need of hi s nature"
(Jennie, 115). This need of nature resides not in the "combination of
elements religious, commercial, social," but in the "pervading
atmosphere of liberty which is productive of almost uncounted
freedom of thought and action" (Jennie, 117). As Angel sees and
responds to Tess's natural
Jennie's world of nature.
freshness, Lester sees and responds to
Moreover. he sees her super; or; ty to the
world to which he is committed, and on several occasions throughout the
novel Lester confesses that this uneducated maid is beyond him. Of
course, she is beyond him in understanding at and feeling for life.
The second most unfortunate event in Jennie's life concerns the
fortuitous injury to her father's hands - the result is immediate
economic hardShip. Jennie feels obliged to "sacrifice herself" (Jennie,
133). Again, she puts herself in the sacrificial role of appealing for
aid to Lester Kane, a man who really desires her. His aid is followed
by her acceptance of him as a lover and she agrees to go with him to New
York. The train ride to New York recalls Carrie's flight with Hurstwood
and suggests a movement into a new world; however, it is Lester's world
that is Changing, not Jennie's. When Jennie looks out of the window of
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the train and studies the barren fields, Dreiser expects us to
understand the sterility of the life that is to follow for Jennie.
Notice the drabness and the sparsity of Jennie's feelings:
There were the forests, 1eaf1 ess and
bare; the wide, brown fieldS, wet with the
rains of winter; the low farm-houses
sitting amid flat stretches of prairie,
their low roofs making them look as if
they were huggi ng the ground. The trai n
roared past little hamlets, with cottages
of white and yellow and drab, their roofs
blackened by frost and rain (Jennie, 150).
The leafless, bare forests, the brown fields, the flat stretches of
prairie, the farm-houses hugging the ground, the drab cottages, and the
blackened roofs are all images ot a sterile, non-productive environment.
Ouri ng the years of thei r 1i vi ng together, even when everyth1 n9 ran
smoothly and sati sfactorily, Lester shows clearly hi s unwill i ngness to
marry Jennie. And when faced with family disinheritance he decides to
leave Jennie for the irresistible life of money, power, prestige and
position. His brutal exploitation of Jennie thus far, and his
hypocritical remarks, as will be shown clearly below, about her
. deceiving him over Vesta, and his insistence on confidence and trust in
their relationship, show an almost barbaric indifference to Jennie's
feelings.
Like Hardy's Clare who is an "advanced and well-meaning young
man," "a sample product of the last five-and-twenty years" yet also "the
slave to custom and conventionality" (Tess, 221), Lester with his
phi 10sOphical background and sympathy tor the advanced thought at hi s
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age, is less understanding than he seems. Initially, Dreiser insists
that Kane is something of a free-thinker:
Lester Kane was the natural product of a
combination of elements religious,
commercial, social modified by that
pervading atmosphere of liberty in our
national life ~ich is productive of
almost uncounted freedom of thought and
action (Jennie, 117).
Dreiser characterizes Lester in the paragraphs that follow as "a New
Man."21 He experiences a loss of faith; he experiences intellectual
unrest for he is "confused by the I1IJltiplicity of things" (Jennie, 116);
he abandons conventional bel iefs, ceasi ng lito accept the fetish that
birth and station presuppose any innate superiority" (Jennie, 116); "of
course he must find the right ~man, and in Jennie he believed that he
discovered her" because "she appealed to him on every side; he had never
known anybody like her" (Jennie, 119). But when it comes to the
~estion of marriage, it is "not only iq>ossib1e but unnecessary"
(Jennie, 119). Finally, Lester seems self-deceived in the sense that he
believes he is free of conventional forms and institutions, and is thus
the master of his fate; but we discover that conventionality control s
him both materially and spiritually, from within and without. So long
as Jennie meets and satisfies his "sensual" and "animal" nature,
marriage, he persuades himself, is "unnecessary" (Jennie, 117-118).
While Lester's love for Jennie is thus seen as constrained and limited,
her love for him is given an emotional depth by her ability to identify
with and share his needs and desires, provide feminine companionship,
and accept his need of avoiding commitments.
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There is no denying the fact that Lester is using Jennie
sexually and denying her equal status with himself. This is clearly
shown in his declaration of love largely addressed to Jennie. Fairly
early in their relationship, Lester declares to Jennie: "I love you and
want you" (Jennie, 142). A little later the conments "He liked her -
loved her, perhaps, in a selfish way" (Jennie, 168); and "Lester truly
loved her in his own way" (Jennie, 173) indicate that he is exploiting
her and point to his unwillingness to marry her because it "couldn't be
done, not by a man in his position" (Jennie, 188). His concentration
almost always on the fulfilment of his own desires is a sign that Jennie
remains a sexual object for his convenient exploitation.
Jennie's sole desire is to be "an honoured wife and a happy
mother II (Jennie, 176). She always keeps nurturing hopes that "perhaps,
some day, he might rea lly want to marry her" (Jenni e, 227). Lester's
vacillating remarks about loving Jennie and his withholding himself from
any legal commitment to her personal, social, and economic future' show
him, indeed, in a hypocritical light. At Hyde Park, when Jennie's
social situation is undermined by rejection from neighbours, she feels
hopeless: "Lester was not inclined to marry her and put her right"
(Jennie, 230). She continues to conceal Vesta's existence from Lester
so that he wi11 not use it as a reason· for not marryi ng her. Upon
learning of Vesta, Lester feels that Jennie's "love after all had been
divided, part for him, part for the child" (Jennie, 183), and he uses
the thought of lithe presence of the c hil d" as a barri er to marri age
(Jenn1 e, 211). Still he "had met no one who appealed to hi m as di d
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Jennf e " (Jennie. 215). but he "dtd not want to marry her ... now. anyhow"
(Jennie. 218). Once more he says III love you. you know tnat " (Jennie.
218). but IIcan't marry you now. Might in the future" (Jennie.
219). Lester does have the power of personality to bring Jennie into
his social world at many stages during these years. He does not do it.
however. because it would have meant the flouting of a social convention
which he does not respect but is not prepared to confront.
Lester. that is. is governed by conventional forms and
institutions - which are wrong. and unjust as he comes to admit later -
but of which he cannot break free. His belief that he can ignore the
disapproval of his family and the world. and live as he wishes to. and
his failure. from the very beginning. to justify his relationship with
Jennie to his family. are not only clues to the double standard in
himself. but also show how tightly he is in the grip of convention.
When his affair is discovered by his sister Louise, it not only creates
a scandal in the family, but also puts Lester under pressure to abandon
Jennie. He defends Jennie against his father's accusations saying that
he IImight marry herll (Jennie, 239), but he is in fact unwilling to do
so. His father's pressure, however, reinforces Lester's hesitation
until a cl imax is reached wi th the death of the father. Archibal d
Kane's will does not threaten a separation as much as force abandonmen~.
Lester chooses to abandon Jennie and marry Letty Geral d , an 01d admi rer
and a weal thy widow now wah a 1arge fortune in the bank. His marri age
robs Jennie of her last hopes for the fulfilment of love, and forbids
any future reunion; thus Jennie undergoes both pUbliC and private
rejecti on.
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After his marriage to Letty, Lester justifies himself by
maintaining that he was in the grasp of the "armed forces of convention"
(Jennie, 318), but it is he more than anybody else in the book who is
responsible for Jennie's degraded position. His marriage, however, does
not provide him with the tenderness and satisfaction he experienced with
Jennie. He acquiesces finally in the fact of having deeply wronged her
both in not marrying her when it was possible to dO so, and in leaving
her, and admits "that he was wrong" (Jennie, 318). His final illness
follows soon, and with Letty conveniently absent in Europe, he sends for
Jennie to avow his love and express his sorrow and guilt:
I loved you. I love you now. I want to
tell you that. It seems strange, but
you're the only woman I ever did love
truly. We should never have parted
(Jenni e, 360).
Lester finally realizes his mistake and admits that he truly loves
Jennie. Despite his declaration of love and the minimal relief and
restoration it brings to Jennie, it does not make up for the suffering
created by his earlier denial of her.
Even in Lester's death social pressures assert themselves, and
conventions still prevail:
It was curious to see him lying in the
parlour of this alien residence, candles
at his head and feet, burning
sepulchrally, a silver cross upon his
breast, caressed by his waxen fingers. He
would have smiled if he could have seen
himsel f , but the Kane fami ly was too
conventional, too set in its convictions,
to find anything strange in this (Jennie,
362) .
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The image, of course, is that of Lester bound and controlled by
convention even in death. His family's conventional faith has in the
end controlled him both in life and in death. Moreover, in the railway
station when his coffin is loaded onto the train and Jennie stands by
the iron gate, Dreiser chooses to emphasize social and economic status
as the barrier between them even in death. After the funeral Jennie
goes home to live alone and gaze into an indefinitely lonely future.
And in casting Jennie to this extent in the sacrificial, Tess-like role,
Dreiser too may be seen as affirming that a "tallen " woman could be
after all a "Pure" and morally superior woman.
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Tess of the d'Urberv111es and Jennie Gerhardt
-Pure WomenFaithfully Presented-
Tess's Puri ty
The question of Tess's purity has often been regarded as
controversial. At the time of the book's publication, some critics and
. readers considered the story unpleasant and the sub-title, "A Pure Woman
Faithfully Presented" positively offensive. There rs , for example, the
Saturday Review writing in 1892, that "Mr.Hardy, it must be conceded,
tells an unpleasant story in a very unpleasant way."22 Or, there is
Mowbray Morri s wri ti ng in the Quarterly Revi ew, 1892, that Hardy has
"told an extremely disagreeable story in an extremely disagreeable
manner. "23 Morri SiS and the other's obJecti ons , however, have not gone
unanswered. In his explanatory note to the first edition, Hardy
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anticipated these objections and answered them briefly:
I will just add that the story is sent out
in all sincerity of purpose, as an attempt
to gi ve an arti stic form to a true
sequence of thi ngs; and in respect of the
book's opinions and sentiments, I would
ask any too genteel reader, who cannot
endure to have said what everybody
nowadays thi nks and feels, to remember a
well-known sentence of St.Jerome's: If an
offence come out of the truth, better is
it that the offence come than that the
truth be concealed.
Tess is essentially honest and "Pure" at heart, because she never,
as the author indicates, meant to do wrong: "Never in her life - she
could swear it from the bottom ot her soul - had she ever intended to do
wrong," and "whatever her sins, they were not sins at i ntenti on, but of
inadvertence" (Tess, 295). Whatever she does, or whatever is done to
her, Tess remains essentially "Pure". From the events precedt n9 and
following the seduction, it becomes clear that Tess has neither "cared"
for Alec, nor does she encourage him in his amorous advances (Tess, 69).
She is distressed when Alec puts the strawberries into her mouth; a "big
tear" rolls down her face and she undoes the "kiss of mastery" that Alec
gives her on the second journey to the "Slopes" (Tess, 45); and
strong-mindedly decides to walk the last few miles rather than sit next
to him. On her seduction, it is true, she was "temporarily blinded" and
"sti rred to confused surrender awhile" (~, 69), but the seducti on ; s
as closely related to the "distance between Trantridge and Chaseborough"
which causes her "fatigue and provides Alec's opportunity" as it t s to
her "naivete and to Alec's egoism. "24 In a word, her seduction springs
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mainly from her innocence and ignorance of sex matters, and her mother's
folly in neglecting to warn her of "danger in men-folk" (Tess, 70).
However, once the seducti on is brought about Tess ins i sts on havi ng
nothing further to do with Alec and soon runs away home.
The second crime of deception is not of Tess's making as
much as the pure result of mischance. Tess had often intended to
disc lose her bygone troub 1e to Ange1 • Havi ng fa i 1ed to do so on more
than one occasion, she tells her story in a letter and puts it under
Angel's door. But Angel never sees her 1etter, because owing to her
"haste," as the author points out, she "thrust it beneath the carpet as
well as beneath the door" (Tess, 178). On the wedding eve, she finds
the envelope containing her letter still under the carpet "sealed up,
just as it had left her hands" (Tess, 178), and rushes illll1ediately to
tell Angel, but he refuses to listen:
'No, no - we can't have faults talked of -
you must be deemed perfect to-day at
least, my Sweet!' he cried. We shall have
plenty of time, hereafter, I hope, to talk
over our failings. I will confess mine at
the same time' (Tess, 178).
Although Tess soon loses Angel after their wedding, she does not regret
her confession. She says: "'If - if - it were to be done again - I
should do the same'" (Tess, 215).
In his self-imposed exile in Brazil, Angel reconsiders. Tess,
realizes his mistake, and determines to return to her. Hardy writes of
him:
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Having long discredited the old systems of
mysticism, he now began to discredit the
01 d apprai sements of moral ity. He thought
they wanted readjusting. Who was the
moral man? Sti11 more pertinently, who
was the moral woman? (Tess, 282).
Angel returns to England resolved to do what he should have done before.
He sees too late that his wife is "Pure" after all, and he can only say,
turning against himself, "'Ah - it is my fault!'" (Tess, 314). When
Angel unexpectedly reappears, something snaps in Tess's mind, the result
is her murder of Alec d'Urberville and flight with Angel Clare.
Tess's one truly vulnerable spot is her almost religious worship
of Angel, who takes on more than human qualities in her eyes. She sees
Alec as the main reason Angel wi11 never take her back, and in what
appears to be an almost deranged state of mind, stabs Alec. At this
point, Tess incorrectly assumes the existence of a necessary and logical
connection between murdering Alec and regaining Angel's love:
Angel, will you forgive me "&' sin against you, now I have killed him?'"
"'
(Tess, 318). The narrator describes Angel's impressions at this moment:
liThestrength of her affection for himself," and lithe strangeness of its
quality .•. had apparently extinguished her moral sense altogether"
(Tess, 319).
Even in the murder of Alec, it seems that Tess is fundamentally
innocent. She appears to have been temporarily maddened by the
knowledge that she has lost Angel's forgiveness a second time by
returning to Alec. When Angel visits her at Sandbourne she seems to be
ina trance-l ike state: "But he had a vague consci ousness of one thing
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that his original Tess had spiritually ceased to recognize the body
before him as hers - allowing it to drift, like a corpse upon the
current in a direction dissociated from its living will" (Tess,314).
After the murder, Tessls innocence is emphasized once more when Tess and
Angel attempt to hide in the surrounding countryside, II but there was an
unpracti cal movement throughout the day. Thei revery idea was
temporary and unforfending, like the plans of two children" (Tess, 320).
When they take refuge in the 01d mansion known as Bramshurst Court, the
caretaker comes in the morning and catches a glimpse of the couple
asleep in one of the upstairs bedrooms, and she is lisa struck with their
innocent appearance ..• that her first indignation at the effrontery of
tramps and vagabonds gave way to a momentary sentimentality over this
genteel elopement, as it seemed" (Tess, 323-324).
When they are finally moved out of their Eden, Tess and Clare
start toward the north, stumb 1i ng upon Stonehenge in thei r wanderi ngs .
Again, there is a reference to Tessls fundamental innocence, as she
recall S, III one of my mother I s peop1 e was a shepherd here-abouts.
And you used to say at Ta1bothays that I was a heathen. So now I am at
home I II (~, 326). In her unconsci ousness of gu il t , Tess f s 1ndeed a
"heathen" caught up in a ritual of sacrifice and death. Only
infrequently does she acknowledge guilt for the murder, as when she
tells Angel:
'But considering what my life has been I
cannot see any man Should, sooner or
later, be able to help despising me. . •.
How wickedly mad I was! Yet formerly I
never caul d bear to hurt a fly or a worm,
and the si ght of a bi rd in a cage used
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often to make me cry' (Tess, 323}.
After the murder, however, Tess is allowed to enjoy with Angel a brief
and blissful honeymoon away from society's dubious standards of Judgment
and arbitrary classifications; but her happiness "could not have
lasted." When she is arrested she speaks her last words with dignity, "I
am ready," and walks to the scaftold with no hope at an Arthur
Donnithorne to snatch her from the gallows.25 The author cannot help,
but "hovers and watches over {her} like a stricken father.,,26
Tess, though a murderess, remains a "Pure" woman - an essentially
innocent victim of society's dubious standards of judgment and of an
uncari ng universe. From begi nni ng to end she stands as pure womanhood:
warmhearted, freely loving, loyal, self-effacing, brave and with "a
fortitude in the face of adversity and a self-sacrificing devotion to
others that make her", as Carl.J.Weber writes, "the finest woman in all
the Wessex Novels."27 sucn are her worthwhile qualities that elevate her
in our eyes, and she earns our respect and admiration.
Jennie's Purity
Similar to Tess - who never meant to do wrong - is Jennie
Gerhardt. Jennie is basically a good woman, pure in heart, soul and
spirit. Her seduction by Senator Brander is not motivated by
coquettiSh, flirtatious advances on her part. She goes week by week to
hi s hotel room to deli ver 1aundry for her mother. Brander, the old
warrior not the villainous seducer, often seen brooding over the loss of
his Senate seat to political schemers, seems disillusioned with the
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whole concept of the American dream of success. Obviously, aged
fifty-two as the novel starts, Brander looks elsewhere tor peace,
contentment and happiness, and he finds these in Jennie. Senator
Brander is deeply stirred by her beauty, so that he "felt exceedingly
young as he talked to this girl" (Jennie, 23). Her youthful innocence
so touches his heart that he does intend to marry her.
Jennie responds to Senator Brander with an affectionate
daughterly respect which does not exclude an honest acceptance of him as
a potential husband. When she goes to Brander to help get her brother
out of jail she gives herself to him in an impulsive reaction ot
gratitude, and she conceives Vesta. Dre1ser, that is, goes out ot his
way to make Jennie's behaviour seem natural and spontaneous.
When Jenni e works at the Bracebri dges as a mai d to hel p support
her family and her chil d she does not make any sort of advances to
capture lester I s heart. "There were no evi dences of coquetry about
her," lester remarks upon his first noticing her (Jennie, ll2). As he
starts his advances and kisses her, Jennie "was horrified, stunned, like
a bird in the grasp of a cat" (Jennie, 114). The circumstance of her
wretched poverty when her father's hands have been badly burned at work
puts Jennie in a position peculiarly subject to seduction. She appeals
for help to a man who desires her, and his aid is followed by her
acceptance of him as a lover without excluding the thought that a
"relationship with him meant possible motherhood for her again" (Jennie,
143). The narrator conments : "Virtue" in Jennie is "that quality of
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generosity which offers itself willingly for another's service, and,
being this, it is held by society to be nearly worthless" (Jennie 82).
In the directness of the rejection of society's Judgment here, Dreiser's
awareness of the gap between his own and conventional society's attitude
is clearly indicated.
Jennie's "virtue" is, indeed, held worthless by society. Lester
too willfully male for Jennie, sees her as the embodied fulfilment of
his desire, because she "answered somehow the biggest need of his
nature" (Jennie, 115); and as something that he can possess - "You
belong to meII (Jennie, 114), "I tell you you belong to meII (Jennie,
124 ).
Jennie's giving herself once more to a man like Lester is based on
affection and family desperation. She conti nues to conceal Vesta's
existence from Lester because she feels Lester would obJect to the
child, take it as a sign of her unworthiness, and use it as one.of many
excuses for not marryi ng her. However, after Lester's acceptance of
Vesta and the setting up of the Hyde Park household, Jennie's emotional
life 1s centred on the attempt to feel some permanence in her
rel ati onship wi th Lester and a hope that he will marry her. She does
not want to be more than "an honoured wife and a happy mother" (Jennie,
176), and her chief desire is that life would give her "Lester and Vesta
together II (Jennie, 190).
After Louise's discovery of their relationship, Jennie tries to
leave Lester. She thinks this attempt may force Lester into recognizing
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his need for her and marrying her, but Lester cannot bring himself to do
either. When his father dies and his will reveals the threat of cutting
Lester's inheritance if he continues this illicit relationship, again it
is Jennie who suggests that Lester must leave her.
The testi mony to her puri ty of soul and ul ti mate goodness comes
from those who have been indifferent to Jennie's feelings: her father
and Lester. Fai rly early in her 1i fe her father dri ves her from hi s
house because she is pregnant with a child conceived outside of
marriage. When he is almost completely out of the mainstream of life
and can sit back and review things, - as Angel in Brazil reconsiders the
case of Tess - he comes to understand that "sin" resides only in his
religious code and conventional morality, and not in Jennie the woman.
Eventually old Gerhardt does come to live with Jennie and his happiness
comes from both Jennie, and, Vesta, his illegitimate grandchild.
Shortly before his death, he asks Jennie's forgiveness as he says, "'1
understand a lot of thi ngs I di dn' t. We get wi ser as we get 01der' II
(Jenni e, 295). Gerhardt's 1ast words acknowl edge the steri1i ty of hi s
moral code and accentuate Jennie's pure spirit, as he says, "'You've
been gOOd to me. You're a good woman'" (Jennie, 296). For a man Hke
Gerhardt so strongly tied to conventional society and religion, to
accept Jennie, to ask her forgiveness, and to call her a gOOd woman, is
Dre1ser's way of insisting that Jennie is pure.
Lester, too, comes to acknowledge the fact of Jennie's
goodness and purity of heart: "' Well, there is someth1 ng to her.' The
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woman's emotion was so deep, so real. 'Tnere's no expl ai ni ng a good
woman,' he said to himself" (Jennie, 298). Jennie is so deep to Lester
because he comes from an enti rely different warl d.
conventionality Lester is similar to old Gerhardt.
In his
Lester's recognition of Jennie's inner reality comes rather late.
On Mr.O'Brien's visit to Lester's house with the crushing news about the
will, Jennie's hope is extinguished and she decides this time that she
"must leave him - if he would not leave ner" (Jennie, 308). Lester
leaves Jennie, but like old Gerhardt he judges Jennie and realizes "ne
was wrongll (Jennie, 318). Dreiser writes of him:
He was feel i ng that he had been compelled
to do the fi rstugly, brutal thing of nts
1if e . Jenn i e deserved better of hi m. It
was a shame to torsake her after all the
devotion she had manifested. Truly she
had played a finer part than he. Worst of
a11, hi s deed cou 1d not be excused on the
grounds of necessity. He could have lived
on ten thousand a year, he could have done
without the million and more which was now
his. He could have done without the
society, the pleasures of which had always
been a lure. He could have, but he had
not, and he had comp1i cated ita 11 wi th
the thought of another woman (Jennie,
319).
Although he is married to a socialite at the end of the book, it is
Jennie alone who is at his bedside offering him comfort. Lester
confesses hi s gu i 1t, sorrow and love: 11'1 loved you. I love you now.
You're the only woman I ever did love truly. We should never have
parted'" (Jennie, 360). Jennie's ultimate loyalty extends to death, and
she, too, confesses her undying love and tells Lester there is nothing
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to forgive. Lester dies at one with her, and this spiritual reunion
brings happiness to Jennie.
After Lester's death, Jennie, alone, is still serene. She has
found spiritual strength, which is infinitely superior to all society's
values and arbitrary standards of judgment. Dreiser's hope is that the
qual i ti es of Jennie wi 11 be conmuni cated to others and that her
transcendent values, hinted at by her selection of the name Vesta and
her adopti on of a chil d by the name of Rose Perpetua, will thri ve and
flourish.
There is a definite shifting of emphasis at the end of the novel,
away from Jennie's plight and toward a sense that she might have had
some impact, if only a limited one, on those around her and, through the
novel, on those who read about her. The emphasis becomes centred on
what hope there is for humanity to go forward and make meaningful
progress in moral terms so that others 1i ke Jennie wi 11 be appreci ated
for their potential of goodness and generosity rather than experiencing
rejection and alienation. In the hope that humanity might someday
. develop philosophically and morally lies the potential that enhances
human stature in the novel. Old Gerhardt and Lester express such a
belief when both pass favourable judgment upon Jennie.
And just as in the case of Tess, Jennie's worthwhile qualities:
her great compass i on, her i ntegri ty, her generos i ty, her 1oya 1ty, her
self-sacrificing devotion and her resilience, earn our respect and
admiration.
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Purity and the Natural Context
What affirms the innocence of both women is that Nature in
itself is guiltless, and Tess and Jennie are examples of its innocence.
Tess's character is defined for us in terms of her affinity with the
natural world, her role in the human continuum, and her superiority to
the society that fails to appreciate her. In contrast to Michael
Henchard's and Jude's alienation from the natural order is Tess
Durbeyfield's harmony with it. At almost every stage of her existence
Tess appears as a 1uxuri ant part of her natural envi ronment. As a
village girl Tess is "a mere vessel of emotion untinctured by
experience," fitting completely into her natural surroundings (Tess,
12). After her seduction and the birth of her illegitimate Child, Tess
works in the field and is submerged within this environment. The
narrator tells us that "a field-woman is a portion of the field; she has
somehow lost her own margin, imbibed the essence of her surrounding, and
assimilated herself with it" (Tess, 74). Hardy makes clear that Tess's
suffering is not a "natural" reaction to her situation, but a result of
society's dictates:
The familiar surroundings had not darkened
because of her grief, nor sickened because
of her pain.
She might have seen that what had bowed
her head so profoundly - the thought of
the world's concern at her situation - was
founded on an illusion. Most Of the
misery had been generated by her
conventional aspect, and not by her innate
sensations (Tess, 77).
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Yet natural vitality, as we observed earlier, is still strong in her.
As she sets off for Tal bothays dai ry, Tess feel s "unexpended youth,
surgi ng up a new after its temporary check II (Tess, 85).
When Angel is first attracted to her, it is chiefly her
luxuriant, and presumably untouched natural beauty that he admires. She
is lIa fresh and virginal daughter of Naturell (Tess, 102). Moreover, she
is associated in his mind with the "joyous and unforeseeing past, before
the necessity of taking thought had made the heavens grey II (Tess, 102).
She represents the innocence of his own childhood and youth - a personal
Garden of Eden.
The Edenic surroundings of the dairy farm enable Angel to
elaborate on this conception of Tess. In the IIspectral,
half-compounded, aqueous lightll of early dawn the two have lIa feeling of
isolation, as if they were Adam and Eve" (Tess, 110). Tess takes on a
ghostly, mythical, ideal quality in Angel's eyes. IIShe was no longer
the milkmaid, but a visionary essence of woman - a whole sex condensed
into one typical formll (Tess, lll). When he persists in calling her
IIArtemis. Demeter. and other tanciful names II Tess objects. perhaps
sensing that this false idealization of herself ts unwise (Tess. 111).
Tess, of course. quite rightly does not want to be anything but what she
.
is: IIShe did not like {these allusions} because she did not understand
them. 'Call me Tess,' she would say askance; and he dtd" (Tess. Ill).
After her marriage to Angel. her revelation of her past with Alec.
and Angel's rejection of her, Tess begins to be conscious of the
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suffering of all creatures. While wandering across a wooded region, she
discovers a number of wounded pheasants writhing in the bushes and upon
the ground. Her compassion shakes her out of the mood of self-pity into
which she has fallen:
With the impul se of a soul who coul d
feel for kindred sufferers as much as for
herself, Tess's first thought was to put
the still living birds out of their
torture, •.• 'Poor dar 1ings - to suppose
myself the most miserable being on earth
in the sight a' such misery as yours!' she
exclaimed, her tears running down as she
ki 11ed the bi rds tenderly. 'And not a
twinge of bodily pain about me! I be not
mangled, and I be not bleeding, and I have
two hands to feed and clothe me' (Tess,
232-233 ).
Tess possesses a kind of perfeeti on as well as puri ty. It is
characteristic that she Should ask Angel to marry her sister after she
has been hanged, as if she were some generous tree, givi n9 off another
branch of life.
Like Tess, Jennie, above all of Dreiser's characters, 1s most
perfectly attuned to nature. She is consistently described in terms of
nature. She is "1 ike the wood-dove a voi ce of sweetness 1n the
sUl1l11ertime" (Jennie, 87). Her spiritual being consists of "trees,
flowers, the world of sound and the world of colour" (Jennie, 17).
Dreiser continues "only this daughter of the poor felt something - the
beauty of the trees, the wonder of the rains, the colour of existence
feeling their call of community in spirit" (Jennie, 18). Later,
when she f1 nds out she is pregnant wi th Senator Brander's chi 1d, that
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she will probably be abandoned by her father, that Senator Brander is
dead, and that she will have no job for support of her child and family,
she sees "l ife at worst or best was beautiful - had always been SOli
(Jennie, 88). And after Jennie has borne Vesta out of wedlock, she
returns to nature, where she sees and feels life the way no materialist
ever could. As J.McA1eer points out, lilt lifts her above a world of
convention that follows a dead letter and the goals of greed."28
Following the birth of Vesta, Jennie is "left alone, but, like the
wood-dove, she was a voice of sweetness in the sunmertime." Again Jennie
returns to nature like the birds of the air. Specifically, the dove,
the bi rd of peace and reconci 11ati on, represents her return to nature
and the fulfilling life. "When her duties were lightest she was content
to sit in quiet meditation, the marvel of life holding her as in a
trance. When she was hardest pressed to aid her mother, she would
sometimes find herself quietly singing, the pleasure of work lifting her
out of herself" (Jennie, 87). Here is Dreiser's way ot showing Jennie
and nature are one. In moments of both qui et and work t she lives by a
code suggested by Nature.
ThiS same feeling for life and nature is passed down to Vesta and
apparently ex; sts in Jenni e' s adopted daughter Rose Perpetua. Jenni e' s
selection of the name Vesta is significant. Like the vestal virgin of
Roman mythology, Jennie's daughter will be the pure. chaste child
unsoiled by association with a materialistic world. As Jennie's
Child she will learn from her mother the ability to feel life and be a
part of nature and the spiritual world. Living apart from the
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corruptive Gerhardt family influence and apart from the wiles of
society, Jennie will use nature as her guide. But of course Nature is
not invariably beneficent; Vesta catches typhoid fever and dies.
Dreiser's intention is perhaps to demonstrate that Vesta must be
sacrificed because, as Jennie realizes, she cannot escape the "ignominy
of her birth and rearing" (Jennie, 335). However, Dreiser does not
leave Jennie alone, for he has her adopt a child by the name of Rose
Perpetua.
Dreiser's symbolism is all the more evident with the adopted
child. Her status as an orphan suggests that, unlike Vesta, Rose
Perpetua will be entirely Jennie's. Where Vesta had been tainted by the
society of the Gerhardts and the Kanes, Jennie's daughter will be raised
amid lithe beautiful things - the flowers, the stars. the trees, the
grass II (Jennie. 246). Such a lyrical future - apparently guaranteei ng
the continuation of all that is best in Jennie herself - is underpinned
by a typically Dreiser revelation: Rose Perpetua is assured of an income
paid to her by a trust company.
Just as the images of beauty and nature are consistently applied
to Jenni e and her descendants, imagery reinforces the static nature of
the other characters. Lester Kane, for example, is vividly portrayed as
a wintry soul pursuing the barrenness of materialism. As he is deciding
to leave Jennie for financial reasons, he looks out of the window, and
"there were some trees in the yard, where the darkness was settling"
(Jennie, 291). Nature reflects his situation. By leaving Jennie he is
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losing contact with the natural world associated with her. When he
leaves her, he will have no contact with the spiritually replenishing
life of nature. Furthermore, once he has established himself, lithe one
divine, far off event of the poet did not appeal to him as having any
basis in fact" (Jennie, 345). The life of beauty, the life of spirit is
gone. Only on his deathbed does he express "their real union - their
real spiritual compatibiHty" (Jennie, 359).
Besides the use of nature imagery, the chair allusions here, as in
Sister Carrie, playa significant role. Unlike Carrie, who is portrayed
in a rocking chair always attempting to grasp the unattainable ideal,
Jennie never sits and deliberates. She has no need to because she is
already a part of this spiritual world. Lester is the deliberator. He
frequently sits in a chair staring out of a window, desperately
searching for something:
Lester sat down in hi s easy-chai r by
the window and gazed rumi natively out
over the flourishing city. Yonder was
spread out before him, life with its
concomitant phases of energy, hope,
prosperity, and pleasure, and here he was
suddenly struck by a wind of misfortune
and blown asi de for the time bei ng - hi s
prospects and purposes di ss i pated by
this sudden tide of opposition? (Jennie,
207-208).
The sudden tide of opposition is, of course, the life of Jennie. He can
have the wealth of the city if only he will abandon Jennie and her
natural exi stence. Unfortunately, Lester eventually chooses the 11ghts
of the city, the prospect of future materialistc success.
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Like Hardy's Tess, Jennie's character seems Dreiser's ideal.
First and foremost, as John McAleer observes, Jennie possesses a simple
and nonevasive nature; she lives by a code determined by the natural
world. This natural world is the world ot her heart and her instincts
untouched by materialistic concerns. McAleer sees Jennie getting into
trouble only when she abandons the sanctuary of nature to try her
fortunes in a world unfamiliar to her. McAleer's final conclusion is
that none of Dreiser's characters is more perfectly attuned to the tlux
of nature than Jennie,29 who is "a product of the fancy, the feeling,
the innate affection of the untutored but poetic mind" (Jennie, 1).
tv
Tess and Jenn1e as Trag1c Heroines
Tess
Finally, before we bring this chapter to a close, we have to
consider Tess and Jennie as tragic heroines. Critics are mainly
agreed that Tess of the d' Urbervi 11es is a tragedy, but they are not
agreed about what makes it tragic, or what kind at tragedy it is.
Lionel Johnson, for instance, one of Hardy's earliest critics, describes
the novel as "a long tragedy, upon the str1vi ng of that modern spi ri t,
among the ancient Wessex places."30 David Cecil, on the other hand,
aff i rms that Tess is "vi 11age tragedy, composed of the drama of broken
love and wronged girls, the feuds and the hangings which filled
{Hardy's} early memories."31 Cecil goes further to add: "When peeled of
its realistic trappings, {the novel} reveals itself as a regular
folk-tale tragedy. "32 More recently, Ted R. Spivey relates Hardy's
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novel not to the folk, but to certain specifically literary trends in
the nineteenth century. Tragedy for Hardy, as Spivey points out, is the
"defeat of the romantic hero·s desire to reach a higher spiritual
state. "33 Hence, Hardy ' s tragic fi gures, accordi ng to Spi vey, are
"romantic heroes II in the line of IIByron·s Manfred,1I IIGoethe·s Faust,"
IIShelley·s Prometheus," "Emt ly Bronte·s Heathcliff," and Tess
Durbeyfield belongs to this company because of her "Sne l l eyan" capac t ty
for exaltation.34
Again, from Northrop Frye·s point of view, the novel is a IIrevenge
tragedy" simply because of the fundamental plot or its "o tnary
structure" which is "cnarecter+s t tc of revenge-tragedy.1I35 Alec wrongs
Tess, Tess suffers and eventually she kills Alec. This view is akin to
the "totk-t ale tragedy II view in which Tess in her murderous revenge
"Jotns an innumerable company of folk heroines who stabbed and were
hanged.1I36 The revenge-story vi ew thus puts emphas is on the heroi c side
of Tess vs character. It calls attention to the freedom and courage of
her behaviour particularly to the murder of Alec as an act of defiance
and protest.
What gives the novel its tragic quality is not the involvement of
Tess·s fine spirit in a degrading story of seduction and revenge.
Rather, it is the meani ngful ness of her 11fe considered as the story of
a victim of society, a scapegoat and a martyr. She is often described
in the text in terms suggesting Christ, sainthood, martyrdom,
abstractions of goodness and other references suggesting admirable
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endurance in the face of great sufferi ng for the good of others. Tess
wears "the thorny crown" of the k.nowledge that she is not suitable for
Angel in society's eyes (Tess, 125). She carries "the heaviest of
crosses" and feels "martyrdom" (Tess, 152). She is "a sort of celestial
person" (Tess, 179), and feels "glorified by an irradiation not her own,
lik.e the angel whom St.John saw in the sun" (Tess, 180). Her
inexplicable force for good makes her three rivals (Marian, Izz , and
Retty) for Clare's attention, love her. These three catch some of
Tess's radiance and even Izz Huett, at the moment of her greatest
temptation, cannot escape from her basic honesty and admiration tor
Tess:
Lik.e the prophet on the top of Poer Izz
Huett would fain have spoken perversely at
such a moment, but the fascination
excercised over her rougher nature by Tess's
character compelled her to grace (Tess,
226). ----
And as the three labour in the desolate swede-field, Marian and Tess are
described as reminding one of "some early Italian conception of the two
Marys" (Tess, 238). The intensity of Tess's suffering and the enhanced
significance of her self-sacrifice, suggested by such images, add to her
dignity and increase her stature.
Tess of the d'Urberv11les, we may say, is the story at a
scapegoat rather than a martyr because Tess does not seek the end that
comes to her. She does not even sacrifice herself in the name of a
higher good. What underlines that her story is one of a tragic victim
is that Tess is made to suffer alone for what others have got away with
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through secrecy. Despite the fact that her unfortunate experience with
Alec is a conmonp l ece one, or "a well-known catastrophe" as Hardy calls
it in the preface (Tess, 1), yet Tess is made to suffer and die for it.
Her role as a victim is confirmed in the scene of the arrest at
Stonehenge. Stonehenge is pictured as a place of ritual sacrifices.
Tess, lying on the altar, and described as "a lesser creature than a
womanII (Tess,328), is like a sacrificial creature captured and killed in
the name of some alleged higher good.
Tess, then, is a tragic heroine of great dimensions. Early
in her life Tess starts to acquire a heroic stature. At school she has
shown "great aptness" for knowledge, and was told she would make "a good
teacher" (Tess, 158). Her superiority to her parents is stressed. It
is only poverty that prevents Tess from pursu i ng a route toward greater
freedom, knowledge, fulfilment and love. It is only her economic status
that necessitates she travel to the Trantridge d'Urbervilles to claim
kin, and out of this all her misfortune derives.
After her pregnancy and the bi rth of her chi 1d, Tess's heroic
stature is e"1>hasi zed when she makes every effort to sa ve the 1i fe of
her baby, and, when that becomes impossible, she tries to save its soul
by baptism. This act gives her an aura of sublimity: in the dim light,
as the narrator points out, the physical blemishes on Tess's body are
invisible; and she is transfigured so that her face shows lias a thing of
immaculate beauty, with a touch of dignity ~ich was almost regal II
(Tess, BO). Tess achieves a kind of apotheosis:
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The ecstasy of faith almost apotheosized
her; it set upon her face a glowing
; rradi ati on, and brought a red spot into
the middle of each cheek; while the
miniature candle-flame inverted in her
eye-pupils shone like a diamond. The
chi 1dren gazed up at her wi th more and
more reverence, and no longer had a wi11
for questioning. She did not look like
Sissy to them now, but as a being large,
towering, and awful - a divine personage
with whom they had nothing in common
(Tess. 81).
Once more. necessity makes Tess travel on foot over vast stretches
of 1and whose size and roughness dwarf her etforts. Neverthel ess , the
motive of trying to give something of her limited resources to her
ever-needy family remains powerful. The idea of her sublimity is
repeated in the description of Tess in the early morning hours at
Ta1bothays. There, she "seemed to Clare to exhibit a dignified
largeness both of disposition and physique. an almost regnant power"
(Tess, 110), and Ita visionary essence" of "strange ethereal beauty"
(Tess, 111). The elation she feels at her wedding ceremony creates a
state of mind that glorifies Tess and blinds her to earthly details:
"she was a sort of celestial person, who owed her being to poetry - one
of those classical divinities Clare was accustomed to talk to her about
when they took their walkS together II (Tess, 179). Again, her heroic
nature is most memorably revealed in the wedding-night confession after
which Tess is deserted. At Stonehenge, Tess accepts her tragic
fulfilment with dignity and speaks her last words in the novel quietly:
"I am ready. II
Tess, then, is a tragic heroine. Of course she is not a
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fl awl ess character. Hardy does indicate on occasion that these are
potential weaknesses in her make-up. For example, the narrator points
to her inheritance of lithe slight incautiousness of character... from
her race" (Tess, 77). Although she is "an almost standard womanII
otherwise (Tess, 77), she shares the satisfaction with a "slight initial
performance II that is "part ot the Durbeyfield temperament II (Tess, 88);
she embodies "that reckless acquiescence in chance too apparent in the
whole d'Urbervilles family II (Tess, 212). One might argue that these
characteristics explain her incautious murder of Alec with the
inevitable consequences that that act produce.
We pity Tess despite these "tragic flaws" however. Thi sis
because Tess, though a murderess, remains "a Pure WomanII as the
sub-title indicates, and an essentially innocent victim.
Jennie
To describe Jennie as a traditional tragic heroine would
falsify her character as well as lithe aesthetic effect of her tate."37
The essential element in the formation of her story, as in Sister
Carri e, remai ns Dreiser' s deep understandi ng of the nature of poverty,
and Jennie's tragedy stems from the fact that she lived a life at
deprivation. The opening scene, a "tragic culmination" (Jennie, 6), 1s
a reminscence of the beginning of Dreiser's own family's worst days: his
mother had to go looking for work at a hotel and the children had to
steal coal. When the novel opens, the Gerhardts are so poor that the
children are in the habit of picking up coal from the ground in the
freight yard in COlunt>us , Ohio, where they live. Not satisfied with
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their gleanings from the ground, Jennie's brother Sebastian climbs up on
a lorry and throws down coal for the others to collect. At Christmas
time, Sebastian, or Bass as he is called, is caught in the act by a
railroad detective, who arrests him. It is this arrest that leads to
Jennie's involvement with Senator Brander.
When she is carrying Brander's child, Jennie feels in no way
sinful: "Strangely enough, she felt no useless remorse, no vain
regrets. Her heart was pure, and she was conscious that it was filled
with peace II (Jennie, 87). After the birth of her child, Jennie grows
into a womanof some complexity and the emphasis in the novel is centred
upon her deepening awareness of what life does to people. Working as a
maid in the Bracebridge household broadens her character and helps her
in "forl1lJlating a theory of existence" (Jennie, 100). Mrs.
Bracebridge. representing taste and social grace, in certain moods would
indicate her philosophy of life in epigrams:
"Life is a battle, mY dear. If you gain
anyth i ng you wi11 have to fi ght for it. II
"ln lIlYjudgment it is silly not to take
advantage of any aid which will help you to
be what you want to be. II
"Most people are born silly. They are
exactly what they are capable of being. II
(Jennie, 100).
Living by any such reductive forl1lJlae ts impossible for Jennie. When
Lester meets her in the Bracebridge's he sees that there is a basic
sweetness and decency about her. Even sex with a girl like her would,
he knows. inevitably IIbe bound up with love, tenderness, service"
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(Jennie, 126), because Jennie is lino conmon girl, no toy of the passing
hour" (Jennie, 118).
After living with Lester for several years, the conventions
of society condemn Jennie and cause her pain. Her sutfering is
intensified by Lester's deserion of her. She feels herself condemned by
an arbi trary soci al 1aw whieh has no foundati on in nature. But as a
woman who embodies the recreative powers of suffering and survival she
gains the courage and the strength to 1i ve. She comes to accept that
the experience of sadness is part of living. When Lester marries
Mrs .Gerald, his marriage does not upset Jennie because she has come to
terms with the nature of reality. However, in her incomparable vibrancy
and lovingness she is able to transcend that reality. The conclusion of
the novel, thus, as Donald Pizer indicates, "has much of the emotional
tens i on of a tragedy, though the pri nc i pa 1 fi gures of the novel cannot
be described as conventional tragic heroes." Pizer goes further to add
that
This tragic effect arises in part from the
sense of inevitability both in the
separation of Jennie and Lester and in the
emptiness which follows their separation.
The effect is present as well in the deep
and cumul ati ve gloom caused by the deaths
of Gerhardt, Vesta and Lester.38
Jennie is a tragic heroine wronged not only by men within a
particular social context but by life itself. This is what the
successive deaths of Gerhardt, Vesta, and Lester suggest. But Jennie
moves us not on 1y because of the li fe-denyi ng gloom that surrounds her.
More tragic is the sense of the thwarting of the life-enhancing
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potential she possesses. She is the universal mother who could help,
but not receive help. She could give, but she could not receive. She
caul d attend to the needs and wants of others, but others fai 1ed to
attend to her. Like Tess, she would certainly welcome death as a
rel ease tram her earthly sufferi ng. The last sentence of the novel
suggests her gropi ng thoughts about the future: "Days and days in
endless reiteration, and then -?".
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Hardy's Henchard and Oreiser's Cowperwood:
"The Survival at the Fittest"
The phrase "Survival of the Fittest" had been tirst used by
Spencer in his The Principles of BiolOgy (1864), in a chapter entitled
"Indirect Equilibration" where the author defines that this survival of
the fittest which he is seeking to express in mechanical terms, "is that
which Mr.Oarwin has called 'natural selection or the preservation of
favoured races in the struggle for life'."l According to Spencer,
"organisms which live," "Prove themselves fit to live, in so far as they
have been tried;" at the same time "organisms which die," "prove
themselves in some respects unfitted for living."2 Spencer goes further
to explain that "many who have looked at Nature with philosophic eyes
have observed that death of the worst and multiplication of the best,
must result in the maintenance of a constitute in harmony with
surrounding circumstances." A species, therefore, must "ever tend to
insure adaptation between it and its environment. "3 This is because
individuals who perish, from Spencer's point of view, are the ones who
cannot adapt themselves to thei r surroundings and thus do not
participate in the general scheme of things that are ever tending
towards the creation of higher and still higher types of beings. These
higher types eliminate the lower ones and the fittest who survive
"always further the production of modifications which produce fitness;
whether they be modifications that have arisen incidentally. or
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modifications, that have been caused by direct adaptation.1I4
As a boy of Wessex, Hardy had been reared on the edge of Egdon
Heath; he had si nce cnt l dhood, a fi rst hand opportuni ty of observi ng
all forms of Nature in their deadly strife to survive and increase,
feeding on each other. Excessively sensitive, the impressions which
the observed cruel ty of nature made upon him were unusually deep and
lasting. Reading in Darwin of the struggle going on in all nature
integrated his hitherto dim and disconnected impressions of the cruel
plan by which Nature works and made him even more sensitive than
before to the pa in i nvo 1ved in the conti nuati on of 1ife. And as has
al ready been menti oned in Chapter I both Hardy and Drei ser in tnet r
own ways were "blown to bits" by reading evolutionary tneor tes that
attacked accepted vi ews of man, God and the Uni verse. And both found
in the works of Darwin, Tyndall, and Spencer confirmation of the view
that man is not the special creation of a benevolent deity, but the
chance creation of unknowable forces existing in a world of struggle
where IISurvival of the Fittest" is the basic law.
In The Mayor of Casterbridge (1886), hay trusser Henchard 1s
engaged in a remarkable Darwinian struggle for survival.5 Discouraged
by his failure to get on in the world, and impatient of ordinary
domestic restraints, Michael Henchard, the journeyman hay trusser,
arrives at the fair at Weydon-Priors, drinks deeply of the alcoholic
brews of the furmity-woman, and in a drunken moment auctions his
family to the highest bidder, who is a sailor, for five guineas. Having
shaken loose from his wife and discarded "that drooping rag of
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a womanII by thi s "pub 1i c sale of her body to a stranger, as horses
are sold at a fair",6 he becomes in remorse a teetotaller and
expiates, as it were, his wrongdoing by presenting himselt in the
local church, and sweari ng to gi ve up dri nki ng for some twenty years
to come. By aggressive use of the energy so rel eased Henchard ri ses
in twenty years to become the mayor and the wealthiest citizen of
provincial Casterbridge. At the summit of his fortunes and the peak
of hi s successes as the ri chest corn merchant, he is re-joi ned by hi s
wife and child, who prevent his planned marriage to a lady heiress of
social standing. At the same time - realizing his inability to keep
order in his expanding business - he employs as manager a young
Scotsman named Farfrae. Farfrae establishes an accounting system,
and by accurate measurement and sharp bargaining so succeeds as to
cause the jealous Mayor to discharge him. Farfrae, however, sets
himself up independently, attracts trade by bringing in newly
designed machinery, and - by prudently satisfying himself with the
small profits repeatedly made is enriched by the market
fluctuations which result from Henchard's passionate attempt to crush
him. He ends up by taking from his rival not only his wealth, but
his magistrate's seat, his business plant, his mayoralty, the lady;
and, when she dies and 1eaves Farfrae her fortune, he even takes away
as a second wi fe the gi rl whom Henchard now di scovers to be on ly hi S
foster daughter.
Henchard ret; res from Casterbri dge as the new order enters with
the railroad and the new machinery. Leaving by way of the fairground
which the progress of business methods has left desolate as himself,
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he dies at last broken in body and spirit in a hovel on the barren
wastes of Egdon Heath, while his rival in business continues to
prosper. Henchard has proved unable to adapt, unfit to survive.
In a similar manner, in his A Trilogy of Desire, Dreiser creates
in Frank Algernon Cowperwood an example of the Spenceri an survi va 1 of
the fittest. The Financier (1912) - the first book ot the Trilogy -
takes Cowperwood from boyhood up to the pani c of 1871. Presented as
a play-acting superman who is not much concerned with morals,
Cowperwood, more ruthless than Henchard, is devoid of ethical or
religious restraints. He steadily rises in the business world and
proves a success from the very start because he does not nes i tate to
•
use unfai r means and ruthl ess tacti cs when they are necessary. He
believes that the strong man has the right to take what he wants
without any regard for scruples or ethics. As financial agent for
the city of Philadelphia, he plunders the public treasury, investing
the money in prf vate ventures and building up his personal fortunes.
He gains control of the Philadelphia street and railway system, and
is on the way to becomi ng a milli onai re. To enhance hi spas i ti on, he
makes plans for more investments when the Chicago fire of 1871 brings
on a financial panic and he is exposed. And because his accomplice
in the plundering of the treasury is a weakling with a conscience who
confesses to the crime, Cowperwood's fortune is wiped out.
Furthermore, as a result of having seduced the daughter of an old
Irish contractor and politician, he loses his social position and is
offered in sacrifice to an angry city. He pays the penalty of his
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misusing public money by staying thirteen months in prison; gains a
pardon; and quickly re-establishes his financial position by selling
short in the panic of 1873 caused by the failure of Jay Cooke &
Company. A few months subsequently, he takes his new made tortune
and migrates from his native habitat toward the West and a freer
field of development - Chicago.
In The Titan (1914), the second volume of the Trilogy, Dreiser
continues the story of his financial superman as he moves from
Philadelphia to Chicago, where he gains a stranglehold on distribution
of suburban gas. Shortly afterwards, he starts to gain control of most
of the city's street railways. In the same ruthless manner in which he
acquires and runs the street railways, Cowperwood defies the pUblic, the
politicians and the press, as well as the city's leading tigures in
business, finance and industry. Following his manoeuvre to gain control
of all the street railways in Chicago, he attempts to get a long term
franchise of fifty years which would assure him an overwhelming success.
But he is defeated in this plan and decides to move and hopefully
realize his grandiose ambitions elsewhere. Sprinkled throughout these
two novels are two wives and a number of mistresses of different types
and temperaments who succumb to Cowperwood's irresistible magnetism.
Every attractive female falls in the snare of his magnetism and
deceptt vely attract; ve eyes. Among them are the wives and daughters of
his friends, as well as those of his enemies, and in one way or another,
they all partially contribute to his final defeat. On the night ot his
defeat in gaining control over Chicago's street railways caused by the
city'S leading figures in finance who concerted their etforts to put an
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end to Cowper\lA)odIS expandi ng empire, Cowper\lA)od, however, gai ns the
beautiful Berenice Fleming, and soon afterwards moves from Chicago to
NewYork.
In The Stoic - which \lA)uld not be published until 1947 -
Cowperwood moves from New York to England to climax his enterprises
with a grand system of Underground tubes for London. Just as the
project is well under way, Cowperwood dies of Bright's disease and all
his hopes are smashed by this sudden death.
Before bri ngi ng to 1 i ght the resent> 1ances between Hardy IS Mayor
and Dreiser's Trilogy, it will be useful first to consider the
similarities between Michael Henchard and Donald Farfrae. Both
Henchard and Farfrae come unb i dden into the 1i fe of Casterbri dgeans:
Henchard after abandoning Susan, Farfrae on his way to the New World.
Both men have a past which is kept secret from the townspeople;
Henchard's culpable past is disclosed by the exposure of the furmity
woman in court and causes a scandal for the mayor in Casterbridge,
whereas Farfrae's specific reasons for leaving Scotland remain
obscure. Both men are friendl ess among Casterbri dgeans. Both men
are charitable: Henchard cares for Abel Whittle's mother, and Farfrae
bends over backwards to be fair to Henchard. Both men have a great
deal of energy, business savvy and shrewdness in agriculture. Both
men are engaged in the same bus i ness. And both men love Lucetta and
Elizabeth-Jane. Of the t\lA), Henchard is guilty of the more
disreputable behaviour, and
Casterbridgeans than Farfrae,
is considerably less liked by
who is immediately liked because of
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"that hyperborean crispness, stringency and charm, as of a
well-braced musical instrument, which had awakened the interest of
Henchard, and of Elizabeth-Jane, and of the Three Mariners' jovial
crew, at sight. III
But the major difference between Henchard and Farfrae is that
Henchard is much more intense in his feelings than Farfrae . And as
John Paterson explains,
whil e Henchard stands for the grandeur of
the human passions, for the heroism of
spirit that prefers the dangerous
satisfactions of the superhuman to the
mild comforts of the merely human, Farfrae
and Elizabeth stand for the claims of
reason and thought, for the spirit of
moderation that is prepared to come to
terms with merely human possibilities.8
Farfrae, in fact, lacks Hencneru+s intensity of feeling and,
concomitantly, the ability to suffer as intensely as Henchard does.
When Lucetta dies, for example, Farfrae shows no excessive grief, but
is in some way relieved that he had "exchanged a looming misery for a
simp1e sorrow" (Mayor, 231).
In his business life, Henchard does not judge rightly the value
of modern methods in agriculture, instead, he puts a high value on
magic and superstition as ways of crushing his rival and gaining
control, but these means prove ineffectual. Farfrae, at the same
time is ready to accept any innovation, and shows a willingness to
embrace any technological development in the industry of agriculture
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which will enable him to prosper. Henchard is "hot-tempered" (Mayor,
136), strong and "wrongheaded" sometimes (Mayor, 87), Farfrae by
contrast is "better-tempered" (Mayor, 77) and characterized by his
cold attitude toward life. Henchard is in some degree rough and
proud, but behind his granite exterior lurks deep passion, ardent and
intense feeling, and under his pride he is vulnerable. Farfrae is
soft, of a fine nature and capable of gentility. But behind his soft
surface there is forcefulness and invulnerability. Henchard is
impulsive and impatient, Farfrae is deliberate and patient. Henchard
is very defiant and uncompromising. Farfrae is more accommodating
and compromising.
Although there is really nothing wrong with Farfrae, our sympathy
and interest are only mildly with him. Admittedly, Henchard is more
insensitive at times than is Farfrae, but Farfrae lacks the depth and
strength of someone like Henchard, who is definitely a man of character
as Hardy tells us in the sub-title. The ultimate irony is of course,
that Farfrae represents the wave of the future, and brings the fruits of
science to Casterbridge. He is the type of person who has the
attributes necessary for survival and success in the coming age. These
attributes, Similar to Frank Algernon Cowperwood's in The Trilogy,
demand a price, however, in the loss of intensity of feeling and
largeness of stature.
It is ev i dent that The Mayor of Cas terbri dge and A Trll Ogy of
Desire have much in CORIDon.
Frank Algernon Cowperwood
Michael Henchard, Donald Farfrae and
all three are creatures of nature,
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engaged in a nakedly Darwinian struggle for survival. What occurs in
The Mayor is a kind of limited warfare in the form of economic
competition. This competition is dramatized, as D.A.Dike observes,
as "a mortal combat between two corn merchants":
One relatively old, energetic, careless of
detail s , committed to anti quated methods.
generous. personally unpopular because of
hi s presti ge and the pri de that
accompanies office; the other young,
systematic, scrupulous about details. an
innovator of scientific techniques. a
tightwad and popular because of his
modesty and because he is the underdog.9
Similarly. Dreiser's Trilogy dramatizes the fierce competition and
the struggle between Cowperwood - vigorous. acute. remarkably subtle.
intelligent and selfish. astonishingly energetic and audacious - and
a range of Chicago's native capitalists who are hostile to anybody who
may trespass the borders of their domain.
ThUS both Henchard and CowperWOod emerge from a dubi ous past:
Henchard after selling his wife and daughter; and Cowperwood after
being imprisoned for mishandling public funds. Both rise to richness
and power: Henc hard becomes mayor on account of hi s wealth and
amazi ng energy; and Cowperwood becomes the captai n of Chi cago
industry on account of his energy. wealth and subtlety. Both are
shrewd. energetic and combative; are uncompromising and admirably
defiant. But what makes the difference between them is that although
Henchard's rise and fall is similar to those of Cowperwood. he has
within him a vulnerability to defeat. Cowperwood on the other hand
is invulnerable and has within him the capacity for success. When.
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for example, Cowperwood is at the low point in his career, after his
imprisonment for misusing public money, he continues to conduct his
business affairs with calm and re-asserted strength, and turns the
collapse of Jay Cooke & Company to financial fortune.
Hardy admires Henchard's great force, generosity and warmth of
feeling especially toward people l tke Farfrae and Elizabeth-Jane. At
the same time Hardy is critical of Henchard becasue he repeatedly
indicates that Henchard is "hot-tempered," "wrong-headed ," of
stubborn pri de, impul si ve nature and rash acti ons. These
characteristics are the components of the destructive energy in the
character of Henchard. Because of his "wrong-headed II scheming, for
example, he gambles heavily on disastrous rains to drive up the price
of corn but suffers instead the biggest financial loss in his
commerci al career. His stubborn pri de causes hi m to lose Lucetta and
his impuls;ve nature makes him turn against Farfrae whom he formerly
opened his heart to. Henchard's lack of a softer side, inability to
scheme successfully and some inflexibility, probably justify his
inability to conquer or triumph. As he is hurried to ruin he makes
his strongest appeal to our sympathy because he is not an
ill-intentioned or bad character. In his dealings in Casterbridge,
we know, Henchard is fair and honest, good and kind to Susan and
Elizabeth-Jane. He remarries Susan just to set things right, takes
care of his step daughter and uses every trick he knows to keep her love
and willingly destroys himself by admitting the furmity-woman's
accusation in court. And above all he is the most conscientious of
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bankrupts.
Unlike Hardy who is critical of Henchard, Dreiser admires his
financial titan because Cowperwood represents a Dreiser ideal. Unlike
Henchard, Cowperwood is the Machiavellian prince: crafty and subtle,
without illusions, gifted with an amazingly strong and shrewd intellect,
endowed with the ability to drive the human flock into a corner, to
organize its chaos, manipulate its indecision and extract from it
whatever personal gain he can. It is worth mentioning that Cowperwood
bears some intriguing resemblances to Dreiser: both have the same
passion for success, inspired by the same "chemisms" that informed
Dreiser he was no cOllll1Onman. Both, as will be explained later in this
chapter, are "varietists": Cowperwood divorces his first wife, Lillian
Semple, to marry a headstrong Philadelphia socialite, Aileen Butler, and
afterwards indulges freely in a sybaritic chain of love affairs which
Dreher narrates with obvious delight, ending in estrangement from his
second wife and the establishment of a red-haired "protege," Berenice
Fleming, in a Park Avenue mansion in New York. Dreher too at the time
he finished The Financier was separated from Sarah White, involved in
discrete amatory dalliance with seventeen-year-ol d Thelma Cudl ipp, and
contemplating a divorce which he never obtained. However, Dreiser
admires Cowperwood's bold, instinctive disdain for the conventionalities
that bind lesser men. In sexual matters, Cowperwood is clearly by
instinct the unchained soul Dreiser strove to become but could not;
Dreher admires Cowperwood the more because, unl ike Henchard, Cowperwood
is not hot-tempered or strong-headed. He is soft and subtle, skilful
and systematic, and in hi s success ful schemi ng he never wavers, never
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doubts himself, and never lets his mind be deflected tram his main
purpose by anything secondary. The similarities between Henchard and
Cowperwood end here to continue in Henchard's successor, Donald
Farfrae.
Farfrae and Cowperwood, in fact, have much more in common. Both
are "fair," "fresh" and "handsome." Both have some interest in art:
Farfrae likes singing, and Cowperwood on his part has an interest in
art especially paintings. The exterior of both men is soft, their
nature is fi ne and they are attractive. Both men are ali en invaders
to the towns they come to conquer: Farfrae in leaving his homeland
and' coming to Casterbridge; and Cowperwood in leaving Philadelphia
and goi ng to Chi cago. Both men are intent and determi ned on maki ng
their ways up in the world. And both men have largely succeeded in
their aims. Both men show remarkably two-fold abilities: lithe
convnercial and the romantic II (Mayor, 123). Both men marry twice while
young: Farfrae marri es Lucetta on account of her i nheri ted wea1th and
her physical attraction; and after her death he marries Elizabeth-Jane.
Likewhe, Cowperwood marries Lillian Semple on account of her inherited
wealth and physical attraction, and after getting a divorce he marries
Afleen Butler. Both men are calm and cool; placid and poised; patient
and del i berate. Both men show the same willi ngness to embrace modern
innovations that may benefit humanity at large. Both men are incapable
of deep affection and distinguiShed by the same lack of intensity of
feeling and the inability to suffer as intensely as Michael Henchard
does. Both men fail to grow and change through the course of thei r
experiences; both men fail to gain in dign;ty, in compassion and in
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sensitivity, as Michael Henchard does. Both men win in the battle of
life and survive. The Mayor closes with Farfrae still continuing the
pursuit after wealth and presti ge, and Cowperwood is defeated only by
lithe larger forces of time and decay.lllO One feels that only these
forces will ever defeat Farfrae.
Setting as theme in The Mayor
The Mayor of Casterbridge is exceptional among the Wessex novel s
in that it is mostly set in an important town, rather than in the
country side. It is the only novel by Hardy which has a town setting
for its entire action, and in which the plot does not depend upon a
love story. The choice of Casterbridge as the scene of action is
significant because of the historical time frame in which the events
occur. Casterbridge is depicted as in an inevitable state of change,
all the more remarkable because it is not a town easily affected by
outSide pressures: It was "f'or centuries an assize town, in which
sensational exits from the world, antipodean absences, and such like,
were half -yearly occurrences II(Mayor, 250) , and was, therefore, not
easily stirred up by anything; it was "by nature slow "(Mayor, 79).
It is no accident that a man like Henchard should be mayor of such a
town, since he is much like it. He too, as we will see, is IIby
nature slow" to accept change. He, with his background as
hay trusser, finds a suitable context in Casterbridge: "the complement of
the rural 1ife around; not its urban opposite" (Mayor, 44).
Casterbridge is like Henchard in many other ways. Casterbridge,
seen from the top of a hill, appears square and massive, reminding
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one of Henchard's bulk and defiant stance (Mayor, 21). Casterbridge
is described as an ambivalent mixture of goodness and wickedness
(Mayor, 40), and Henchard is developed as a mixture of good and bad
qualities. It is appropri ate that Henchard' s busi ness snout d usually
take him to the Durnover end of Casterbridge which is mostly rural
(Mayor, 71), since Henchard still retains the simple and earthly
qualities associated with the agricultural way of life, despite his
pretension to Sophistication when, for example, he admonishes
Elizabeth- Jane for using language that will betray her hurmle
origin.
Setting in The Mayor ot Casterbridge must be analysed in the
context of the historical sense of time that accompanies the choice
of that setting. Casterbridge's great age creates, as Julian
Moynahan has stated, a "remarkable sense of continuity of the past
with present times which is expressed through the archaeological
features of the setting. "11 This sense of the past embodied. in the
setti ng can be sai d to enhance the characters I statures and gi ve them
heroic dimension through associating them with such an established
and enduring context; but it can also be seen as diminishing them in
that, in the broad sweep of time conjured up by the past associations
of Casterbridge, any individual man - even the mayor of Casterbridge -
is of little importance and of little endurance.
Hardy chooses Casterbridge as a setting for the incidents of his
story because Casterbridge is a place which has survived through the
ages and, as such, stands as a monument of endurance; it is also
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showing signs of its age and is, in parts, decaying. The most
extensively developed image of structural decay in Casterbridge is
the picture painted of High-Place Hall. It, like Casterbridge and
all other man-made structure, is a prisoner of time and will,
therefore, eventually decay; it seems somewhat ironic that those who
designed it were aware of this fact:
It was Palladian, and like most
architecture erected since the Gothic age
was a campi 1ation rather than a design.
But its reasonableness made it impressive.
It was not rich, but rich enough. A
timely consciousness of the ultimate
vanity of human architecture, no less than
of other human things , had prevented
artistic superfluity (Mayor, 108).
The door of High-Place Hall is "older even than the house itself,"
suggesting a time antedating that so practical age in which
High-Place Hall was constructed (Mayor, 108). The mask on the ark of
the door reflects how both time and human contact can corrode:
Originally the mask had exntb t ted a comic
leer, as could still be discerned; but
generations of Casterbrfdge boys had
thrown stones at the mask, aimtng at its
open mouth; and the blows thereon had
chipped off the lips and jaws as if they
had been eaten away by disease (Mayor,
108) .
The continuity of the past in the present is kept in focus
during Henchard's trips to the bridge to contemplate suicide: the
pool (Ten Hatches Hole) where Henchard confronts his effigy is the
product of "the wash of centur1 es" (Mayor, 227), and the two bridges
near lower Casterbr1dge bear the results of "friction from
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generations of loungers" (Mayor, 170). Others before and after
Henchard will feel like committing suicide from these bridges, and
here the association seems more diminishing if one takes the view
that committing suicide is a way of giving up, a tailure to survive,
and a refusal to try any more.
One of the most important historical settings in The Mayor at
Casterbridge, however, is Maumbury Ring. The Ring's original use as
a site of bloody fights among gladiators, and among various other
kinds of combatants, conti nues into the present, although ina much
less public fashion: "Pugilistic encounters almost to the death had
come off down to recent dates in that secluded arena, entirely
invisible to the outside world ... " (Mayor, 55). So the valiant and
violent struggle of the past has been perpetuated into the present
and with it some of mankind's more animal-like behaviour; man does
not seem to be maki ng much progress at evolvi ng toward a hi gher form
of conduct.
The size of the Ri ng may also serve to dwarf humani ty, and the
narrator carefully detail s hi s descri pti ons of the Ri ng to create a
vivid impression of its size. He describes it from every conceivable
viewpoint, from "standing in the middle of the area II (Mayor, 54) to
"climbing to the top of the enclosure" (Mayor, 55). Hence because at
both its huge size and its historical association, the Ring functions
to diminish man's stature.
The Ring enforces the idea that there is a battle - or, more
prOperly, a series of battles - going on. Henchard in effect,
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becomes 1i ke a fi ghter. a gl adi atcr , or a sol di er who fi ghts some of
his most important battles at the Ring. Here he faces Susan and
accepts his responsibility for past actions (Mayor. 53). Here he
also encounters Lucetta when he fiercely desires revenge upon her,
but overcomes his baser feelings and is kind to her (Mayor. 191).
His greatest battle. the fight with Farfrae. however. does not occur
at the Ring. although there are other links between this battle and
the old gladiatorial combat. Struggle and fighting help to define
Henchard's stature. because he refuses to give in; and much of the
novel's action is a series of contests. Hence, the setting's
inclusion of places of combat intensifies our sense ot Henchard's
m1ghty struggl es and perhaps enl arges them as it stresses the
continuity of human behaviour throughout time. and the sense of lite
as a continuing struggle.
The Mayor of Casterbridge as a city novel has something in common
with Dreiser's urban novels espech11y those which are set in Chicago
mainly the first half of Sister Carrie and the second part of the
Trilogy - The Titan. The city. whether Casterbridge or Chicago,
represents a modern jungle where man is involved in savage competition
and a brutal struggle for survival. The descri pt t on of Chi cago that
Dreiser gives early in Sister Carrie can stand as a description of
America in 1890:
It was a city of over 500,000, with the
ambition, the daring, the activity of a
metropo 1is of a mi11ion. Its streets and
houses were already scattered over an area
of seventy-five square mil es. Its
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population was not so much thriving upon
established commerce as upon the
industries which prepared for the arrival
of others. Street-c ar 1i nes had been
extended far out into the open country in
anticipation of rapid growth (Carrie,
19 ).
The looming buildings, strange, endless streets, and surging
impersonal crowds suggest a tense atmosphere of competi ti on and
struggle. If one fails in the competition, like Henchard in the
Mayor and Hurstwood in Sister Carrie, one will be reduced into
insignificance and sink into a life of poverty. Henchard and
Hurstwood are both led to decline and death as a result of their
fail ure and defeat. And if one succeeds and achi eves the dream of
material plenty, one will be victimized by the loss of inner
spiritual unity. Paralleling Henchard's and Hurstwood's failure is
Frafrae's, Carrie's, and Cowperwood's success and the spiritual defeat
they undergo.
The Mayor of Casterbridge
The Mayor of Casterbri dge, then, is the story of a combat, or, as
Dougl as Brown observes, lithe tale of the struggl e between the nati ve
countryman and the ali en invader; "12 between Michael Hen,chard, the
middle-aged corn factor and mayor, and Donald Farfrae, the energetic
young Scotsman Whose two-fold abilities, lithe conmercial and the
romantiC," while exercised with the best of intentions, prove deadly to
his patron (Mayor, 123).
The book opens, as we have seen, wi th Henchard approach; ng wi th
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hi s wife, Susan, and thei r chil d, the vi 11age of "Weydon Pri ors . "
Arriving at the furmity-woman's tent, Henchard drinks too much and
deci des he has rui ned hi s chances by marryi ng at ei ghteen. In a
moment of drunkenness he di sposes of hi s wife under the hanmer to the
highest bidder. On the next morning, in remorse, he looks in vain
for his wife; and swears an oath not to drink for twenty years.
Twenty years after the original crime, Susan enters the provincial
capital expecting with gOOd reason to find the culprit metaphorically in
the stocks: she finds him instead presiding arrogantly over a civic
banquet as the wealthiest and most powerful man in tne conment ty . The
scene is interrupted by the arrival of Farfrae whose first appearance 1n
the novel comes as a man who has chosen to leave his old "hame," like
many Scotsmen of the ni neteenth century who had dri fted south in search
of prosperity. When Farfrae arrives in Casterbridge, Henchard is at the
height of his power as leading merchant and civil magistrate, presiding
as mayor "at the end of the table" in Casterbridge's best inn, the
King's Arms, wi th the "Council men ri ght and 1eft" (Mayor, 25). Henc hard
is seriously embarrassed by having been forced to sell spoiled corn to
the townspeople. Farfrae, appearing from out of the blue, saves
Henchard from embarrassment and fi nanci al loss by showi ng him a method
for res tori ng the corn. He asks no payment and wi shes to conti nue hi s
journey. But Henchard, having succeeded .financially, politically and
even romantically, in that he has an affair with an attractive young
girl who is quite willing to marry him and whom he is considering
marryi ng, with characteri stic generosi ty and impul siveness offers
Farfrae a position as general manager of his enterprises, and is
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willing to give him "a third share II in the ownership if he will only
stay in Casterbridge (Mayor, 44).
offer.
Farfrae ultimately accepts the
As we have al ready noted, the characters of Henchard and Farfrae
are formulated by Hardy in terms that clearly make them parallel
fi gures . Both Henchard and Farfrae come unbidden into the life of
Casterbri dgeans, Henchard after abandoni ng hi s search for Susan,
Farfrae on hi s way to the New Worl d. Both are regarded as
curiosities by the subdued residents of the country town: Henchard
for his hardness in business dealings, Farfrae because of his ardent
singing at the Three Mariners tavern. Neither man has any friends
among Cas terbri dgeans and moreover, nei ther ass i mil ates into the
groups among whom they work and whom they 1ead. What both men have
in common is "energy": Henchard's amazing energy "accounted for his
financial success, and had been the basis for the Corporation's
electing him mayor (Mayor, 86); Farfrae's "northern energy II had
overmas tered lithe easygoi ng Wessex worth; es II (Mayor, 88).
In the sleepy society of Casterbridge, Henchard could almost be
seen as an embodiment of a Nietzschean life-force. Energy is hi s
primary strength and it has permitted him to obtain wealth, pres tfqe
and power in the Casterbridge he had entered twenty years before.
Energy alone would be sufficient to allow Henchard to retain his
pos i t1 on, if he had sti 11 to contend on ly with Casterbri dgeans.
Hence, he does not begin to fail until Farfrae arrives. In addition
to the energy which Henchard and Farfrae seem to have in equal
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degree, Farfrae has further qualities which will enable him to
triumph easily over Henchard. Henchard is poor at book-keeping and
mathematics, poor at sc tence , resistant to techniques and technology,
extreme in his rewards and punishments, and basically incapable of
taking a calculating and moderate approach to anything. Frafrae, by
contrast, has what the future wi11 requi re and has what wi11 make a
man successful. And, in the course of thi ngs, the new survi va 1 of
the fittest will depend more on mental than physical strength because
"for Henchard's muscle, Farfrae substitutes brain, for energy system,
for antiquated drudgery, the efficiency of the machine."13
Still more can be said about these two parallel characters.
Henchard, as has already been mentioned, is very defiant and
uncompromising. What enlarges Henchard's stature in the novel is, in
fact, his defiance in the face of what would discourage other people.
The narrator tells us: "Misery taught him nothing more than defiant
endurance of it" (Mayor, 96), and, later, that Henchard speaks "in his
defiant way II (Mayor, 175). Defiance by itself is not necessarily
admirable, but Henchard's defiance is combined with a genuine attempt
to do the right thing; the forms of his rebellion, therefore, are
predicated upon his somewhat individualistic sense at value. For
example, when he sets out to compete with Fartrae, he insists on
'"fair competition'" that is "'hard, keen, and unflinching'" (Mayor,
140). Farfrae, by contrast, is more likely to compromise than to
defy. When Henchard tries to kill him, Farfrae does not take any
initiative against Henchard; he does not even report him.
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Farfrae possesses subtle "insight" that allows him to evaluate
the alternatives during his thrust tor success; Henchard has
"doggedness," which blinds him to any method but direct personal
action (Mayor, 88). Frafrae is deliberate and patient, Henchard
impulsive and impatient. So the "conflict between the passion of the
one and the reason of the other"14 is not only predictable but
inevitable. This conflict, as John Paterson observes, wi11 be
dramatized lias a conflict between the rugged individualist and the
organization man, between primitive and modern ways of doing
business. illS Henchard is "bad at sCience," "bad at figures - a rule
o'thumb sort of man;" Farfrae is "Just the reverse II (Mal:or, 37) • So
Far'frae becomes not only Henchard's manager to help with the books
and the grain, but also his friend to eat heavy breaktasts with him
and listen to the story of his lite. And as things continue to seem
to go well, Henchard makes amends to Susan and Elizabeth-Jane, and
effects a reconciliation with his lost wife and child.
The friendship between Henchard and Farfrae turns sour only
gradually. The tension starts when Henchard' s workman, Abel Whittle,
cannot wake up early enough in the morning to begin a business journey.
Henchard does not discharge him as an enlightened employer might.
However, he does something worse. He rushes to Whittle's cottage,
shakes him out of sleep and marches him through the town without his
breeches - in order to teach him a lesson. It is an outrageous thing to
do which the Scottish manager obJects to, and he threatens to leave for
good if Whittle's humiliation is continued. We feel, as Ian Gregor
points out, that "Henchard's treatment is concerned, but humiliating,
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Farfrae's impersonal but just."16
What makes a co 11i sian between the two i nevi tab 1e, however, is
largely a question of Henchard's jealousy of Farfrae's phenomenal
popularity with the local farmers and townspeople. From the innocent
mouth of a chil d the 01der man hears the answer to hi s query as to
why people always want ni s manager instead of him:
'"And he's better-tempered, and Hencnard ' s
a fool to him," they say. And when some
of the women were a-walking home they
said, "He's a diment - he's a chap 0' wax
- he's the best - he's the horse for my
money, II says they. And they sai d , IIHe"s
the most understandi n9 man 0' them two by
long chalks. I wish he was the master
instead of Henchard," they said' (Mayor,
77).
The townspeople admire Farfrae for his commercial abilities. and they
are also attracted to him because of his singing ability. A turning
point in the fortunes of both men is reached when they compete at
providing entertainment for the citizenry on the public holiday.
Henchard's festive preparations are rained out while Farfrae's
entertainment of music and dance is a success. As the disappointed
mayor watches the people flock to Farfrae's constructed tent where
the Scot is dancing briskly in the costume of a "Highlander." he is
struck by envy. And when he percei ves lithe il1lTlense admi rati on for
the Scotchman that revealed itself in the women's faces" "(Mayor,
81), he is so stung that his surly remarks - '"Mr.Farfrae's time as
~ manager is draw; ng to a close' II (Mayor, 83) - provoke Farfrae to
break with him, once and for all.
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Henchard' s particul ar weaknesses are further i 11ustrated by his
behaviour after Susan's death. Lucetta moves to Casterbridge in
order to bring about a reunion between her and the widower mayor.
When he meets Lucetta after so long, and having made up his mind to
propose the marriage that she has come to Casterbridge to bring
about, Henchard might have approached the subject with a reasonable
degree of ceremony; he might have allowed their long-interrupted
friendship time to re-establish itself. One senses that if Frank
Algernon Cowperwood had been concerned, there would have certainly
been some pretence, on one si de or other, of tenderness, of 1i ngeri ng
affection, before the matter was brought to a strictly busi ness
basis. But this is not the way of Michael Henchard. On his first
visit to Lucetta - on the first occasion when he can speak to her
alone - he marches straight up to his lady, brushes aside her
"nonsense" about his politeness in calling, and delivers his precise
and compact statement of intention in a clumsy and bungling way:
•I' ve called to say that I am ready, as
soon as custom will permit, to give you ~
name in return for your devotion, and what
you lost by it in thinking too 1ittle of
yoursel f and too much of me; to say that
you can fix the day or month, with IIrf fu 11
consent, whenever in your opi nion it would
be seemly : you know more of these things
than II (Mayor, 134).
For the first time in their acquaintance Lucetta "had the moveII
in relation to Henchardls insistent and direct proposal (Mayor, 136).
She does not want to make a deci s ion because she has al ready started
to develop some interest in Farfrae and is becoming indifferent to
Henchard. However, when Henchard leaves after this first visit the
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narrator remarks:
He had hardly gone the staircase when
she dropped upon the sofa and Jumped up
again in a fit of desperation. I will
love him!' she cried passionately {meaning
Henchard's rival}; 'as for him - he's
hot-tempered and stern, and it would be
madness to bind myself to him knowing
that. I won't be a slave to the past -
I'll love where I choose!' (Mayor, 136).
A further clash between Henchard and Lucetta is thus inevitable.
On his next visit Henchard meets Farfrae at Lucetta's and cannot
talk to her alone. A few months subsequently he sees Farfrae courting
Lucetta in the harvest field and his jealousy is aroused. When Lucetta
returns home that evening she finds the jealous man awaiting her in her
house. She complains of the impropriety of this late visit. Henchard
tries to wring an unwilling promise of marriage from Lucetta by
mercilessly threatening to reveal their former relations, and makes at
last a reference to Farfrae, "'the man you are thinking Of is no better
than I'" (Mayor, 151). Lucetta is i nfuri ated :
'If you were as gOOd as he you woul d
leave me!' she cried passionately.
This unluckily aroused Henchard. 'You
cannot in honour refuse me,' he sai d. 'and
unless you gi ve me your promise this very
night to be mY wife, before a witness,
I'll reveal our intimacy - in common
fairness to other men!' (Mayor, 151).
Nothi ng more is sai d. "Without another word she rang the bell, and
directed that Elizabeth-Jane should be fetched from her room" (Mayor.
151). In the presence of El; zabeth-Jane, the di stracted woman agrees
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to marry Henchard and strai ghtway falls into a fai nt. There is some
bewi 1derment and protest on the part of Eli zabeth-Jane; but in 1ess
than a minute Henchard is gone, and Lucetta has begged her to "let it
all be" (Mayor, 152). Henchard's hard energy and uncompromising
ruthlessness seem to have won the day.
Hardy, however, puts Henchard under increasing pressure by
allowing Farfrae to emerge as his former employer's chief competitor
both in business and love. The rivalry builds up between the two
when Farfrae has already established himself independently in the
town, and begins scoring a few minor triumphs over his employer in
his grain and hay establishment. Farfrae's success is, in fact,
guaranteed bec ause he introduces to Cas terbri dge "methods at economy,"
and new technology, which Henchard "can neither understand nor compete
with" .17 Lucetta is now a lady of means - an heiress of a fortune whom
Farfrae is about to marry. From her wi ndow, Lucetta and Eli zabeth-Jane
can observe the varied activities in the market-place of Casterbridge.
One day they see the arrival of a new seed-dri 11 . As they get out into
the market-place to satisfy their curiosity, they find its arrival is
due to Farfrae, who is busy examining and displaying it. In the
exchange that follows Henchard and Farfrae play out their roles as
representatives of the old order and the new. Hencnaru talks
sardoni cally about the new i nnovati on, not know; ng that the successful
businessman of the future will have to learn to appreciate the
possibilities of the machinery that can plant and harvest more
efficiently than hand labour. Although man cannot gain complete control
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over nature, he can use his machines at least to minimize the
difficulties of the more laborious tasks, and maximize his chances of
obtaining a comfortable yield from the land. Farfrae expresses the
modern acceptance of any innovation that will improve productivity and
insists that the horse-drill:
'Will revolutionize sowing hereabout! No
more sowers flinging their seed about
broadcast, so that some falls by the wayside
and some among thorns, and all that. Each
grain will go straight to its intended place,
and nowhere else whatever!' (Mayor, 130).
As the tension increases between the two competitors, Henchard,
under pressure of business rivalry from Farfrae, seeks out a weather
prophet on the eve of his great commercial battle with Farfrae intending
to "grind him into the ground," and "starve him out" (Mayor, 141). The
prophet's prediction of rainy weather during the last fortnight in
August causes Henchard to stake his fortunes on this prediction of a
rainy harvest by purchasing large quantities of grain early in the
harvest season at a relatively high price, believing that prices will
rise and that thus he will be in a position to dominate the market and
crush his rival. At the same time, Henchard never thinks that if the
weather turns fair, prices will fall, and he will be caught with the
high-priced grain in his granaries, forced to sell at a tremendous loss
on a low market. However, Fall's prediction does turn out to be wrong:
the weather is fine, the harvest excellent, and Henchard's business
suffers a disastrous financial loss from which it never recovers.
Farfrae prospers on Henchard's loss and not simply because the
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weather is a foe to Henchard and a friend to Fartrae. Indeed,
Farfrae seems to be able to prosper by trading in farm produce, not
because he has any mysteri ous control over natural forces but quite
simply because he knows nature's unpredictability and acts
accordingly. He is more cautious about his investments and takes
only carefully calculated risks. In a word, Farfrae can adapt
himself to circumstances and turn things to his own advantage more
readily than Henchard. Henchard had enjoyed prosperity in
agricultural trade until his emotional impulses got the better of his
reason - which emphasizes the point that worldly success is not
determined by the forces of external nature. However, failure to
respect the natural forces he cannot predict, let alone control, puts
Henchard in a perilous position.
It appears that Henchard, for the most part, does not recognize
the significance of his experiences. Initially, at least, he does
not seem to learn anything from his losses and failures. Atter his
disastrous finanCial loss he refuses to accept responsibility for
what has happened. Instead, he blames his employee Jopp, who has
merely acquiesced in Henchard's decision:
'If it hadn't been for your blasted
advice it might have been a fine day
enough! Why did ye 1et me go on, hey?
when a word of doubt from you or anybody
waul d have made me think twice! For you
can never be sure of weather till 'tis
past. '
'My advice, sir, was to do what you
thought best.'
'A useful fellow! And the sooner you help
somebody else in that way the better!'
Henchard continued his address to Jopp in
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simil ar terms ti 11 it ended in Jopp ' s
dismissal there and then, Henchard turning
upon his heel and leaving him (Mayor,
145) .
Later, it is Jopp who reveals Lucetta' s love 1etters to the people in
Mixen Lane, thus taking revenge on Henchard. So Henchard' s
headstrong temperament and lack of reflectiveness in this situation
bring about a "concatenation of events" which includes the skimmity
ride and eventually Lucetta's death (Mayor, 97).
At thi s poi nt the furmi ty-woman appears in court before Hencnard
in his role as magistrate. The old woman recognizes Henchard and
reveals the story of the wife-sale publicly. Henchard quite needlessly
admits his old misdeed and thus ruins his reputation as an upright man.
As a result, Lucetta breaks her reluctant promise to HenChard and
secretly marries Farfrae. Henchard's complete ruin, soon follows in a
trade war with his Scottish antagonist. Meanwhile, Farfrae "rises in
favour among the townspeople" (Mayor, 85), grows rich and emerges as the
"triumphant rival who rode rough-shod over" Henchard in business and in
love (Mayor, 175). Eventually Farfrae is elected mayor and takes
possession of Henchard's "yards and stores," and even Henchard's "best
house" in Casterbridge with its "roomy chambers" (Mayor, 172). Henchard
meantime becomes a bankrupt. When a mee~ing of the conmissioners ts
held over his bankruptcy, Henchard takes out his golden watCh, his
purse, and his "yellow canvas money-bag" and lays them on the table, as
an honest gesture of his intention of paying back his creditors (Mayor,
168). And step by step he comes to work tor the man whom he once
employed; takes to drinking; and is finally subjected to humiliation on
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the day of the Royal Personage's visit.
The Royal Personage, as Dale Kramer points out, is "heralded both
as a neo-Farfrean and as a seal of approval for the evolution in
agricultural practice introduced by Farfrae."18 Indeed, the Royal
Personage as the narrator remarks had:
consented to halt half-an-hour or so in
the town, and to reeei ve an address from
the corporation of Casterbridge, which as
a representati ve centre at husbandry,
wi shed thus to express its sense of the
great serv ice he had rendered to
agricultural sCience and economics, by his
zealous promotion of designs for placing
the art of farming on a more scientific
footing (Mayor, 20l).
Fortified by drink and carrying a small Union Jack, Henchard, wearing
a bri 11i ant rosette over hi s weather-beaten journeyman garments, tri es
to regain some of his former glory without disguising his present
misery. He advances to the Personage, waves the fl ag and attempts to
shake hi shand, until, sei zed by Farfrae, he 1s removed fore i b ly. Thi s
incident precipitates Henehard's physical attack on Farfrae in the
hayloft. In this fight Henchard manoeuvres Farfrae into a position
where he can destroy him, but discovers that he cannot go through with
it. Instead, he flings himself down on some sacks "in the abandonment
of remorse II and takes "his full measure of shame and se lt-reproecn"
(Mayor, 2l0). On that same evening the skinrn;ty ride is performed in
the absence at Farfrae and 1eads, as has already been observed, to the
death of Lucetta. Frafrae' s reacti on to thi s event 1s a true index of
the character of a man whose 1imi tat; ons Hardy has hi nted at from the
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beginning of the novel.
Fairly early in the novel when the Scotsman halts in Casterbridge
on his way to the New World, Henchard insists on his great affection for
the newcomer in hi s attempt to encourage Fartrae to stay in
Casterbridge; Farfrae, agrees, however, only because he recognizes the
opportunity (Mayor, 44,49). Again at the beginning of their association
together, when Hencnard fervently offers hi s employee heavy breakfasts,
and tells the story of his life, Farfrae's attention wanders and his
eyes "travel over the intricate wood-carvings of the chimney-piece,
representing garlanded lyres, shield, and quivers, on either side of a
draped ox-skull, and flanked by heads of Apollo and Diana in low reliet"
(Mayor, 59). His distraction by the irrelevant deta1ls of the
chimney-piece implies that Farfrae is indifferent or reluctant to become
as intimate as Henchard's confessional attitude would seem to invite.
Farfrae's limitations are perhaps most strikingly put forth when
he first courts Elizabeth-Jane, then Lucetta, then Elizabeth-Jane again.
Farfrae initially shows great interest in Elizabeth-Jane and, indeed,
almost proposes to her; he does not actually propose, however, citing
his lack of wealth and Henchard's objections as reasons, but gives his
assurances of doi ng so '" ina short ti me'" (Mayor, 84). A b1t 1ater,
Farfrae receives Henchard's request "to discontinue attentions to
Elizabeth-Jane" (Mayor, 88). The description of Farfrae's reaction is
hardly indicative of much real feeling for Elizabeth-Jane, and calls
into doubt the st nceri ty and worth of hi searl ier near-proposal: "he had
felt a considerable interest in her, and after some cogitation he
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dec; ded that ; t ~ul d be as well to enact no Romeo just then - for the
young girl's sake no less than his ownII (Mayor, 88). The reader must
remember that Farfrae had a proposal on his lips a few pages before this
resol ve.
Later on, when Lucetta moves to Casterbridge, Farfrae goes to
her house to pay a courting visit to Elizabeth-Jane preparatory to
proposing. During this visit, he forgets Elizabeth-Jane and is totally
enraptured with Lucetta, "it having entirely escaped him that he had
called to see Elizabeth-Jane" (Mayor, 126). However, the meeting
between Farfrae and Lucetta ends with Farfrae' s departure because a
client is seeking him : Farfrae says "'business ought not to be
neglected'" (Mayor, 125). Thus, even in the moment of love at first
sight, Farfrae still retains enough economic awareness to be primarily
concerned about his business. Lucetta, "a small deer" easy lito hunt"
(Mayor, 192), recognizes that Farfrae is able to shift direction in the
middle of a situation, but she does not know that he lacks intensity in
emotional attachment. Moreover, on hi s wedding day he del ays hi s return
to Casterbri dge a few hours because he "had been detai ned by important
customers, whom, even in the exceptional circumstances he was not the
man to neglect II (Mayor, 163). Later, after Farfrae and Lucetta are
married, Lucetta asks Farfrae to "'give up business, and go away from
here' II (Mayor, 186). Farfrae is "seriously disposed to this move, and
they talked thereon till a visitor was announced II (Mayor, 186). The
visitor asks Farfrae to accept the nomination for mayor, and Farfrae,
ignoring all he and Lucetta have been discussing, agrees to do so. This
scene shows alack of awareness on Farfrae' s part concerni ng Lucetta' s
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feelings that was forshadowed by his insens itivi ty toward
Elizabeth-Jane.
After Lucetta's death "with its aftertones of disgrace,"l9 Fartrae
easily "reconciles himself to her death with business-like acumen."20 He
goes into a "dead blank" only briefly, but shows no grief for the unborn
child that dies with Lucetta, and soon afterwards he begins to dishonour
the emotion to which he once had thrilled by courting Elizabeth-Jane, "a
more acceptable substitute."2l "There are men," Hardy remarks,
whose hearts insist upon a dogged fidelity
to some image or cause thrown by chance
into their keepi ng ,long after their
judgment has pronounced it no rarity -
even the reverse, indeed; and without them
the band of the worthy is incomplete. But
Farfrae was not of those. It was
inevitable that the insight, briskness,
and rapidity of his nature snout d take him
out of the dead blank which his loss threw
about him. He could not but perceive that
by the death of Lucetta he had exchanged a
looming misery for a simple sorrow (Mayor,230-231).
The "insight," "briskness," and "rapidity" suggest Fartrae's
unfeeling nature, his shallow emotions and his business-like attitude
towards others - that he is, in other words, a man thoroughly committed
to seeing the world in terms of commerce.
Furthermore, on his first arrival in Casterbridge, Farfrae sings
his homesickness out in the Three Mariners: 'lilt's hame, and it's
hame, hame fain would I be'" (Mayor, 39), and when the novel
approaches its close, on his wedding to Elizabeth-Jane, Farfrae sings
once more of "his dear native country that he loved so well as never
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to have revisited it" (Mayor, 247). When the couple set out in search
for Henchard after their wedding, they decide not to travel too far
because Farfrae remarks that to stay overni ght away from home 'liwill
make a hole in a sovereignlll (Mayor, 253); and his conwnent after hearing
Abel Whittle's extended description of Henchard's final suffering and
death is that of a man utterly incapable of any depth of passion and of
percei vi ng any grandeur inhuman experi ence: II IDear me - is that so! I II
(Mayor, 254).
In the portrayal of Farfrae, Hardy seems to suggest that Fartrae's
worldly success depends largely on his ability to adapt himselt to his
surroundings at whatever personal cost. In contrast, Hencnaru, who has
always sought the approval and admiration at others, who has insisted
upon being the centre of attention, who has fiercely striven to obtain
what the world terms success, and who had admirably "used his one talent
of energy to create a position of affluence out of absolutely nothing"
(Mayor, 169), fails ultimately because he lacks those qualities of
character by which he might make the most of his opportunities, and in
particular adapt himself to hiS environment and circumstances.
An admirable man in his way though impulsive and passionate,
Henchard is unfitted to succeed in a complex economY by the very virtues
that enabled him to succeed in a primitive one. The cold-blooded
calculations of the bookkeeper eliminate the impulsive hunches of the
rough-and-ready entrepreneur Just as surely as the rail road e 11minates
the horse-drawn coach. Henchard gives up the struggle and withdraws to
live like a "fangless lion about the back rooms of a house in which his
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stepdaughter was mistress" (Mayor, 236). With the coming of Newson to
cl aim El izabeth-Jane, his own daughter, Henchard puni shes himself by
leaving Casterbridge to die broken in body and spirit on the barren
wastes of Egdon Heath. With his death, narrated by Abel Whittle to a
grief-stricken Elizabeth-Jane, the novel closes. What Hardy leaves
unsaid is that Henchard, being the man he is, cannot conquer in a
busi ness warl d that contains a Farfrae. At the same ti me, Farfrae
himself can be supplanted by a man like Cowperwood who is more clever
professionally and more intelligently selfish than Farfrae - as we will
see in our discussion of the story of this financial superman in The
Financier and The Titan.
Dre1ser and Charles T.Yerkes
Dreiser came to admire one financial titan above all others.
'Survival of the fittest' was the acceptable philosophy of an age of
enterprise, and few men seemed more fit or enterprising than Charles
Tyson Yerkes (1837-1905). In most respects he was the antithesis of
Dreiser, and this is why Dreiser came to admire this American tycoon
so much. Son of a Philadelphia banker, Yerkes as a youth had displayed
a precocious financial ability. At twenty-one he opened his own
brokerage house, and at twenty-four his own banking house. Although his
parents were Quakers, Yerkes showed 1i ttl e evi dence of possess i ng the
inner light himself. It appeared that his principal goal in life was to
get ahead as fast as he caul d and by whatever means. At a rel atively
young age he had built up a small fortune, but soon the panic resulting
from the Chicago fire of 1871 ruined him financially, and a prison term
for dipping into the public treasury seemed to end permanently his
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promising career in Philadelphia. Showi ng a ruthl ess courage whien
Dreiser perhaps envied, Yerkes bounced back from these defeats and
remade his fortune. He moved to Chicago, a city in which he became a
financial colossus, virtually monopolizing the street railways there.
From Chicago, he moved on to London, where he gained control of its
subways, winning out over English and American competitors.
As a lover, too, Yerkes was a legendary figure, a fact which could
not hel p but appeal to Drei ser, who had been haunted as a youth by the
fear of sexual inadequacy .22 After di vorci ng hi s fi rst wife to marry a
younger woman, Yerkes then became estranged from hi s second wi fe, and
,,
took as "protegees," a number of beautiful and talented teen-age girls.
When Yerkes died, he left a far smaller estate than had been expected,
and the rumour was that he had secretly di vi ded it among hi s mistresses
before his death.
As a boy in Chi cago in the 1ate ei ghteen ei ghti es, Drei ser had
heard of Yerkes, who was becoming a controversial figure in the city. As
a cub reporter in Chi cago in the early ni neti es, Dreiser most probably
met Yerkes. And since Yerkes became a nationally and internationally
known figure in the field of finance, whose personal and financial
affairs were widely reported in the yellow press, Dreiser was certainly
aware of the financier's career throughout this period. When Yerkes
died in New York City in December, 1905, Dreiser was working his way up
in the publishing field there, not as a writer concerned to depict the
struggles of the poor, but as an editor of magazines attuned to success.
In late December and early January in front-page obituaries and
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postmortem scandal mongeri ng, New York newspapers recapi tulated Yerkes'
phenomenally and luridly successful life. Nearly ten years before
Dreiser began work on the first volume of the Trilogy, he clipped a
newspaper account of Yerkes' career that was clearly wri tten by a man
with the talent of a literary critic:
We couldn't expect Mr.Howells to deal with
such a story. We shudder to think
what might happen if Mr.James undertook
it. By divine right it is the
property of Balzac, with Oaudet as
residuary legatee. Both are dead.23
But Balzac's American heir was very much alive, and clearly already
had in mind the possibility of taking on such a story.
Some time after Yerkes's death, Oreiser began clipping or copying
every newspaper item or magazine article on Yerkes that he could find.
And in his research in the following years he went to Philadelphia,
Chicago and London, carefully following in Yerkes's footsteps, talking
to people who knew him or of him, and poring over references in
libraries and newspaper offices. In the Dreiser Collection at the
University of Pennsylvania, there are thousands of pages of carefully
pencilled notes and newspaper clippings dealing with the public and
private aspects of Yerkes's life. These amazingly thorough notes, which
include approving conrnents by Dreiser in the margins, testify to his
deep and lasting interest in, and perhaps identification with, the
infamous f1nancier.24
In fact Dreiser became identified with Yerkes to a remarkable
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degree.25 We can see evidence of this in the startling changes that
took place in his personality during the period he was researching
and writing the Trilogy based on Yerkes's life. According to
Swanberg, a complete transformation had taken place in Dreiser between
the time he lett Chicago in 1893 as a cub reporter and the time he
returned dOing research on Yerkes in 1912. In Swanberg's words, lithe
one-ti me weak 1ing had become aggress i ve, courageous, a bi t trucu 1ent,
ermodying qualities that could best be described in a word that would
never have deseri bed hi m before he was twenty: he was a fi ghter." 26
Sister Carrie's publishing troubles, which preyed on Dreiser like a
bereavement, mark the beginning of his problems with hiS nerves.
Carrie's bad reviews and negligible sale depressed Dreiser deeply, and
he developed psychosomatic pains in the tips of his fingers. He sank
into further despair because of his inability to write. Insomnia racked
him, as did the pain in his fingertips. Moving from Philadelphia to New
York in 1903, his insomnia grew worse, and he saw himself divided into
two persons, one a tall, selfish individual, the other a silent
philosopher who watched his' struggle with calm detachment. After a
period of near starvation in New York, he pondered suicide but was saved
by the thought that the future had to hold out something better than the
present - and applied for a Job in the New York Central Railroad.
Working in the railroad for a while he started to recover. Eventually
he resigned fee 11n9 sure enough of hi s bei n9 able to wri te agai n, and
thereafter aimed to be hard and aggressive, determined to succeed. So
the transformation in Dreiser probably should be dated not from 1893,
but after 1903, when he was recoveri n9 from hi s nervous breakdown and
becoming increasingly interested in Yerkes. In il1l11ersing himself in
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Yerkes's life, then, Dreiser was not only preparing for the Trilogy,
he was assuming a new personality. The spiritual and sympathetic
Dreiser, who had been uppermost before the breakdown in 1903, gradually
gave way to the tougher, more selfish Dreiser.
The Financier and The Titan
In The Financier (1912), and The Titan (1914), Dreiser according
to Nathan Glick "leaves behind his lower-class 'fa11en \«)men,1 weaklings
tossed about by society I s currents, and chooses instead a hero of an
entirely different mo1d."27 Indeed, the Trilogy, the first voluna of
which Dreiser began writing in 1911, represents a radical departure from
his first t\«) novels. The Financier and The Titan can be discussed
together because they are of the same texture, cut from the same cloth.
Both portray the career of Frank Algernon Cowperwood, a financial
superman of the late nineteenth century. And as Charles Walcutt
suggests, these t\«) novels "contain perhaps the greatest mass of
documentation to be found in any American novels in the naturalistic
tradition."28 Essentially these two books record t~ main things in
minutest detail - Cowper\«)od's economic rise to power and his amorous
affairs.
The Financier and The Titan appear to be the first major ~rks
in which Dreiser's imagination is heavily under the influence of
Spencer I s phi 1osophy. Frank Algernon Cowper~od seems, as
F.O.Matthiessen points out, to epitomize quite clearly "Dreiser's
version of 'the survival of the fittest,' intermingled with traits of
Nietzsche's 'superman,' and possessing also what Dreiser calls a
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'Machiavellian' brain."29 By reading Spencer Oreiser was able to
replace the Christian God ot love with the naturalistic god of force,
and the Sermon on the Mount with the Survi va 1 of the Fi ttes t. In The
Financier and The Titan, Oreiser makes clear that the one who is
fittest to survive amid the forces of man's environment is he who is
most vigorous, most acute, subtle, energetic, and most intelligently
selfish. As a result he makes his hero into a kind of superman.
Cowperwood is portrayed as a br;1 11ant personal i ty , a powerful
intellect, a man impelled by the law of his being along a path of
ruthless ambition and selfish gratification.
The F1nancier
Oreiser pronounces Cowperwood "a financier by instinct. "30 As a
little boy , Frank was influenced by his father and by many details he
observed in hi s early home 1ife. Henry Worthi ngton Cowperwood,
Frank's father, was becomi ng a promi nent banker "when the boy was
already beginning to turn a very senSible, vigorous eye on the world"
(Financier,7). Often on Saturdays, Frank would come to the bank and
watch the monetary process. And as Orei ser notes of the young Frank,
he was "a financier by instinct, and all the knowledge that pertained
to that great art was as natural to him as the emotions and subtleties
are to a poet" (Financier, 14).
At the very beginning of The Financier, then, Dreiser shows
money to be Cowperwood's motivating instinct. It is also early in the
novel that Oreiser clearly inserts his first use of a recurring pattern
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of animal imagery. As a boy Frank is fascinated by the contest between
a squid and a lobster on display in a tank at a nearby fishmarket.
Early in his life Cowperwood encounters an example of nature's law of
the survival of the fittest in the animal kingdom. Day after day as he
passes by, he watches the pursuit of the squid by the lobster, and how
"small portions of his body began to disappear, snapped off by the
relentless claws of his pursuer" (Financier, 10). Little by little, the
squid's one means of defence, his ink-bag becomes empty; bit by bit,
pieces of his body are torn off by his deadly foe: "Small portions of
its body, or its tail were frequently left in the claws of the monster
below" (Financier, 10). This tiny tragedy Dreiser presents to
Cowperwood - and to his readers - as an allegory of life. The weak are
inevitably destined to perish; the strong as inevitably destined to
satisfy themselves at the expense of their less capable associates.
Thus the battle between the lobster and the squid make an enduring
impression upon the young ten-year-old mind, especially one which is so
eager and inquisitive. By including this passage early, Dreiser is
signalling the reasons· for Cowperwood's future actions. As Cowperwood
stares at the lobster and the sl ai n squid, he begi ns to question, even
at this young age, the meaning of life:
"That's the way it has to be, I guess, II he
commented to himsel f. II ... Lobsters lived
on s qu i ds and other th i ngs . What 1i ved on
lobsters? Men, of course! Sure, that was
it! And what lived on men? he asked
himself. He wasn't so sure about men
living on men; but men did kill each other
(Financier, 10-11).
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In this brief background section of Frank's life, Dreiser lays the
foundati on to Frank's character. Dreiser intentionally portrays
money as Frank's prime interest, coupled with an intense curiosity
about a philosophy which he later understands as the survival ot the
fi ttest. Both of these, money and an amoral phil osophy, are
continually operative throughout The Financier and The Titan.
Cowperwood never doubts that he is one of the strong. In the
beginning of his business career he silently sizes up his employers,
learns from their limitations, and determines to play with brilliant
audacity the game they play with timorous conventionality. When he
becomes fully immersed in the world of big business, he is consistently
portrayed through animal imagery stressi ng the ruthl essness of
everything involved in the process. Cowperwood lives by the creed, "to
get what you could and hold it fast" (Financier, 63); moreover, on the
stock exchange he begi ns "snappi ng bargai ns ri ght from under the teeth
of his rivals" (Financier, 64). Similarly, those around him, in
particular the stock brokers, are also being preyed upon by the very
society they participate in. As Dreiser remarks about them, they are
"1 ike hawks watching for an opportunity to snatch their prey from under
the very claws of their opponents" (Financier, 49). They are, indeed,
"like a lot of gulls or storfI\Y petrels, hanging on the lee of the wind,
hungry and anxious to snap up any unwary fish" (Financier, 49).
Even when Cowperwood is seemingly backed into a corner after
having financial difficulties, he can still recover because, "like the
lobster, he could grow another claw" (Financier, 212). And as he had
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done as a boy, he comes to realize what life is all about: it is a
battle and in this battle the prize is to the strong. Cowperwood,
however, is not the only man who lives by this coce , because the whole
business conmunity operates in similar fashion. Anyone who tries to
behave differently will fall prey to those around him.
remarks through the thoughts of Cowperwood:
As Orei ser
They were all hawks - he and they. They
were all tigers facing each other in a
fi nanci a1 Jung1 e wolves at one
moment, smi 1i ng, fri end ly human bei ngs at
another. Such was life. He had no
illusions. They are like wolves ...
(Financier, 223-448).
In an existence I tke this, the single most important consideration is
keepi ng one I s teeth and claws sharp. Cowperwood knows that when one
falters or falls, even for an instant, someone is poised, ready to
take advantage.
When in the midst of his deals Cowperwood is caught by the
financial panic, is unable to cover hiS city loans, and is sentenced
to a term in the peni tenti ary, he accepts the fail ure as a temporary
set-back - inconvenient, no doubt, but in no way reflecting on him,
and in no way prejudicing his future career. Even in prison uhe is
at one wi th himself and in harmony with the Darwi ni an un1verse. ,,31
During the grand jury investigation and subsequent trial, Cowperwood
is confident and glowing with health. "During all this whirl of
disaster," Dreiser writes "he had never once lost his head or his
couraqe" (Financier, 278). Facing the judge and the jury, he looks
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ahead unflinchingly, secretly contemptuous of these weak men who presume
to jUdge him. For his part, Stener, the snivelling city treasurer, by
contrast, is intimidated from the beginning. His conscience tortures
him, but Cowperwood's does not. "That thing conscience which obsesses
and rides some people to destruction, did not trouble him at all"
(Financier, 278). After having served part of his term, the city
treasurer emerges from prison a broken man. The indomitable Cowperwood
emerges as bold and strong as ever, and illll1ediately sets to work to
rebuild his fortune, Which he does in fairly short order during the
panic of 1873. In that panic the fi nanci ers scurry about the floor of
the stock exchange in desperate confusion. Cowperwood, by contrast, is
"perfectly calm, deadly cold," and like "a wolf prowling under
glittering, bitter stars in the night, ... looking down into the humble
folds of simple men and seeing what their ignorance and their
unsophistication would cost them" (Financier, 503). In a few days,
Cowperwood remakes a fortune mounti ng to a mi11i on doll ars , and hi s
future is still before him. And as Charles Shapiro suggests, .it is "a
future, of course, determined by his past - by a past and a philosophy
which reaches back to the memorable day when the lobster finally
destroyed his weak opponent. ,,32
With women, too, Cowperwood is the superman whose imperious.
personality is a law unto itself. Women find him irresistible.
Relatively speaking, little sexual activity occurs in the Financier,
especi ally in compari son wi th the second book of the Tril ogy. The
reasons for this are twofold. First, Dreher's maJor purpose in The
Financier ts to detail the rise and fall of the financial superman.
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CowperwoOd's major thrust in this first part is centred on making
money and achi evi ng power. To these ends, women do not contri bute,
and, therefore, they are not needed. Second, in Dreiser's scheme of
thi ngs, women come to represent the spi rit of youth and the pursui t
of beauty. CowperwOOd, in this first book, is only brietly touched
by the appeal of this other world.
The two major women characters who appear in The Financier, and
play important roles in CowperwOOd's life, are Lillian Semple and
Ai1een Butl er. At the young age of ni neteen, Cowperwood is attracted
to Lillian only physically. Lillian - the widow of a middle-aged
friend - is a woman five years his senior, but fair, fresh and
young-looking, tall and shapely, of pale waxen complexion and gray-blue
eyes. Her "pale, uncertain, lymphatic body" (Financier, 60) challenged
Cowperwood who "wanted to find out if he could make her love him
vigorously and could rout out the memory of the other life" (Financier,
59). "Strange ambition. Strange perversion, one might also say "as the
author indicates (Financier, 59). The fact is that Cowperwood is
attracted to Lillian partly because of her beauty, and partly because of
her wealth. Her husband has just recently died and Lillian represents a
secure financial base. When Cowperwood gets that "pale, uncertain,
lymphatic bOdy" in matrimony, he does waken it to a new sense of the
depth of life and sexuality.
Severa 1 years after hi s marri age to L1111an, CowperWOOd rea 1;zes
that her youth and beauty are diminishing. The tall, crealltY body no
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longer stirs him, and, above all, his ideas, his ambitions, and his
growing interest in art, he discovers, are beyond Lillian's imagination
to comprehend. It is obvious from the start that Lillian Semple is not
the woman for Cowperwood. "Her seniority, her widowhood, her placid,
retiring disposition {and} her sense of convention" all point
toward a woman who does not possess the vitality to keep the interest of
a man 1i ke CowperwOOd (Fi nanci er, 58). And, as Phil i P Gerber observes,
"CowperwoOd marri es without the 1east percepti on that hi s wife and he
are temperamentally incompatib1e."33
When Aileen Butler appears on the scene, Cowperwood sees nothing
sacred about the marri age bond. Once hi s interest in hi s wHe fades
away, he does not hesitate to ignore moral conventions and have a
relationship with this nineteen-year-old daughter of Edward Butler, an
Irish Catholic politician who thought of Cowperwood as one of his sons.
Cowperwood sees in At leen, who stands in contrast with Lillian, lithe
capacity for passion, the strength of will, the contempt for convention,
and the sensibility and fntelligence to match his own."34 Early in her
life Aileen rejects the religion of her family. At ten she had asked
her father who St. Peter was, and he, quoting Christ, had said that he
was the rock upon which the church - that is the Catholic church - was
built. She paid less attention to her father's explanation of his faith
as she grew older (Financier, 218). Her convent-school education did
not change her basically pagan nature. When her relationship with
CowperwOOd is di scovered, she refuses to let her father make her feel
s he has commit ted a "s in" bec au se she is in love wi th Cowperwood, a
married man, as the following exchange between them illustrates:
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II Ye won't be wanti ng to keep up that
{her affair with Cowperwood} - committin'
a mortal sin. It's against the laws of
God and man.1I
He did so hope the thought of sin
wou1d come to Aileen - the enormi ty of her
crime from a spiritual point of view - but
Aileen did not see it at all.
"You don't understand me, father, II she
exclaimed, hopelessly, towards the end.
"You can't. I have one idea, and you have
another. But I don't seem ab 1e to make
you unders tand now. The f ac tis if you
want to know it, I don't believe in the
Catholic Church any more, so tnere "
(Financier, 313).
Aileen, that is, is like Cowperwood himself, unwilling to lead her
life according to the dictates of religion or conventional morality.
She chooses to become Cowperwood's mistress though he promises to
marry her as soon as he can get a divorce from Lillian.
Just as in the beginning when the image of the lobster and the
squid is introduced to give Cowperwood his "tnt tf e l glimpse of the
laws of survival, 1135 Oreiser chooses to conclude the Financier wHh
another passage of natural history. In the epi 1ogue, ina secti on
enti tl ed "concernt ng Mycteroperca Bonaci II, Orei ser compares Cowperwood
with a number of creatures whose nature is known to be very ceceptt ve
and cunning. Of these the black grouper fish is chosen as the one which
best illustrates the inherent treachery of nature. The black grouper
lives long "because of its very remarkable ability to adapt itself to
conClitions" (Financier, 509). It possesses a special power of altering
its appearance by blending its skin colour with its background. In this
way it becomes ab 1e to el ude its enemi es, and also pounce on its prey
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wi th great success. Orei ser seems to demonstrate that Machi avell i ani sm
of nature is one of Cowperwood's dominant characteristics. Donald Pizer
stresses this fact where he points out that Dreiser "ofters the Black
Grouper as an illustration of the principle of 'simulation' governing
survival and power in all 1ife. "36 Once agai n Orei ser underl i nes hi s
commitment to a generally Oarwi ni an and rather specifically Spenceri an
view of the nature of human soci ety. Cowperwood is a superman because
he adapts better and more cunningly to the environment in which he
moves.
As the novel draws to a close, Cowperwood catches the trai n that
is going west to Chicago, then a young city with dazzling opportunities
for the daring. The tndus tr te l t s t thinks there he can begin again in a
more youthful and progress he manner. There the past is unknown or
ignored. What beckons is the future, radiant, enchanting. One panic
ruined him - a second brought him a second fortune. The dynamic urge of
Chicago that "singing flame of a city" finds a response in the .drhing
power of the titan who will become its master.
The T1tan
The Titan depicts Cowperwood moving to Chicago, a city full of men
with whom Cowperwood has much in common, tn so far as they all have the
same materialistic aspirations. But Cowperwood has the advantage over
them in that he has already fallen off his wall and survived, and so he
1acks the tear of consequences whi en acts as a brake on tnet r ventures.
This novel too conceives of life as a struggle. It portrays the lite of
CowperWOOd as a battle not only between Cowperwood, the uncompromising
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individualist and a range of Chicago capitalists, but also between
Cowperwood and ward politicians, journalists and finally the mass of the
people all of whom are naturally and institutionally hostile to the
daring individual. The crucial episodes in the novel are the tight over
gas company franchi ses; the struggl e for street car 1i nes on the North
Side; the efforts of the Cowperwoods to enter Chicago society; the
manoeuvring of an election victory, and then the fight for a long-term
franchise that will assure Cowperwood an overwhelming success.
Chicago, this "singing flame of a city"37 1s depicted as the
place of combat and evoked by the author almost as a spiritual terrain
suitable for warriors:
A very bard of a city this, singing of
hi gh deeds and nt gh hopes, its heavy
brogans buri ed deep in the mire of
circumstance. Take Athens, oh, Greece!
Ita 1y, do you keep Rome! Thi s was the
Babylon, the Troy, the Nineveh of a
younger day. Here hungry men, raw
from the shopS and fields, idylls and
romances in their minds bui1ded them an
empi re cry; ng glory in the mud (The T1tan,
14) •
Cowperwood comes to the arena fully prepared. His observati on
of the lobster and the squid taught him that to eat is better than to
be eaten, and hi s impri sonment has destroyed whatever softeni ng
sympathy he possessed before. His thoughts, in fact, are tempered
and hardened, as Dreiser i ndi cates, "by thi rteen months of ref1 ecti on
in the Eastern District Penitentiary" (The Titan, 35), Cowperwood,
therefore, "could, should, and would rule alone":
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No man must ever again have the least
claim on him save a suppliant. He wanted
no more dangerous combi nat ions such as he
had had wi th Stener, ... and others. By
right of financial intellect and courage
he was first, and would so prove it. Men
must swing around him as planets around
the sun (The Titan, 35).
Moreover, given his ruthlessness, his selfishness, and conviction of
his own invulnerability, with his motto proudly announced several
times in the two novels, - "I satisfy myself" - Cowperwood will bring
to bear all his skills and schemes in the business world at this
expanding city.
Dreiser recognizes from the very first and takes care to insist
that Cowperwood is a man of immense force. Force as John MeAleer
points out "enables him {Cowperwood} to carry off his business dealings
with such verve."38 In First Principles, which Dreiser read in
Pittsburgh in 1894, Spencer argued that the basis of all existence was
force. Space, time and motion are modes of consciousness which are, in
turn, deri ved from the percept; on of force. Force was gOdl;J<e in its
absoluteness. "Thus all other modes at consciousness are derivable from
experiences of Force," Spencer wrote, "but experiences of Force are not
derivable from anything else "39. When we speak of the
indestructibility of matter, we really mean, Spencer explained, the
indestructibility of Force.40 "Tne sole truth which transcends
experience by underlying it," he conc luded, "is thus the Persistence of
Force."41
Spencer identified the basic force as electricity, 42 from which
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all the energy flowed. Born in the second half of the nineteenth
century, Dreiser was a child of this age of "electrical power." In
his childhood in Indiana, he was fascinated by the new electrical
lighting and telephones. Yerkes, whom, as we have seen, Dreiser was
fascinated by, had had, in a literal sense, an electrical career. In
Chicago, he had converted some lines to trolley or elevated service,
electrifying most of the cay's transportation system. When he died
in 1905, he was in the process of converting London's subways to
electricity.
CowperwoOd's e 1ectri c force res ides main ly in hi s eyes: "They were
wonderful eyes, soft and spring-like at times, glowing with a rich,
human understanding which on the instant could harden and tlash
lightning" (The Titan, 15). Magnetic, chemical, current or dynamic,
electricity in all forms is the basis of Cowperwood's super-human
strength in the Trilogy. Almost everything he thinks, touches, or looks
at becomes magnetized or electrified - his business associates and
competitors, his women, and even his horses. Cowperwood's eyes
repeatedly emerge as his chief means of conveying his electrical force.
Throughout the Trilogy, in business and in romance, Cowperwood never
takes his eyes off his victims, just as the lobster in the famous
epi sode in the openi n9 chapter of the Trll ogy never takes its beady
black eyes oft the squid. And as Philip Gerber observes, "his face or
his eye were a formula or philosophic abracadabra which cast a spell.
One look at times and the bird was snared - transfixed, helpless."43
Once more, Force, as Dreiser understood it, is a manHestation
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of a vital sexual nature; hence it is requisite that a record of
Cowperwood's sexual vitality be given. After nearly three years of
financial success, Cowperwood discovers that Aileen no longer fits
his plans. Aileen is still attractive to him but it is "too bad that
people of Obviously more conservative tendencies were so opposed to
her" (The Ti tan, 114). Cowperwood, the shrewd observer of what waul d
benefit him materially, "was inclined to feel that perhaps now another
type of woman would be better for him soci ally. If he had a harder
type, one with keener artistic perceptions and a penchant for just the
right social touch or note, how much better he would do! (The Titan,
114). There may be disagreements over how convincingly Dreiser portrays
the development of this new interest. Immedi ately after Cowperwood
arrives at this conclusion, his thoughts turn to art, and his interest
in paintings and sculptures increases as he develops at the same time
the same interest for women. It is not that Aileen at this point of the
narrative becomes insignificant 1n Cowperwood's life. The fact ts "no
woman can hol d Cowperwood long. "44 From the ti me Cowperwood deci des that
he needs rejuvenation because Aileen no longer satisfies him, and until
he finally meets Berenice Fleming, a dozen women, of all kinds, parade
one by one through the pages of The Ti tan. Phili p Gerber poi nts out
that Cowperwood never uses any cOl1ll1Onsense in his selection of women,
always choosing wives and daughters of close friends.45
Indeed all of Cowperwood's paramours are either wealthy or
influential people. Ella Hubby is the daughter of a well-to-do
Commission merchant, Josepntne Ledwell is a financier with the Board
of Trade; Rita Sohlberg is the w1fe of a Danish violinht and artist
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whom Cowperwood is very intimate with; Stephanie P1atow is the daughter
of a wealthy and influential furrier; Cecily Haguenin is the daughter of
his sincerest and most sympathetic journalistic supporter; Florence
Cochrane is the daughter of the president of the Chicago West Division
Company; and Carolyn Hand is the wife of an eminent investor, the
wealthy director of a nunoer of mercantile and financial institutions in
the city. Added to these are those women who are little more than
mentioned in passing - Dorothy Ormsby. Jessie Belle Hinsdale. Toma Lewis
and Hilda Jewel. In these affairs the hero reflects Oreiser's own
attitude, which he calls "varietism," the male's need (as Oreiser saw
it) for many partners. and his resistance to permanent attachment. As
in business, so too in romantic affai rs, Orei ser rejected conventi anal
IOOrality as hypocritical and cowardly, a sign of the weakness that he
feared to find in himself and that he often treated contemptuously in
his fiction. Hence Cowperwood's long list of amatory engagements.
Cowperwood then, seems a superman not
world, but in his love affairs as well.
only in the business
With seemingly inhuman
call ousness, he seduces and di spenses wi th women as though they were
a series of stock transactions. The marriage bond means nothing to
him. As soon as he loses interest in one woman he turns unconcernedly
to another. In Chapter XX of the novel, "Man and Superman II , Oreiser
contrasts Cowperwood with the husband of one of his mistresses whom, of
course, he seduced. When the weak husband discovers that Cowperwood has
been making love to his wife, he angrily confronts the financier.
However, the confi dent and resourceful Cowper wood is unabashed, and he
easily intimidates and finally buys the husband off with a trip to
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Europe so that he can carryon with the man's wife as he likes.
What is significant in the above-mentioned list ot women is the
association of sexuality with wealth, youth and beauty. Richard Lehan
echoes this thought. He sees the pattern of The Titan as similar to the
earlier novels. There is the same emphasis on youth as a moment of
splendid possibility and hope. The city. especially Chicago, encourages
the youthful spirit and intensifies the hope and the possibility of
success for all who possess the spi ri t. Lehan observes that
CowperwOOd's main struggle is to keep the spf r t t of youth alive. "He
must always have youth, the illusion of beauty" (The Titan, 205). This
stress on youth is repeated at least four times in the novel. A little
later Dreiser says of his hero, lIit might have been said ot him that
youth and hope in women - particularly youth when combined with beauty
and annition in a girl - touched him" (The Titan, 214); later he asks:
"Why Should this lure of youth continue to possess him?" (The Titan,
358). Later stl1l, Dreiser goes further to serenade, "youth, youth -
the spirit, for instance, that was in Berenice Fleming" (The Titan,
499). In fact, this beauty is an illusion because it is inextricably
linked to wealth and the material, and Cowperwood's belief that with
wealth he can buy anything he wants.46 Cowperwood's commitment to beauty
thus, as Dreher implies, stems from his desire to preserve his youth,
keep the world perpetually young, and hence stave off old age and the
1nevHability of death. For this purpose Cowperwood's maJor objec t tve
becomes the acquisition of great wealth - the realization ot his
American dream of great empire. Because his financial and sexual nature
are in many ways one and the same, The Ti tan moves back and torth
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between business and sex.
In the field of finance, Cowperwood possesses cratt enough to gain
control, and by floating bonds or watering stock, he can puSh a
corporation's financial potential far past its observable limit. In
bUSiness he rapidly gains control of most ot the city's street railways
excelling his business rivals in speed, discernment and energy. In the
newspapers he meets a deadly enemy who opposes him from the very start
of his career in the west. Cowperwood decides that he will defy not
only the press, but the public, the politicians and the city's leading
figures in business and industry.
When the opposition party (that is the Republicans) wins the
el ecti on, it bri ngs to power an anti -Cowperwood council supported by
CowperwOOd' s opponents - Norman scnrynart ; Anson Merri 1; Hosmer Hand;
and Timothy Arnee1, all of whom join hands with Truman Leslie MacDonald,
the managing editor of the Inquirer, in an attempt to cripple Cowperwood
and permanently prevent him from returning to power. Moreover, the
council is presided over by a religious Republican mayor, who is "now
supposed to carry out the theories of the respectable and the virtuous"
(The Titan, 319). In the face of this opposition, and in order not to
let his enemies strike at him unprepared, Cowperwood considers what sort
of influence he could bring to bear on the newly elected mayor, cnaree
Thayer Sluss.
Chafee Thayer Sluss, in Dreiser's terms, is "a rag-bag, moralistic
ass II (The Ti tan, 324). A pagan at heart, he 1acks Cowperwood' s courage
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to follow his instincts:
On Sunday, when he went to church with his
wife, he felt that religion was essential
and purifying. In his own business he
found himse1 f frequently confronted by
various little flaws of logic relating to
undue profits, misrepresentation and the
like; but say what you would, nevertheless
and not withstanding, God was God,
morality was superior, the church was
important. I t was wrong to yi e1d to one's
impulses, as he found it so fascinating to
do. One snout d be better than hi s
neighbour, or pretend to be (The Titan,
324) •
Recognizing Sluss's vulnerability, Cowperwood lures him into a
Iecnercus liaison and afterwards threatens his exposure. Sluss
thereafter is no longer a threat, and in the long run he is compe11ed
to come to terms and do exactly what Cowperwood wants. Moreover, to
have his financial power made known allover Europe, and to mislead his
foes about his financial situation, Cowperwood makes a gift of an
expensive telescope, with its observatory housing, to the University
of Chicago. At the time the gift is made, Mars dominates the skies,
a reminder that Cowperwood himself is a god of battles. The gift also
appeals to Cowperwood as a chance to press man's inquiries into the
mysteries of the universe, and the riddle of man's origin. Above all,
by this gift, Cowperwood has secured his financial status with the banks
of both Chicago and New York.
CowperwoOd's advance, however, does not stop at the point ot
winning victory over Sluss. Once again several of Chicago's principal
fi nanci al fi gures like Schryhart, Merrll, Hand, Arneel, Leslie
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MacDonald of the Inquirer, and Editor Haguenin of the Press, - are all
determined to unseat Cowperwood because he is threatening their personal
empires. at these men, only two have been hurt in their personal lives
through Cowperwood's personal adventurings. Editor Haguenin, whose
daughter has an affair with Cowperwood. is resentful but ineffectual.
Hosmer Hand, whose young wi fe is another of Cowperwood' s paramours. is
outraged and revengeful. The others, SChryhart. Merril and Arneel.
losers in the financial struggle, are full of envy and bear Cowperwood
ill will because of his tactics, subtlety and successful SCheming.
Dreiser takes pains to specify that what hurts Hand most of all in the
panic and collapse of the American Match plot against CowperwoOd, is the
fact that Hand loses nearly $1,500,000; this is what turns his soul
"gray as a bat's wing" (The Titan, 408). However, all these men are
incensed with Cowperwood, and decide to take action against him.
In Chapter XLIX, "Mount Olympus", Cowperwood is sumnoned to a
meeting held by his business rivals, where he is threatened with
fi nanci al rut n if he does not' co-operate with them. As always, one step
ahead of everybody, Cowperwood has anticipated their scheme and
protected himself financially. With a jaunty defiance, Cowperwood
informs the local god, of finance that, contrary to what they believed
when they summoned him, it was they who were at his mercy:
I know how you four gentl emen have
been gamblfng in this stock, and what your
probable losses are, and that ft is to
save yourselves from further loss that you
have decided to make me the scapegoat. I
want to tell you here'. 'You can't
do it. If you open the day by
calling a single one of lIlY loans before I
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am ready to pay it, I'll gut every bank
from here to the ri ver. You'll have
panic, all the panic you want. Good
evening, gentlemen' (The Titan, 427-428).
Notice the defiant mood, the challenging attitude and the warning
accent - all are indicative of Cowperwood's greater strength in the
face of this adversity.
Dreiser's main structural problem in this second part of the
Trilogy is to continue to heighten Cowperwood's superman stature. His
strategy in doing so is to describe Cowperwood as a man of force,
"strong, hopeful, {and} urgent" (The Titan, 22). To Aileen he seems "a
kind of superman, handsome, powerful, hopeful, not so very much
older than herself now, impelled by some blazing internal force which
harried him on and on" (The Titan, 461); and to Berenice he looks also
like "a superman, a half-god or demi-gorgon." So how "could the ordinary
rules of 1ife or the accustomed paths of men be expected to control
him?" (The Titan, 519). Cowperwood considers himself an "Ishmael." or an
"ex-convict" (The Titan, 10), and his rivals see in him a Napoleon who
is going to lay siege to Chicago, possess all its railways, and rise to
far greater power than any he had enjoyed before. As he sweeps
everything before his will he strikes at his rivals "dictating terms to
the principal financial figures of the city, standing up trig and
resolute, smiling in their faces and telling them in so many ways to go
to the devi 1" (The Ti tan, 430). Indeed, he is" a very Hon of a man"
(The Titan, 430). After he gains his monopoly of the street railways
and has built up the Loop, Cowperwood towers over the city like a
colossus. In the cormnerci al heart of the city he truly becomes "a
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figure of giant significance" (The Titan, 465), a "monument based on a
rock of great strength" (The Titan, 524), striding always forward with
an ironic intention to bend the laws of the state to his own ends, and
holding fast to his attitude of "Promethean defiance, which had never
yet brooked defeat" (The Titan, 520).
Thus far Cowperwood has one major struggle left in Chicago. This
last confrontation, similar to the one he had in Philadelphia at the end
of The Fi nanc i er, ends hi s carrer in Chi cago and conc 1udes The Ti tan.
Specifically, the final chapters of The Titan detail Cowperwood's
ruthless attempt to attain a fifty year franchise on his streetcar
lines. This move would assure the future prosperity of the streetcar
1ines and make them a marketable conrnodity which could be sold at an
inmense profit.
The street rai 1ways of Chicago are the pri ze. Cowperwood has to
fight for control of them with all the ferocity of a hungry lion and
all the guile of a serpent. Once this final victory is achieved,
Cowperwood, "like a canny wolf II can prowl "in a forest of his own
creation" (The Titan, 394). Unfortunately, this time all his financial
rivals, his political opponents and even the angry populace, have
concerted their efforts in a final attempt to stop Cowperwood. The
public outcry and the rise of the people become decisive. What
motivates the citizenry this time is perhaps less the idealism of
Swanson, the Governor, than their wish for a comfortable, safe and
cheaper streetcar service. However, Governor Swanson, a man who cannot
be bought, is the decisive factor. When Cowperwood tries to bribe the
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Governor, Swanson, "a dynami c presence," vetoes the bi 11 for long term
franchising (The Titan, 476). It is Governor Swanson's unshakable
integrity, supported by public opinion,
defeat before the Chicago city council.
which leads to Cowperwood's
Cowperwood 's dreams of total
control vanish, and he must, as the author indicates, "be made to
succumb, to yield to the forces of law and order" (The Titan, 512).
Cowperwood succumbs by the end of The Titan to the counterbalance
of what Oreiser terms in an essay the "Equation Inevitable" - the
world's natural cyclical movement toward balance.47 In this essay
Orei ser argues that "1 i fe in every form has tended to evo1 ve from the
simple to the complex, and only through a vast complexity or
organisation has it managed to attain this spectacle of things which we
ca 11 1ife or beauty - di vi si on of i tse 1t, as it were. "48 Orei ser
explains further that if life as we see it is to go on, an "equation
between matter and force and the elements to which apparently they give
rise, must be struck, a balance attained," because the "slightest
disturbance of the existing equations which produce life as we see it,
ends in monstrosities or confusion, and life as we know it
ceases. "49 So accordi ng to Orei ser, a "Rockefe11 er," or a "Napol eon" -
or even a Charl es Tyson Yerkes might be created; but created al so was
the force which would limit his power and nullify hiS illusory dream of
absolute dominion. This balancing force, from Dreiser's point ot view,
is equally uncontrollable because over it "neither the humanitarian nor
the idealist, has any control whatever."SO "Under this same
controlling equation" any man might then be a "Colossus and bestride the
worl d {but} wi thout upsetti ng the equati on ul t1mately ." 51 By the end of
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The Titan, Oreiser asserts that "a balance is invariably struck wherein
the mass subdues the i ndi vi dual or the i ndi vi daul the mass - for the
time being. For, behold, the sea is ever dancing or raging" (The Titan,
542). This is because, as Oreiser explains, "the strong must not be too
strong; the weak not too weak." And the ultimate, therefore, is an
"equation" (The Titan, 542).
In the context of Oreiser's equation, Yerkes - whose fictitious
name is CowperwOOd - has been created and employed by Nature as a tool
toward completing a massive system of public transit which would
cont tnus to yield lasting benefit long atter its creator's departure.
Orei ser conct udes The Tt tan on thi s theme of a fi nal judgment: "Rushi ng
1ike a great comet to the zeni th, hi s path a b1azi ng trai 1, Cowperwood
di d for the hour ; 11uminate the terrors and wonders of i ndi vi dual i ty.
But for him also the eternal equation - the pathos of the discovery that
even giants are but pygmies, and that an ultimate balance must be
struck" (The Titan, 542). Nature thus had created this syRt>ol of
achievement and lured the individual with material recompense and dreams
of immortality to produce a giant traction system for the public
welfare. Nature then introduces the equalising forces which annihilate
the individual sparing only his contribution to material progress,
leaving the cosmic balance undisturbed.
However, Cowperwood's defeat at the end ot the second part is not
an ultimate failure, and all is not lost for him. On the very night he
sutfers this material defeat he gains Berenice, who finally makes the
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decision to become Frank's wife. Dreiser introduces Berenice into the
life of CowperwoOd to provide the latter with a link to art and nature.
In other words, the life of art, beauty and nature must become a part of
CowperwoOd's life. The superman figure, who possesses enormous strength
of will and individuality, must be tempered by a relationship with the
finer things of life. These finer things including art, beauty, and
nature, - which as always Drieser himself seems to struggle to
understand - are typified by a girl like Berenice Fleming.
When Berenice was first introduced, she "was deeply, dramatically,
urgently conscious of the value of her personality in itself, not as
connected with any inherited social standing, but of its innate worth,
and of the art is try and wonder of her body" (The T1tan, 350). Here is a
girl of sixteen who is aware of both spirit and flesh, mind and body.
She is not overwhelmed by the other "inmate of the Misses Brewster's
School for Girls" (The Titan, 349), and even though she recognizes the
value of the school's "social import she was superior to it" (The
Titan, 350). Berenice's allegiance is to a totally ditferent world.
That world, as the author observes, contains a "music-rack full of
classic music and song collections, a piano, a shelf of favourite books,
painting-materials, various athletic implements, and several other
types of Greek dancing-tunics ... "(The Titan, 354). Berenice is
reflective yet reasoning, creative yet active.
Berenice belongs to nature and her affinities are always with the
natural world. It is a world that Cowperwood at first has difficulty
with, but which soon entrances him. In the Pocono Mountains, Dreiser
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ShowS how Copwerwood feels in the presence of such a girl:
Cowperwood, previously engrossed in
financial speculations, was translated, as
by the wave of a fa i ry wand, into another
realm where birds and fledglings and grass
and the light winds of heaven were more
i mportan t than br i ck and s tone and stock s
and bonds (The Titan, 389-390).
When later Berenice observes Cowperwood's splendid mansion in New
York, she is not overcome by the opulence it suggests. Her fi rst
reaction "awakened her to an understanding of the spirit of art that
occupied the centre of Cowperwood's iron personality and caused her
to take a real interest in him" (The Titan, 433). Berenice perceives
that Cowperwood's inner self possesses the potential for a life
besides the material. This is what causes her real interest; it is
not the wealth and prestige that his life style promises. John
McA1eer in hi S stUdy of the imagery surround i ng Beren i ce sugges ts how
exceptional Berenice appears in every attribute. He points to her
description as a goddess being "the living embodiment of the 'Winged
Victory'." Further, he notes the images of flux intermingling with
that of nature to suggest her affi ni ti es are not with Carri e Meeber
but with Jennie Gerhardt.52 Nature, not the material world, is her
kingdom. In the kingdom of this teen-ager, Cowperwood comes to see
"clearly, as within a chalice-like nimbus', that the ultimate end of
fame, power, vi gour was beauty, and that beauty was a compound of the
taste, the emotion, the innate culture, passion, and dreams of a
woman like Berenice Fleming" (The Titan, 463).
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Cowperwood, however, finds it difficult to interpret and
understand a life other than one devoted to wealth. What taste,
emotion, culture, passion. and dreams exactly are escapes Cowperwood.
He knows they are in a woman like Berenice, but he cannot explain the
essence of her life. Cowperwood knows he is greatly under the influence
of this woman, and for the first time in all his deal;ngs with women.
the female does have the upper hand over him.53 Although Cowperwood wins
Berenice on the night of his defeat, Dreiser admits that all the
treasures hi s titan was 1ayi ng up in money and art wou1d not bri ng hi m
peace, contentment or happi ness. The novel closes and Cowperwood is
"forever suffering the goad of a restless heart - tor him was no
ultimate peace, no real understanding, but only hunger, thirst and
wonder. Wealth! Wealth! Wealth!" (The Titan, 542-543).
Survivor and Non-Survivor
Farfrae and Cowperwood, a1 though they are well adapted for
survival, in comparison with the non-survivor Michael Henchard, are
not characters of particular human complexity who change and develop
in the course of experience. They are embodiments of a pntrosopntc
concept of power or force with little capacity for love, suffering or
growth. Michael Millgate asserts this belief when he points out the
failure of CowperWOOdto develop as a character:
Cowperwood, in fact, scarcely grows at
all. He springs fully-armed into the
opening pages of The Financier: watChing
the lobster eat the squid he learns at
once the single principle that is to guide
all hi s future conduct. The attempt in
The Stoic to give a new direction to his
character ends in disaster. nret ser
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eventually kills him off, in a rather
abrupt manner, and turns his attenti on to
Berenice as a more satisfactory vehicle
for his changed ideas. 4
Among the three characters, Henchard, Farfrae and Cowperwood, it is
Henchard, despite his inability to adapt himself for survival, who is
more admirable because of his intense feelings, his sudden likings
for people, his outbursts of temper even as a young man, and his
great sympathy. All of these are manifestat; ons ot "his one talent ot
energy II (Mayor, 169). And this talent, particularly as it operates
within the world of feeling, is what attracts us to him initially and
,
keeps us interested in him throughout the novel.
What makes Henchard the more admirab1e is his ab;1ity to grow as
when he acknowledges his faults and imposes punishment upon himself
for them. It is really Henchard himself who decides what his punishment
will be: "II _ Cain - go alone as I deserve - an outcast and a
vagabond "I (Mayor, 239). There is perhaps no other single statement in
the text that so clearly and effectively embodies the essence of
Henchard IS ultimate greatness. Henchard imposes exile on himself as a
punishment for his past impulsive acts. His comparison of himself with
Cain, as he leaves Elizabeth-Jane and Casterbridge, intensifies the
grandeur of Henchard's gesture; he has Judged and sentenced himselt
harshly. But more than any other factor, the quality which most
elevates Hencnerds character in the final stages of his life is his
attainment of a self-knowl edge that shows he has grown spirt tually as a
result of his sufferings.
Without a doubt, Henchard in his defeat acquires a kind of
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nobility. Even though he eventually dies penniless in a desolate
hovel, it is Henchard who grows in dignity. His will reveals the
perspective Henchard has developed by the end of his lite. In his
last conmuntc atf on with humanity, he attempts to obliterate any concern
for or memory of him by others. Henchard has indeed, arrived at a
different appraisal of the world's attention than he had when, for
example, he played the fool at the reception of the Royal Personage.
What makes Henchard the more admirable is that he has also
gained in compassion and sensitivity: the first point of his will, "tnat
Elizabeth-Jane Farfrae be not told of II1Ydeath, or made to grieve on
account of me II (Mayor, 254), reveals that he does not want to troub 1e
Elizabeth-Jane's happiness. It·also reveals that he suspects she might
have enough feeling left for him - partly because of guilt about having
been so angry with him - that she could be truly upset at hearing ot his
death. He does not want to cause her any pain, even though she has
caused a great deal. In this, Henchard has truly attained a more
perfectly formed soul than he had before. He has learned something from
his life, and does not just lash out in bitterness at the world on his
.death-bed. Similar characters to Henchard in Dreiser's Trilogy are
those with human weaknesses, particularly the Butlers, with their
passions and human longings, their doubts and pathetic illusions. It is
in their weaknesses that Dreiser's characters come alive. Cowperwood,
for all the power he generates and the sparks he throws otf, remains a
machine, and like Farfrae, he strides briskly and mechanically: Farfrae
through the pages of The Mayor, and Cowperwood through the pages of The
Financier and The Titan.
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Chapter IV
The Conflict Between the Flesh and the Spirit
in the Characters of Jude and Eugene:
Jude the Obscure, and The "Genius".
The conflict between the flesh and the spirit is certainly a
major theme in the Old and New Testament, as it is in much nineteenth
century EngliSh and American literature.
A few years before he wrote Jude the Obscure, Thomas Hardy
remarked a "woeful fact - that the human race is too extremely
developed for its corporeal conditions, the nerves being evolved to
an activity abnormal in such an environment. This planet does not
supply the materials for happiness to higher existences."! And in his
preface to the first edition of Jude the Obscure, Hardy explained his
intention somewhat defensively:
For a novel addressed by a man to men
and women of full age; which attempts to
deal unaffectedly with the fret and fever,
deri sion and d1saster, that may press in
the wake of the strongest passion known to
humanity; to tell, without a mincing of
words, of a deadly war waged between fleshand spirit; and to point the tragedy of
unfulfilled aims, I am not aware that
there is anything in the handling to which
exception can be taken.
Furthermore, in the postcript to the preface to the edition of 1912,
Hardy remarked, without saying whether he agreed or not, that a
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German reviewer had seen Sue Bridehead as lithe first delineation in
fiction of the woman who was coming into notice in her thousands
every year - the woman of the feminist movement - the slight, pale
'bachelor' girl - the intellectual ized, emanci pated bundle of nerves
that modern conditions were producing, mainly in cities as yet; ..."
But obviously this is not an exhaustive statement on the novel's
essential meaning. The conflicts between the flesh and the spirit,
body and soul, vice and virtue, the sordid and the ideal, passion and
reason are clues powerfully worked into the Hardyesque theme of the
relation between instinct and reason, simplicity and civilization,
nature and artifice.
Hardy's Jude the Obscure (la9S), and Dreiser's The "Genius"
(1915), then, dramatize humanity's ancient battle between the tlesh and
the spirit embodied in Jude's dual attraction to the physical allure of
Arabella and the spiritual elevation of Sue's presence, and in Eugene's
dual attraction to the allure of Angela Blue and the spiritual
superiority of Suzanne Dale. This ancient conflict is further worked
into Jude the Obscure by two contrasting sets of historical images: the
classical and sensual versus the biblical and more non-corporeal. These
two levels of imagery, because of their historical aura, sustain the
idea that Jude's valiant struggle is one which has, indeed, engaged
humanity throughout the centuries. Added to that, Jude the Obscure, and
The "Gen;us" represent Hardy' sand Dreiser' s fullest and frankest
treatment of man's bondage to his sexual impulses.
Jude the Obscure is Hardy's last and his most extraordinary
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nove 1 . Jude, an orphan and poor country boy wi th vi si ons of ac ademi c
glory, escapes from his native "ugly" village, after some dogged selt-
education in the classics, to Christminster, which represents his
spiritual and intellectual ideal. Christminster, lila castle, manned by
SCholarship and religionl,"2 never gives him entry to the university and
Jude remains trapped between his instinct and intellect until his
intentional death. Before leaving his native region, Jude had been
tricked into marriage with a grossly sensual girl who had appealed to
his own very real sensuality, and the account of the dreaming idealist
caught in the snare of his own physical nature is, indeed, one of the
most powerful things that nineteenth century fiction has to show.
Arabella, wedded and bedded, soon breaks off relations with Jude and
leaves for Australia, and Jude shortly afterwards makes his journey
toward the city of Christminster which he sees as enfolded in a halo of
holiness where his dream of achievement lies. In Christminster, Jude
meets his emancipated intellectual cousin, Sue Bridehead, and in the
course of their relationship together Hardy probes some of the 'most
puzzling paradoxes of love and sex, spirit and character, intellect and
i 11us; on. After her marriage to a middle-aged schoolmaster, Sue is
carried off by Jude with whom she lives for several years, takes charge
of Arabellals little boy, and produces two children of her own. The son
of Arabella and Jude, Little Father :rime, eventually hangs his
stepbrother and stepsister. After this tragedy, Sue gives in to
convent; onal re l t gi on and rejoi ns her husband out of a sheer sense of
duty. As soon as Sue leaves Jude, Arabella takes over, and remarries a
man whose heart is broken over the loss of hi s beloved. In the sunwner
following his marriage Jude dies alone listening to the hurrahs that
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greet the winning crews of the boat races on the Isis.
Jude the Obscure depicts "without a mincing of words," "a deadly
war waged between flesh and spirit;" in a similar way, The "Genius"
records this tug of war that tears Eugene Wit1a apart: the contest
between flesh and spirit, art and business, and the artist's struggle
for personal and artistic integrity despite the lure of the flesh and
the impulse toward fame and fortune, wealth and women. The novel, as
Thomas P. Riggio points out, is "a form of spiritual autobiography
that probes the nature of the artist as Dreiser, Dreiser as the
artist.,,3
Although The "Genius" follows the outline of Dreiser's life up
to 1911, it seems that Dreiser has made much at the story of Jude the
Obscure into hi sown. L1ke Jude, the mai n character, Eugene Tennyson
Wit1a, is an artist whose artistic bent manifests itself early in life
through "an intense sense of beauty. "4 When he is fi rs t introduced as a
combination of "emotion, fire, longing," and to "a notable extent
artistic" (The "Genius", l l ) we get the impression that the boy, like
Jude, is going to develop into some kind of painter or sculptor.
Growing up in a small Midwestern town, Alexandria, Illinois, Eugene
responds to the large possibilities and freedom of urban life in Chicago
and New York, and achieves recognition as a painter of picturesque and
dramatic city scenes and slums. At the same time, he "takes possession
of a series of mistresses which threatens to rival Cowperwood's harem."S
As he moves from one mistress to another, he finds himself moving from
one illusion to another until he makes the fatal error, which plagues
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him for the rest of the book, of marrying a country girl, Angela Blue,
who proves too conservati ve and conventi onal for hi s needs and
artistic predilections. However, soon atter their wedding, because
of "over-indulgence" in the luxury of love and sex, Eugene sufters a
nervous breakdown, and spends a number of troubled years convalescing.
Once Eugene regains his health and manages to renu t ld his lite, he
changes direction from art to advertising and soon transforms himself
into a businessman and a successful editor. Once again he indulges in
an extended series of passionate affairs with several women. As a
result of an affair with a pretty eighteen-year-old, Suzanne Dale, whO
represents his ideal in love, and his frantic attempt to run off with
her, he loses his pOSition, his job, his social standing and his
investment in the "Blue Sea". However, as Sue Bridehead deserts Jude
after the loss of thei r chi 1dren, Suzanne deserts Eugene after the loss
of his employment and his social position. Angela, his wife dies in
childbirth, and Eugene tries to re-establish himself as an artist. As
Jude I s dream of Sue fades, si mil arly, Eugene's dream of Suzanne fades
away, and for three years he lives in despair ot the spirit, wandering
aimlessly till he apparently finds temporary ease for his restless heart
and comfort for his guilty conscience in the church of Christ
SCientist.
Structurally speaking, the novel falls into three chronological
parts. Book I "Youth", takes us through Eugene Witla's adolescence,
his groping toward an artist's career, his boyish amours, and his
engagement to Angela Blue. In this first part, it is clear that Eugene,
1ike Jude, succumbs from the very fi rs t to the 1ure of the fl esh as
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typified by Margaret Duff and Angela Blue. Book II "Struggle", narrates
Eugene's marriage to Angela, his infidelities to his wife, his emotional
miseries, his early recognition as a painter, and the temptation ot the
material world and commercial success. Book III "Revolt", dramatizes
Eugene's idealized and thwarted romanticizing ot the eighteen-year-old
beauty, Suzanne Dale, his sorrow over the death of his wite in
childbirth, and his acceptance of parental responsibility for the
motherless Child, and the seeming resumption of his work as a painter.
The Similarities Between the Two Novels
Jude Fawley - the last descendant ot the Fawley family - and
Eugene Witla have, in fact, much in conmon with each other. Both
men are endowed with intellectual and artistic gHts. Both Jude and
Eugene are heroes with romantic ideals: Jude's is to get entry to
Christminster, and be a student, whereas Eugene's is to become an
artist and pursue the ideal of beauty. Thus both aspire to the
achievement of higher aims: Jude wants to become doctor of divinity,
and Eugene wants to be a di sti ngui shed arti st. Both grow di scontented
with thei r natural surroundi ngs: Jude wi th Marygreen, '" how ugly it is
here!'" (Jude, 13), and Eugene with his native town of Alexandria; and
both venture to the et ty. The et ty for both is exciti ng: tor Jude, the
city and especially Christminster - Oxford - represents a source of
delight and excitement because it is a city ot "light" and learning
(Jude, 23), a city of his childhood dream, and "the centre of the
universe" (Jude, 254), where "the tree ot knowledge grows" (Jude, 23).
In fact, the city for Jude proves cruel and indifferent. Similarly, the
city - Chicago - for Eugene, is exciting because it "put vitality into
a1mast every waveri ng heart: it made the begi nner dream dreams " (The
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"Genius", 39), and at the same time, the city is "cruel", a centre of
"struggle" (The "Genius", 39). Thus each hero's dream is centred in a
city, and each feels the need for the city to fulfil his aims. Both
heroes find in the city they desire to enter a release tor their
passions in work and love. The city for both Jude and Eugene
sometimes seems illusory, with a mirage-like quality: for Jude, "near
objects put on the hues and shapes of chimaeras" (Jude, 19); likewise,
for Eugene, the city "was running with a tide of people which
represented the youth, the illusions, the untrained aspirations, of
mi11ions of sou 1s" (The "Geni us" , 39). Both heroes' v f ews of the city
as a centre of "light", delight and "dreams" proves deceptive: Jude, as
soon as the glory that surrounds hi s Chri stmi nster begi ns to fade into
the light of common day, realizes that the city belongs not to a select
band of dons and students but to ordinary people:
the town life was a book of humanity
infinitely more palpitating, varied, and
compendious than the gown life. These
struggl i ng men and women before him were
the reality of· Christminster, though they
k.new 1i ttle of Chri st or Minster. . .. The
floating population of students and
teachers, who did not k.now both in a way,
were not Christminster in a local sense at
all (Jude, 96).
Similarly, for Eugene, once he loses Suzanne, the city appears to
fade before his eyes: the "buildings were high and silent - receding
from him in a way. A mirage dissolved into its native
nothingness" (The "Genius", 678). Despi te their eventual
diSillusionment, the journey to the city thus represents not only a
geographical journey, but a journey into consciousness as both heroes
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discover the reality of the city and as a result grow in
self-knowledge.
The similarities do not stop here, however. Further resennl ancas
strike us as we find both heroes are sexually driven; their enormous
sense of desire makes them always restless. Because of their powerful
sexual nature, both heroes seem to be dissatisfied with one woman just
as they are dissatisfied with their place in the community. In both
heroes, the sexual drive holds greater sway than reason, and is often
seen as antithetical to the elevated aims they have set for themsel ves.
The marriage of both men is, therefore, motivated more by desire than by
love.
Ironically, both, Jude and Eugene, marry at a crucial paint of
their lives. But the marriage of both men is nothing more than the
fulfilment of a social obligation: Jude marries the callous Arabella -
after his seducti on by her - out of a sense of "honour", and Eugene
marries the sexually appealing Angela, who has been coached in the
art of seduction by her sister Marieta, out of a sheer sense of "duty".
Marryi ng thus, both men are, in fac t, trapped, as they fi nd themselves
husbands to wives they do not love and with whom they do not have
anything in common. And surprisingly, both women represent something
that both men are tryi ng to grow beyond. The marri age of both men,
however, ends disastrously: Arabell a leaves Jude after auctioning off
her wedding furniture, and Angela dies in childbirth. In their pursuit
of the ideal, both men move back and forth between the flesh and spirit:
after meeting, marrying and breaking off with Arabella, Jude moves to
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Christminster which represents his spiritual ideal. and there he meets
his cousin Sue who stands as the embodiment of his idealized love.
Following his rejection by the city. Jude decides to become a minister
and starts teaching at the age of thirty. ("an age which much attracted
him as being that of his exemplar {Jesus Christ}") (Jude. 104). but
Jude's attempt is interrupted by meeting the "tigress" Arabella. and
they spend a night together in a third class inn at Aldbrickham (Jude,
147). On the morni ng of that ni ght Jude feel s ashamed at the hours he
has spent with Arabella; nevertheless, he still aspires to follow the
career of a clergyman. But his "unauthorised love" (Jude, 146) tor Sue
prevents him from following such a "purgatorial course" (Jude, 103)
especially when he attempts to release her trom the "gin" of her
marriage to Phillotson. Soon afterwards he sets his theological and
religious texts on fire to avoid being a hypocrite, and admits that
he has too many pass ions to make a good clergyman. When Sue comes to
live with Jude after leaving Phillotson, Jude blackmails her into having
a sexual relationship with him and threatens to see Arabella if she does
not submit to his sexual demands. When Sue 1eaves Jude after the loss
of thei r chil dren and Arabell a takes over, Jude gi ves up the struggl e
and puts an end to a "feverish life", which in his belief "'ought never
to have been begun! "' (Jude, 311).
Similarly, Eugene moves from his native town to Chicago to
cul ti vate hi sarti stic gi fts, and there he moves from one mistress to
another: from Margaret Duff to Ruby Kenny, from Angela Blue to Christina
Channing, from Frieda Roth to Carlotta Wilson and finally, trying to
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find his ideal in love - the source of his inspiration - to Suzanne
Dale. But Eugene never advances beyond the image of Stella Appleton at
Alexandria. He is fixated on his image of the eighteen year old girl,
(lithe only one true place of comfort,") and lithe spring time at love.,,6
liThe illusion of desire," and lithe sheer animal magnetism at beauty"
(The "Geni us ", 274) prove so powerful for Eugene that he tai 1s to become
a good artist devoted to "some noble and super-human purpose II (The
"Genius", 238). Both heroes, therefore, find it difficult to reconcile
their essential selves with the elevated aims they aspire to attain, and
both are consequently torn between their nature crying for gratification
and their unfettered spiritual longings. Both are betrayed by their
ideal in love: Jude by Sue who gets religion and leaves him tor
Phillotson, and Eugene by Suzanne who falls out of love and forgets him.
The loss of Sue and Suzanne is disastrous for Jude and Eugene: Sue
precipitates Jude's tragic end, and Suzanne precipitates the destruction
of Eugene's marriage to Angela leading to the loss at his investments in
the liB1ue Sea ". Both heores fi nd the ideal never real, and the real
never ideal. Both grow in selt-knowledge as they recognize their tlaws:
Jude admits the defects of his character and says, limy two Arch Enemies
you know - lIlY weakness for womanki nd and my impul se to strong 1i quor"
(Jude, 280). And Eugene recognizes in the man who unfolds his personal
story "a case paralleled {to} his own", and that his great "weakness was
women" (The "Geni us ", 692, 691). Both heroes end alone and abandoned:
Jude by Sue and Arabella especially in the days leading up to his death,
and Eugene by Suzanne who leaves him, and by Angela who dies in
Childbirth. Despite their defeat by mundane values, nevertheless, both
remain wholly committed to their ideals.
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Jude the Obscure
Of all Hardy's heroes - Clym, Tess, Henchard, Giles - Jude is a
man apart. He has abandoned Wessex and can no longer return to the
natural worl d as a refuge. Instead he must create hi s val ues ina
world that seems to lack any of its own.
Jude's alienation and suffering begin early in life. Unlike Clym
Yeobright, who leaves his natural surroundings deliberately and then
decides to return, Jude seems hardly ever to have telt a unity with
nature or with his fellow man. As a child at Marygreen Jude is already
described as having "felt the pricks of life somewhat before his time"
(Jude, 11). His solitude and loneliness are apparent from the
begi nni n9, for Jude is an orphan. His aunt Orus ill a makes abundantly
clear to him that his existence is an "unnecessary" one. She tells him:
"'It would ha' been a blessing if Gaddy-mighty had took thee too, wi'
thy mother and father, poor useless bOY'" (Jude, 12).
The child Jude's isolation from his own kind causes him to feel a
bond with the rooks which he is supposedly engaged in driving away from
Farmer Troutham's field. In this place of solitude, described as a
"wide and lonely depression in the general level at the upland" (JUde,
13), the birds seem to be "the only friends he could claim as being 1n
the least degree interested in him" (Jude, 14). But this "magic thread
of fellow-feeling" (Jude, 14) leads only to more unhappiness when
Troutham invades Jude's lonely Eden in order to give him a beating. The
boy's only offence has been to feel sympathy with and give sustenance to
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his fellow creatures. Although Jude himself is not entirely aware of
the irony involved in the circumstances of his puniShment. the narrator
implies that there exists in his mind a vague. inarticulate realization
of lithe flaw in the terrestrial scheme. by which what was good for God's
birds was bad for God's gardener II (Jude, 15).
Moreover, Jude is described as "a boy who could not himself bear
to hurt anything" (Jude, 15). His sympathy seems universal; it extends
not only to rooks, but to trees, earthworms, and all living things. His
extreme sensitivity is referred to as a "weakness of character" (Jude,
15). But this phrase is il1lTlediately qualified by the parenthetical
conment lias it may be called" (Jude, 15), which suggests that Jude's
"weakness" is to be considered such only in a limited context. His
sensitivity to suffering and his consciousness of moral disorder are,
indeed, handicaps which will cause him to "ache a good deal" (Jude, 15),
and to experi ence a sense of futil i ty whi en makes hi s very 1i fe seem
"unnecessary" .
As the author endows the boy wi th feel i ngs of pi ty for b1rds ,
rooks and earthworms, he enters into his mind to endow him with
intellectual and artistic gifts so that when he is first introduced
we get the impression that the young boy will become fairly
distinguished either as a scholar of divinity or as a sCulptor.
Christminster, the city of faah and "light", religion and learning
where lithe tree of knowl edge grows II is, in Wordsworth's phrase, the
glory and the dream which captures his imagination as a young boy. When
he first glimpses it at a distance surrounded by light, it resembles
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"the heavenly Jerusalem" (Jude , 18). Yet this view of the city is
deceptive, for the scene is engulfed in a heavy mist. By his
description Hardy suggests the mirage-like quality of Jude's vt s ton , as
linear objects put on the hues and shapes of chimaeras II (Jude, 19). The
sight of Christminster as it appears to Jude as a child sums up in a
vividly realized image the qualities which that city will have in his
later life: apparent intellectual enlightenment, remoteness, a vague
spirituality, and finally a fundamental falseness. The mirage-like
glory that surrounds the ci ty wi 11 soon begi n to fade "i nto the 1i ght of
common day II (Jude , 2l)t as Jude begins his initiation into the ugly
realities of sCholarship and institutionalized religion.
Jude's simultaneous innocence and intuitive ability are evident
in his encounter with Vilbert, the quack physician. Jude naively
considers Vilbert "a trustworthy source of information on matters not
strictly professional II (Jude, 24). When he trusts Vilbert's promise
to bring him Latin and Greek grammars in return for drumming up
business, JUde experiences an important disillusionment. He is able
to see through the quack's halting excuses and, in a flash of insight,
realizes "what shoddy humanity the quack was made of" (Jude, 25).
At the supreme moment, however, or r~ther, at each supreme moment,
certain conditions hurl the boy back into insignificance. The moment he
is about to develop into a man of religious education and dtstrncttcn ,
Arabell a casts herself in his way and he fall s an easy victim. The fact
is that Jude and Arabella are attracted to each other almost entirely by
instinct; there ;S, as the narrator indicates, "a momentary flash of
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intelligence, a dumb announcement of affinity in posse, between herself
and him" (Jude, 34).
Hardy's often discussed description ot the first meeting at Jude
and Arabella, provoked by and held in tront of a pig's pizzle, places
sexuality in an indisputably prominent place in the novel. The
narrator observes that this physical urge does not obey one's
"higher" impulses and is often antithetical to one's plans: Jude is
attracted to Arabell a, "in commonpl ace obedi ence to conjuncti ve
orders from headquarters, unconsciously received by unfortunate men
when the last intention of their lives is to be occupied with the
feminine" (Jude, 34). The essence of the power of sexuality is that
it holds greater sway over human behaviour than do reason or high
aims and pure motives of a less corporeal nature:
In short, as if materially, a
compelling arm of extraordinary muscular
power seized hold of him - something which
had nothing in common with the spirits and
influences that had moved him hitherto.
Thi s seemed to care 1i ttl e for hi s reason
and hi swill, nothi ng for hi s so ca 11ed
elevated intentions, and moved him along,
as a violent sChoolmaster a schoolboy he
has sei zed by the call ar , ina di recti on
which tended towards the embrace of a
woman for whom he had no respect, and
whose life had nothing in common with his
own except locality (Jude, 37-38).
The paragraphs foll owi ng the one ci ted above enhance two
impressions. The first is that Jude is relatively powerless to control
his physical nature at this point. The second is that Jude's romantic
dreams of cities with haloes of holiness and lofty ambitions are
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juxtaposed against the smells and sounds of a pig farm where Jude finds
and courts hi s fi rst love. The contrast between the vi sian and the
reality mocks Jude's sexual attraction to Arabella by placing it on an
animal level that seems incompatible with the exalted aims Jude has set
for himself.
Later, when Jude and Sue meet so that Jude can tell her about
his "morning performance with Arabella" (Jude, 132), their
conversation occurs in a squalid setting that mocks the romantic
feelings they have for each other; and, as the narrator reminds us, such
ironic and inappropriate settings are typical of the way Fate deals with
humanity by opposing its wishes (Jude, 133). However, in one sense,
this setting for the relating of Jude's marriage with Arabella is
appropriate, since it, like the descriptions of the pig farm and
constant association of Arabella with pigs, stresses the animal and
physical sides of Arabella and, through his association with her, of
Jude.
Although the sexual instinct is not in itself an evil force, it
does hol d sway over Jude's will and personal i ty , and operates
unconsciously in a direction opposite to his intentions. Its power
is probably largely derived from Jude's innocence - in this case, his
relative lack of experience with women. The narrator tells us that
Jude feels the power of Arabella's "magnetism" (Jude, 35), that he
"felt himself drifting strangely, but could not help it" (Jude, 35),
that he is "faintly conscious that to common-sense there was something
lacking, and still more Obviously something redundant" in Arabella's
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nature (Jude, 36). Even though Jude seems a helpless victim of this
sexual instinct, he is not, however, the only character ruled by it.
Arabella, too, is under its sway; her attraction to Jude is depicted as
being just as il1l11ediate, powerful, and irresistible as his to her. She
tells her companions: "'He's the sort of man I long for. I shall go mad
if I can't give myself to him altogether! I felt I should when I first
saw him! "' (Jude, 42).
ThUS, as embodied in Arabella and in Jude, sex seems an
overpowering force that links man with the lower creatures. It limits
man's "higher" abilities and actively negates many of the nobler things
he 'tries to accomplish: "the scorn of Nature for man's finer emotions,
and her lack of interest in his aspirations" (Jude, 141).
A1 though both Jude and Arabella are attracted to each other by
mere instinct, there is a basic difference in the kinds of consciousness
they represent. Arabella is amoral and animalistic; her association
with pigs and the description of her as "a complete and substantial
female animal - no more no less" (Jude, 34), emphasize this aspect of
her nature. The seduction scene shows Arabella at her animalistic best
or worst. Having arranged for Jude and herself to be alone, she uses
the device of hatching a hen's egg as a means of luring her lover into
the trap she has already prepared. She tells Jude coyly, "'I suppose it
is natural for a woman to want to bri ng 1i ve thi ngs 1nto the warl d "'
(Jude, 47). The hiding of the unhatched egg becomes an apt symbol of
later events. Arabella's playful strategy as she flirts with Jude
suggests her general strategy of tricking him into marriage by a
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pretended pregnancy. The point, however, is not that Arabella is
sinister or that Jude is saintly, only that Jude talls an easy victim
because of his goodness and innocence on the one hand, and his relative
lack of experience with women on the other.
Shortly after Jude proposes to Arabell a he is descri bed as bei ng
nearly conscious of her essential nature: "He knew well, too well, in
the secret centre of hi s brai n, that Arabell a was not worth a great
deal as a specimen of womankind" (Jude, 48). Nevertheless, because he
feels a responsibility to her as an "honourable" young man, he must
drive such thoughts from his mind. His reflectiveness is not allowed to
function freely, however, and Jude sacrifices his intuitive knowledge of
the wrongness of this marriage to the exigencies of social approval and
conventionally honourable behaviour.
In the pig-killing scene (Chapter X), we see the contrast between
Jude's sensitivity and Arabella's callousness. To Arabella, Jude's
distaste for the Job of inflicting violent death upon a dumb animal is a
sign of weakness. But Jude, because he senses the invisible bond which
unites all living things, sees the pig not merely as a food-source but
as a "fell ow-mortal II whose suffer; ng ; s as real as that of any human
being. The frustration of their marriage, deriving from the fact that
Arabella finds herself the wife of a man who does not love her, and with
whose i nteres ts she has nothi ng in conmon, ; sunders tandab 1e enough.
A1though she cannot comprehend Jude's dream of achi evement in
Chri stmi nster, she i nsti ncti vely knows it is her ri val and enemy, and
she seizes upon his books in order to be avenged. She scatters his
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book s with her grease-smeared hands, then runs into the street
displaying her dishevelled hair and gown to passers-by as she shouts
accusations at her husband. The grease which soils Jude's books is a
concrete reminder of the sexual side of his nature, which in this
situation has besmirched and defiled his Christminster dream.
At this point the tact should be stressed that while Hardy
presents man's animal nature as delimiting in some respects, he also
knows that it is an essential aspect of man's total composition that
must be acknowledged and dealt with. Refusal to accept this aspect
of human nature results in great and unnecessary suffering, as it
does in Tess and Jude. Jude the Obscure shows that the sexual urge
in and of itself is not debasing to human stature when it is combined
with the more spiritual level of union that humanity is capable of
achieving. In this context, sex is just an "instinct" (Jude, 52), to
be seen as neither iJ1ll1oral nor moral but rather as an urge that is
part of the human character. Prob 1ems ari se because sac i ety has not
decided to accept the animal side of man's nature, and the "'normal
sex-impulses are turned into devilish domestic gins and springes to
noose and not d back those who want to progress'" (Jude, 172-173).
However, despite the sensual side of· Jude's nature, which brought
about the uni on wi th Arabell a, the dream of schol arly achi evement has
never been abandoned. The boyhood dream of a position or a place among
the scholars and students of the land is still to be pursued. The
persistent glow of the city is still there on the distant horizon with
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its promise of a life elsewhere, and Jude wanders toward the "heavenly
Jerusalem" surrounded by "a faint halo" which he observes with an almost
religious awe, a quality suggested by the phrase "eye of faith" (Jude,
62) •
Christminster is not only associated with scholars and religion in
Jude's imagination but with Sue Bridehead as well. Long before Jude
meets hi s cous in he sees a photograph of her in hi s aunt's house at
Marygreen and is informed that the girl is living in Christminster.
Sue's face in the photograph is surrounded by a large hat "with
radiating folds under the brim like the rays of a halo" (Jude, 63). The
implication of saintliness must surely be attributed to Jude's
imagination rather than to the narrator's. His glimpse ot the picture
is described as a "quickening ingredient" in bringing about the
long-imagined journey. It seems that Jude is beginning to regard his
cousin as surrounded by the same aura of holiness that he attributes to
Christminster itself.
In Christminster, Jude's feeling of isolation is increased by his
self-imposed regimen of work and study, which narrows his life to
include only his studies and his necessary labour as a stonemason. He
is described in one authorial conment as an "enthusiast" in his studies,
a fanatic whose "desire absorbed him" (Jude, 71). Obsessed by his dream
and haunted by the ghosts of Christminster past, Jude neglects the
practical task of making systematic inquiries about methods of entering
a college. HiS isolation in Christminster feeds his dream, and his
dream in turn increases his isolation.
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From the window of hi s 1odgi ngs, Jude can see the spi re of the
Cathedral and the tower and pinnacles of a college, and uses these
landmarks as "stimulants" to his imagination (Jude, 71), for they seem
to promise success in the Christminster world. But they are little more
than vague symbols to him. Although he is physically much closer to
these buildings than when he viewed them in ChildhoOd, Jude is still tar
from them in his ignorance of what is behind their facades. His
idealization of Christminster prevents him from investigating its
rea 1i ty .
In this extreme isolation the news that his cousin is in the
vicinity comes like a breath of fresh air to Jude; at last he will be
able to catch a glimpse of his "patron saint" in the flesh. When he
finds her in an ecclesiastical warehouse he assumes that her work is
therefore "saintly" and "Christian" (Jude, 72). When Sue speaks he
notices "in the accents certain qualities of his own voice; softened and
sweetened but hi sown" (Jude, 72). Jude has al ready begun to regard Sue
as a mirror-image of himself.
Jude, however, chooses not to begi n thei r acquai ntance at thi s
point. Although his ostensible motive is respect for the wishes of Aunt
Drusilla, who has warned Mm against the girl, it is evident that Jude
himself is quite willing to let Sue remain "more or less an ideal
character" (Jude, 73). Just as his enthusiasm for Christminster has
been built up without much regard for the city's reality, so Jude's
idealized passion for his cousin will be fueled first by daydreams and
uninvolved observation. In fact, he observes her from a distance
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several times before meeting her - not only in the shop where she works,
but by chance on a crowded street, and later in a service at the
Cathedral-Church of Cardinal College, where he has gone for the specific
purpose of viewing her. It is as though Jude is deliberately
withholding himself from contact with Sue on a human level, for fear
that such contact might dim the saintly aura with which her personality
is surrounded.
Even at the Cathedral service, an occasion which seems especially
favourable for beginning an acquaintance with his cousin, he is unable
to bring himself to the point. On this occasion, too, he is powerfully
attracted to her, imagi ni ng that she must be "steeped body and soul in
church sentiment" and therefore has "much in common with him" (Jude,
75). However, the narrator distances himself and the reader from this
naive assumption by interjecting a hint that the "atmosphere blew as
distinctly from Cyprus as from Galilee" (Jude, 75). Jude's objects of
desire - scholarly Christminster and the woman he associates with it -
are held at a distance to be observed and contemplated before any
attempt at contact is made.
When the cousi ns fi nally meet, it is not Jude but Sue herself who
takes the initiative by coming to the stonemason's yard where he t s
employed. His recognition of her later from his fellow-workers'
descriptions ;s the stimulus for an immediate decision to see her.
Nevertheless, it will take a remarkably long time to reconcile himself
to encountering the reality of Sue, as opposed to the "ideality" of her
which he has cherished so assiduously.
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Early in the novel Sue appears to be a counterpart or mirror image
of Jude, and an understand; ng of Sue I s character is essent t al to an
understanding of his. The two are, after all, related; some family
resemblance is likely. Moreover, the idea that the cousins are
counterparts is repeated ~gai nand agai n , so often that it is hammered
into the reader's consciousness. Late in the novel Phillotson - an
unimaginative character and one who has no vested interest in noticing
such a phenomenon - comments that the pair have "an extraordinary
affinity" together (Jude, 184).
Sue, as will be clearly shown, is a reverse image of Jude. At the
beginning of their acquaintance and throughout their love affair, Sue
reflects not only what Jude already is but what he may become. Just
after the scene during the Cathedral service, in which Jude had
cherished the imagined character of Sue as a devout Anglican worshipper,
Hardy presents a flashback which reveals her as almost the reverse of
Jude's idealization.
It is significant that Sue chooses to spend her free time in the
country-si de surroundi ng Chri stmi nster. She prefers the pastoral worl d
outside the city gates, a world which reminds her of the pre-Christian
cultures of Greece and Rome. Sue's encounter with the foreign vendor of
pagan statuettes is not, then, so strange as it might at first appear.
Her purchase of the statuettes is an acting out on the symbolic level of
a choice she has already made: that of the world of Venus and Apollo as
opposed to the world of Cathedral services.
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Nevertheless, Suels behaviour in this scene suggests that her
devotion to paganism is more superficial than real. After buying the
statuettes she feels uncomfortable at the thought of being seen with
them: "They seemed so very large now that they were in her possession,
and so very naked" (Jude, 77). So she wraps them in foliage \ttt1ich she
gathers along the way; even after this attempt at camouflage, however,
"she was still in a trembling state, and seemed almost to wish she had
not bought the figures" (Jude, 77). Clearly, Suels choice of paganism
is more the result of rebellion against her restrictive surroundings
than of a sincere preference. She exclaims irreverently, II I Well ,
anything is better than those everlasting church fal-lals!11I (Jude, 77).
And the statuettes acquire a new piquancy for Sue when she is obliged to
smuggle them "into the most Christian city in the country" (Jude, 77),
and hide them from her prudish employer, Miss Fontover.
The following act of rebell ion that Sue enjoys is her
ritualistic behaviour that evening in front of her pagan "altar":
Placing the pair of figures on the
chest of drawers, a candle on each side of
them, she withdrew to the bed, flung
herse 1f down thereon, and began read i ng a
book she had taken from her box, which
Miss Fontover knew nothi ng of. It was a
volume of Gibbon, and she read the chapter
dealing with the reign of Julian the
Apostate (Jude, 78).
The juxtaposition of the figures with "a Calvary print" which is
"hanging between them" (Jude, 78), as well as the reading of Gibbon,
suggests to her Swinburne I s poem IIHymn to Proserpi ne". Hardy
quotes only t~ lines of this long poem, but the entire text is of
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interest in the context of Sue's "paganism".
Sue's use of the poem in thi s scene casts a doubtful 1i ght upon
the sincerity of her paganism. She has taken the Swinburne poem as
her holy wri t, constructed an al tar, and invented her own ri tual to
act out before it. Yet she has no appreciation of the underlying
stoicism and pessimism of the poem's implications. Her pagani sm is
more of a reaction than a religion.
At the same time that Sue is ritualistically denouncing the "pale
Galilean" of the "Hymn", Jude is enacting a ritual of his own - an
orthodox one. Hardy makes an explicit contrast between Sue's rebellious
paganism and Jude's earnest application to his religious studies:
At the very ti me that Sue was toss i ng
and staring at her figures, the policeman
and belated citizens passing along under
hi s window might have heard, if they had
stood still, strange syllables mumbled
wi th fervour withi n - words that had for
Jude an indescribable enchantment (Jude,
79). -
Sue's first meeting with Jude is masterfully portrayed by Hardy.
Her openness and enthusiasm are contrasted with his reserve, her
"paganism" with his orthodoxy. Jude has chosen as their meeting place
the spot of the Martyrdoms, a location to which Sue Objects as "gloomy
and inauspicious in its associations" (Jude, 82). Jude speaks to her
"with the bashfulness of a lover;" she replies "with the treedom of a
friend" (Jude, 82). In this scene it appears that the personalities of
the two cousins are almost completely opposed.
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As soon as Jude arri ves in Cnr t stmi nster he begi ns hi s
idealization of Sue as "saintly," and "Christian" (Jude, 72); a
cousin, who would "be to him a kindly star, an elevating power, a
companion in Anglican worship, a tender friend" (Jude, 74). Early in
his acquaintance with her, Jude sees her almost as an "ideality" (Jude,
80), a "divinity" (Jude, 116), and the better he gets to know her, the
more he uses, whether in speech or thought, such terms as '" a good
angel!"' (Jude, 149), so "ethereal", "incarnate" (Jude, 150), and an
"aerial being" (Jude, 172); further, she is "'spirit ... disembodied
creature, hardly flesh at all "' (Jude, 195). Furthermore,
throughout the scene in which she comes to Jude's lOdgings after her
swim across the river, she is described in language befitting a goddess;
she is "clammy as a marine deity," and "her clothes clung to her like
the robes upon the fi gures in the Parthenon frieze" (Jude, 115). Such
descriptions of Sue continue throughout the whole novel; she is a
"bodil ess creature" (Jude, 205) she "hardly touched ground"; she is a
"fairy" (Jude, 231) and "a refined creature, intended by Nature to be
left intact" (Jude 271). Fairly late in the novel, Sue is still to Jude
"the most ethereal", and "least sensual woman" (Jude, 272) and his
"guardian-angel!" (Jude, 280). Even when Sue leaves Jude, as the novel
approaches its close, she remains to Jude an "angel" (Jude, 294).
Despite Jude's infatuation with the "heavenly" city and his
industrious studies in preparation for becoming a scholar, his
Christminster dream soon begins to crumble when he receives an answer to
the several letters he wrote to the heads of houses enquiring about the
possibility of a scholarship. The blunt reply Jude receives from the
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Master of "Biblioll College" that he had better remain in his "own
sphere" as a stonemason (Jude, 95) awakens Jude to the reality of his
situation. The narrator comments: "This terribly sensible advice
exasperated Jude" (Jude, 96). After receiving this cold and heartless
letter, Jude stands at the Fourways "like one in a trance" (Jude, 96),
and observes the passers-by. He experi ences a new sympathy for "the
struggling people like himself" (Jude, 96) who have stood at the same
place and have engaged in "real enactments of the intensest kind" (Jude,
96). His obsession with the scholarly life, he now realizes, has
blinded him to the humanity around him: "He began to see that the town
life was a book of humanity infinitely more palpitating, varied and
compendious than the gown life" (Jude, 96).
Although Jude is beginning to appreciate the real Christminster
1ife, he soon discovers that he is not really a part of it. I n the
tavern to which he retreats after giving up his scno l er ly ambitions,
Jude is surrounded by various representatives of the town life,
including an ironmonger, masons, clerks, gamblers, and prostitutes.
Here al so are two Chri stmi nster undergraduates who are i nterl opers in
the "town 1i fe. II When, after gett; ng drunk, Jude is goaded by both
townspeople and undergraduates into reciting the Creed in Latin, he
finds himself the object of their mockery. Even the young
undergraduates are contemptuous of Jude and ignorant of the Creed he
recites; one of them sneeringly objects that he is using the Nicene
Creed rather than the Apostles' Creed (Jude, 99). This entire scene, in
which Jude displays his laboriously acquired sCholarship before an
audience to whom it is worthless gibberish, is a symbolic representation
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of his isolation from ordinary humanity. Just as he is barred from
entering the colleges of Christminster - "the gown lite" - he is also
isolated from those who are ostensibly his own kind - "the struggling
men and women" of the "town 1ife. " He is dri ven by hi s pri de into
setting himself apart from these people by his recital of the Creed, and
then into turning upon them as a "pack of fools" (Jude, 99) who are
ignorant of its meaning.
Even when Jude runs to see hi s cousin "under the infl uence of a
childlike yearning for the one being in the world to whom it seemed
possible to fly" (Jude, 100) he can find no permanent refuge. Leaving
Sue's house at dawn, he strikes out into the Wessex countrysi de and
returns to his aunt's house at Alfredston where he meets the curate and
decides to aim his ambition at the ministry rather than at sCholarship.
At this point Jude thinks of himself as an ascetic, spiritual,
almost Christlike figure, selflessly devoting himself to religious
studies. He plans to begin his ministry at the age of thirty because
that was when Chri st began to teach; he rejects hi searl i er ambi ti on
as a "soci al unrest" (Jude, 103) and aspi res to ri se no hi gher than a
"humble curate wearing out his life in an obscure village or city
slum" (Jude, 103). He thinks that this might be "true religion and a
purgatori al course worthy of bei ng followed by a remorseful man"
(Jude, 103). Nevertheless Jude's thoughts and emotions are
increasingly focused not on this "purgatorial course" but on Sue. He
settles 1n Melchester in order to complete his theological reading
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for the ministry - or so he tells himself - but he is strongly
influenced in his choice of city by the fact that his cousin is in
the Training School there.
Jude, however, remains for a long time true to his religious
convictions; his aspiration to the ministry causes him to place severe
restraints upon his expressions of affection. After Sue's dismissal
from the Training School, he accepts at face value her disavowal of any
feelings for him stronger than friendship. He refrains from kissing her
at an inviting moment:
Some men would have cast scruples to the
winds, and ventured it, oblivious both of
Suels declaration of her neutral feelings,
and of the pair of autographs in the
vestry chest of Arabella's rarish church.
Jude did not. (Jude, 126-127 .
He even reveals the truth about their relationship to Phil latson,
thus paving the way for a reconciliation between Sue and his rival
after the scandal ~ich jeopardized Suels reputation. Finally, when
Jude's honesty compels him to reveal to Sue the fact of his marriage
to another woman, she reacts by hastening her intended marriage to
Phi 11otson. Thus, Jude's attempts to act in accordance with his
religious principles only widen the gulf between him and Sue, and
lead to suffering for both of them. Furthermore, he does not only
agree to give her away in marriage to Phillotson, but allows her to
lead him into the church for a rehearsal. During the marriage
service he observes her behaviour and speculates "Possibly she
would go on inflicting such pains again and again, and grieving for
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the sufferer again and again, in all her colossal inconsistency"
(Jude, 140).
After Sue's marri age, Jude experi ences a feel; ng of abandonment
such as he has never had before. Then he unexpectedly meets Arabella as
a barmaid at a Christminster pub. This episode is a shock to his
religious and legal assumptions about marriage, for despite the legal
tie between them, he cannot "realize their nominal closeness" (Jude,
144). Yet Jude also longs for physical satisfaction with Arabella. His
religious beliefs provide a temporary rationalization for taking her
back as his wife: "Arabella was perhaps an intended intervention to
punish him for his unauthorized love" (Jude, 146) for Sue.
Jude, however, lets himself be passively guided by Arabella.
A1though he knows that she has "no more sympathy than a ti gress with hi s
relations or him" (Jude, 147) he acquiesces in her halt-hearted offer to
travel to Marygreen with him to see hi s dyi ng aunt. When thi s pl an is
abandoned, and Arabella suggests that they travel to Aldbrickham to
spend the night, Jude makes no Objection, allowing himself to be seduced
into a resumpti on of conjugal rel ati ons. It is not until the next
morning that she tells him of the second husband she has taken in
Australia.
After leaving her, Jude is plagued by "a sense of degradation at
his revived experiences with her" (Jude, 149) which puts the animalistic
side of his nature into conflict with his spiritualized adoration of
Sue. When he encounters Sue on the same morn i ng after Arabe 11a parted
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company with him, he regards Sue as "living largely in vivid imaginings,
so ethereal a creature that her spirit could be seen trembling through
her limbs," and feels "heartily ashamed of his earthliness in spending
the hours he had spent in Arabella's company" (Jude, 150). Moreover, he
feels guilty merely over a temporary indulgence of lust with a woman who
is still his legal wife, even though the sexual instinct itselt he has
earlier considered as having "nothing in it of the nature of vice" and
at its worst as being only "weakness" (Jude, 52).
Anxious to live the exemplary life of a clergyman, he makes
various attempts at asceticism in order to rid himself of lust. But
the physical side of his nature refuses to yield; he concludes that he
has "too many passions to make a good clergyman," and envisions "a life
of constant internal warfare between flesh and spirit" in which he can
only hope that the flesh "might not always be victorious" (Jude. 155).
Jude's illusions about his cousin's saintliness, however, at this
pof nt begin to crumble. His religious faHh itself will soon be in the
process of disintegrating; his illicit passion for Sue. and
disillusionment with human nature in general, especially in the incident
involving the composer of a "strangely emotional" hymn, will serve to
undermi ne hi s orthodox assumptions. As he bel i eves the composer of the
hymn to be a "man of sympathies" who would understand his own spiritual
struggles, Jude makes a pilgrimage to Kennetbridge to consult him. But
Jude's romantic assumptions contrast sharply with the reality which
awaits him. I nstead of the "man of soul II who "must have suffered, and
throbbed, and yearned ," the musician turns out to be a pragmatic
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money-grubber interested only in his own success (Jude. 156). To Jude's
ingenuous appreciation of the hymn's beauty he replies: "Yes. there's
money in it. if I could only see about getting it published" (Jude.
156). Having confided that he will soon be leaving music for the wine
business, the composer becomes remarkably cooler when he discovers the
well-dressed and pal i te young man is not weal thy. The enti re epi sode
reveals to Jude not only his own naivete in expecting to find sympathy,
idealism, or other qualities of the spirit in such a quarter, but
becomes one in a series which shakes Jude's religious faith deeply.
When he arrives horne that same day and finds an invitation from
Sue to vi sit her at Shas ton. he is more exasperated than ever at the
uselessness of his Kennetbridge journey. At r trst he assumes that the
"chimerical expedition" must have been "another special intervention of
Providence" (Jude, 157). But illllledi ately he rejects thi s rel i gious
interpretation of events: "But a growing impatience of fa1th. which he
had noticed in himself more than once of late, made him pass over in
ridicule the idea that God sent people on fools' errands" (Jude. 157).
However, the single most important cause of Jude's loss of faith
is his love for Sue. The beginning of the end occurs ilTlllediately after
Aunt Drusilla's funeral at Marygreen when the cousins are together.
When Sue fi nally states di rectly that "' i t 1s a torture' II for her to
live with Phillotson (Jude. 169). all Jude's doubts about the rightness
of his religious views are brought to the fore. Imagining Sue sitting
alone in Mrs.Edlin's cottage, he "again questioned his devotional motto
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that all was for the best" (Jude, 170). Early the next morning when he
hears the tormented cry of a rabbit caught in a gin, he decides to end
its suffering immediately by killing it. The powerful symbolism of this
scene can hardly be missed. The rabbit's suffering suggests a universal
condition throughout nature, including Sue's entrapment in the "gin" of
the marri age contract. And as his natural response to the animal's
shriek of agony is to end its misery at once, likewise, his natural
response to Sue's torment would be to release her somehow from her
conjugal obligation to Phillotson. But to do that, or to encourage her
rebellion, would be to go against all the doctrines of Christian belief.
And so, almost inevitably, Jude begins to cast his beliefs aside. He
tells Sue, '" ... my doctrines and I begin to part company'" (Jude,
171), and "'1'11 never care about my doctrines or my religion any more!
Let them go! Let me he 1p you, even if I do love you, and even if you
'" (Jude, 171).
Jude, who is certainly a compassionate and worthy person, deems
himself unworthy to become a minister because of his feelings for Sue.
The "turning-point" takes place in the station the morning Sue wants to
catch the train to Shaston to join her husband when the cousi ns "run
back quick1y," kiss each other "close and long." That kiss, as the
narrator comnents, "was a turning-point in Jude's career":
Back again in the cottage, and left to
reflection, he saw one thing: that though
his kiss of that aerial being had seemed
the purest moment of his fau1tful life, as
long as he nourished this unlicensed
tenderness it was glaringly inconsistent
for him to pursue the idea of becoming the
soldier and servant of a religion in which
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sexual love was regarded as at its best a
frailty, and at its worst damnation. What
Sue had said in warmth was really the cold
truth. When to defend hi s affecti on tooth
and nail, to persist with headlong force
in impassioned attention to her, was all
he thought of, he was condemned ipso facto
as a professor of the accepted school of
morals. He was as unfit, obviously, by
nature, as he had been by social position,
to fi 11 the part of a propounder of
accredited dogma (Jude, 172).
The emphasis in this paragraph is on established beliefs: Jude's
feelings are "unlicensed", he cannot be a "professor of the accepted
school of morals", he cannot be a "propounder of accredited dogma."
"Accepted", "accredited" - these terms suggest the existence of a
static and unresponsive system of values in terms of which Jude finds
himself an outsider.
ThUS, to avoid being a hypocrite, and to become in his passion for
Sue an "ordinary sinner", Jude burns his theological texts because "he
knew that, in thi s country of true bel ievers, most of them Were not
saleable at a much higher price than waste-paper value ... " (Jude, 173).
(Here, as so often, Hardy as narrator does not make much effort to
disguise his own feelings). Hardy, however, does not suggest that in
his new role as an "ordinary sinner" Jude is able to free himself
enti rely from hypocrisy and self-decepti oe in sexual matters. Jude IS
"poi nt of b1iss" is now a human bei n9 rather than a heavenly
abstraction. For example, he continues to deceive himself about his
sexual feelings for Sue and persists in thinking that the two can have a
purely Platonic relationship. In a rather uncharitable action for a man
of an extremely compassionate nature, Jude finally blackmails Sue into
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having a sexual relationship with him by threatening to see Arabella it
she does not. Given Jude's great sensitivity to others and his over-
whelmingly generous and self-sacrificing nature, this action seems
gross ly out of character and perhaps is meant by Hardy to demonstrate
that man is an unconscious prisoner of his physical urges.
The return of Jude and Sue to Christminster is more than an
ordinary homecoming. It becomes a kind of religious pilgrimage for
Jude, as he anticipates returning on Remembrance Day in order "'to
live there - perhaps to die there! "' (Jude, 254). Unfortunately, his
anticipated pleasure turns to pain as he once again teels himselt
utterly reJected by the city he loves.
In some ways Jude's return to Christminster suggests Christ's
return to Jerusalem before his crucifixion. As Jude stands with Sue
and their children in the rain, watching learned doctors file into
one of the colleges, certain details of the scene suggest biblical
parallels. The doctors wear "blood-red robes."; thunder rumbles
ominously through the "overcast and 1ivi d" sky; and the child called
Father Time whi spers, "'It do seem like the Judgement Day!' " (Jude,
256). As a boy in Marygreen Jude had called this shi ni ng ci ty "the
heavenly Jerusal em", and Sue also compares it, though ironically. to
the bib 1i cal city . Jude has loved Christminster and had been
i gnomi nous ly rejected by itt much as Jesus loved and was rejected by
Jerusalem. Fi na lly, after much wanderi ng. Jude de 11berate ly returns
to Christminster, "'perhaps to die there!'"
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He returns as a sort of secular Christ, stripped of his religious
beliefs, bereft of his dreams, and without even a set of moral
principles to guide him. As Jude tells the crowd which gathers out of
curiosity to hear him on Remembrance Day:
lAnd what I appear, a sick and poor
man, is not the worst of me. I am in a
chaos of principles groping in the
dark - acting by instinct and not after
example. Eight or nine years ago when I
came here first, I had a neat stock of
fixed opinions, but they dropped away one
by one; a nd the fu rther I get the 1ess
sure I am. I doubt if I have anything
more for mY present rule of life than
fall owi ng incl i nations which do ne and
nobody el se any harm, and actually give
pleasure to those I love best' (Jude,258). -
Although he has lost his '''neat stock of fixed opinions'" Jude has
gained a measure of self-knowledge during his years of wandering and
humiliation. His return is to be in an ironic fulfilment of his years
in the wilderness. For in Christminster Jude will suffer what for him
amounts to a crucifixion: the loss of his children through murder-
suicide, the loss of Sue through her conversion to religious or-thodoxy,
and the final collapse of his Christminster dream. In this way the
biblical echoes and parallels extend and enrich the meaning of Jude's
sufferi ng.
The tragic loss of their children weakens Sue's mind; she gives
up her earlier non-religious world-view and replaces it with a religious
conception of a vengeful Old Testament God:
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'We must conform!' She said mournfully.
,All the anc i ent wrath of the Power above
us has been vented upon us, His poor
creatures, and we must submit. There is
no choice. It is no use fighting against
God! '
'It is only against man and senseless
circumstance,' said Jude (Jude, 271).
Nevertheless, Sue takes upon herself the attitude of a contrite
Christian. Believing herself to be Phi1lotson's wife despite the
divorce, she confesses to "'a dreadful sense of IllY own insolence ot
action '" (Jude, 271). Her impulse toward self-immolation, formerly
submerged beneath her paganistic exterior, now comes to the surtace with
a .vengeance: "'Self-renunciation that's everything! I cannot
humiliate myself too much. I should like to prick IllYself all over with
pins and bleed out the badness that's in me!'" (Jude, 273).
In the great scene in which Jude finds Sue prostrate before the
cross in the Church of St. Silas (Jude, 276), we can distinctly
discern the contrast between the results of Sue's sufferings and the
results of Jude's. Sue has f1 ed to the Church and its cross as a
refuge and a source of meaning. In the teachings of Christianity she
finds an explanation, if not a justification, of their suffering:
that it is her own sinful nature which is to blame. "'Arabella's
Chil d k i 11 i ng mine was a judgment - the ri ght s 1ayi ng the wrong "'
(Jude, 277 ). Painful though this self-flagellation may be, it is
less painful than believing the deaths of her Children to be
meaningless. Jude is moved by Sue's i ntrans i gence in thi s scene to
denounce vehement 1y the re 1i gi on he once embraced: "' You make me hate
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Christianity, or IllYsticism, or Sacerdotalism, or whatever it may be
called, if itls that which has caused this deterioration in youl"
(Jude, 277).
So the change in Sue dramatizes more sharply the thoroughness with
which Jude now rejects Christianity. His amazement at her
transformation indicates that he has never thoroughly understood her; he
does not realize that Suels conversion is not just a temporary effect of
grief but the result of a basic element of her personality. Her
decision to return to Phillotson is, therefore, a crushing last blow for
Jude: III Error - pervers ity! It drives me out of IllY senses It wi 11
be a fanatic prostitution ... III (Jude, 286). The jeweled cross in the
Church of St.Silas before which Jude finds Sue prostrate in the darkness
is an apt symbol of Sue I s Chr; sti ani ty as Jude percei ves it - a once
beautiful but now irrelevant relic, enveloped in mental obscurity (Jude,
276) •
liThe self-sacrifice of the woman on the altar of what she was
pleased to call her principles" takes place when Sue remarries
Phillotson (Jude, 292). On the night before her remarriage she destroys
an embroidered nightgown which she labels "edul terous " because it
reminds her of life with her lover (Jude, 289). Judels submission to
Arabellals wiles comes as a direct result of Sues "sacrf ttce". After
the loss of Sue it seems that Jude also loses - almost as a conscious
decision - his will to live. When Arabella remarries him in his drunken
grief, he is not so drunk as to be totally unaware of what he is doing
and saying. He identifies the burning-place of the Protestant martyr
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Ridley. quotes from a sermon preached at the time of the martyrdom, and
tells the uncomprehending Arabella, '''I am giving my body to be
burned!'" (Jude, 298). He also states, "'I don't care about myself! Do
what you 1ike wi th me!'" (Jude, 298). I t seems clear that Jude's second
victimization by Arabella is more the result of his uncaringness than of
her cleverness. Jude's remarriage is, in its own way, as much of a
"self-sacrifice" as Sue's.
Jude's ultimate method of escaping the physical is in death. Like
Tess, Jude finds his final release in death, which allows him to
transcend the physical and temporal dimensions that he comes more and
more to associate with frustration and suffering. Somewhat like Hardy
as a boy, young Jude wishes to be able to stop time and remain in the
re 1ati ve ignorance and obscuri ty of boyhood: "Grow; ng up brought
responsibilities, he found. Events did not rhyme quite as he had
thought. If he could only prevent himself growing up! He did not
want to be a man" (Jude, 17). The death wish that obsesses Father Time,
for whom even boyhood is not a refuge, can also be seen in Jude as he
wishes "himself out of the world" (Jude, 27). His suicide attempts (by
drowning and by drinking) also reflect his desire for a stasis in which
he can be safe from the changes that bring more disappointment into his
life. He thinks back to his feelings of compassion and regret about the
killing of the pig and sees that death was more merciful than life, for
the pi g and for himsel f: III I feel now that the greatest mercy that caul d
be vouchsafed to me would be that something should serve me as I served
that animal III (Jude, 305). His final act of self-immolation, however,
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occurs after the marriage. Already ill with consumption, he decides to
make the exhausti ng journey to Marygreen to see Sue - a tri p whi en he
knows will bring about his death.
Jude I s journey to Marygreen has about it an ai r of tragi c doom
seldom equalled in English or American fiction. Echoes of Jude's
boyhood innocence widen the tragic dimensions of these scenes in and
around Marygreen. When he fi rst arri ves at the school house he hears
"the usual sing-song tones of the little voices that had not learnt
Creation's groan" (Jude, 308). And when he departs from Marygreen
his path leads across fields where he once scared the rooks for Farmer
Troutham. He then climbs the hi 11 to the Brown House, tram whi en he
first caught sight of the illusory brightness of Christminster. At
1ast, he reaches the mil estone on whi ch he carved once the message of
his Christminster ambitions: "Thither, J.F.n (Jude, 62). Fittingly, it
is "nearly obliterated by moss" (Jude, 310). Exhausted, Jude lies down
at this place, the coldest in all Wessex "when a north or east wind is
blowing" (Jude, 310). By choosing this resting place he is ending his
life where, in a symbolic sense, it began.
ThuS the journey to Marygreen is a conscious act of
self-destruction. After the journey Jude returns to Arabella, expt a+ns
to her that he has completed what he set out to do:
'I made up my mind that a man confi ned to
his room by inflalllTlation of the lungs, a
fellow who had only two wishes left 1n the
world, to see a particular woman, and then
to die, could neatly accomplish those two
wishes at one stroke by taking this
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journey in the rai n. That I've done. I
have seen her for the last time, and I've
fi ni shed IllYself - put an end to a feveri sn
1i fe whi ch ought never to ha ve been
begun!' (Jude, 311).
Jude's dec is i on to make the tri p gi ves hi m "it not strength,
stability and calm" (Jude, 307). Atter a briet recovery, Jude dies
in the summer of the following year.
The day on which Jude dies is "warm, cloudless, enticing" (Jude,
319) and Arabella leaves him tor the excitement of the Remembrance
Day games. The notes of a concert dri fti ng through the windows of hi s
room are like "a stanza or melody composed in a dream... wonderfully
excellent to the half-aroused intelligence, but hopelessly absurd at
the full waking" (Jude, 270). The musical analogy which extends
throughout the novel is surely being suggested here. As Jude awakens
he calls for some water, believing that either Arabella or Sue will
answer. At his "full waking", however, Jude realizes the absurdity
of his situation: "'Ah - yes! The Remembrance games. And I here.
And Sue defi led! '" (Jude, 320) . The shouts of "Hurrah!" from the
Remembrance games, which punctuate his dying words 1ike a 1itany, are
the ultimate testimony to Christminster's cruel indifference. He
faces death with di gni ty and courage. Although he curses his lite
and the day of his birth, his curses are ritualistic and within the
context of a religious tradition; they are not merely a shriek of
agony or despair. Set within their biblical context - the suffering
of Job - they lose some of their nihilistic quality and acquire a
broader and richer meaning.
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The extent and i ntens i ty of Jude's sutteri ng make hi s des ire for
some peace understandable. ThUS, his 'suicide' can be seen as the
final desperate action of a person who has had to endure an incredible
amount of suffering, and whose eventual despair overtook him only after
he had put up a remarkably good fi ght, enduri ng much more than most
people could have withstood. The references to Job, martyrdom, and
Christ re-enforce the idea of the enormity of Jude's anguish. So like
Job, Jude views death as a release from physical and mental suffering,
and a liberation from the injustices of life. So Jude welcomes death
not as inevitable, but as a relief from the mental torture he is
suffering - from knowing that Sue has "defiled" herself, that he himself
is 'a helpless victim of Arabella's callous indifference, and that
Chri stmi nster, both scnot arly and eccl es i asti cal, has forever rejected
him.
The last scene of the novel emphasizes death as a release as
Jude's face appears to the narrator to wear "a smile of some sort,"
and Sue is seen to be equally miserable, able to find the peace Jude
has only when she dies: "'She's never found peace since she left his
arms, and never will again till she's as he is now!'" (Jude, 324).
Although Jude may curse the day of his birth in biblical cadences, he
never completely abandons his dreams, his belief in the sanctity of
human love, or the wholeness of his selfhood. Seen as such, Jude's
character remains more of a testimonial to human suffering and
possibility than anything else in the novel.
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In Jude The Obscure, when Jude courts hi s fi rs t love, he ana
Arabella go to an
and Delilah (Jude,
inn, and there they notice a picture at Samson
39). Obviously the reference is relevant to
Jude's situation. Just as Del il ah loved Samson and betrayed hi m to
his enemies after making him drunk, Arabella betrays Jude at the
beginning by a pretended pregnancy and marries him. Then nearly at
the end of the book, she remarri es hi min hi s drunken gr1 ef over the
loss of Sue, and when he is near death she leaves him alone on his
deathbed. Jude's second marriage to Arabella asserts in a way his
strong lustful nature which, as we have already observed, brought
about the original union with her.
Similarly, in furnishing his fashionable New York City apartment,
the hero of Dreiser's autobiographical novel The "Genius" (1915)
includes in one of the rooms in which he entertains bright throngs of
visitors a huge crucifix - something he had wanted for many years - and
in another part of the room on a pedes ta 1 a marb 1e bu stat Nero "wt tn
his lascivious, degenerate face, scowling grimly at the world ... " (The
"Genius", 474). Although presented probably haphazardly and passed over
quickly in artless fashion, the juxtaposition of Christian saviour and
pagan emperor suggests perhaps the most important conflict in the novel,
the conflict between spiritual and materialistic values, and more
specifically the conflict between two kinds of artists, the true Creator
who 1s inspired by love and the "mis-creator", to use the term from the
novel (The "Genius", 709), who is inspired by lust.
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Christ and Nero aptly illustrate the contrast between the true and
the false creator. Christ is the Son of the God, the Creator. Nero, by
contrast, is the Roman emperor who allegedly started Rome burning to use
the fire as a backdrop for his lyre playing and recitation on the fall
of Troy. He burned Rome for art's sake. Like Nero, Eugene, the artist
hero of The "Gen; us ", possesses a pagan temperament, and is eager to
prove that he is an artistic genius, even if it means being ruthless.
However, like Jude Fawley, he also possesses a spiritual side and senses
that 1ust is destructive, not creative. In hi s spt ri tual search for
religious truth, he finally turns to Christian Science and discovers
that Mary Baker Eddy expresses his own doubts about desire. A passage
which he reads in Science and Health explains how the false artist is
misled by lust:
Carnal bel i efs defraud us. They make man
an involuntary hypocrite - producing evil
when he would create good, forming
deformity when he would outline grace and
beauty, injuring those whom he would
bless. He becomes a general mis-creator,
who be 1i eves he is a semi -God (The
"Genius", 709). -
As in Jude the Obscure where Hardy considers the physical urge
as having "nothing in it of the nature of vice, and could be only at
the most called weakness" (Jude, 52), in a similar way, Dreiser
throughout The "Genius" points out the likeness of desire to alcohol
or a drug to which Eugene is enslaved, but against which, like Jude,
he struggles constantly. Jude, in the final part of the novel,
recogni zes the defects of hi s character: '" My two Arch Enemies you
know - my weakess for womankind and my impulse to strong liquor'"
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(Jude, 280). Eugene, too, in the final part of The "Genius", depicts
in one of his paintings "a decaying drunkard" because he reminds him
of himself, intoxicated with desire, but determined to stay on his
feet (The "Genius", 729). The "Genius" might seem immoral because of
the hero's promiscuity, but we should not fail to observe that behind
the philandering hero's desperate promiscuity there is a longing for
a relationship with a woman based on something higher than lust.
The 1He portrayed ; n The "Geni us " is obv i ous ly Orei ser' sown.
Helen Richardson Oreiser substantiates this claim saying that Eugene
Witla is a composite of Everett Shinn, a painter of the Ash Can SChool,
and Dreiser himself.7 As a revelation of Oreiser's philosophical theory,
this novel is indispensable. It reveals the essential conflict in Witla
which is, without a doubt, the central conflict 1n Oreiser: how does a
man possessing transcendental qualities maintain his own integrity and
individuality in a materialistic society that is antagonistic to the
best intentions of the individual? Oreiser's answer is The "Genius".
Orieser's structure of the novel reveals Eugene's inner conflict.
Book I, entitled "Youth", initially probes the depth of the conflict
between the flesh and the spirit, the material and the spiritual in the
person of Eugene Witla. Eugene, in this first part, is depicted as a
sensitive artist who is in love with the flux of life, beauty - and
ei ghteen-year-ol d gi rl s. Book I I, the "Struggle", portrays the charms
of materialism, the possibility of unlimited monetary and social success
coupled with the physical attraction and charm embodied in the beauty of
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young girls. Interwined throughout this section is the conflict of the
artist with the world without; the artist recoils at the thought of
being enslaved to this kind of society. Finally, Book III, the
"Revolt", resolves the conflict in the artist-businessman. and concludes
with Witla returning to the life of art, a wiser man.
Dreiser makes his hero an artist. and endows him with
distinguished artistic gifts to the extent that, when the boy is first
introduced, we get the impression that he ts going to develop into a
painter or a sculptor because he is described at the age of eleven as
having lino great talent for interpretation at this time, only an intense
sense of beauty. The beauty of a bird in flight, a rose in bloom, a
tree swaying in the wind - these held him" (The "Genius", 12). In
addition to this love of beauty in nature, we learn that Eugene also is
a great admi rer of young gi rl s . In Dreiser' s terms, he is "mad about
them" (The "sentus", 12). What makes Eugene mad about the fair sex is
his nature, which is a combination of "enotf on , fire, longings,"
although all these are "concealed behind a wall of reserve II (The
IIGenius II, 11).
At seventeen, before Eugene leaves Alexandria, Illinois, a small
town of IIsomewhere near ten thousand" (The "Gent us" , 9) , hi s
attention focuses on the seventeen-year-old, Stella Appleton. Name
symbolism is immediately evident. Stella, the Latin word for star,
and the suggestion of a fruit of nature in her last name, immediately
stress Eugene's quest for the life beyond the merely material, the
life of the stars, the spirit and nature.
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At the beginning of their relationship, Stella likes Eugene; but
later as she tires of his moody jealousy she goes her way, unharmed,
probably to other innocent flirtations. Of their shy and awkward first
love Dreiser tells us: IIHe hated her at times for not yielding to him
wholly; but he was none the less wild over her beauty. Thereafter
he knew in a really defini te way what womanhood ought to be, to be
really beautiful II (The IIGeniusll, 31).
After this first passing experience with Stella, Eugene realizes
that his artistic gifts are pUShing him outside the boundaries of
Alexandria. Chicago, as has been mentioned earlier, "a city that put
vitality into almost every wavering heart, II and "made the beginner
dream dreams II, captures hi s imagi nati on as a young boy (The liGen; us II,
39). As Eugene proceeds to the city of "nope", he settles into the
town life and starts his apprentice phase which involves reading the
works of great philosophers and painters. The names mentioned are
four - IICarlyl e, Emerson, Thoreau, Whitman II (The IIGenius II, 44) - a11
of them celebrators of the spirit of transcendentalism. In addition
to nt s readi ng, Eugene begi ns pai nti ng everythi ng he sees around hi m,
ranging from the IIChicago river, its black, mucky water churned by
puffing tugs II (The IIGeniusll, 49), to IIgreat, full-blown women whose
vol uptuous contour of neck and arms and torso and hip and thi gh was
enough to set the blood of youth at fever heatll (The IIGeniusll, 51).
In Chicago, Eugene meets Margaret Duff, a coarse and promiscuous
girl who works in a laundry and with whom Eugene is initiated into
physical sex. It is with her that Eugene first realizes the degree to
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which he is a slave to sexual passion. Love-making with her, as the
author indicates, "awakened a new, and if not evil, at least disrupting
and disorganizing propensity of his character" (The "Genius", 44). His
relationship with her, like the relationship ot Jude with Arabella, is
phys i ca lly sati sfyi ng but spi ritually frustrati ng. Readi ng about
painters, musicians and philosophers, Eugene thinks in a vague way that
he might be called upon to make some contribution in the world at art or
phi 1osophy, but he cannot share hi s dreams wi th Margaret Duff. Like
Arabella, Margaret lives only from day to day and resents Eugene's
claims to superiority. Only sexual passion keeps them together, and
when that cools they drift apart. Margaret Duff, in fact, lacks what
Eugene wants most in a woman - an artistic sensibility. Art becomes for
Eugene, like Jude's dream of achievement in Christminster, a form of
religion, and any woman who has no connection with it cannot help him
grow spiritually. Although she is not very artistic, the next girl in
Eugene's life has a sensibility of a higher order than the girl in the
1aundry. RUby Kenny, that is, a fellow student at the Chicago Art
Institute, comes from a working class background; nevertheless, she can
talk about art because she is an artist's model; she can also play the
pi ana, and dance well. She is a d1 sti nct improvement, as Eugene sees
it, over Margaret Duff, but it is only a matter of time before Eugene
begins looking for someone of a more refined nature with similar
artistic predilictions.
When Eugene meets Angela Blue, a schoolteacher from rural
Wisconsin, he thinks he has discovered his "ideal" (The "Genius",
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82). She is refined and intelligent; she likes good music and plays
the pi ano better than anyone he has ever known. These few
accomplishments lead Eugene to assume that Angela is a spiritual
person whom he can love for her soul alone. "He even tried to deceive
himself into the belief that this was a spiritual relationship", but
immediately we are told, "underneatn {it} all was a burning sense of her
beauty, her physical charm, her passion" (The "Geniusll, 90). Angela's
physical attractiveness proves to be a trap, or to use the sexually
suggestive image from the novel, her charms are like "silver strands
spun out across an abyss, whose beauty but not whose dangers were known
to hi mil (The "Geni us 11,245-46) . However, Eugene becomes engaged to
Angel a before he understands the carnal nature of hi s attracti on for
her, and before he comes to know that Angel a is hi s compl ete opposite.
While she waits in Wisconsin, Eugene goes east to New York City to make
his way as an artist, and they plan to get married when he is successful
enough to support her.
In Greenwich village Eugene finds women who appeal to him
artistically as well as spiritually far more than Angela Blue does. In
Miriam Finch, a sculptress ten years his senior, he believes he has met
a woman who is "infinitely superior intellectually and artistically" to
a11 the women he has ever known. (The IIGenius II, 138). The book s of
philosophy and poetry on her shelves impress him greatly, and her
musical ability is outstanding. Her p1ayi ng "represented a better
intelligence, a keener selective jUdgment, a finer artistic impulse than
anyone he had ever known had possessed II (The liGen; us II, 141). Eugene
loves Miriam because she always makes herself agreeable to him, leads
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him into a pleasant social life, and is something of a guide to him in
matters of art, because as a successful scul ptress she is fami 1i ar wi th
the studio world. Eugene comes to what Dreiser describes as "the
sanest, cleanest understanding with Miss Finch that he had yet reached
with any woman" (The "Genius", 143). But the relationship is always
platonic:
He knew that only a sincere proposal of
marriage could have won her, and he did
not care enough for her for that. He felt
himself bound to Angela and, curiously, he
felt Miriam's age as a bar between them.
He admired her tremendously and was
learning in part through her what his
ideal ought to be, but he was not drawn
suffi ci ently to want to make love to her
(The "Genius", 144-45).
Eugene and Miri am enjoy the fi ner thi ngs in 1i fe together. II' You 1i ke
the really good things'lI, she assures him. IIiSO dO I'll (The "Genius",
141). However, as much as Miriam appeals to Eugene spiritually and
intellectually, she does not appeal to him physically, because she is
not young or as beautiful as he would like. As is the case with
Jude, the lure of the flesh is too strong for Eugene to be satisfied
with a purely intellectual relationship.
In Christina Channing, the next important woman in his life,
Eugene discovers a woman who encourages his potential as an artist,
and thinks he has, at last, met someone who combines spiritual and
physical beauty. As a promi sing opera singer, a "sensuous and
lovable type," Christina recognizes the need for love both as a human
requirement and as an artist's source of inspiration. Physically,
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Christina embodies youthful perfection:
She had a tall perfectly rounded form, a
lovely oval face, a nut brown complexion
with the rosy glow of health showing in
cheeks and lips, and a mass of blue black
hair. Her great brown eyes were lustrous
and sympathetic (The "Genius", 146).
Eugene not only responds to her bodily beauty, but to the
complementary quality of her artistic temperament: "'you are so
lovely to me, that words are of no value. I can paint you. Or
you can sing me what you are, but mere words won't show it'" (The
"Genius", 151). Eugene considers break i ng hi s engagement to Angel a
and con temp 1ates marryi ng Chri sti na who "s hares wi th Eugene a
dedication to art,"8 but Christina does not want to get married. Her
first and final love is her art.
In the meantime, Angela waits impatiently in Wisconsin for word
from Eugene. Under constant pressure from Angela, who has been coached
in the art of seduction by her younger sister, Marietta, Eugene succumbs
,
to his fiancee's physical attractions, and finds himself obliged to set
the date for the wedding. It is significant at this point that Book II,
the "Struggle", begins with the marr;age ceremony. The title of this
second book suggests the difficulty that will be involved in this
marri age between Angel a and Eugene. In fact, prior to the wedding,
Eugene has never really been convinced of the necessity to marry in the
first place, and his marriage comes only as the fulfilment of "an
uncomfortable social obligation" (The "Genius", 198). The reader,
therefore, is made well aware of possible future problems. The narrator
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keeps reminding us that "there was the consciousness, always with him,
of his possibly making a mistake; the feeling that he was being
compell ed by ci rcumstances and hi s own weakness to ful fi 1 an agreement
which might better remain unfulfilled" (The "Genius", 197). As Jude's
physical urge brings about the union with Arabella, so it is only
Eugene's desire which brings him closer to Angela and precipitates their
marriage together (The "Genius", 197). Arabella, in Hardy's terms, is
"a complete and substantial female animal - no more, no less", whereas
Angela who stands in contrast with Arabella, t s "sweet, devoted,
painstaking in her attitude toward life, toward him, toward everything
with which she came in contact." None the less, Angela seems not to be
what Eugene "had always fancied his true mate would be - " (The
"Genius" , 197), and as Dreiser reflects through the thought of Eugene.
"there was something wrong in this union" (The "Genius", 198).
Soon after their marriage. Eugene finds out. as he had earlier
suspected, that, contrary to appearances, 1tis Angela wi th her "hot
impulses", not he, who is the true sensualist. She, we are told,
"was in a sense elemental, but Eugene was not: he was the artist ... "
(The "Genius", 245). During the first few months of their marriage,
they go strenuously for sex and into "a prolonged riot of indulgence
bearing no relation to any necessity in their natures" (The
"Genius", 245). And in Eugene's belief, it is Angela who does most
of the "rioting" because she makes what Eugene considers inordinate
demands upon him sexually, while meeting none of his deeper artistic
and spt ri tual needs. When he begi ns to show si gns and symptoms of
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mental as well as physical breakdown, he blames his condition on
Angela·s sexual appetite and fails at the same time to take full
account of lithe effect of one ' s sexual life upon one ' s work, nor what
such ali fe when badly arranged can do to a perfect art - how it can
di start the sense of color, weaken that bal anced Judgment at
character which is so essential to a normal interpretation at lite
••• 11 (The IIGeniusll, 246). He comes to feel there is something about
sex which is inimical to his spiritual or, at least, his psychological
well-being. As he tries to diagnose his problem, lIit came to him as a
staggering truth that the trouble with him was over-indulgence
physically; that the remedy was abstinence, complete or at least
oartf at " (The IIGenius··, 250). In the meanwhile, Angela tries to refrain
from exciting him sexually, but he has already fallen into a pit of
despair and can no longer paint. His growth as an artist is completely
arrested as a result of his relationship with Angela, or so he wants to
believe, and what he had at first thought would be a marriage of true
minds turns into a nightmare of physically and spiritually exnaust+nq
sexual excess.
As Arabella fi nds herse 1f the wit e of a man who does not love
her and with whose interests she has nothing in common, similarly,
Eugene finds himself the husband or a wife whom IIhe had never reached
an understanding with ..• by an intellectual process at all II (The
IIGeniusll, 260). As far as Jude·s disastrous marriage to Arabella is
concerned, we are reminded again and again that it is motivated more
by the lure of lust and physical instinct than anything else. Likewise,
in The IIGenius··, Dreiser makes clear that Eugene·s marriage to Angela
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"was not based on reason and spi ri tual ity of contempl ati on, II but on mere
"grosser emotions and desires" (The "Genius", 260). Such desires, in
the case of both Jude and Eugene, are "strong, raging, uncontrollable",
and yet almost always go ungratified (The "Genius", 260).
However, when Eugene recovers from the worst effects of his
nervous breakdown, it is surprising that he begins his compulsive
pursuit of women all over again. On a visit to his hometown, Eugene
becomes romantically involved with the coquettish, young and pretty
eighteen-year-old, Frieda Roth, who is far less developed intellectually
and artistically than she is physically. Eugene di scovers that hi s
spirit is refreshed in the company of this girl "with large, clear, blue
eyes, a wealth of yellowiSh-brown hair and a plump but shapely figure"
(The "Genius", 274) whose beauty has "nourished his secret dreams" (The
"Genius", 275). In the grip of an uncontrollable passion, Eugene
carries on with Frieda clandestinely, unable to see that he is once
again seeking physical rather than spiritual love. Dreiser, like Hardy,
does not condemn the artist's physical instinct perhaps because he
agrees it has "nothing in it of the nature of vice." But even so Dreiser
faults Eugene's inability to realize that the objec t of his desire must
and should remain unattainable:
The weakness of Eugene was that he was
prone in each of these new conquests to
see for the time bei ng the sum and
substance of bliss, to rise rapidly in the
se ale of uncontro 11ab 1e , exaggerated
affection, until he felt that here and
nowhere else, now and in this particular
form was ideal happiness. He had been in
love wi th Stell a, wi th Margaret, wi th
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Ruby, with Angela, with Christina, and now
with Frieda, quite in this way, and it had
taught him nothi ng as yet concerni ng love
except that it was utterly delightful ....
The tragedies to which he laid himself
open by yielding to these spells - he
never stopped to think of them. (The
"Genius". 285).
As Jude realizes he has "too many passions to make a gOOd
clergyman" (Jude, 155), Eugene, too, like Jude, seems to have "too
many passions" to make a good artist. However, he abandons his desire
for good art. and continues his pursuit of women. Carlotta Wilson, the
next woman in Eugene's life, is a tall brunette about his age, "Shapely.
graceful. wi th a knowl edge of the worl d." She has known "both the showy
and the seamy sides of life" (The "Genius", 332). She has also some
interest in art and philosophy, which her teen-age predecessor had not.
But the basis of the relationship is physical not spiritual. for
Carlotta is essentially sexually emancipated and desirous only of the
pleasures of the moment. She scoffs at religion and morality: "She
wanted to talk of art and luxury and love" (The "Genius", 347), and
everything else is a bore to her. Although married and living in her
mother's house. where Eugene is a tenant, she conducts an affair with
him. urging him to forget about the poor and the oppressed, with whom
hi s own fail ures have made him sympathi ze. As sati sfyi ng as hi s sexual
relationship with Carlotta is, Eugene senses that he can never be happy
with a thoroughgoing hedonist, no matter how subtle her tastes and ideas
are.
After recoveri ng from hi s nervous breakdown, Eugene does not go
b k "d dead"ac to his art which 1s now to all intents an purposes •..
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(The "Geni us ", 298). He surrenders to the fl esh when he chooses to
make material wealth his standard of good. An old friend and admirer
warns hi m that III an arti st has somethi ng whien a tradesman can never
have. He lives in a different world spiritually. . .. You have what
the tradesman cannot possibly attain - distinction; and you give the
world a standard of merit ... III (The "Genius", 396). "Art distinction
might be delightful" (The "Genius", 462) but unluckily, art no longer
appeal s to Eugene whose concern becomes the business worl d - how and
where he can make the most money. Like Carri e before and Cowperwood
after, Eugene becomes totally trapped by the allure of material things
and the dazzling opulence of an expensive life-style. As he abandons
the life of the soul, and gives himself up completely to a make-believe
material existence, he views his advertizing job with a newspaper as an
opportunity to achieve success in society's eyes. His thoughts concern
nothi ng other than hi s des i re to use hi s art for materi a 1 advantage, lito
make a tremendous success of his life, to be looked up to as an imposing
financier" (The "Genius", 468). Moreover, when Angela joins him in New
York, she is struck as well as taken by the physical and material
comforts he provides:
Art distinction might be delightful, but
would it furnish such a table as they were
si tti ng at thi s morni ng? Would they have
as nice a horne and as many friends? Art
was glorious, but would they have as many
rides and auto trips as they had now?
Would she be able to dress as nicely? It
took money to produce a vari ety of
clothing - house, street, evening, morning
and other wear. Hats at thi rty-fi ve and
forty dollars were not in the range of
arti sts' wi ves, as a rule. Oi d she want
to go back to a simpler life for his art's
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sake? (The "Genius", 462).
Dreiser, as an omniscient narrator, does not seem critical ot
Eugene's spiritual fall and his artistic collapse. With a curiOUS
mixture ot detached irony and perplexed inquiry Dreiser explicitly
exposes Eugene's new values through his ruminations:
Did any arti st he knew enjoy what he was
enjoying now, even? Why snou1d he worry
about bei ng an artist? Did they ever get
anywhere? Would the approval of posterity
let him ride in an automobile now? .•.
Poverty be hanged. Posterity coul d go to
the devil! He wanted to live now - not in
the approval of posteri ty (The "Genius" ,
440) .
Furthermore, Dreiser's description of Eugene's physical
transformation as a commercial artist becomes of symbolic importance:
From a lean, pale, artistic soul, wearing
a sott hat, he had straightened up and
filled out until now he looked more like a
business man than an artist, with a derby
hat, clothes of the latest cut, a ring atoriental design on his middle finger, and
pins and ties which reflected theprevailing modes (The "Genius", 433).
Eugene Witla becomes a gross sensualist and materialist for whom the
best in clothes, houses, furniture, and automobiles comprises "the
true heaven - the material and spiritual perfection on earth, of
which the world was dreaming" (The "Genius", 488).
Eugene thus exchanges his vital artistic sense of the grim,
shabby and true beauty in life for a make-believe existence. His
commercial career culminates with his investment in "Blue Sea", a dream
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of "empire" and a promise of $250,000. In the long run, like Carrie,
who achieves material success, but at the end of her story is alone,
unhappy, and anxious to discover some higher meaning to life; like
Jennie, who is provided with a good income, but finds no consolation for
the absence of love; like Cowperwood, that exemplar at the success
story, who comes to long for spiritual beauty and love, Eugene too finds
no permanent satisfaction in his wealth. He laments the price he has
paid: "'My art. My poor old art! A lot I've done to develop I'I1Y art'"
(The "Genius", 518). In the story of Eugene Witla's cormercf at career,
Dreiser insists that the glittering facade of wealth hides a bankruptcy
of spiritual values. At the same time Eugene's married life with Angela
is becoming increasingly tedious, and the pair, instead of becoming
closer together, drift further and further apart.
Through his encounter with Suzanne Dale, a beautiful, intelligent,
and refined young debutante of eighteen from a socially prominent
family, Eugene's old sense of "perfect harmony with beauty" is revived
(The "Geni us" , 525). He feels he has at 1ast met the one person wi th
whom he can have a perfect uni on. Although he is attracted to her
physically, his desire for her is subordinated to a higher love. Her
mind and bOdy, body and soul are perfect, and he is wild about her, "not
for lust, but for love" (The "Genius", 536). His attitude toward her,
like Jude's attitude toward Sue, is one of almost religious adoration.
As Jude wants Sue endlessly because he believes she would "be to him a
kindly star, an elevating power, a companion in Anglican worship, a
tender fri end", Eugene wants Suzanne permanently because she is hi s
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ideal inspiring him to rediscover and re-interpret the true values of
life, and creating a vision of those values: "You are the most perfect
thing that I have ever known. I think of you awake and asleep. I could
pai nt a thousand pi ctures of you. My art seems to come back to me
through you. If I 1i ve I wi 11 pai nt you ina hundred ways" (The
"Genius", 539-40). With Suzanne, Eugene awakens to the realization that
he has wasted his talent as a commercial artist, and now seems to regain
hi s i denti ty as an arti st and recover the Self of the Spi r t t : "You have
changed me so completely, made me over into the artist again. From now
on I can paint again. I can paint you'" (The "Genius", 542). He goes
back in his mind over the list of the other women in his life and thinks
that his feeling in every case "had been combined in some way with lust
and evil thinking" (The "Genius", 535). At the beginning he never tries
to have sexual rel ati ons wah her for he bel ieves hi s love for Suzanne
is free of all impurity, and he wants to sustain the Platonic qual t ty Of
their relationship. Inevitably, however, physical ces tre does appear:
"He was for entering on an illicit relationship after a time .without
saying anything at all. He was in no hurry, for nt s feeling for Suzanne
was not purely physical, though he wanted her" (The "Genius", 595).
Suzanne stands as proof of the ideal tor Eugene. She confirms his faith
in the divinity of man: "It gave him a clearer insight into a thought he
had had for along while and that was that we came, as Wordsworth
expressed it, 'trailing clouds of glory'" (The "Genius", 532). In his
attempt for some kind of spiritual transcendence, Eugene tries to hold
to his symbol of beauty so that he can escape the destructrive
consequences of passion.
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The appearance of Suzanne at this point of Eugene's career throws
Angela, who is pregnant, into a state of near-panic. However, she and
Suzanne's mother intercede in order to end the affair. Eventually,
Eugene loses the high-paying executive position he has achieved in the
publishing field as well as Suzanne fttIo does not stand by him as
resolutely as he wants her to. Disillusioned with her, as Jude is
disillusioned with Sue fttIen she leaves him for Phillotson, Eugene feels
once more that he has been misled by a woman who is not as pure as he
had thought: "as if life had sent him a Judas in the shape of a girl to
betray him" (The "Genius ", 676).
As Jude loses almost as a conscious decision his will to live
after the loss of Sue, in a similar way, Eugene, as a result of losing
Suzanne, borders once more on a mental collapse especially after losing
his position as Director of the United Magazines Corporation. He turns
desperately to religion. His sister MYrtle, a believer in Christian
Science, prevails upon him to visit a "practitioner" or minister of that
faith. Highly sceptical, Eugene calls at the apartment of Mrs. Johns,
the short, unattractive woman whom his sister has recommended. Her
unimposi ng appearance and the tastelessness of the apartment put him
off. He cannot believe that God would have chosen somebody as frumpy as
she to speak through. However, she impresses him immediately by CJloting
from the prophet Isaiah, '''Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be
as white as snow; though they be red like crimson, they shall be as
wool "' (The "Genius", 705). Although he has not heard the quotation for
years, Eugene finds that it appeals to him deeply, as had all the
"Hebraic bursts of prophetic imagery in the past" (The "Genius". 705).
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After the meeting with Mrs. Johns, in which she explains to him
the basic tenets of Christian Science, Eugene goes home turning the
whole question of the existence of God over in his mind. At home he
opens Science and Health, a basic text of Christian Science, and turns
to a page at random. The passage to whi en he turns seems to speak
directly to the central problem of his life: "'Carnal beliefs defraud
us'" (The "Genius", 709). Eugene wants to believe in the truth of Mary
Baker Eddy's words, but he does not want to become a religious
enthusiast. Rel igi on; sts strike him as si lly. As he turns to his
newspaper to escape from his problems, Eugene finds staring at him from
an inside page a passage from Francis Thompson's religious poem, liThe
Hound of Heaven":
I fled Him, down the nights and down the day;
I fled Him, down the arches of the years
(The "Genius", 709)·
Obvi ous ly, that is what Eugene had been tryi ng to do when he turned to
the dally paper - fl ee from GOd. But the hound of heaven wi 11 not 1et
him escape. He reopens Science and Health and begins reading again.
At fi rst Eugene f; nds the teach; ngs of Mary Baker Eddy
preposterous. The prejudices which he has built up against Christianity
and the Bible make it difficult for him to continue reading Mrs.Eddy,
who reinterpreted Christ's message in the light of her revelation. He
throws the book down several times, only to pick it up again, indicating
how deeply ambivalent he is about religion (The "Genius", 693). Although
he has come to feel that the Sermon on the Mount is too idealistic, he
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had once, we learn for the first time, been deeply influenced by it. He
still finds the words Christ spoke to the multitude on the mountain
thri 11i ng and moving: "Lay not up for yoursel ves treasures upon earth,
where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thi eves break through and
stea1." This passage from the Sermon on the Mount had always struck
Eugene as so beautiful that he feels now it must be true (The "Genius",
694). By degrees, he warms to Christian Science, and instead at
reJecting it as quackery, as he has been disposed to do , he concludes
that it is not very different from the other major religions. Mary
Baker Eddy bel i eved that God was love and truth. III Truth, love, over
all, and alllll, was the way in which Mrs. Johns put it (The "Genius",
707). StUdyi ng the matter, Eugene concl udes that the Gad whom the
Chri sti an Sci enti sts worshi pis not basically different from the God
whom the prophets proclaimed in the Old Testament.
When Eugene sees Christian SCience as part of the prophetic
religious tradt t to», he views it with new reverence and respect. If
there is a true rel i gi on, it must, Eugene feels, be the one which the
Jews before any other race had developed through the divine inspiration
of the prophets (The "Genius", 695). In his reading he learns that the
old prophets when they first appeared seemed "little more than whirling
dervi shes II who worked "themselves up into wi ld transports and trenzi es II
(The "Geni us II , 695) , but who nevertheless had always set forth
"something that was astonishingly spiritual and great II (The "Genius" ,
695-696). The prophetic tradition has particular appeal for him now,
perhaps because his conception of himself as an artist bears some
resemb 1ance to the prophets of anci ent times, and hi s own perf OdS of
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insanity, instead of making him a misfit, could be taken as evidence of
his divine misSion. Eugene occasionally thinks that he is artistiC in a
prophetic sense:
All his life he had fancied that he was
leading a more or less fated life,
principally more. He thought that his art
was a gift, that he had in a way been sent
to revolutionize art in America, or carry
it one step farther forward and that
nature was thus constantly sending its
apostles or special representatives over
whom it kept watch and in whom it was well
pleased (The "Genius", 580).
In abandoning art for business following his first mental
breakdown, Eugene was no longer able to function as an apostle or
prophet for some higher aim, for he had given himself over to
materialism. When Eugene lost the wealth and position he had ruthlessly
acquired, Dreiser viewed his fall as an act of retribution by higher
Powers. To descri be the pathos whi en Eugene experi enced, Drei ser turns
to the Bib 1e and the prophets. liThe prophets of the Old Testament
discerned it clearly enough", he explains, "for they were forever
pronounci ng the fate of those whose fall i es were in oppos i ti on to the
course of righteousness and who were made examples of by a beneficent
and yet awful power II (The "Genius", 685). Then he quotes the passage
from the prophet Daniel which he considers applicable to Eugene:
Thus saith the Lord: Because thou hast
lifted thyself up against the God at
Heaven, and they have brought the vessel s
of Hi s house before thee, and thou and thy
Lords, thy wives and concubines, have
drank wine in them, and thou hast praised
the gods of silver and gold, at brass,
iron, wood, and stone. God hath
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numbered thy Kingdom and fi ni shed it.
Thou art wei ghed in the balance and found
wanti ng; thy Kingdom is di vi ded and gi ven
to the Medes and the Persians (The
"Geni us ", 685).
Dreiser in effect analogizes Eugene in the above-mentioned passage with
Belshazzar, and Eugene's money and position, which he lost after the
lOSS of Suzanne, with Babylon, which God took away from Belshazzar and
gave to hi s enemi es. In this particular passage, Dreiser's attitude
toward Eugene's downfall seems righteously approving: "It seems a
tribute to that p~ovidence which shapes our ends, which continues
perfect in tendency however vilely we may overlay its brightness with
the rust of our moral corruption •.• " (The "Genius" , 686).
At the time when Eugene embraces the teachings of Christian
Science and adopts a belief in "the omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent
mind of God" (The "Genius", 699), Angela dies in childbirth. His new
daughter whom he names Angel a, serves as a comfort to hi m, and, in the
meantime, he "reached a state not of abnegation, but of pnt Iosopntc
open-mindedness or agnosticism" (The "Genius", 726).
In the death of the wi fe and the bi rth of the daughter, Orei ser
apparently tries to resolve a central conflict in the novel, and in the
person of Eugene - as well as probably .in his life - the conflict
between the fl esh and the spi ri t. The daughter is a rei ncarnati on of
Eugene's wife and his teen-age ideal Suzanne with one vitally important
difference: the daughter 1s free of the disturbing sexuality that had
plagued Eugene in his relationship with his wife and with Suzanne, and
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with all attractive women. For the first time in his life, Eugene loves
a female with a pure love. Eugene calls her his "little flower girl",
and "sweet little kiddie" (The "Genius", 736), and he looks forward to
someday building a house in which he, his daughter and her future
husband might all live happily. The "Genius" closes with Eugene tucking
his daughter into bed, and going out and looking up into the sky, "great
art dreams" welling up in his soul.
The conflict between the flesh and the spirit is reflected in
Eugene's art, as well as in his life. As a painter, Eugene alternately
follows two opposing theories of art. The first is religious, or
prophetic, and is based upon a sympathetic portrayal at human suttering.
On the one hand, Eugene is the prophetic artist who chooses the poor and
the oppressed as his main subjects, and treats them compassionately in
hi s pai nti ngs . He likes painting the down-and-out, the lost, the
hopeless and homeless. Eugene, we are once told, "sympathized most with
sombre types, and was constantly drawi ng somethi ng whi en represented
grim care" (The "Genius", 246). He takes common, even unpleasant
subjects and treats them with respect, or even reverence. One of the
most moving and controversial paintings in his first exhibition is of a
Negro trash collector on a frosty and freezing winter morning in a New
York ghetto (The "Geni us .. , 236) • In reviewing Eugene's first
exhibition, a critic, Luke Severas, sees in his work that quality which
characterizes it as prophetic:
A true sense of the patheti c , a true
sense of the dramatic, the ability to
endow color - not with its photographic
value, though to the current thought it
may seem so but wi th its hi gher
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spiritual significance; the ability to
indict life with its own grossness, to
charge it prophetically with its own
meanness and cruel ty in order that mayhap
it may heal itself; the ability to see
wherein is beauty - even in shame and
pathos and degradation~ of such is this
man's work (The "Genius, 237).
Luke Severas, in the above-mentioned passage, perceives the spiritual
basis of Eugene's art, as does Hudson Dulla, the art director of Truth
magazine, \\tIo urges Eugene not to become corrupted by material success.
A minor character, Dulla is nevertheless important in The "Genius" in
somewhat the way in which Ames was in Sister Carrie. Dulla is the voice
of Eugene's conscience.
The other theory of art which Eugene follows could be called
purely material istic. A short while after his arrival in Chicago as a
struggling young artist, Eugene visits an art gallery to see a
controversial painting of a nude by the French artist Bouguereau.
Eugene admires Bouguereau and stares avidly at the nude until the guard
asks him to move on. Two tough-minded Nietzschean-type individuals urge
the young Eugene to take a more hedonistic, less humanistic view of art.
Temple Boyle, his first art teacher in Chicago, is a cold-blooded
practical man who brings to art the naturalistic values of the social
Darwinist: "He took art as a business rnan takes business, and he had no
time for the misfit, the fool, or the failure" (The "Genius", 70).
Boyle loves the beauty of the female form, and he urges Eugene, who is
painting the nude model in class, to strive for an icy sexuality: "'A
little colder, my boy, a little colder. There's sex in that'" (~
"Genius", 71). The art dealer \\tIo gives Eugene the chance to display
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his first exhibition operates his gallery in accordance with the
"Survival of the Fittest" philosophy. M. Charles does not believe in
the necess i ty for any sort of sympathy in art. any more than in 1ife.
Although his work does not reflect it. Eugene formulates a theory of
life based on human desire and physical beauty. the perfect embodiment
of which. he feels. is the eighteen-year-old girl. "The beauty of
eighteen. No more and no less. That was the standard. and the history
of the worl d proved ; til (The liGen;us II, 296). Art, 1i terature, hi story
and poetry - everything revolves around man's desire for beautiful young
women. Havi ng arri ved at thi s theory of 1ife, Eugene is more eas 11y
able to give up art for business. IIWhy should he worry about being an
artf st t" He asks himself, ignoring his friend Dulla's advice about the
moral responsibility and distinction of the artist even though poor.
IIDid they ever get anywhere?1I (The "Genius", 440). Like Carrie, Eugene
shirks the responsibility of the artist for a profitable career. Moving
in the upper-class world of New York, he tells himself that he still
cares about the poor. But he does not show his concern by painting them
sympathetically, as he should have.
beggars on the street, as Carrie did.
Instead he gives handouts to
At the end of the novel, after his business career collapses
because of his philandering, Eugene returns to painting IIswiftly,
feverishly, brilliantly... everything that came into his mind" (~
IIGenius II, 729). Once more he chooses hi s subjects from among the lower
cl asses - 1abourers, washerwomen, and drunkards. However, he no 1anger
seems to be painting prophetically. His attitude toward the poor
changes; it 1acks the tol erance of human weakness, the sympathy with
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human sufferi ng. He sees the poor as the "mob", and he is not so much
involved with as he is fascinated by them. "The mental, tuzzy-wuzzy
maundering and meanderings of the mob fascinated him" (The "Genius" ,
729). With his detached attitude, it t s not difficult for him to turn
away from the poor completely in his painting. In banks and public
buildings he paints murals which are inspired not by any feelings of
social consciousness or religious concern, but by the memory of his lost
love, the beautiful eighteen-year-01d, Suzanne Dale.
In the final scene in The "Genius", Eugene wonders '"what a sweet
welter life is - how rich, how tender, how grim, how like a colortu1
symphony'" (The "Genius", 736). As he stands looking up into the starry
sky, dreaming great dreams of art, the reader is given neither a clue at
what those dreams are, nor an idea of where he is headed. nor even what
kind of an artist is he going to be in the future. Will he be "an
apostle of nature?" A prophet? Is he even a genius. as the title puts
it? The quotation marks which Drieser put around the word "genius" in
the tile indicate Dreiser's uncertainty, for in writing the novel he
seems to have been as confused about his aims as the character he
created. The "Genius" remains a very poor successor to The Financier
and The 11 tan.
Certai n1y, the endi ng of The "Geni us" seems weak in comparl son
with the more dramatic ending of Jude the Obscure. This is because the
last fifty pages of The "Genius" dealing with Christian Science seem
rather weak, confusing and "clouded with mysticism,,9 as Charles
Shapiro's comment suggests. Upon closer scrutiny. however, one observes
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Dreiser attempting, for the first time, a definite philosophical
statement. Unfortunately, Dreiser falls short because he had no clear,
pos i ti ve statement to make. Consequently, he sel ected certai n parts ot
a religion that were immediately applicable to the conclusion of his
novel. In particular, Dreiser was obviously attracted to Christian
Sci ence' s rejecti on of foreordi nati on. Thi s reJecti on gave Eugene the
total freedom of will so necessary in a materialistic society.
Furthermore, Dreiser needed a restorative potion for Eugene at that
point in the novel. What Dreiser selected was the Christian Scientist's
belief in spiritual awakening and the power of the mind to heal both
physically and emotionally. Eugene, afterwards, comes to love life, and
again he becomes the optimistic individual.
Nevertheless, The "Genius" did not answer the prob lem which had
emerged in Sister Carrie: whether Dreiser's chief protagonists were
chiefly spiritual or materialistic; whether they were inspired artists
or egoti stic neurotics; and whether re1 i gi on was the hi ghest truth or,
as Eugene fears, "a sickening jest". Eugene Witla, however, is a
character in bondage to desire; and Clyde Griffiths, in Dreiser's next
novel, - is equally and tragically so. Clyde's driving des tres , as we
wi 11 see f n our next chapter, 1ead hi m through many doors, the 1ast ot
which, is the door to the electric chair.
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Chapter V
The Tragedies of Unfulfilled Aims and Aspirations:
Jude the Obscure and An American Tragedy
Jude the Obscure (1895) is Hardy's most relentlessly pessimistic
novel. The novel's presentation of human possibility stresses man's
limited potential and shows him relatively powerless in the face of
forces (both natural and social) beyond his control. Even the best of
intentions avail little in fulfilling one's goals, and the main
character dies alone muttering a quotation full of despair while the
mocking sounds of cheers for those who succeeded in doing what he failed
to do ring in his ears. The argument that such a novel can still make a
positive, even encouraging, statement about human worth must demonstrate
that there is a subtle level of suggestion woven into the fabric of the
nove 1 that imp1i es that there is hope for humani ty; that there is great
dignity in the human condition despite all of man's limitations; and
that man can attain an elevated status despite his failure in wordly
terms.
A survey of the cri tici sm of Jude the Obscure and An Arnerican
Tragedy (1925) shows us how far criticism has gone in considering the
tragic effects of both stories, and whether or not the two novel s are
in fact tragedies. One of the most favourable reviews of Jude the
Obscure was written by the American novelist William Dean Howells, who
prai ses the return of an Engl i sn wri ter to the Greek noti on of tragedy
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in a book which seems to him one of the most tragical he has ever read.
Howells defends the character of Jude as lIone of inviolable dignityll,1
and praises the unity of the novel and its air of tragic inevitability:
All the characters, indeed, have the
appealing quality of human creatures
rea lly doi ng what they must whi 1e seemi ng
to do What they wi11 . It is not a
question of blaming them or praising them;
they are in the nece~sity of what they do
and what they suffer.
He concludes his perceptive review with a reference to the "so l enn
and lofty effect of a great tragedy, II and the coment : "tnt s tragedy
of fate suggests the classic singleness of means as well as the classic
singleness of motive.1I3
Later critics were probably even kinder. Lascelles Abercrombie,
writing in 1912, describes Tess of the d'Urbervilles and Jude the
Obscure as Hardy's greatest novels, and he praises Hardy's last novel
for lIits amazing insight into human naturell and the IIterrible cogency of
its tragic motion;"4 he compares "Judas history of baffled asp t rat ton "
to lIan argument fate holds with itself intensely reasoning whether man's
personal effort can have any final value in the course of its existence •
••• 115 He pl ays down the importance of the sexual materi al and the
marriage theme:
For thi s troublesome questi on of love and
marriage comes in as inevitable incident
of the main story, a necessary
consequence, not otherwise important, of
the psyChological premises. The whole
point of the business is, that Jude's
marriage with Arabella and his illegal
love for Sue were equally ruinous to the
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achievement of his desire. His disaster
is, that he has anythi ng to do wi th women
at all; for the fashi on of hi s nature is
such, that no woman can be to him anything
but a representative of that great
assimilating power of the general world
which is his spirit's enemy - since it is
all for holding him back from realizing
himself .6
Perhaps the most famous argument agai nst Jude the Obscure as a
tragedy was offered by Arthur Mizener, writing in the 1940 Hardy
Centennial Issue of the Southern Review. According to Mizener Hardy was
unable to present a tragic vision because he could not reconcile what he
saw as reality - "the ingrained evil of human and animal lite" - with
the possibility of a paradisiacal state beyond this world) Hardy has
evolved a moral code which is "a secularized version of the Sermon on
the Mount," Mizener claims, and the major theme of Jude the Obscure is
the development of this code within the mind of Jude himself.8 But
because Hardy "had no place outside of the actual world of time where he
could visualize" the development of human potentialities implicit in the
code, he implied that they would eventually be fulfilled on this earth.9
But the hope for an earthly Paradise, according to Mizener, is in direct
contradiction to Hardy's belief that evil is ingrained in the nature of
thi ngs . And it is this internal contradiction, says Mizener, which
constitutes an irreparable weakness in Jude as a tragedy.
Mizener's objections, however, have not gone unanswered. In an
article entitled "Ihomes Hardy's Tragic Hero" Ted R.Spivey argues that
Hardy's heroes, including Jude, are essentially romantics who seek a
"higher state of personal development" which is not possible in Hardy's
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universe:
Jude seeks both prophetic power and
intellectual development as well as the
ecstasy of union with Sue. Atter his
defeat he acknowledges that he and Sue had
1ived fifty years too soon. A1ready there
is a possibility that poor students will
be helped. This, I take it, is what
Mr.Mizener would call idealism that is
placed in the future instead of "outsideof time". Actually, though, the world as
Hardy knew it could never allow heroes
like Jude and Sue to fulfill themselves.
Simply giving SCholarships to poor
students might help Jude to become a young
prophet, but it could never bring Sue and
Jude into that heightened state of ecstasy
which spirits long for.10
Spivey, in making his case for the Hardyan romantic hero, concedes
that Hardy may have even been somewhat inconsistent in his philosophical
outlook: IIHewas capable both of a tragic apprehension of this world and
a be1;ef that the world might, in some cases, be made better for men."U
Nevertheless, Spivey denies that this inconsistency detracts from the
essential greatness of Hardy's heroes or his tragic vision.
Whether or not Mizener's objections to Jude the Obscure as a
tragedy are valid or have been successfully refuted, the novel itself
continues to be a source of critical confusion and controversy.
Consider, for example, Douglas Brown's well-known study of Hardy's works
which contends that his strength as a novelist is centred in his ability
to portray agricultural life, and specifically the agricultural
environment of his immediate historical situation in England in the late
nineteenth century.12 In so far as Jude moves outside this world it is
perhaps a failure. Brown consi ders that the novel presents a "limited
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experience" and thus lacks the universality and breadth of insight
characteristic of great tragic art.13.
Other modern critics whose assessment of Jude the Obscure deserve
consideration are Albert J.Guerard, Bert G.Hornback and Jean R. Brooks.
Albert J.Guerard in his 1949 study of Hardy's fiction, considers Michael
Henchard as Hardy's only authentic hero. He is Hardy's "on ly tragi c
hero, " and furthermore, "one of the greatest tragi c heroes ina 11
fiction. "14 Jude, although "a very substantial character"15 is not a
tragic hero - "if only because he 1s a 'modern! '''16 Guerard bases this
judgment partly on his perception of Jude's dying words as a
"condemnation of the cosmos" rather than a statement of self-
knowledge,17 whereas, according to Guerard, "the tragic attitude lays
the blame not on the stars but on ourselves. ... "18 Jude al so seems
less tragic than Henchard because he "does not resist the outward and
inward destiny of his actual life"19 in the same way Hencnerd does; and,
says Guerard, because "he cannot resi st or overcome hi s functi on in the
book which is arbitrary as well as symbolic." Guerard sees Jude as a
"passive victim" of other characters, of various conventions, prejudices
and social institutions of the late nineteenth century, and of "the
unjust cosmos in general."20 Such a view of Jude's helplessness does not
1ead to an assessment of hi s character as exalted or tragi c mai n ly
because "the cosmos" from Guerard's point of view "whether Just or
unjust or different, necessarily dwarfs tragedy. "21
Bert G. Hornback, in The Metaphor of Chance, takes a view almost
entirely opposite to that of Guerard. Rather than considering Jude a
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passive victim of circumstance, he sees him as "caught in a world of
tragic possibilities and fated to come to terms with himself in that
world."22 Hornback focuses on Hardy's setting "in space and in time,"23
and claims that, for Hardy, man is "free within his environment; and he
must come to terms both with himself and with his environment."24
Although human bei ngs cannot change the worl d, they can "revi se the
patterns of their lives by asserting their wills, by understanding
themselves in relation to the world and thus averting the pathetic
disaster of dumb defeat."25
ThUS, accordi ng to thi s vi ew, Jude can be regarded as tri umphant
despi te hi s defeat by external ci rcumstance. Because he consc i ous ly
chooses the means of hi s own death, because he is destroyed "not by
his fate, or by perversity, or by God, but by himselt,"26 JUde
achieves dignity and a limited freedom:
In his final consciousness of why it must
be, and in the act of his will which
controls it, he makes of that destruction
hi s tri umph. Jude's character, like every
hero's, has been hi s fatet and has beenthe making of his destiny.2
Hornback's approach to Jude's character contains elements of the
traditional Aristotelian concept of the tragic hero. The conception of
the hero who is basically admirable but who because of a weakness or a
flaw in character brings about his own downfall or destruction, is
decidedly Aristotelian. The idea that the hero may triumph spiritually
even though he is defeated by external forces may also be seen as
traditional, for it is implied by the classical hero's gaining of
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enlightenment or self-knowledge through his suffering, and the
consequent purgation of the emotions of pity and fear in the audience.
Finally, let us look at a recent critic who offers great insight
into the distinctive modernity of Jude the Obscure. Jean R.Brooks, in
Thomas Hardy: The Poetic Structure, treats Hardy's major poetry as well
as his novels and the Dynasts. She calls Jude "as poetic a novel as its
predecessors":
Its kind of poetry looks back to the epic,
defiant poetry of the Book of Job and
forward to the grey modern note of
expected pain. The novel's serious
concern with the ultimates of man's
fate-loneliness, loss, frustration,
failure, death - makes its subJect as
inherently poetic as the Bible or Greek
tragedy. The most prominent IllYthic
echoes come from the Bible and Greek
1iterature. Jude's cons istent nerot c
prototypes are the defiant, suffering Job,
Tantalus, and Sisyphus - the hero who
provided Camus with an image for modern
man's doom of futile effort. These
resonances from two great shaping cultures
help to define the Hebraic and Hellenic
attitudes, self-deni al and self-asserti on,
to the modern predicament.2a
Furthermore, Brooks asserts that the final effect of the novel is
one of utter despair or futility, for the "naked pain felt in Jude the
Obscure intensely affirms the value of life's potential1ties."29 Jude's
and Sue's sUffering brings them "to a recognition of their role as
pioneers of a new, more sens+ttve stage of development."30 This is the
view Which Hardy himself laid claim to, calling it "evolutionary
meliorism. ,,31
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In a rather simi lar manner, An American Tragedy, on its first
appearance, thi rty years after Jude the Obscure, was met with a di vi ded
critical response. Unlike most of Dreiser's earlier novels, An American
Tragedy in some quarters was given a cordial critical reception. To
Joyce Cary, as John McAleer paints out, An American Tragedy, was a
"great book". To H.G.Wells it was "one of the great novels of this
century," and to Joseph WoodKrutch, "the greatest American novel of our
generation.1I Sherwood Anderson, Sinclair Lewis, Scott Fitzgerald, James
Agee, John Dos Passos, Richard Wright, Robert P.Warren, Saul Bellow and
Norman Mailer have also lauded and applauded Dreiser's achievement as a
unique masterpiece among the books of the day. More recently C.P.Snow
has wri tten: IIAn American Tragedy has its place among the I great I novels
in a sense, and to an extent, that no other American novel has, and, I
might add, in a sense not possessed by any English novel since Little
Dorrit. "32
It is clear from the critical reception of the novel that both
conrnentators and critics have been concerned first with the technical
merit of the book as a great artistic achievement in the natural istic
mode, especially in relation to its successful depiction of man
objectively viewed as a helpless victim of heredity and environment.
Robert Shafer, a critic of Hardy and Dreiser, for instance, praises the
book as "more skilfully, faithfully, and consistently executed on the
naturalistic level than any of its author's earlier novels." Shafer,
however, goes on to suggest that its success as a work of naturalism
explains its limitations as a work of ar.t:
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{I}t contains no single element of
tragedy in any legitimate sense of the
word, and it impresses thoughtful readers
as a mere sensati anal newspaper story long
drawn out. In other words, in proportion
as Mr.Dreiser contrives to accomplish his
self-imposed task he has nothing to tell
us except that there is nothi ng to te 11
about 1He until it can be reduced even
below the apparent level of animal
existence, to the point where it becomes a
meaningless chaos of blind energies.33
In his "Of Crime and Punishment", F .O.Matthiessen discusses the
novel's theme and form. He notes that in writing An American Tragedy,
Dreiser "was also writing a documentary novel, as he did in his study of
the businessman."34 Clyde Griffiths's aspirations, as Matthiessen
argues, are 1i ke those of Cowperwaod, lito ri se in the war 1d, to be a
success as measured by money and social position. . .• "35 Living on his
own, and desperate for love and companionship, Clyde becomes
clandestinely involved in a relationship with a girl, Roberta Alden,
whien resu 1ts in her pregnancy. Pri or to the conc 1us i on of Roberta's
pregnancy, a second girl, Sondra Finchley, from a higher social class,
appears upon the scene to feed Clyde's dreams of ri ches and a more
Sophisticated life style. In his helpless effort to escape Roberta, who
is a barrier to his ambitions, Clyde involves himself with a murder that
leads to his execution. In this case what Dreiser studied, as
Matthiessen points out, was lithe sexual and social forces that
overpowered Clyde and swept him before them until, seeing no way out, in
his shallow immaturity he finally plotted murder."36 "Yet Roberta's
actual death was accidental II because lithe boat into which Clyde lured
her upon the 1ake overturned at a moment when he had not wi11ed it. II
Nevertheless, he wished her death, and lithe ultimate range of Dreiser's
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theme thereby became the terrible and baffling problem of justice."37
Matthiessen, however, in his discussion comes to the conclusion that in
the creation of Clyde, Dreiser "presented a young character so dominated
by fate that we do not have the catharsis that can come only out of some
mature struggl e agai nst doom. "38 And by dot ng so, "Drei ser has not
shaped a tragedy in any of the tradi ti onal uses of the term, and yet he
has written out of a profoundly tragic sense of man's fate."39
Furthermore, Richard Lehan in his critical discussion of An
American Tragedy, echoes Matthiessen's conclusion that "Dreiser is using
the word 'tragedy' in the modern and not the Ari s tote li an sense of the
word. He bel i eves that man is determi ned by forces beyond hi s contra 1 ,
primarily environmental and hereditary."40 Affirming the successive
suggestions of Shafer, Matthiessen and Lehan, Irving Howe, in an
illuminating article titled "Dreiser and the Tragedy" also points out
that An Amer; can Tragedy "depends upon one of the most deeply-grounded
fables in our culture. Clyde Griffiths, the figure in Dreiser's novel
who acts it out, is not in any traditional sense either heroic or
tragic." This is most pointedly shown in the fact that, unlike Jude,
Clyde "has almost no assertive will, he lacks any large compelling idea,
he reveals no special g1ft for the endurance of pain. In his puny self
he is little more than a clouded reflection of the puny world about
him."41 What Howe sees as tragic about Clyde is his youth wherein
"concentrated the tragedy of human waste: energies, talents, affections
all unused - and at least in our time the idea of human waste comprises
an essenti al mean; ng of tragedy. "42 And as Howe further adds, it is thi s
"idea to which Dreiser kept returning both in his fiction and his
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essays II:
When one was dead one was dead for all
ti me. Hence the reason for the heartbreak.
over failure here and now; the awful
tragedy of a love lost, a youth never
properly enjoyed. Think of living and yet
not living in so thrashing a world as
this, the best of onels hours passing
unused or not properly used. Think. of
seeing this tinkling phantasmagoria of
pain and pleasure, beauty and all its
sweets, go by, and yet bei ng compell ed to
be a bystander, a mere onlooker,
en hungered and never satisfied.43
Howe does not on ly see the book as lithe tragedy of human waste II;
in the same year, and in another issue of The New Republic, he
generously lavishes praise on the book considering it as Dreiserls
masterpiece:
Reading An American Tragedy once again,
after a 1apse of more than twenty years, I
have found mysel f greatly moved and shaken
by its repeated onslaughts of narrative,
its profound immersion in human suffering,
its dredging up of those shapeless desires
which lie, as if in fever, just below the
plane of consciousness. How much more
vibrant this . book is than the usual
accounts of it in recent criticism might
1ead one to sURPose! It is a masterpi ece ,
nothing less.4
Moreover, on the fiftieth anniversary of the novel, the novelist
James Farrell interprets the tragic aspect of the book in terms totally
different from hi s predecessors. Farrell sees the novel as powerfully
portraying American society and showing how its values become distorted
in a tragic way. In this context, the Green-Davidson Hotel, where Clyde
gets his job as a bell-boy, becomes for Clyde an ideal college. In
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other words, it becomes a first-rate school of false values based
essentially "upon luxury and desire."45 These values, as Farrell states,
are ufalse in terms of the worth of human beings and of the things that
make for human growth."46 When Clyde moves to work in his uncle's
factory in Lycurgus he continues to "see worth in terms of what is
luxury to him."47 He starts off his first love affair with a poor
farm-girl, Roberta, on a secretive footing which stamps the whole aftair
with a kind of falseness and prevents Clyde from entering into a
completely honest relationship with her. By the time Roberta becomes
pregnant, Clyde has already been enraptured by Sondra, a rich debutante
whose name appears every now and then f n the newspaper soc1ety column -
she belongs to a world of not only easy leisure and pleasure for Clyde,
but one which promises tangible success in the future. Clyde's effort,
as Farrell points out, lito live by these false values establishes,
documents, and drives home the tragedy. "48 Farre11 goes further in
asserting that
An American Tragedy would be a tragedy
even if there were no deaths 1nit. It
wauld be a tragedy in this sense: that
Clyde Griffiths abandons and thinks to
murder a girl, Roberta Alden, because she
is pregnant and interferes with his
getting on in life by marrying a much more
trivial though rich girl, Sondra Finchley,
who seems to have much less capacity to
develop, is less warm and human than
Roberta. And that is tragic.~9
Farrell lays the blame not on Clyde, but on society. He considers
society responsible in the first degree for Clyde's fatal error because
it sustained Clyde's beliefs in ideals and values which are
fundamentally false.
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Finally, we have to consider Robert H. Elias's discussion ot the
Tragedy. Elias's article in the first issue of Prospects ot 1975 sees
the novel as Drei ser' s statement about the tragi c consequences ot a
society in which the individual believes his self-realization is
possible only in emotional disengagement from others, in the isolation
of unfettered self-reliance, and in which the elimination of differences
rather than the clash of wills is the accepted ideal. Intensely alone
and removed from the actual world, Clyde, writes Elias, "moves amid
abstraction •.. and in the view of others is ultimately an abstraction
himself. Clearly Dreiser intends it to be this way. 1150
Despite the critical controversy which surrounds it - particularly
over the question ot its apparent lack of tragic depth and its
protagonist's lack of heroic or tragic stature - An American Tragedy
conti nues to be admi red as Orei ser' s "greatest success ". As Warren
writes:
Published in 1925, it is the work in which
he coul d loak backward from the di stance
of middle-age and evaluate his own
experience of success and failure. We
feel, in this book, the burden of the
personal pathos, the echo of the personal
struggle to purge the unworthy
aspirations. We also feel, in this book,
the burden of a historical moment, the
moment of the Great Boom whien cu maxed
the period from Grant to Coolidge, the
half century in which the new America of
industry and finance capitalism was
hardening into shape and its secret forces
were emerging to dominate all life. In
other words, An American Tragedy can be
taken as a document, both personal and
historical, and it is often admired, and
defended, in these terms.51
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An American Tragedy is divided into three books, and each book has
an entirely different setting. Book One opens with the Griffiths's
family settling in Kansas City at a little preaching mission while Clyde
is twelve years of age and already ashamed at his parents' way of life.
A pagan at heart, Clyde rebels instinctively against the dreary mission
and the street-preaching, and in his effort to escape this dull
environment, he eventually finds work as soda-clerk in a drug store.
Now growing up, Clyde moves on - and in his view up - by becoming
a bell-boy at the Kansas city principal hotel, the Green-Davidson. In a
few weeks he learns how to dress, drink and how to find the delights and
duplicities of sex outside the hotel. And because of the sensuous side
of his nature, Clyde acquires a desire for a richer life defined in
terms of what he sees in the hotel and what he hears about from the
other bell-boys. Meeting a common girl by the name of Hortense Briggs,
Clyde decides, in pursuit of her, to deceive his mother about his
earni ngs, and consi derab ly cuts down the resources he bri ngs home for
his needy family. When his mother appeals to him for money to help his
pregnant sister, Esta, he rejects her plea because he is saving his
resources for the seduction of Hortense.
Book One of An American Tragedy ends with an accident when Clyde,
Hortense and some other of their friends take a trip into the country in
a borrowed automobile. On the way back home the auto runs down a child.
Terribly frightened, and unable to stand the scene because he thinks it
will cause him the loss of his job, Clyde makes his escape crawling
through a field in fear. After a lapse of three years, Book Two begins
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with Clyde working at the Union League Club in Chicago. While working
in this athletic club where only wealthy and well-to-do people come,
Clyde encounters his uncle Samuel Griffiths from New York, a successful
manufacturer of the Griffiths Collar & Shirt Company. Clyde's trim
figure and good looks impress the uncle whose uneasiness of conscience
over previous neglect of his brother's family make him listen to the
young man's plea that he be given a chance to make his way in the shirt
factory.
When Clyde goes to Lycurgus, in upstate New York, and starts
working in the factory, he occasionally walks past the residential area
of the upper-class of the town imagining what it would be like to live
like those who are materially better off than he is and looking forward
to the time \tttlen he will be part of such a world. In his work Clyde
proves as capable as his cousin Gilbert, Sall1lel's son, whom he closely
reseri>les. What Clyde does not know is that his cousin Gilbert resents
his presence in Lycurgus because it is a threat to his own business and
social status. What makes Gilbert nore resentful is the look-alike
resemblance between him and the bell-hop. Partly because of this
irritating chance resemblance, Gilbert works to prevent his family from
admitting the young boy into their circle.
Feeling alienated and lonely, and desperate for love and
companionship, Clyde cannot resist the temptation of a gay, gracious and
good-looking girl in the factory, Roberta Alden. With growing sexual
passion, Clyde forces Roberta to give in and she yields herself to him
out of love. Soon she becomes pregnant. In the meantime, Clyde has
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already become involved with the upper-class Sondra; he continues his
relationship with Roberta secretly, lying to her about his emotional
engagement with Sondra, and revealing nothing of his entanglement with
Roberta to Sondra. When ROberta's position demands a solution - atter
the failure of all attempts at abortion - Clyde plans to murder her. In
the boat in Big Bittern lake, Clyde's courage fails him and he is unable
to strike a death blow and go through with his plotted murder. However,
Roberta stumbles toward him in an unbearable gesture of sympathy; her
unwanted solace repels him, and with a camera in his hand he strikes out
at her, cutting her face and head; the boat overturns; Roberta sinks
down drowning; and Clyde, ignoring her pleas for help, swims swiftly
ashore and flees the scene through the woods to Sondra.
Book Three opens with the discovery of Roberta's body and the
search for Clyde. Having left a series of clues behind him, Clyde is
soon found and taken into custody. He is tried in a rural area that
happens to be one of the most conservative and moralistic in the
country. As "Chance di d not ai d" Clyde in fi ndi ng a way out ot
Roberta's trouble (Tragedy, 455), chance does not aid him in his trial.
His case comes up at just the time when the district attorney can use
the publicity of a successful prosecution in the coming elections.
Clyde is almost universally regarded as guilty from the outset. His
defence and subsequent appeal fail, and Clyde is finally offered in
sacrifice to an angry society.
Jude the Obscure and An American Tragedy have much more in cosmon
than any of the previously discussed novels of Hardy and Dreiser. Both
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heroes, Jude and Clyde, are presented to us in depth, with Jude's
sensuality in conflict with his spiritual or intellectual aspirations,
and Clyde's emotional impulses sometimes in conflict with his generally
materialistic aims. But the basic nature and aspirations of each
character differ. While Jude seeks from the start ethical, religious
and intellectual goals, Clyde always wants material comforts, money.
pleasure. and status. It is clear that as an idealist, Jude was acutely
tuned to a distant drummer whose music promised higher achievement than
mere day-ta-day exi stence. Yet his desire for spiritual and mental
elevation was thwarted mercilessly and surely, his very virtues becoming
vices in the eyes of society. Clyde was on the opposite end of the
spectrum, wanting only material satisfaction; but he was undermined Just
as effectively as Jude. Thus each is burdened with an ambition, and the
ambition of each is marked by failure. Even if the one is an idealist,
and the other a materialist, the destiny of each character is the same.
Each is frustrated by forces in his nature, his society, and his
circumstances.
Both heroes are seen as products of heredity to some degree. Both
come from poverty-stri cken famll i es wi thout redeemi ng characteristics.
An orphan, Jude has a background completely unsympathetic to his nature
and his goals. His father so mistreated Jude's mother that she drowned
herself .52 Through the course of the novel, it is hi nted that another
relative was sent to the gallows because he tried to steal the cotf1n of
his dead child (Jude, 223). In general, Jude's family passed on to him
nervous tendencies and a history of perversity.
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Likewise, Clyde comes from a poor home where the parents lack true
understanding of the children and of each other. Clyde's father leaves
family management to his wife. Clyde's brother and sisters are slow and
seemingly lacking even the desire for survival. The mother possesses a
steely endurance, but is rather cold despite her professed love tor
humanity. The "sterile moralism,,53 of Clyde's parents provides an empty
emotional background for him, just as Jude's uncaring great aunt
provides a home without any warmth. There is a barrier between Clyde
and hi s mother who "woul d never understand hi s cravi ng for ease and
luxury, for beauty, for love - his particular kind of love that went
with show, pleasure, wealth, position, his eager and immutable
aspirations and desires.,,54
In physical traits the two young men are strikingly similar. Jude
is presented as a "young man with a forcible, med1tative, and earnest
rather than handsome cast of countenance" (Jude, 62-63) , a dark
complexion, dark eyes, black curly hair and a closely-trimmed black
beard (Jude, 63). Clyde has a "straight, well-cut nose, high white
forehead, wavy, glossy, black hair, eyes that were black and rather
melancholy at times" (Tragedy, 27). Apart from their physical
resemblances, both men are characterized by the same melancholic
disposition evidenced in their demeanours. "If he could only prevent
himse 1f growi ng up! He di d not want to be a man," Jude muses (Jude,
17). Of Clyde, Dreiser notes that" to say the truth, Clyde had
a soul that was not destined to grow up" (Tragedy. 189). And Clyde's
mind is more "drawn to romance than to reality" (Tragedy, 834).
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Further similarities strike us as we find both men are incredibly
innocent and naive. Jude's innocence probably explains his inability to
reject youthful idealism, and Clyde's naivety explains his belief in his
ability to clinb up the social ladder. This innocence makes it
difficult for each to relate to the actual world and have a chance of
attaining his goals. Clyde's innocent outlook makes it ditticult tor
him to understand the workings of an intricately devised society. And
whenever he is in a complex situation, he is confused because his mind
is too simple to cope with it. Both, Jude and Clyde, share this naivety
and are lost in situations demanding sophistication or cunning.
The physical propensities of each character are essential to an
understanding of the initial forces shaping both Jude and Clyde. Both
are victims of the sexual impulses that work to overcome their judgment.
Jude's involvement with Arabella has often been attributed to his sexual
responses to her, but he was attracted to Sue, as well, at least partly
because of his sensuous nature: "For whatever Sue's virtues, talents or
ecclesiastical saturation, it was certain that those items were not at
all the cause of his affection for her" (Jude, SO). Jude loves Sue not
just for his intellectual rapport with her, but for her physical
presence as well.
Similarly, Clyde is drawn to Roberta not only becasue she is gay
and gracious, but because he can imagine a sexual relationship with her.
And Sondra attracts him not merely for her beauty, but for what she
represents in the society he wishes to enter. Except for Roberta, whose
soft prettiness and gentle ways are an overwhelming lure, Clyde's
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sexuality is "always at the service of his fears, his petty snobbism,
his calculations."55 His is a "disposition easily and often intensely
inflamed by the chemistry of sex and the formula of beauty" (Tragedy,
263), but even in physical pleasure Clyde cannot forgo the materialistic
impulses driving him. Sex is usually for him just a "reflection of his
ambition,"56 with sex compounded into the American Dream. And Clyde is
a victim of the compound.
Early critics made much of Judels sexuality. Harold Child
observes that "the taint of grossness"57 is always dragging him down.
Arthur Symons poi nts out that the book is "one of the most sexual novel s
I have ever read.1158 Constant references to pigs symbolize the animal
side of not only Arabella but Jude as well. Herbert Grimsditch asserts
that the animal aspect of Jude is "always too strong tor the
spi ri tual . "59 In provi di ng Jude with a sensuous nature Hardy is not
merely recogni zi ng that the human bei ng is a "porti on of one organi srn
called sex,"60 but also recognizing that life is a physiological fact
and that its honest portrayal cannot ignore the sexual relationship. In
one sense, Hardy emphasizes Judels spirituality by having him struggle
to achieve it despite the constant temptation of his body. Had Jude
been a cold, sexless person, his struggle would have seemed of far less
significance.
Just as Jude is not without a physical side, Clyde is not without
some moral values. Clydels conscience is pricked when he refuses his
mother money for his seduced pregnant sister, planning instead to save
in order to buy a fur coat for Hortense and thereby gai n her favours.
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The narrator cornnents that "it was shameful. He was low, really mean"
(Tragedy, 135). Clyde does consi der briefly the moral aspect of hi s
behaviour: IIMight he not, later, be punished for a thing like this?"
(Tragedy, 135). Clyde soon dismisses that fear and persists in denying
his mother's plea for some money to help his sister Esta. In the trial
scene, Clyde's attorney describes him as a "moral and mental coward" and
adds, "not that I am condemni ng you for anythi ng that you cannot he 1p.
(After all, you didn't make yourself, did you?)" (Tragedy, 728). It is
a poi nt of view that Dreiser himsel f seems to endorse throughout the
novel as a whole.
Jude and Clyde are, in fact, victims of the ambitions each
cultivates, ambitions strangely alien to their backgrounds, yet
predictable in view of their psychological constitutions. Ambition is
such an integral part of both Jude and Clyde, that it is as vital for
them as any primary characteristic. Their dreams are conceived in
childhood, and their whole lives then revolve about these aspirations.
For each, the chief ambition is centred in a city. For Jude the
city is Christminster, "city of light" and learning (Jude, 23), "the
centre of the universe" (Jude, 254) and home of the university \tiIere he
envisions all learning, culture, and true values to exist. His "quest
for learning is to escape from a life of a grinding toil that he could
not but wish to escape. "61 But his aim is not simply one of escape, for
he is inexplicably "crazy for books" (Jude, 13), and his desire for
learning is another manifestation of his sensitivity and idealism. His
association with learning and with Christianity reinforce his basic
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spirituality. That spirituality and sensitivity, shown when Jude feeds
the birds forbidden grain, and when he cannot torture a pig to get
bloodless meat, both create his ambition and foreshadow his eventual
downfall. The 1ure of Chri stmi nster is thus for Jude the 1i ght and
learning it represents, the idea it embodies.
Clyde's dreams also focus on a city. His goals in comparison with
Jude's are materialistic; so any city will do so long as it offers
material pleasure and glamour. Clyde finally concentrates his dreams on
Lycurgus, because there opportunity beckons in the form of an uncle whom
he imagines as "a kind of Croesus, living in ease and luxury" (Tragedy,
26). Lycurgus represents for Clyde the kind of possessions and l1fe
style he seeks. He is able to appreciate only the tangible aspect of
success; thus he is strongly drawn to the city's nouveau riche in whose
sho~ manner of existence he sees the importance of the material
stressed. Lycurgus becomes an apt embodiment of his dream, an
industrialized metropolis. Its gaudiness and modernity demonstrate how
for Clyde the physical 1s inseparably bound up with his goals. Clyde,
in fact, lives both figuratively and literally in the city. Ellen Moers
in her Two Dre;sers poi nts out that Clyde "has no natural roots, almost
no body. His world is never the natural one, always the urban and
artificial. "62 Clyde's dream gives him a vigour, even an importance, he
would not otherwise possess. "Even in a crippled psyche, there remain,
eager and available, the capacities we associate with a life of
awareness. False values stunt and deform these capacities, but in some
pi tiful way al so express and release them. "63
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ThuS Jude's strong sexuality, and Clyde's over-riding ambition
become unchangeable factors burdening each. Jude will grow to curse the
idealism which sees him innocently studying as he rides on a bakery
cart, and Clyde will sit on death row, wondering why his desires led him
to such a tragic end.
Turning from Jude's and Clyde's basic traits to see how these are
modified by circumstance, we discover that both authors provide a cruel
and abrasive environment for each character. This environment acts both
to strengthen their desires and weaken their opportunities tor
achievement.
The physical settings in which the two find themselves much atfect
their development. Ironically, while Jude's rural atmosphere would seem
devoid of the intellectual or spiritual - "'How ugly it is here!"', he
cries of Marygreen (Jude. 13) - he develops in this direction, while
Clyde, growing up in the religious and otherworldly environment ot a
Christian mission house, has opposite goals. Both go to work early at
jobs wholly opposed to their temperaments. Jude progresses from being a
living scarecrow to a bakery boy, both tasks disliked by a young man
whom Hardy calls "a species of Dick Whittington whose spirit was touched
to finer issues than a mere material gain" (Jude 64).
Even when Jude leaves his rural home of Marygreen for the city of
Chri stmi nster, hi s envi ronment conti nues to affect hi s 1i fe. "This
disposition to a melancholy view was confirmed and increased by the age
in which he lived. It was an age of transition. Along with
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the disintegration of the old social and economic structure went a
disintegration of ideas.~64 Jude becomes a stonemason, and is brought in
touch with the life and ideas of the city. Victorian England was in the
midst of a revolution of ideas, and Jude's own mind reflected this
revolution. In the city he is exposed through Sue to a questioning
approach to commonly-held concepts of God and morality. Sue's opinion
of "'what is the use of thinking of laws and ordinances... it they
make you miserable when you know you are committing no sin?11I (Jude,
177), and her quotation from J.S.Mill, "who lets the world, or his own
portion of it, choose his plan of life for him, has no need of any other
faculty than the ape-like one of imitation,~ make Jude at first feel
appalled, yet gradually his outlook becomes similar (Jude, 178).
Because of this new philosophy, not only Jude, but Sue, and Phillotson
are set apart from thei r envi ronment, and made miserab 1e by it. When
Phi 11otson 1ets Sue go to 1i ve wi th her lover JUde, he is interrogated
by the chairman of the School Comm;ttee, asked to resign, and finally
dismissed because of his conduct. But it is Jude's suffering which is
more subtle and in a way more agonizing. Mill might put forth radical
ideas, but social attitudes generally demanded conformity to
conventions, and failure to conform results in society's disapproval and
condemnation. Jude, in fact, becomes the victim at an environment where
he cannot live according to his own principles, and when he attempts to
do so, he has to suffer the consequences. Jude's and Sue's principles
are in conflict with their environment. In another world there might be
no confl i et for Jude, but Jude is not in another warl d. He is in the
one in which he finds himself. Thus while his character leads him along
the path he takes, the world in which he finds himself determines the
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outcome of following that path.
Clyde too is strongly affected by his environment. He parades the
streets of Kansas City reluctantly as part of his parents' preaching and
singing mission. Repelled and resentful on account of their reception,
embarrassed because hi s father is call ed "01d Prai se-the-Lord Gri tfi ths"
(Tragedy, 18), Clyde sees his parents as failures and his sole wish is
to escape. He wants to be just l tke other boys and imagines all would
be different if he had better clothes and a car.
His first contacts outside his dreary mission home strengthen nt s
bel ief that outward appearance is the most important aspect of
existence. Taking a Job in a gaudy hotel with an Arabian Nights
atmosphere, Clyde is enraptured by the tall tales of the bell-boys and
the 1uxury around him. He sees no inconsistency in a crooked
bell-captain who demands a portion of his tips. He questions nothing,
willing to pay any price for his connection with the hotel.
Frederi ck Hoffman poi nts out how "every event of hi s 1ife is
determined by its locale. "65 In the Green-Davidson Clyde almost blends
into the decor. The effect of locale upon him is even stronger at a
climactic moment in the novel: Roberta's murder is first suggested to
him by a particular landscape and scene. Without Roberta, he
accident11y visits a desolate and lonely lake which causes him to
remember a newspaper story of a drowned gi r1 whose companion's body was
never found. "He did not realize it, but at the moment his own
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subconscious need was contemplating the loneliness and the usefulness at
times of such a lone spot as this" (Tragedy, 494). Then, to give voice
to hi s dark thoughts, the eeri e cry of the wier-wi er bi rd sounds, a
b i rdc ry un 1ike any he has ever heard (Tragedy, 494-495). Clyde has not
sought a murder scene; it is almost thrust upon him. His return with
Roberta to these lakes is only an enactment of what the environment had
suggested on the previous visit.
In view of the undeniable effect of their environment upon both
heroes, it is striking how often this environment is changed for each.
Jude consciously moves to five main localities, seeking in each the
spiritual fulfilment he has been denied elsewhere. His intellectual
ques t, termed by Hardy a "form of the modern vi ce of unrest II (Jude, 69),
takes him ,along many spiritual as well as physical avenues. Each of the
six parts of the novel, except for the last, begins on a note of hope as
Jude changes residences. Each ends, however, with the revelation that
this latest hope is also unattainable. In the last part, part six, Jude
returns to the scene of his first defeat and finds his last
disappointment there. As Jude migrates, his outlook also undergoes
changes. He is initially a simple idealist accepting the teaChings ot
Christianity and society as exact replicas of an eternal verity. When
he encounters Sue, who has freer ideas, Jude is at fi rst shocked and
frightened. Her recompllation of the Bible, for instance, shocks him.
Gradually, however, he realizes the shading of true moralHy and acts
out what Sue can only voice. As he becomes freer, she, unable to stand
derision and the loss of her children, reverts to the traditional
philosophical pos t t ton Jude first held, and the two actually exchange
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intellectual positions.
Clyde likewise changes his environment several times. But he
moves only by physical accident rather than, like Jude, through the
effort to find a less cramping environment. He leaves his home town of
Kansas Ci ty because of the car acci dent i nvolvi ng the death of a Chi 1d;
he leaves Chicago because he by chance has encountered his uncle; he
leaves Lycurgus to take Roberta to the lake because she has become
pregnant; and he leaves life because Roberta was - in the final analysis
- accidentally drowned. Even though his home changes, his basic code
remains the same. Each of the three books of the novel opens in a new
1oca 1i ty wi th a new promi se and ends wi th defeat. For Clyde the promi se
and the defeat always remain the same: the achievement of wealth and
success on the one hand, their loss on the other.
Environment includes not only setting, but chance and circumstance
as well. Many of Jude's and Clyde's difficulties arise. from a
particular combination of circumstances. Circumstance appears in five
forms for Jude: chance and coincidence, nature, time, woman, and
convention.66 The forms are similar for Clyde. Generally for each,
circumstance is ma1;gnant: "But nobody di d come because nobody does," we
read when Jude needs help in deciphering his grammar (Jude, 27). It
somebody had corne, i.e., the quack physician, his help would have been
bogus. Dreiser spells out a similar rule for Clyde when he says that
Clyde's situation can lead only to disaster "unless chance in sorne torm
should aid. And chance did not aid" (Tragedy, 455).
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Various coincidences also affect the lives of both men. Jude's
life is not free from some adverse coincidences. For example. Sue's
expulsion from the training college is the result of a train they
missed. Sue's marriage to Phillotson is the outgrowth of the
schoolmaster's chance relocation near Christm1nster and JUde's bad luck
in introducing the pair. Yet despite the element of coincidence. Jude
makes an attempt. futil e as it might be. to control hi slife. He meets
Arabella by chance. yet his intimacy with her develops not by chance but
only after he has left her and decided to keep his word in meeting her
again. He first sees Sue by chance. but he has fallen in love with her
photograph before they meet. But Jude's effort to make somethi ng of
chance. trying consciously to control his opportunity. are Shown to be
as useless as is Clyde's tendency simply to float unthinkingly with what
chance provides.
The most telling coincidence for Clyde. which "was destined to
bring about a chain of events which none of them could possibly have
foreseen" (Tragedy, 331), is hi s chance re-encounter wi th Sondra and her
mistaken belief that he is his wealthy cousin, Gilbert. Their whole
relationship, however, stems from this occurrence.
Jude's basic makeup inevitably determined his decisions .tn
crucial and critical times, whereas Clyde's basic makeup meant that he
made few real decisions. Jude's temperament thus is almost in every
case at work, whereas Clyde almost always drifts with events rather than
trying to control them.
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Defining first the critical points in the life of Jude we find out
that his infatuation with Christminster is interrupted by his meeting
with the callous Arabella and his subsequent and disastrous marriage to
her. Following the failure of this matrimonial union Jude takes the
road to Christminster; there he receives the letter advising him to
abandon his efforts to become a scno l ar ; the result is his decision to
enter the ministry instead. His religious adoration of Sue, his attempt
to release her from the "gin" of her marriage to Phillotson and the
"kiss" are important factors in his rejection of conventional religion.
His life with Sue, the suicide-murder of their children, Sue's return to
Phillotson, and his remarriage, create his motive to give up the
struggle and put an end to his life. In every case Jude seems to make a
decision.
We have already observed that Jude's sexuality involves him with
Arabella, but his tendency to put mind over matter and his sense of
honour and duty make him marry her: "He kept up a factitious belief in
her. His idea of her was the thi ng of most consequence, not Arabella
herself, he sometimes said laconically" (Jude, 48). He knows Arabella
will stifle his dreams about "books, and degrees, and impossible
fellowships" (Jude, 48), but Jude cannot sacr1fice one ideal tor
another. And Just because of his innocence, he ts otten called a
"simple fool" (Jude, 48). However, after ten years of serious studies,
his hopes of entering the IIgown life" of Christminster are finally
crushed when he receives the college master's letter advising him to
remain in his "own sphere" as a stonemason (Jude, 95). The outright
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reject; on of h; s hopes does not wound Jude as deeply as "the awakeni ng
to a sense of his limitations" (Jude, 94), and the realization that, on
the world's terms, he is "unequipped, poor, and unforeseeing" (Jude,
94). Following this defeat, Jude takes an alcoholic plunge in his
attempt to escape his mental anguish, but as a "strong-brained" fellow
(Jude, 98), strong liquor cannot make him forget, and, signiticantly,
even in an alcoholic stupor, he recites the Creed in Latin, never
escaping his intellectual endowment (Jude, 99). That night, in his
stress and sorrow he seeks Sue, but at dawn when he strikes out into the
Wessex countryside, and returns to his aunt's house at Alfredston, he
meets the curate and decides to aim his ambition at the ministry rather
than at the scholarly life which now seems impossible.
After reaching this decision to enter the ministry, Jude's
honesty compels him to admit to himself that his hopes of becoming a
clergyman had been less than completely spiritual: liThe old fancy which
had led on to the culminating vision of the bishopric had not been an
ethical or theological enthusiasm at all, but a mundane ambition
masquerading in a surplice" (Jude, 103). Nevertheless, he reasons:
But to enter the Church in such an
unschol arly way that he coul d not in any
probability rise to a higher grade through
all his career than that of the humble
curate weari ng hi s 1i fe out in an obscure
village or city slum - that might have a
touch of goodness and greatness 1n it;
that m1ght be true re 11gi on, and a
purgatori a1 course worthy of bei ng
followed by a remorseful man (Jude. 103).
It is Jude's honesty. however. that later causes him to abandon
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all thoughts of the clergy. He kisses Sue, a "turm nq-po t nt " in his
career, and decides that as long as he loves another man's wife he
cannot IIpursue the idea of becoming the soldier and servant of a
religion in which sexual love was regarded as at its best, a frailty,
and at its worst damnation" (Jude, 172). Jude's true spirituality
prevents him living a sham. Although at this moment he has not yet
questioned whether the church's rulings are Justified, he only knows
that if he cannot give himself fully, he will withhold himselt. He is
acu te enough to see that the 1aw made of hi m a sinner where he had no
intention of sinning, yet he was not strong enough to conquer the needs
that led him to offend against it.
When he reflects that his aspirations regarding scnctersntp and
apostleship had both been checked by women he does not realize that
it is not women but his ideas about them that cause his downfall.
His relationships with Arabella and Sue were equally disastrous for
his deve10pment67 because he sees neither of them as she really is -
and deals with both on the basis of incorrect suppositions.
As far as Jude's final rejection of Christianity and social
convent; on ; s concerned, no rej ect t on of the spi ritual is i nvol ved. He
abandons not the ethics of true Christianity, but the fallacious version
of the church gl orifi ed by a hypocri ti cal soc1 ety. The narrator is
obviously against many of the hypocritical social conventions that are
antiquated and inhumane. Throughout the novel the narrator makes
various sarcastic remarks about the hollow values of people who have
society's and reg1igion's stamp of approval. For example, he suggests
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the sham religious charity some people manifest by placing his comment
that Farmer Troutham shows "t ove for Gad and manu (Jude, 15) by donating
to the church in the context of the same passage that describes the
farmer's conventional and shallow "qoodness ". In addition, the narrator
sees the foolishness of the marri age 1aws (Jude, 80) and how soc i ety
sanctions the unsuitable marriage of Jude and Arabella, Sue and
Phil1otson, and at the same time punishes mercilessly Jude and Sue for
what is at least a more honest and satisfying relationship. The
narrator also points out that the Training SChool's matron is only
concerned about bad publicity and does not care if Sue is dead (Jude,
114). Jude finds it difficult to accept what he does not believe; and
he cannot believe what he cannot intellectualy reason out as logical and
good. When Sue gi ves into soci a 1 conventi on and deserts Jude tor
another man, Jude does not change his mental outlook. Sue's cruel
desertion merely crushes Jude's last desire to continue the struggle.
When he goes out into the rain to weaken himself enough to die, he does
so with a conscious plan. Surprisingly, it is one of the few plans of
his life that works.
Clyde, in comparison with Jude, did encounter critical points in
hiS short career, but he could hardly make a decision. These difficult
situations could be identified as Esta's pregnancy, followed Shortly
afterwards by the Kansas city accident, and Clyde's escape to Chicago
where he meets his uncle Samuel Griffiths in the Chicago League Club.
In Lycurgus, Clyde becomes involved with Roberta. ROberta's pregnancy
and his dream of success with Sondra put Clyde in the most critical
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dil enma he has ever known. After Roberta I s death comes Clyde I s tri al ,
his conversion and death. Terrible as some of them are, these events
have no meaning to Clyde except as they stand in the way of his material
desires.
The fact of Esta's pregnancy, for example, can be seen as
prefiguring the major movement of the novel which is set in train by
ROberta's pregnancy. In the early episode involving his sister all that
is threatened is Clyde's selfish dreams of spending all his newly
acquired money on himself; in Roberta's case it is a whole new life of
material and social success that is threatened. Ironically, it is a
lack of money that prevents Clyde from extricating himself from the
Roberta problem: the doctor who refuses to help Roberta had helped other
wealthy girls in a similar situation.
Clyde makes no decision about ROberta's predicament. His
efforts are aimed at delay in the hope that a way out will miraculously
unfold, for in"this crisis he was as interesting an illustration at the
enormous handicaps imposed by ignorance, youth, poverty and tear as one
could have found" (Tragedy, 418). His dilly-dallying finally drives
Roberta to desperation, and she forces the issue. She writes that
unless she hears from him imediately, lithe world will know how you have
treated meII (Tragedy, 506). Clyde is as usual mesmerized by the
situation, and "with this in his hands, he was finally all but nurmed by
the fact that now decidedly he must act" (Tragedy, 507).
His plan to murder Roberta comes from a newspaper clipping. Even
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as he attempts to formulate an outline for his scheme, his own mind
seems to desert him and some "Gi ant Efri til takes over, a voi ce from
nowhere directing his efforts:
And the moment whi en he or somethi ng had
planned for him, and which was now to
decide his fate at hand! It could be
done - it could be done - swiftly and
simply, were he now of the mind and heart,
or 1ack of it - wi th him swimming swittly
away thereafter to freedom - to success -
of course - to Sondra and happi ness - a
new and greater and sweeter 1i fe than any
he had ever known (Tragedy, 529-530).
- that is what the voice tells him.
At the point of action, Clyde hesitates and takes no overt
decision, letting the fates once again take over. Roberta comes toward
him in the boat. As he rises to stop her, he unintentionally strikes
her with the camera in his hand. Then "rising and reaching halt to
assist or recapture her and half to apologize for the unintended blow,"
he capsizes the boat (Tragedy, 531). Up to that point, he still "had
not qui te made up hi s mind as to whether he wou1d be able to go through
wi th it or not II (Tragedy, 512). As Roberta is drowning, the voice
ins tructs hi m to ignore her pleas for help. He makes perhaps hi s on ly
decision and lets her drown, a moral but not a legal offence. Even
after the drowni ng, lithe thought that, after all, he had not really
killed her" comes to him (Tragedy, 532), an illustration once again at
his materialistic orientation. He cannot accept guilt since he did not
strike a death blow. His idea of evil is not abstract enough to make
him feel at fault unless he physically precipitates an event. Roberta's
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death shows that Clyde is not master of hi s fate and can on ly choose
evil, as well as good, under particular circumstances. The whole
episode is strongly reminiscent of Hurstwood's "theft" of the dollar
bills in Sister Carrie: In both cases it is fate or chance that seems to
determine the event; the individual is more a victim than master of the
circumstances in which he finds himself.
Clyde's conversion is also important. When the strangely
attractive Reverend Duncan McMillan visits Clyde in prison offering him
comfort through re 1i gi on, Clyde ponders whether he snou 1d accept the
peace being promised. He asks himself, "was he going to turn to
religion now, solely because he was in difficulties and frightened like
these others? He hoped not" (Tragedy, 840). It is not religion,
however, an abstraction after all, to which Clyde succumbs. It is
McMillan. As usual Clyde relates only to the visible, lithe appealing
Rev.Duncan McMillan. His mild, serene eyes. His sweet voice. His
faith" (Tragedy, 842). Clyde eventually yields not to any idea of a
God, but to the minister, "anxious to retain his interest and visits.
It was the force and the earnestness of the Rev.McMillan operating
upon him II (Tragedy, 844). Even Clyde's conversion is a fake. He
refuses to forego a belief that somehow he is "not as guilty as they all
seemed to think" (Tragedy, 857). When he learns that he is to die and
tells his mother IIIGod has heard lIlY prayers I ", he adds to himself II'Had
He? I II (Tragedy, 869).
Clyde is condemned to death because of the material evidence
against him: his straw hat, his camera, ROberta's letter to her mother
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found in her coat pocket, and her other 1etters to Clyde found in hi s
room which brought the judge and the jury to tears. His attempt to save
himself by claiming a fake "change of heart" about Roberta also fails
(Tragedy, 851). Clyde undergoes a symbolic death prior to his actual
one. Figuratively, just as Jude dies spiritually as soon as Sue deserts
him, Clyde is dead as soon as Roberta drowns.
Both Jude and Clyde suffered alienation and rejection from their
societies. We have already observed in the previous chapter (IV), how
Jude's alienation and suffering begin early in life. Alienation from
society is, in both instances, indicated by the use of wall symbols as
striking metaphors for loneliness. In Christminster, as Jude haunts the
walkways of the college he muses, "only a wall divided him from those
happy young contemporaries of his only a wall - but what a wall! II
(Jude, 70). The wall represents all the social, economic, and class
barriers to the world of learning. It embodies Jude's failure and
serves as mocking reminder of his unrealistic and false hopes. The
closed doors of the walled, revered institutions remain silent rebuffs
of his efforts. Shortly before his death, Jude admits : "'1 am an
outsider to the end of lIlY days!'" (Jude, 259). And, cruelly enough,
Jude dies outside the walls of Christminster still looking in.
The tall walls keeping Clyde in his place are not only symbolic
impediments to his material success but are actual barricades as well.
"tne tall walls of the cOlllllercial heart of an American city... such
walls as in time may linger as a mere fable" (Tragedy, 15) trap Clyde,
and these walls are actually buildings with night watchmen and locked
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doors. In Lycurgus Clyde strolls longingly by the tall walls of the
houses of Wykeagy Avenue. The need for access, to cease bei ng outside
gazing in, haunts Clyde, and eventually leads to his involvement in a
murder. However, he dies outside the tall buildings of the rich people
forei gn to thei r "cars and crowds II (Tragedy, 18).
Jude's and Clyde's alienation comes from the fact that both have
felt no kind of unity with their surrounding environment and their own
kind. In Hardy's and Dreiser's novels, the happiest people are those
most in harmony with their environment, a condition Jude and Clyde
obviously lack. Because of his alienation from his fellow man, Jude
"persistently idealized the 'real' world of men and attempted vainly to
live in the ghostly world he had created, which was visible and real
only to him."68 Therefore, "happiness was unattainable for Jude because
he was perpetually confronted with the sordid, earthly world of men,
opposed as it was to his glorious ideal, the realm of ghosts ."69 As long
as his ideals of Christminster and Sue were untarnished, he attempted to
live in the real world, but when these concepts were no longer
comforting to him he wished to die. "With the vanishing of his most
precious ghosts, his will to live disintegrated, for he could not exist
in the world of men."70
Withou t the wor 1d of men, Clyde, however had nothi ng . The wor 1d
reaects Clyde, but he was never hostile to the society which did not
accept him. His only aim was to become part of Lycurgus's upper crust,
and he saw nothing unpleasant about its organization except his
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exc 1us i on. Without hi s reverence and awe for the materi a1 wor 1d, Clyde
is empty. He is defined not as an individual but through his
relationships to institutions - the hotel, tactory and society. Thus in
Dreiser's world, man progressed in proportion to his harmony with
society and nature. Clyde could not fit into society nor rise superior
to it, so he remained adrift in the metropolis.
The society repudiating Clyde welcomed persons like him whO
achieved material plenty, but scorned them when they did not. Gilbert
Griffiths, Clyde's cousin, is as amoral and even more self-centred than
Clyde, and Clyde is as capable as Gilbert. But because of his wealth,
Gilbert is part of the world which disdains Clyde. The attorney
representing Clyde had once been in a similar situation; but his family
had the money to extricate the attorney from the situation; so he could
marry the girl of his choice. Clyde's society seems similar to that of
Cowperwood with the motto "I satisfy IT\Yself", and the end Justifying the
means - if the means work.
Conventional religion also alienates Jude and Clyde. Both are
intimately involved with religion. The hypocrisy of much Christianity
is sharply etched for Jude on several occasions. He and Sue are
banished from carving the Ten Commandments on a church wall because they
are not married. When the farmer thrashes Jude for letting the bir.ds
feed, the sound of the beati ng echoes from the new church tower for
which the farmer had contri buted money to "testify hi slave for God and
man" (Jude, 15). Jude is doubly tormented by Christianity, which fails
him not only as a philosophy, but also causes the loss of Sue. When
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Jude declines Arabella's offer to fetch Sue to his death-bed: "'I don't
wish to see her agai n. She has chosen her course. Let her go!'"
(Jude, 317), it is suggested that he is not rejecting Sue but
Chri sti ani ty. 71
Clyde is also repelled by Christianity because he sees in it not
only the poverty of hi s parents, but a barren way of 1i fe, 1i ke that
of his mother whose faith is never answered, and whose asceticism is
quite the opposite of the material pleasures he longs tor. Clyde is
deeply embarrassed when some boys in the neighbourhood taunt him by
calling: "Here comes old praise-the-Lord Griffiths", or "Hey, you're
the fellow whose sister plays the organ. Is there anything else she
can play?" (Tragedy, 18). What Clyde finds unacceptable is the dreary
mission life led by his parents in order to save a few drunks and
derelicts in the face of an incredulous world. They "preach ... of
God's love for man and of man's ability to make the spirit of God's love
operative in his life. Yet Clyde at home is alone and 10veless."72
Steeped as he is in religion through the stringent evangelistic
activities of his family. Clyde finds that religion fails him in all
cases. Religion also fails his mother when she tries to raise money in
order to finance his legal defence. Local ministers. made a little
uneasy by her intensity, deny her their halls for lectures. These and
other instances indicate why Clyde, like Jude is alienated from
religion.
The degree to which both Hardy and Dreiser are unsympathetic to a
religious understanding of human existence is suggested by their
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reluctance to blame their protagonists for the actions in which they
become involved. The villain in both cases is not only a hostile
universe but an indifferent society. In Jude the Obscure, Hardy
intermingles the evils of society and its conventions with the evils of
the uni verse. Runni ng throughout Hardy's novel are references to the
cruel ty of Nature and the "Fi rst Cause". From early chi 1dhood, Jude
feels that "Nature's logic was too horrid for him to care for" (Jude,
17). As he grows to manhood, "the inexorable laws of nature remain what
they are" (Jude, 112). Sue does not blame herself so much as she blames
'" the uni verse thi ngs in general, because they are so horri d and
cruel "' (Jude, 176). She exclaims, '''a why should Nature's law be
mutual butchery!'" (Jude, 244). Phillotson, too, asserts that "'cruelty
is the law pervading all nature and society; and we can't get out of it
if we would!'" (Jude, 252). To Sue "'all is trouble, advers t ty and
suffering!'" (Jude, 263) because it is "'Nature's law and raison d'etre
that we should be joyful in what instincts she afforded us ... III (Jude,
268). In such a universe says Sue, "it seems such a terribly tragic
thing to bring beings into the world" (Jude, 247) because "'they seem to
see all its terrors before they are 01d enough to have stayi ng power to
resist them'''. In the words of the doctor who certifies that Sue's
children are dead, the world is blighted with "'the beginning of
the coming universal wish not to live'" (Jude, 266). Fate, ultimately,
as Sue points out to Jude "'has given us this stab in the back for being
such fools as to take Nature at her word'!" (Jude, 268). The cruelties
inherent in nature are repeated in human institutions. As Roy Huss
pot nts out "the bungl ing jOb of creatt on does not even end w; th the
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defects produced in man, for man himself is a creator. Society is
man's own particular handiwork, and in constructing it he has
unfortunately tinged it with the imperfections of his own nature."73 For
Hardy the tragedy of the individual is produced "by an oppos ing
environment either of things inherent in the universe, or of human
institutions."74
In Jude the Obscure, society as an embodiment of what humanity has
achieved thus far, is full of archaic and irrelevant attitudes that lead
to inhumane and shortsighted beliefs and behaviour. Thus what could be
a singular instance of man's creative potential becomes, 1n terms of the
novel, an instance of his limited development.
For the purposes of Jude the Obscure, the failures of society are
primarily embodied in the institution of marriage and in the educational
problems of the lower class. Admittedly, the picture drawn of Victorian
marri age is a very harsh and extreme one. And the picture of Jude's
struggle is as bleak as it can be. But the study of the marriage
question is a way of portraying the essential character of Victorian
society, and what ultimately comes across is a picture ot a society that
denies the reality of human nature in all its complexity, and insists on
adherence to codes of behaviour that deny the rights and needs of
individuals.
Since man is very much a prisoner of his physical urges, social
behavioural codes should take into consideration man's carnal nature and
keep a sense of proportion in their evaluations of actions of a sexual
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nature. As Jude the Obscure demonstrates, society has failed to develop
such an attitude and is, therefore, responsible for the persecution and
even destruction of relatively well-intentioned people who succuno , in a
moment of weakness, to what the novel suggests is a natural "instinct".
Society sanctions the unsuitable marriage of Jude and Arabella, while it
punishes Jude and Sue for what is at least a more honest and satisfying
relationship.
Instances of criticism of the marital state abound in the text,
and criticism of marriage itself as more of a legal contract than an
elevating relationship based as much on spiritual and intellectual
grounds as on physical ones, appears over and over again (ct.pp.134,
154, 155, 167,224,227) throughout the novel.
The genuine cruelty of society's standards comes largely from the
tact that society has failed to allow for any individual development
within its rigid system. Sue articulates the frustration felt by such a
denial of her individual inclinations: "'1 have been thinking that
the social moulds civilization fits us into have no more relation to our
actual shapes than the conventional shapes of the constellations have to
the real star-patterns'" (Jude, 163). The extension of this argument is
that laws should be made flexible enough to allow for some aberrations,
especially in such a personal and unpredictable relationship as that
existing between man and woman: Sue articulates this need in a rather
impractical suggestion: II 'Domestic laws
temperaments, which should be classified.
Should be made according to
It people are at all peculiar
in character they have to suffer from the very rules that produce
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comfort in others! '" (Jude, 177).
As the increasing persecution of Jude and Sue indicates, society
can be vicious in its punishment of those who do not follow its manners
and mores. The great power of society's sanctions t s emphasized by the
fact that even such basically well-intentioned people as Jude, Sue, and
Phillotson can be driven to do mean and cruel acts because of societal
pressures: "'1 can't bear that they, and everybody, should think people
wicked because they may have chosen to live their own way! It is really
these opinions that make the best intentioned people reckless, and
actually become il1l11oral!' II (Jude, 240).
An example of society's perversion of basically good instincts is
the insinuation at the end of the novel that society has conquered and
that Phi 11otson wi11 not be so tolerant in hi s treatment of Sue any
more: he speaks of "'misplaced kindness'" and the need tor '"a little
judicious severity'" (Jude, 290) in his future treatment of Sue. Sue's
spirit is finally brought around to socially accepted behaviour, and she
denies all that she has been arguing for in the form of individual
expression, succumbing instead to the il1l11ense social pressures upon
her.
Religion, in this context, might be seen as the agency within
society for the promotion of more humane social attitudes. But religion
in the novel comes under severe criticism as society's conspirator
agai nst human nature rather than as an advocate for progressi ve and
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humane attitudes. The harsh reality of society's judgment against Jude
and Sue emerges when Jude is offered the job of restoring the lettering
of the Ten Commandments in a small church near Aldbrickham; Sue
accompanies him even though she is noticeably pregnant. Believing they
will be alone in the church, Jude and Sue underestimate the keenness of
humanity's disapproving eyes. Sue is recognized by the cleaning-woman,
who passes her information on to others. The appearance ot Father Time
on the scene only worsens matters. Soon two ladies of the congregation
are making remarks about Sue's doubtful marital status, and the
churchwarden is telling a weirdly humorous anecdote. It is clear that
these people have already condemned Jude and Sue as invnoral;
accordingly, they are soon dismissed from their work by the contractor
because of complaints from the congregation.
The i nci dent demonstrates how pi tifully l1l-prepared the pai rare
to deal with this kind of unjust treatment. Jude does not expect anyone
to intrude into such a secluded place; Sue does not anticipate that her
pregnancy will be noticed - or, if it should be. that any object ton is
likely to be raised against her assisting Jude in painting the Ten
Conmandments.
Perhaps the most scathing picture of religion occurs in the
juxtaposition of the picture of Jude and Sue as they grieve tor their
dead children against the background of "'two clergymen at ditferent
As Judeviews, arguing about the eastward position'" (Jude, 267).
exclaims, "'Good God the eastward position, and all creation
groan; ng! '" (Jude, 267).
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The educational system does not fare much better than society and
religion. The fact that someone as industrious and worthy as Jude is
treated with so much indifference by the educational world reveals an
essential limitation within the system itself and its bias towards the
privileged classes. So long as the educational system is so exclusive,




the picture of the social, religious and
of humanity which emerges in the novel
i nte1l ectual
is one that
human limitation and intolerance; society denies the
complexity of human nature instead of trying to come to grips with it.
The persecuti ons and unhappi ness, Jude, Sue and Phi 11otson undergo at
the hands of this insensitive and arbitrary set of social and religious
values are far out of proportion to the flaws these characters admit to.
Society, then, as a collective embodiment ot human possibility, tails to
foster development of the full potential of humanity. Society could
provide a stable and nurturing environment in which human potential
could be maximized and human limitations minimized. SUCh is what
society could be: the novel shows it as it is.
Dreiser too is concerned with the whole scheme of things. But
his less powerful theme - as is appropriate in a material1stically-
orientated novel - 1s that the external controlling force is never
God, but rather chance or some evol uti onary soc t al drive. Dreiser,
11ke Hardy, seems to doubt the exi s tence of any form of God. Instead,
he chooses to deal directly with the physical world. However, he
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imparts the same mystic quality to this world in his tragedy that
Hardy does to the universe in Jude the Obscure.
Early in his boynooo Clyde reveals the limitation of his
personality by associating himself with a showy and superficial
world. As his parents' drab and dreary mission life tails to mak.e
him feel the value of the spiritual side of lite and prevents him
from 1i vi ng in harmony with hi s natural surround; ng, the Green-Davi dson
hotel becomes hiS ideal. Living there closer to a society which puts
great val ue on the American Dream of success, Clyde becomes astoni shed
by the glittering atmosphere around him that whets his desires and
stimulates his materialistic ambitions. Instead of working to help his




The Green-Davidson hotel thus has a negative
mind to the extent that it conditions his
Oreiser condemns the stultifying ways of society, be they
religious, materialistic or conventional. The 1deal for Dre1ser 1s
always a life not bound by society but one in which the individual is
supreme. Materialism has, for all his characters, from Carrie to
Jennie, from Cowperwood to Witla, proved ul t1 mately barren. Orei ser
always prefers at least to preach against a soc1ety that worShips the
false god of Mammon and disposes the indiv1dual toward destructive
materialism. Yet over and over again it is apparent that Oreiser
himself is compl1cit with his protagon1sts' materialist desires. In
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An American Tragedy, Dreiser may deplore the American Dream of
material success and the materialistic and social conditions that
stunt the individual and blight his spiritual growth. In the novel,
that dream may have propelled Clyde toward a route that leads finally
to his destruction. Yet the force and power at the novel lie largely
in the sympathetic understanding Dreiser brings to the creation of
Clyde's character. Drei ser may in the end state that what he wants
the individual to do is to repudiate a narrow materialism and embrace
a wider sense of life and life's potential as outlined by the characters
of his earlier novels such as Bob Ames and Jennie Gerhardt. Clyde,
however, never even approaches such a wider understanding. What
destroys him, though, is less the wrongness of his goals, however narrow
in one sense they may be, than a crucial weakness of character that
prevents him from pursuing his aims with the ruthlessness of a
Cowperwood. The true tragedy of An American Tragedy is perhaps the fact
that moral conscience and the drive for social betterment prove
incompatible.
Both books also include the theme of a "tragedy at unfulfilled
aims", a tragedy linked inevitably to the author's views of society
as a damaging factor. Hardy describes his book as "a short story of
a young man 'who could not go to Oxford' - His struggles and ultimate
fail ure. "75 An Ameri can Tragedy is a novel of the "untul r t l 1ed
promise"76 of a young man who could not make his version of the
American Dream come true.
The contrasts withi n each book poi nt up th1 s non-ful filment. In
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Jude the Obscure, lithe contrast between the ideal 1i fe a man wished
to lead, and the squalid real life he was fated to leadll77 is revealed.
1I0f course the book is all contrasts,1I18 Hardy also said. The contrasts
are not only within Jude, the saint versus the sinner, but also in
society.
What he is told to believe at home and what he sees all around
him establish the contrasts for Clyde. He is informed that the meek
shall inherit the earth, yet he sees that it is not the timid who enjoy
the profits. He is told to work hard, yet he notices those who
endlessly toil and endlessly fail. Clyde always attempts to reconcile
the contrasts and he cannot. "Life is so casual, and 1uck comes to many
who sleep and flies from those who try II (Tragedy, 442), Dreher said,
and Clyde makes the same observation.
Even the cities where the two are located only enlarge the gap
between hope and fulfilment. Christminster is the sYlOOol ot Jude's
aspirations, but as Huss observes, "although the educational
opportunities which tantalize Jude and lead him to Christminster seem
to be more worth while than Eustacia's vision of the glamour of Parisian
life, they prove to be just as false and perhaps even more of an
ill us ion. "19.
Similarly, Lycurgus's promise of the American Dream 1s also false.
Clyde's world is also a tragic one because in Whipple's words, "it is
futile and wasteful, because all people have aspirations and
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possibilities which cannot be fulfilled in it."80 Indeed many critics
have commented on this aspect of both books. Walter Allen, tor example,
points out that An American Tragedy is a novel of "unfulfilled promise";
likewise, A.Alvarez indicates that the tragedy in Jude the Obscure "is
not one of missed chances but of missed fulfillment, of frustration."81
In his disappointment. Jude refers to the "'hell of conscious
failure'," both in ambition and in love (Jude, 101). The key word is
"conscious", for most men fail without admitting or understanding the
mean; ng of fail ure, or they do not fail because they attempt nothi ng.
Clyde's failure in comparison with Jude's is less verbalized, but he
recalls that he had "longed tor so much ••• and he had had so little.
Thi ngs - just thi ngs - had seemed very important to hi m -" (Tragedy,
865) •
ThuS far each hero is rebufted, reJected. refused and contused by
varying aspects of a hostile universe and an indifferent society. While
Jude is always revealed in spiritual terms: his worthy ideals and
elevated aspirations frustrated by social organizations and conventions,
Clyde is often revealed in material terms - his alienation is one from
the world of wealthy and well-to-do people. While Hardy condemns his
society for its failure to realize the promise of a better spiritual and
academic atmosphere for poor people such as Jude, Dreiser critiCizes his
society for its false promise of the American Dream.
In developing their characters as they did. however. Hardy and
Drei ser attempted to reveal some hope for the future. The endi ng at
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each novel does indeed hal d out hope for future improvement. Each hero
comes full circle in a way at once disheartening and slightly
optimistic. The full circle and new beginning are expressed indirectly
in Jude the Obscure. In reviewing his failure to accomplish what he set
out to do, Jude sees that he has tried to speed up the evolutionary
progress: "' It takes two or three generat; ons to do what I tri ed to co
in oneil' (Jude, 257). The SCholarship progranune to help students like
Jude is tangible proof that society is, to however small a degree,
beginning to provide expanded opportunities of development for its
members, a sign of a more humane and positive attitude.
In the first chapter of An American Tragedy, the scene is "dusk _
of a sumner night" (Tragedy, 15), and Clyde, a small cnt lc , is dragged
rel uctantly to si ng and preach with hi s family on the streets. At the
end, Clyde is dead, but the same family gathers in a re-enactment Of the
scene; again it is "dusk, of a sunmer night" (Tragedy, 871), and again a
small boy who yearns to be el sewhere is part at the scene. The new
child is Esta's illegitimate son, Russell, and Clyde's tragic lite seems
to be beginning allover again. Yet there is a hint at a better tuture
for this new "Clyde". Mrs.Griffiths tells herself that she must be more
kind, more liberal with this Child and "not restrain him too mucn , as
maybe, maybe, she had _" done wi th Clyde (Tragedy, 874). She thi nks of
her new outlook as something "for his {Clyde's} sake;" so perhaps
Clyde's life and death were not wholly without meaning. Dreiser uses as
usual materialistic terms. The symbol of Mrs.Griffiths's new
understanding is the dime for an ice-cream cone she gives Russell.
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To sum up, then, each hero began life handicapped by his
background and a personality at odds with itself. And each was defeated
by sexuality, poverty, and an ambition which logically should have been
abandoned. While Jude fought his battles on the ground of idealism,
Clyde waged his war on the front Of economiC deprivation. Nevertheless,
neither was, in the viewpoint of his author, to blame for his tragedy.
Jude1s unfulfilled aspirations halted his happiness Just as Clyde1s
selfishness hindered his success. Circumstance dealt as indifferently
with a man who sought i ntell ectual development as wi th one who longed
for the touch of Midas. While Jude always agon1zes over the demands of
honour and duty when he faces a cris1s, Clyde simply lets the cris1s
determine its own outcome or runs away from the prOblem. However, both
heroes find their goals equally frustrated. Both change a harsh
environment for an apparently more sympathetic one, but the result is
defeat in each case, for condit10ns are inherent not in certain locales
but in society and the universe itself. From the point of view of both
authors, society and nature present insuperable barriers to both
spiritual and materialistic fulfilment.
When Jude finally dies, he dies with dignity. He cannot avoid his
fate, but he has taken control of it. Dying thus we pity Jude, for h1s
suffering 1s great, greater than any human being can bear. The
intensity and significance of his suffering is suggested by references
to Jude as a martyr or Christ figure. Early in the novel, Jude sought
to pattern his life after Christ1s by focusing on a life of service
(Jude, 104). There are also many references to Job that elevate our
sense of Jude I s monumental sufferi ng. Jude seems to be aware of thi s
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parallel between his situation and Job's and even dies muttering Job's
words (Jude, 320).
On his death, Jude denounces with Job the very birth which has led
to so much suffering and so little joy: '''Let the day perish wherein I
was born, and the ni ght in whi en it was sai d, there is a rnan cnt l d
conceived. Wherefore is light given to him that is in misery, and
life unto the bitter in soul?'" (Jude, 320). This recognition of the
waste of the hero's life may be seen as the kind of anagnorisis that
frequently occurs at the end of a Greek or Elizabethan tragedy. Hardy's
heroes understanding and acquiescence in the rightness of their
destinies make them more akin to Shakespeare's heroes than Dreiser's.
Jude's dying words may be bitterly sincere, but their association
with Job undoubtedly lends dignity to his death scene. The world has
done its best to destroy Jude's dreams, his idealism, and his integrity.
Unlike Job, he ultimately gains nothing. Nevertheless, Jude has g~ined
an increased awareness of himself, and of the nature of reali ty, wh1Ch
prevents his life from being meaningless.
The parallels between Jude and the long-suffering figures of the
Bib 1e can thus be interpreted as add; ng di gnity and expanded
significance to his character. His consciousness of these parallels,
and his striving to emulate Christ may be seen as manifestations of his
lofty ant>ition to make something significant of his life. As a modern
man, Jude is not of the magnitude of a Christ or a Job; but in the
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reduced dimensions of the modern world Jude lives in, where man is
relegated to a small role only, Jude certainly cannot be faulted for
failing to aim high. Thus the novel makes a considerable effort to
develop classical and biblical levels of imagery. These levels at
references not only elevate the stature of Jude but gi ve hi s story a
significance far beyond what it might otherwise be seen to have. This
is especially true of the Christ, Job, and martyr images used in
conjunction with Jude.
Enhancing the Christ parallel, and enlarging Judels significance,
is the fact that Jude represents not just the case of one nai ve person
striving to achieve something. Rather, Jude, in a sense, reflects a
major future movement within society whereby educational opportun1ties
will be made more readily available to those from the lower classes who
will benefit from them. (Jude, 56 "every working- man being of that
taste {reading with an eye to self-education} now"). In a sense, then,
Jude is a kind of scapegoat sacrificed for the present shortcomings of
his society. Certainly, Jude is conscious of himself as a martyr. and
tells Arabella: 1111 am giving II\Y body to be burnedt !" (Jude, 298).
Ironically, he hears that plans are afoot to allow more disadvantaged
youths to get a university education but IIlit is too late, too late for
me! Ah - and for how many worthier ones before me!11I (Jude, 317).
Again. he is seen - and sees himself - as representing more than an
individualls plight.
Judes enlarged significance is also suggested by the fact that
humanityls ancient battle between the flesh and the spirit 1s embodied
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in Jude's dual attraction to the physical allure of Arabella, and the
spiritual elevation of Sue's presence. This ancient contlict is further
delineated by two contrasting sets of historical images: The classical
and sensual versus the biblical and more spi ritual. Thus, these two
levels of imagery, because of their historical universality, sustain the
idea that Jude's s truggl e is one whi ch has engaged humani ty throughout
the centuries.
Many of Jude's efforts are directed at transcending the
limitations that are inevitably part of having a physical presence.
This takes two forms. In his earlier phases, Jude, like, Eustacia and
Tess, is quite the dreamer and lives in a romantic world that makes his
drab, confined world tolerable: "his dreams were as gigantic as his
surroundings were small" (Jude, 20). As he becomes "so romantically
attached to Christminster," he watches over her in a reverie that allows
him to exist imaginatively on a plane above the physical: "He had become
entirely lost to his bodily situation during this mental leap ..• "
(Jude, 21). Such i nci dents are menti oned several ti mes throughout the
novel: as chi 1dren, Jude and Sue used u to see thi ngs t n the at r'"
(Jude, 91); Jude says he is '''spectre-seeing always'" (Jude, 121); Jude
and Sue take on the appearance of ghosts and "proceeded through the fog
like the Acherontic shades" (Jude, 285); Jude sees ghosts upon his
arrival in Chrisminster and sees them and hears them in his last months
of 1i fe: '" I see ... those spi ri ts ot the dead agai n , on thi s IllY 1ast
walk, that I saw when I first walked here!
almost hear them rustling'" (Jude, 311).
I seem to see them, and
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The extent and intensity of Jude's suffering and anguish make his
des i re for some transcendent peace unders tandab 1e. His on ly way of
escaping the physical is in death. Jude finds his ultimate release in
death which allows him to transcend the physical and temporal that he
comes more and more to associate with frustration and suffering, and he
accomp 1i shes thi s courageously. Hi s death is thus not to be seen as a
tota 1 defeat. Jude has long expressed a des i re for peace and freedom
from the pains of the world, and he fulfills that desire in death.
Also, Jude's attitude toward death allows him to assume that death
is not final, and that part of him will go to a freer, more satisfying
state than hi s physi cal form will all ow. He imagi nes hi mselt after
death as finally having achieved acceptance in Chr1stminster, and tells
the uncomprehending Arabella: II'When I am dead, you'll see IllY spirit
flitting up and down here among these {of Raleigh, Wycliffe, Harvey, and
other greats whose ideas permeate Christminster} I II (Jude, 312).
Furthermore, despite all that happens, Jude never loses his
compassion for others, both human and non-human. From his decision to
let the rooks have some seed and his speedy dispatch of the tnjured
rabbit, to his admirable forgiveness of Arabella who, he knows, tricked
hi minto marryi ng and re-marryi ng her, Jude remai ns a person of great
integrity. The action of the novel bears out the truth of Jude's
statement: IIII have never behaved dishonourably to a woman or to any
living thing. I am not a man who wants to save himself at the expense
of the weaker among us! III (Jude, 303). With the exception of Jude's
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blackmail of Sue into having a sexual relationship with him, perhaps,
Jude's character is a better testimonial to human possibility than
anything else in the novel.
We know that in hi s early 1i fe Jude is subjected to a nuneer of
influences and circumstances which seem to shape his future almost
irrevocably. Without repeating in detail the discussion of these
et rcumstances and events, we may menti on that he is an orphan, that he
comes from a family in which marriages end tragically, that his aunt
impresses upon him the idea that his existence is "unnecessary", and
that the greatest irony of the novel is that it t s precisely Jude's
virtues that make him vulnerable to many difficulties. His kindness,
for instance, to the rooks brings a beating and dismissal from his job.
This traumatic experience with the rooks and Farmer Troutham teaches
Jude the cruelty of "Nature's logic" (Jude, 17), and the illogical
nature of creation wherein "what was good for God's birds was bad for
God's gardener" (Jude, 15). Later, his dream of scno l ar sntp and
Christminster is rudely interrupted by his acquaintance with Arabella,
and his discovery of sexual desire for her. He feels helplessly drawn
toward thi s woman by a force whi en "seemed to care li ttl e for hi s reason
and his will, nothing for hiS so-called elevated intentions" (Jude, 38).
His continuous elevation of Sue, and hiS unconscious involvement with
her, accelerate his downfall, and eventually bring about his tragic end.
The narrator prepares us very early in Jude's story for the fact that it
is precisely Jude's sensitivity to the illogicality of life that makes
Jude most vulnerable: "This weakness of character, as it may be called,
suggested that he was the sort of man who was born to ache a good deal
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before the fall of the curtain upon his unnecessary life should signify
that all was well with him again" (Jude, 15). Certainly, the truth of
thi s statement is shown by the acti on of the novel. If Jude were not so
sensitive, kind and fair-minded, he would have avoided many of the
situations that led to his downfall as well as his tragic end.
Jude is as tragic a hero as any of Shakespeare' s great tragi c
figures such as Lear, Macbeth, Hamlet or Othello. After his downfall,
and the destruction of all his ambitions and aspirations, Jude admits
hi s faul ts: II.My two Arch Enem1es you know - my weakness for womank1nd
and IllY impulse for strong liquor'" (Jude, 280). What this suggests ts
that it is not Just Jude's marriage to Arabella that makes and marks his
downfall; it is also his physical and sensual self. This marriage 1s a
fault, not because Arabella is sinister and Jude is saintly. or Arabella
is vicious and Jude is virtuous, or because Arabella is sensuous and
Jude is spiritual, but because his marriage to her is antithetical to
Jude's legitimate ambitions. As Jude realizes his weakness, he chooses
to extinguiSh his mental and physical suffering, and put an end to a
1ife which ought never to have been begun. Dyi ng thus, Jude's death is
not a defeat, it is an act of choice, accomplished through the exercise
of his complete consciousness and will, and with this comes the triumph
of his heroic strength.
Despite the weakness he admits to for women and drink, Jude
remains, I believe, an admirable figure, one of "inviolable dignity",
and as he is always acted upon by others, he never loses our esteem, he
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is "never otherwi se than sub li me. "82 The forces whi en oppress hi m from
within and without undermine his aspirations, and leave his aims
unfulfilled. As a tragic hero of considerable nobt l t ty , we pity Jude
because he struggles bravely to acquire knowledge even when the odds
against him are overwhelmingly great. Though his hopes and desires are
never more than partially realized, he always appears a pioneer "groping
in the dark" (Jude, 258), striking out for the light, trying to soar ana
ascend the height(s), but always suffering the agony and anguish at
disappointment. He decides to give up the fight with a consciousness
that he has probab ly paved the way and prepared a better lot for those
like him in the future.
Clyde, by contrast, lacks Jude's great tragic and dramatic
intensity. Early in his life, Clyde shows his selfishness when his
sister Esta returns, bearing within her the seed of the next American
tragedy, and his mother wants some money to see her through her
pregnancy. His mother's pleas for money had "made him a little sick and
resentful" (Tragedy, 109). However, he reJects his mother's offer ana
1i es to her about hi s savings givi ng 11ttl e and keepi ng more for the
girl whom he wants to seduce. During the Kansas City accident, Clyae
does not show as much concern for the chi1a who lost his life as about
the loss of his job, and thinks he "must get out of this as quickly as
possible. A child had been killed; a car stolen and wrecked; his job
was most certainly lost" (Tragedy, 157). And as soon as he settles in
Chicago he changes his name lest he should be discovered and punished.
Clyde's refusal to help in the trouble of his sister, and his escape
from the scene of the accident - an ominous prefiguration of his
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behaviour after the drowni ng of Roberta - show Clyde's selfi shness and
lack of moral values which detract greatly from his heroic and tragic
character.
Furthermore, Clyde's selfishness is most pointedly shown in
Lycurgus especially in his involvement with Roberta. He threatens to
desert Roberta if she does not give in to his sexual demands. And as he
starts courting Sondra he does not reveal his entanglement with Roberta
and 1ies about Sondra to Roberta. When Roberta becomes pregnant, and
all attempts fail at an abortion, Clyde asks Sondra to run away with
hi m. Ouri ng her pregnancy Roberta pursues Clyde ceasel essly demandi ng
that he join his life to hers, but when she forces the issue Clyde
blunders his way into preparation for a murder w,ich he is too weak to
carry through. Clyde is thus a failure both in moral and heroic terms.
Throughout his life, Clyde does not seem to acquire self-knowledge
as Jude does. We have al ready seen that Jude's story is essenti ally
that of a dreamer whose dreams are unfulfilled, of a failure by the
warl d's standards who neverthel ess fi nds spi ritual strength and
self-knowledge through his suffering. Clyde, as his physical
counterpart, also suffers, but suffers only the stress that Roberta puts
on him during her trouble, and his suffering only serves to weaken his
spirit and lead him away from genuine sel f-knowledge. At the same time
that Jude is advancing toward self-awareness and an appreciation of the
tragic nature of human existence, Clyde's wanderi n9 in the wil derness
seeking material self-fulfilment does not lead him to any intellectual
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ins i ght into human nature. As he rema ins adri f tin the metropo 1is, hi s
understanding remains as limited as ever.
Jude's self-knowledge, as we know, has been acquired by a long
route and a painful process, and that is why it is genuine. Although
Jude has always had the potential for this kind of consciousness, it has
taken most of the experiences of his life, from the beating given by
Farmer Troutham to his rejection by Christminster, to the deaths of his
children, and the loss of Sue, to develop it. Clyde, by contrast, does
not seem to have the potential for any spiritual or mental growth. From
his sister's experience which provides Clyde with a prefigurement of
that of Roberta Alden, and which he, unfortunately, does not fully
understand, to the car accident, and the loss of life, to Roberta's
predicament and drowning, and finally Clyde's trial, all of these are
mere incidents in his life and do not lead to any sort of self-knowledge
except that Clyde wonders that "he had longed for so much ... and he
had had so little" (Tragedy, 865). Indeed Clyde seems to have "a soul
that was not destined to grow up" (Tragedy, 189).
Clyde does not seem to be able to master his fate. His conduct,
his "inner directing application" (Tragedy, 189) and state of mind
can always be contrasted with those of Jude. In the scene just
preceding Jude's death when he is deteriorating physically, Jude endures
Arabella's taunts, and when she unexpectedly offers to 1et him see Sue
again, he firmly rejects the idea:
'I don't wish to see here again.'
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'0 - that's a change!'
'And don't tell her anything about me - that
I'm ill, or anything. She has chosen her course.
Let her go!' (Jude, 317).
Jude's firm manner in this scene demonstrates that he is master at
himself. Recognizing the irrevocability of Sue's decision, he refuses
to cherish false hopes. Although he could have sent word at his illness
to Sue in order to arouse her sympathy, he chooses instead a more
stoical posture. Clyde, by contrast, is a passive and weak person. In
Dreiser's world passivity means lack of will, and lack of will in the
case of Clyde is fatal. It is Clyde's "sudden palsy at will" (Tragedy,
266) that prevents him from murdering, as well as from having planned a
murder successfully, or from having avoided a murder. On the boat, his
thrusting out with the camera is a gesture of withdrawal, but it causes
Roberta to fall and the boat to capsize. Unless he acts then, she will
drown. He does not ac t, and 1ets the murder be conmi tted for hi m by
chance - or lets the murder conmit t tse lr . Thus Clyde's lack of will
and his inability to act disqualify him as a tragic hero.
Where Jude gave too much, Clyde gave too little, and wanted more
than he gave. And where Jude struggled valiantly, Clyde ran away rather
than face the struggle. Where Jude endured much, Clyde sutfered a
l t tt le , and in repeated instances, he dOdges the dllenma physically as
well as mentally. His method of escape is always to beat against the
bars rather than devise a way to outwit the jailer. And as Irving Howe
puts it, in a passage mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, Clyde
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"has almost no assertive will, he lacks any large compelling idea, he
reveals no special gift for the endurance of pain."
There is no indication at the end of the novel that Clyde has been
sacrificed for the re-birth of society free from the delusions of the
American Dream. In the frame of reference of Dreiser's novel, the fact
that at the end the same group as seno l es on the same street corner with
the same unhappy boy who asks for the same dime to get away from them
for a moment, poi nts bleak ly to the start of another tragedy, another
fatal combination of elements overseen by nothing but human forces
ill-constructed to do anything but lead it to another murder.
An Amer1can Tragedy, then, 1s the tragedy of "human was te ", and
Clyde Griffiths, the one whO acts it out, 1s not a hero at Jude's
tragic stature. He 1s, as the novel shOWS, the victim ot his own
crime, "a victim collaborating in the crime that is his own death."83
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Conclusion
We have already seen in the opening section ot this study that the
young Dreiser had a high regard for Hardy's art. This is clearly
expressed in his letters which show a good deal at admiration tor the
Enql t sh author. By the time Oreiser was preparing for the composition
of his first novel, he had read widely in the English novel ot the
nt neteenth century, and it appears that thi s readi ng inc 1uded most ot
Hardy' s novels as well as those of George Moore, Will i am Thackeray,
George Eliot, Henry Fielding, and Charles Reade. Furthermore,Oreiser
concluded his reading of Balzac, Hardy and Tolstoy with the succinct
observation: II From them I learned what, in my judgment, really
great books are. "1 Orei ser ' sma; n concern was wi th the ; nner
characteri zation of man, and wi th the appropri ate techni ques for its
tictional presentation, and here, Hardy, communicating through his
fiction a vision of the essential tragedy ot man, held great interest
tor his young American admirer.
The results of the analysis of the characters' behaviour and
mati vati on in the foregoi ng chapters show that Hardy and Orei ser share
similar, if not the same, attitudes toward a broadly deterministic
universe in which the protagonists of their novels are frequently little
more than atoms in a world where "chance", coincidence, and "luck" play
a significant role.2 The lives these characters lead reflect a capacity
for desire which has surpassed their ability for satisfaction. They
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often find themselves in an extremely exhausted state in which the
meretricious tokens of achievement or success no longer sustain a sense
of personal fulfilment. These characters later discover that they are
living in a world in which life is contingent and the opportunities tor
personal development are very limited.
The fact that so many ot the novels' main characters end either in
frustration of their hopes or in death is significant. Hardy's and
Dreiser's novels present a sombre world view, which explains the
emphasis on unhappiness and frustration in many of the novels. This is
not to say, however, that Hardy and Dreiser invari ab ly present in tne t r
fiction a Wholly negative, defeatist, and pessimistic view at the human
condition. The preceding chapters have shown that there is much in the
novels to suggest that man may possess redeeming, even heroic,
qualities. The dominant impression both authors are seeking to convey
to the reader is that life is often unkind and difficult, and that those
whO expect too much will probably meet frustration. Further, in
emphasizing this gloo~ view of things in the most dramatic and intense
form they could, the two authors were probably trying to help their
. readers to accept the necessity of suffering and the distress of
disappointment.
Novel after novel, by both Hardy and Dreiser, showS us that
defeat, rather than self-fulfilment, is likely to be the lot ot the
individual in the modern world. But there can be a degree of
enlargement and even nobility in the way one meets that defeat. In
characters like Eustacia and Henchard, defeat is brought about by their
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defiance and stubbornness; and in characters like Carrie and Clyde,
chiefly concerned with their own selt-interest, defeat is occ as t onec by
their desire to attain the unattainable. But Hardy's characters - such
as Eustacia and Henchard - are enlarged by their defeat. Their refusal
to knuckle under, their capacity to sutfer, lends them a stature denied
to a Carrie, a Clyde, or even a HurstwOOd. Although they may eventually
break, such characters maintain a brave fortitude long atter most others
would have given in.
Agai n Hardy's characters often gai n the reader's respect by the
way in which they maintain their personal integrity no matter what
degree of pressure they are subjected to. What constitutes this
i ntegri ty vari es, dependi ng on the characters. For Henchard, it is a
sense of fair play; for Tess, it is unflinching fidelity to the onrect
of her love; for Jennie - the only one among Dreiser's Characters, who
meets this test - it is always the same: self-sacrifice tor the good at
others; for Jude, it is a belief in man's intellectual potential, and a
compassionate respect tor his fellow creatures. Perhaps what is most
important is that the core at each character's most cherished values is
not determi ned by any outer source but emanates from the character's
inner being. None of these characters has to hold on to hiS personal
values; it would, in fact, usually be more expedient to abandon them.
But for such characters, living in accordance with these values gives
their existence some dignity and integrity despite all the defeats that
they undergo.
What makes Hardy's characters the more impressive is their
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greater capacity for self-knowledge. Their intellectual and
unconventional attitudes are often in conflict with their immediate
social environment. Dreiser's characters, by contrast, are rarely
capable of such opposition, or of such complex moral development.
They go through their lives blindly led by the tropisms of sex, money
and comfort. They are superficially egoistic and intellectually
limited. They are frequently seen incapable of that mature
realization which can change, or, at least, illuminate their lives,
and characterize them as tragic heroes. Without such self-knowledge
Dreiser's heroes remain essentially victims, their Suffering never
relieved by any understanding of it. Hardy's heroes' understanding
and acqui escence in the rightness at thei r desti nies make them more
akin to Shakespeare's heroes than Dreiser's.
Although most of the rebellious and defiant types of characters
like Eustacia, Henchard and Clyde end up in defeat and death, there is a
group ot characters who succeed and survi ve 1ike F arfree . and
Cowperwood. Survival in and of itself is not necessarily admirable, but
these characters survive because they have developed an enlightened
viewpoint based upon their acceptance of the reality of the struggle for
survival with "matter-Of-fact se1f-interest."3 Farfrae and Cowperwood
win in the battl e of life and survive because they have brought the; r
outlook of life into harmony with what is required for survival. This
is neither hypocrisy nor giving in to society's pressures; it is rather
a question of ruthlessness combined with circumspection. The price of
survival, however, seems to be the loss of intensity at fee1;ng and
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1argeness of stature. The tragic ends of the other kinds ot characters
(e.g., defiant, rebellious, unconventional) produce very dramatic and
thematically desirable conclusions to the sad and painful lives at most
of Hardy's and some of Dreiser's protagonists.
What ne l ps to prevent the worl d-pt cture that emerges trom bei ng
entirely black, however, is the suggestion of the possibility that
human; ty may evol ve toward a more enl1 ghtened attitude. In fact, ; n
such a statement as the following, Hardy implies a rather firm beliet
that mankind will indeed progress:
I n the 1apse of countl ess ages, no doubt,
improved systems of moral education will
considerably and appreciably elevate even
the involuntary instincts of human nature;
but at present culture has only affected
the surface of those lives with which it
has come in contact, ••• 4
Dreiser also believed that while man is now in an intermediate stage and
not in harmony wi th nature or hi s own will, "we have the canso lat i on of
knowing that evolution is ever in action, that the ideal is a light that
cannot fail."5 Charles C.Walcutt asserts that the naturalistic
novelist's ability to say what he says about man reatfirms mankind's
hope, and that natuarl i sm i ncl udes the wri ter' s concept of hi s work as
a beacon for progress.6
In the evolutionary principle then, there is the promise that
things can change, but there is no guarantee that things will change for
the better - at least for the individual. As Hardy and Dreiser remind
us over and over again time does not only dwarf humanity by causing man
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and man's own creation to decay, but there are also, "in the nature of
change itself" the "ingredients of inevitable suffering, for it required
the adjustment to a new social and moral outlook, as well as the
acceptance of greater individual respons tb t l t ty ,"? Furthermore, most of
Hardy's and Dreiser's characters discover that their few rooments of
happiness will not endure the passing of time: Tess learns this and
welcomes death rather than risk having Angel lose any of his love for
her. Time, therefore, is often seen as a hostile force, but it can also
be seen as a positive one in that it provides the dimension in which
humanity can evolve, and it is to be hoped, progress.
There is some implication in the novels that if this change is to
be positive, and if humanity is to live up to its potential, then man
ITlJst evol ve toward a roore enl i ghtened perspective in which he strives to
achieve worthy and humane goals in a contingent world. Man, then, must
develop new values based on more humane grounds. But Hardy and Dreiser,
in fact, do not tell us how modern man is to go about this task. Both
authors do imply that whatever significant development humanity may
achieve must be based on compassion. Indeed, such a viewpoint is
implicit in the behaviour of some of the main characters. For example,
characters like Tess, Jude and Jennie, - certainly among Hardy's and
Dreiser's most admirable and worthy protagonists, ent>ody an
essentially compassionate attitude that could, if it were appreciated by
society, form the philosophical basis for man as he seeks to understand
the complex and often frightening issues of the modern world. In
writing to a New York correspondent in 1909, Hardy expressed his hope
that creation could evolve toward a less selfish and more compassionate
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view: IIlthe discovery of the law of evolution, which revealed that all
organic creatures are of one family, shitted the centre of altruism trom
humanity to the whole conscious world collectively.11I8
The constant emphasis in the novels on enduring behavioural
patterns stresses that there is something human that survives the
erosion of the passage of time. This quality of the novels, and the
idea that man is evolving, both emphasize that it is the species in
general that is ul timately the source of manI s hope for tuture growth.
Change is often perilous for the individual caught up in it. Humanity
then has great potential as a species if it develops an enlightened
attitude. However, this enlightened attitude must be sought by
individuals first, who act as pioneers of sorts, in articulating and
living out new, unconventional and progressive values.
Many of the novels considered like Tess, Jude, and Jennie show
that such pi oneeri ng ; s really a hi ghly pai nful process that otten ends
with either the death or defeat at the pioneer. It is the experience at
this pattern of death or defeat that the reader of these novels
undergoes. But out of that experi ence may come increased sympathy for
the plight of others and understanding of the need for social change.
In fact, much of the hope for the species lies in its ability to profit
from the lessons embodied in the lives of the defeated individuals whose
experience involving deep sorrow and pity will certainly motivate
society to change, and hence sharpen the sensitivity of its collective
conscience. Thus the novelist may see himself as participating in the
evolutionary movement towards that improved human condition towards
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which his characters have aspired.
We may conc 1ude then, that despite some ditferences, Hardy and
are t ser are novelists of integrity seeking to express their vision ot
reality in their own individual ways. Both sought honestly to present
their readers with an experience transcending the limits of a
fashionable fiction that flattered the complacencies at its pUblic.
Their fiction stands as a moving testimony to the integrity at their
vision and the art which gives it life.
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